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Actually Doing It •Circuit Surgery

GAS HOBS Standard domestic units, new and boxed, 3burner,
household gas. brown Bargain at just £12 95 ref BAR316

your leisure using the text editor on your PC Aleo included is the
certificate enabling you to reproduce (and seethe manuals as much as

INFRA RED FILM 6" square pece of flexible infra red film that well

you like £14 ref

Only allow IR light through Perfect for converting ordinary torches
lights, heedbghts etc to infra red output onty using standard light bulbs
Easily cut to shape

Reusable (until you loose

ENGINE PLANS Interesting information peck

12V OPERATED SMOKE BOMBS Type 3es a 12v trigger and
3smoke canrusters. each carnet& well ft aroom in avery short space
of time ,£14 99 ref SB3 Type 2es 20 smaller cannesters (suitable for
emulated equipment fires etc) and 1trigger module for £29 ref SB2
Type Iis a 12v trigger and 20 large cannesters £49 ref SB1
HI POWER ZENON VARIABLE STROBES Useful 12v PCB
need with hi power strobe tube and control electrones and speed
control potentiometer Perfect for interesting projects etc 70x55mrn
12vdc operahon £6 ea ref FLSI .pack of 10 £49 ref FLS2
NEW GEIGER COUNTERS IN STOCK Hand held unit with
LCD screen auto ranging. low battery alarm audible 'click' output New
and guaranteed £129 ref GE1
RUSSIAN

BORDER

GUARD

BINOCULARS £1799

Probably the best binoculars in the world' ring for colour brochure
RUSSIAN MULTIBAND WORLD COMMUNICATIONS
RECEIVER Exceptonal coverage of 9nvave bands. (5 short 1LW

£12 50 ref HAI

so there is alot about' £19 95 Ref EF78 500 pellets £4.50 ref EF80

HYDROGEN FUEL CELL PLANS Loads of nformaten on

covering all aspects of Stirling engines. pictures of home made
engines made from an aerosol um running on acandie£12 ref STIR2

fi)

AIR RIFLES .22 As used by the Chmese army for training puppies,

esquare £15 ref IRF2

*NEW

hydrogen storage and production Practical pans to buid aHydrogen
fuel cet (good workshop laciness required) £8 set ref FCP1
STIRLING

C site £9.99 ref 6P477
GIANT HOT AIR BALLOON KIT Budd a 4.5m circurnfrence.
fully functioning balloon. can be launched with home made burner etc

HIGH POWER DC MOTORS. PERMANENT MAGNET
12 -24v operation, probably about 1/4 horse power, body measures
100m x75mm with a60mm x5mm output shaft with amachined let on
Feeng e simple using the hvo threaded bolts protruding from the front
of the motor 4mm x 12mm) These motors are perfect for model
engineenng etc they may even be suitable as acycle motor? We expect
high demand so rf you would lee one or think you may regent, omen the
future place your order today ,£22 ref MOT4 10 pack f185 ref MOT5B

MEGA POWER VI DEOAND AUDIO SENDER UNIT.

Transmits both audio and video signals from either avideo camera.
video recorder TV or Computer etc to any standard TV set in a500m
range ,(tune TV to channel 31) 12v DC
op Price is £65 REF: MAG16 12v peu is £5 extra REF: MAG5P2
*MINATURE

RADIO TRANSCEIVERS A pair of wallue talkes

wrth arange up to 2km in open country Unrts measure 22x52x155rnm
Including cases and campons 2xPP3 rind £37 00 pr REF: MAG30

ELECTRONIC SPEED CONTROLLER KIT For the above

*FM TRANSMITTER KIT housed in a standard working 13A
adapter' ,the bug runs directly off the mains so lasts forever' why pay
£700? or price is £18 REF EF62 (kit) 'renames to any FM radio
Built and tested version now available at £45 ref EXM34

motorui £19relMAG17 Save £5nyou buythern both together. 1motor
pus speed controller rrp s£41 offer price £36 ref MOT5A

to detective agencies 9v battery req'd. £14 REF MAG14

RUSSIAN 900X MAGNIFICATION ZOOM MICROSCOPE
metal construction. bunt might. mirror etc Russian shnmp farm' group
',lowing screen, lots of accessoires £29 ref ANAYLT
AA NICAD PACK Peck of 4tagged AA needs £2 99 ref BAR34
RUSSIAN NIGHTSIGHTS Model TZS4 with infra red ellumenator,
views up to 75 metres in full darkness in Infrared mode 150m range.
45mm lens. 13 deg angle of vie«, focussing range 15m to infinity 2AA
Weems required 950g weight £199 ref BAR61 1years warranty

BUG BUILT AND TESTED supenor design to krt Supplied

GAT AIR PISTOL PACK compete with pistol, darts and pellets
£14 95 Ref EF828 extra pellets (500) £4 50 ref EF80
HEAT PUMPS These are mains operated auto air units that consist
of a aluminium plate (cooling side) and a radiator (warming see)
connected together with acompressor The plate if inserted into water
wit freeze it Probably about 3-400 watts so could produce lkw In ideal
conditions £30 ref HP1
3 FOOT SOLAR PANEL Amorphous silicon. 3' xl' housed in an
aluminium frame. 13v 700mA ouput £55 ref MAG45

1FM 1MVV) internal ferrite and external telescope aerials mains/
battery£45 re/ VEGA

20 character 2 line, 83x19rnm £3.99 ref SMC2024A

SOLAR/WIND REGULATOR Prevents batteries from over

NEW LASER POINTERS 4 5mw. 75 metre range, hand heed unit

16 character 4 line, 62x25mm £5.99 ref SMC1640A

charging On reaching c.apeaty the regulator diverts excess power into

A SACK OF POTATOES Comprehensive 270 page book

TAL -1, 110MM NEWTONIAN REFLECTOR TELESCOPE
Russian Superb astronomical 'scope everything you need for some
serious star gazing , up to 169x magnification Send or fax for further

heat avoiding damage Max power is 60 watts £27 99 ref S/CA I1-/05

covers all aspects of spent produchon from everyday materials Includes
construction details of ample sets etc £12 ref MS3

YOUR

runs on two AA batteries (suppled) 670nm £29 ref DEC49
HOW TO PRODUCE 35 BOTTLES OF WHISKY FROM

LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAYS Bargain prices,

•FM

information 20kg. 885x800x1650mrn ref TAL-1, £249

4X28 TELESCOPIC SIGHTS Suitable for all air riles, ground
lenses, good kohl gathering properties £24 95 ref R/7
NICAD CHARGERS AND BATTERIES Standard universal

NEW HIGH POWER MINI BUG With a range of up to 800

ELECTRICITY Cornprehensrve plans with loads of info on deigning

mains operated charger. takes 4 bads ••• 1 PP3, £10 ref P011D
Nicads- AA srze (4 pack) £4 ref 4P44, C size (2 pack) £4 ref 4P73. D

metres and a3deys use from aPP3 the is our top selling bug. less

systems panels. control electronics etc £7 ref PV1

sae (4 pack) £9 ref 9P12

HOME

COULD

BE

SELF

SUFFICENT

IN

than 1" square and a 10m voice pickup range £28 Ref LOTIO2

PHOTOGRAPHIC RADAR TRAPS CAN COST YOU

BUILD YOU OWN VVINDFARM FROM SCRAP New
publication gives step by step guide to building wend generators and
propellors Armed with this publication and agood local scrap yard

YOUR LICENCE! The new multi:end 2000 radar detector can
prevent even the most responsible of drivers from losing their licence'
Adjustable audible alarm with 8flashing lads gives instant warning of
radar zones Detects X, K and Ka bands. 3mile range 'over the Moir
'around bends' and 'rear trap reclines micro size Just 425“x2 5"x 75"
Can pay for itself in just one day I£89 ref EP3

could make you self suffeent in electnertyi £12 ref LOT81
PC KEYBOARDS PS2 connector. top quality suitable for all 286/
386/488 etc £10 ref PCKB 10 for £65

STEREO MICROSOPES BACK IN STOCK Russian. 200x

NEW LOW COST VEHICLE TRACKING TRANSMITTER
info on car direction. left and right turns start and stop information

complete with lenses, lights, filters etc etc very comprehensive
microscope that would normally be around the £700 mark. our once
is just £299 (full money back guarantee) full detain in catalogue

Works with any good FM radio

SECOND GENERATION NIGHT SIGHTS FROM £748

KIT £29 range 15-5 mies. 5,000 hours on AA batteries, transmits
£29 ref LOT 101a

HIGH SECURITY ELECTRIC DOOR LOCKS Complete

RETRON Russian rIght sight. 18x, infra red lamp, 10m-ern standard

brand new Reran lock and etch assembly with both Yale type lock (keys
Inc) and 12v operated deadlock £10 ref LOT99

COLOUR

NEW HIGH POWER WIRELESS VIDEO AND AUDIO
BUG KIT 1/2 MILE RANGE Transmrts video and audio signals
from aminature CCTV camera (included) to any standard television'
Suppled with telescope aerial £169
CCTV PAN AND TILT KITMotonze your CCTV camera with this

BRAND

NEW

ccry
AND

VIDEO

M42 lens 11kg £349 ref RET1
CAMERAS

CASED . FROM

E9 9 .

Works with most modern video's, TV's,
Composite monitors, video g ra bber ca rds etc
Pal, 1v P-P, composite, 75ohm,

1/3" CCD, 4mm F2.8,

MAINS MOTORS 180 RPM 90X7Omm.50X5mm 50x5mm output
shaft, start cap included £22 ref MGM1

PC POWER SUPPLIES, CUSTOMER
RETURNS,ALL FAN COOLED, OURCHOICE,
BARGAIN AT 8PSU'S FOR £9.99 REF XX16

simple 12vdc kit 2hermentically sealed DC Sneer servo motors 5mm
threaded output 5secs stop to stop can be stopped anywhere. lOmm

500x582,

travel. powerful. £12 ref LOT125

100x50x180mm, 3 months warranty,1 off price £119

CCTV CAMERA MODULES 46X70X29mm, 30 grams, 12v

ref XEF150, 10 or more £99 ea 100+ £89

100mA auto electronic shutter, 36mm F2 lens. CCIR 512x492
pixels. video outputs 1v p-p (75 ohm) Works directly into astart or
video input on atv or video IR sensitive £79 95 ref EFI37

YUASHA SEALED LEAD ACIDS FROM £2.50

JUMBO LED PACK 15 lOmm bicolour lads, plus 5giant (55mm)

12v 6.5Ah ex equipment batteries to clear at just £9.99 for

IR LAMP KIT Suitable for the above camera enables the camera

a pack of four! ref XX1

seven segment displays all on apcb £8 ref JUM I Pack of 30 55mm
sevensegdisplaysonpcbsisE19refLED4.packof50 £31 ref LED50

to be used in total darkness ,f6ref EF 138
UK SCANNING DIRECTORY As supplied to Pollee. MOD M15
and GCHQ coverers everything from secret government frequenoes.
eye in the sky. pnsons. military aviation etc £18 50 ref SCANS
INFRA RED POWERBEAM Handheld battery powered lamp, 4
inch reflector gives out powerful pure infrared bighti perfect for CCTV
use. nightsights etc £29 ref PB1
SUPER VVIDEBAND RADAR DETECTOR Detects both
radar and laser ,X K and KA bands, speed cameras and an known
speed detection systems 360clegree coverage. front Searwaveguelee,
1 1"x2 rx4 6 fits on sun

visor or

dash £149 ref

CHIEFTAN TANK DOUBLE LASERS
9 WATT+3 WATT+LASER OPTICS
Could be adapted for laser listener, long range communications etc
Double beam units designed to fit in the gun barrel of atank, each uno
has two sem conductor lasers and motor drive units for alignement 7
mile range no proud diagrams due to MOD, new once E50,000? us?
£199 Each unit has two gallium Arsenide injection lasers, 1x9watt,
1x3watt 900nm wavelength. 28vdc.600hz pulse frequency The units
also contain an electronic receiver to detect reelected signals from
targets

£199 for one Ref LOT4

12vdc,

mounting

bracket,

auto

shutter,

A MAGNET THAT LIFTS 33 KILO'S!
Just in this week are these incredible magnets that rift 33
kilo's! Price is £14.99 ref MAG33
25 SQUARE FOOT SOLAR ENERGY BANK KIT

6v Amorphous

CONVERT YOUR TV INTO A VGA MONITOR FOR £251
Converts acolour N into abasic VGA screen Complete with built in
plu, lead and sWare Ideal for laptops or acheap upgrade Suppled in
kit form for home assembly SALE PRICE £26 REF SA34
015

WATT FM TRANSMITTER Already assembled but some

RF knowledge will be useful for setting up Preamp req'd. 4stage 80108mhz, 12-18vdc, can use ground plane yagi or dipole £69 ref 1021
•4 WATT FM TRANSMITTER KIT smati but powerful FM
transmitter kit 3RF stages, 1
, 1/C & audio preamp included £24 ref 1028

YUASHA SEALED LEAD ACID BATTERIES 12v 15AH ait
£18 ref LOT8 and below spec 6v 10AH at £5 apaw
ELECTRIC CAR WINDOW DE-ICERS Complete with cable.
plug etc SALE PRICE JUST £4.99 REF SA28
AUTO SUNCHARGER 155x300mm solar panel wrth dodo and 3
metre lead fitted wrth aagar plug 12v 2wett £12.99 REF AUG10P3
SOLAR POWER LAB SPECIAL You get 2 6"x6" 6v 130mA
cells. 4LED's, wire. buzzer, switch •1relay or motor £7.99 REF SA27
SOLAR NICAD CHARGERS 4 xAA size f999 ref 6P476. 2x

fitted in less than 10 seconds, reset/test button. 10A rating £6 99 each
ref LOTS. Ora pack of 10 et £49.90 ref LOT6 If you want abox of 100
you can have one for £250!

BULL ELECTRICAL

sold as seen ref LOT2
MAGNETIC CREDIT CARD READERS AND ENCODING
MANUAL £9.96 Cased with flyleads designed to reed standard
credit cards'

complete with control eiciones PCB and manual

covering everything you could want to know about whets hidden in that
magnetic strip on your card' lust £9 95 ref BAR31
WANT TO MAKE SOME MONEY? STUCK FOR AN
IDEA? We have collated 140 business manuals that gene you
information on setting up different businesses, you peruse these at

12VDC 40MM FANS MADE BY PANAFLO, NEW £4 REF FAN12

roo 6"n6

NEW LOW PRICED COMPUTEFtANORKSHOPIHI-FI

CONTROLLED CARS From World famouemanufecturer these
are returns so they wit need attenton(usualy physical damage) cheep
way of buying TX and FtX plus servos etc for new projects etc £12 each

193 x26 x39mm, 9v PP3 battery required £17 ref MAG15P1

100mA panels. 100 diodes, connection details etc to
buikt a25 square foot solar cell for just £99 ref EF 112

RCB UNITS Complete protection from faulty equipment for
everybody ,Intone unit frts in standard IEC lead (extends If by 750mm),

TWO CHANNEL FULL FUNCTION B GRADE RADIO

LOW COST CORDLESS HIC 500' range. 90 -105mhz 115g.

WIND GENERATORS 380 WATT
114 metre de bledes, carbon matrix blades 3year warranty. I2vdc
output. 24v version evadable control electrones included. brushless
neodymium cubccurve alternator only two moving parts, maintenance
free simple roof top installation start up speed 7mph. max output
(30mph) 380w £499 ref AIR1
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PORTABLE 12V PSU/CHARGER by David Silvester
A special custom chip and asealed "gell-cell" lead acid battery let you
build a"go-anywhere" combined power supply and charger

740

INGENUITY UNLIMITED hosted by Alan Winstanley
AC Resistance Bridge; ESP Conjuring Trick; 30V Split Power Supply

750

CASE ALARM by Robert Penfold
If you can't keep your portable valuables under lock and key, protect
their enclosure with avibration-sensing alarm

752

AUTO-DIM BEDLIGHT by Terry de Vaux-Balbirnie
If you have children or elderly people who need the reassurance of
night-time lighting, this simple device could provide an economical answer

772

EPE TIME MACHINE by John Becker
Radio controlled time and timers, aMillennium countdown and aperpetual
calendar -yet more proof of PIC power!

782
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SATELLITE CELEBRATION by Barry Fox
Forty years on since Sputnik was launched, Earth is orbited by hundreds
of satellites without which modern communications could not exist

759

TEACH-IN '98 - An Introduction to Digital Electronics - 1
by Ian Bell, Rob Miles, Dr Tony Wilkinson, Alan Winstanley
Commencing an important 10-part series aimed at supporting students and
hobbyists in their quest for basic knowledge and practical experience

762

NEW TECHNOLOGY UPDATE by Ian Poole
Micro-electrical -mechanical systems appear set to find market
introduction, revolutionising miniature relay applications

776

TECHNIQUES -ACTUALLY DOING IT by Robert Penfold
Stripboard, and how to use it successfully

793

CIRCUIT SURGERY by Alan Winstanley and Ian Bell
Resistor Power Ratings; Schade Graphs; Cascading Decade Counters;
Supplier Update; Silver Solder

796

NET WORK -THE INTERNET PAGE surfed by Alan Winstanley
Sources; Buying aPC; Latest Links

804
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EDITORIAL

739

INNOVATIONS - Barry Fox highlights technology's leading edge
Plus everyday news from the world of electronics

747

READOUT John Becker addresses general points arising

756

SPECIAL EPE READER OFFER
25% off Pico Virtual Oscilloscopes for PCs!

758

SHOPTALK with David Barrington
The essential guide to component buying for EPE projects

777

BACK ISSUES Did you miss these?
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ELECTRONICS VIDEOS
Our range of educational videos
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THE ORIGINAL SURPLUS WONDERLAND!

Surplus always
wanted for cash!

THIS MONTH'S SELECTION FROM OUR VAST EVER CHANGING STOCKS

IC's -TRANSISTORS -DIODES

LOW COST PC's -

SPECIAL 81IY
'AT

286

'

40Mb HD + 3Mb Ram

I

19" RACK CABINETS

OBSOLETE -SHORT SUPPLY -BULK

Superb quality 6foot 400

6,000,000 items EX STOCK

Virtually New, Ultra Smart

Less than Half Price!

For MAJOR SAVINGS -CALL FOR SESOCONDucTOR HOTItet

leelmeaftigat

Surplus always
wanted for cash!

Top quality 19' rack cabinets made e UK by
Optima Enclosures Ltd Units feature
designer, smoked acrylic lockable front door.
full height lockable hall louvered back door
and louvered removable side panels Fully
m
ackustade internal liking struts, ready punched
for any configuration of equipment mounting
plus ready mounted integral 12 way 13 amp
Mitsubishi FA3415EACL 14' SVGA Mullieync colour mane( with fne
socket switched mains distribution strip make
028 clot pitch kite and resOkrion of 1024 x768 A
these racks some of the most versatile we
have ever sold. Racks may be stacked side by see and therefore
ers nolucing IBM PCs ri CGA EGA VGA & SVGA require only two see panels to stand singly or in multiple bays
ins, BBC, COMMOOORE (ncluing Arniga 12C0), Overall dtmenstons are 77W H x32W ID x22"W Order as:
ARCHIMEDES and APPLE. Mary features Etched
OPT Rack 1Complete with removable side panels
£335.00 (G)
lacepane. text snichng an LOW RADIATION MPR
OPT Rack 2 Rack. Less side panels
£225.00 (G)
specncaten Fulty guaranteed, supplled o, EXCELLENT lale used cool:laze

VIDEO MONITOR SPECIALS

LIMITED QUANTITY only al these 12Mhz HI GRADE 286 systems
Made In the USA to an Industrial specificatton. the system was
designed for total relJabolly The compact case houses the motherboard. PSU and EGA video card with single 514 1.2 Mb floppy disk
dove d integral 40Mb hard disk drive to the front Real lene clock
with battery backup is proveed as standard Supplied bn good used
condition complete with enhanced keyboard. 640k • 211b RAM,
DOS 4.01 and 90 DAY Full Guarantee. Ready to Run
Oriler as HIGRADE 286
(E)

ONLY

Optional Fitted extras: VGA graphics card
14Mb 3W floppy disk dnve (instead of 12 Mb)
Wordperfect 6 0for Dos when 3W FDD opeon ordered
NE2000 Ethernet (thick thon or twisted) network card

£29.00
£19.95
£22.50
£29.00

LOW COST 486DX-33 SYSTEM

Limited quantity of this 2nd user. supurb small size desktop unit
Fully featured with standard simm connectors 30 6 72 pin Supplied
vvith keyboard, 4 Mb of RAM. SVGA monitor output, 256k cache and
integral 120 Mb IDE dove with single 1.44 Mb 3.5' floppy disk drive
Fully tested and guaranteed. Fully expandable
Orgy
Many other options available -call for details.
£399 .00 (E)

One of the highest specification
monitors you will ever see -A
At this price -Don't miss it!!

Only £119 (n

& Swivel Base £4.75
VGA =biota BM PC Included.
External cables tor Char types of computers CALL

MITE-SVGA

As New -Used on film set for 1 week only!!
15' 0.28 SVGA 1024 x 768 res, colour monitors.
Swivel & tilt etc. Full 90 day guarantee. £145.00 (E)

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES 31
2 "-8"
/

Just in -MIcrovitec 20' VGA (800 x600 res.) colour monitors.
Good 511 condition -from £299 CALL for Info

5/Át" or 31
2 "from only £18.95!
/

PHILIPS >IC535 (same style as CM8833) attractively styled la'
colour monitor vnth MA) RGB and standard composite 15.625
Khz video inputs via SCART socket and separate phono lacks
Integral audio power amp and speaker for all audio visual uses
Will connect direct to Amiga and Atari BBC computers Ideal for all
video monitoring /security applications with direct connection
to most colour cameras High quality with many features such as
front concealed hap controls, VCR correction button etc Good
used condition fully tested -guaranteed
Dimensions W14' xH1214" x 15h"
(£)

Massive purchases of standard 514' and 31k* doves enables us to
present prime product at industry beateg low prices , All unds (unless
stated) are BRAND NEW or removed from often brand new equipment and are fully tested, ahgned and shooed to you rinse 90 day
guarantee and operate from standard voltages and are of standard
size All are IBM-PC compatible (ri 31
/'supported on your PC)
2
31
2 "Panasonic IU363/4 720K or equIvalent FIFE
/
£24.95(B)
31
/'Mitsubishi MF355C-L. 14Meg Laptops only
2
t25.95(B)
31
/'Mitsubishi MF355C-D 14Meg. Non laptop
2
£18.95(13)
514" Teac FD-55GFR 1.2 Meg (tor IBM pc's) RFE
£18.95(B)
51
/ 'Teac FD-55F-03-U 720K 40/80 (for BBCs etc) RFE
2
£29.95(B)
51
/ "BRAND NEW Mitsubishi MF501B 360K
4
£22.95(8)
Table top case with integral PSU for HH 5)4* Elope or HD £29.95(13)
V Shugart 800/601 8' SS refurbished 8 tested
£195.00(E)
8" Shugart 810 8' SS HH Brand New
£195.00(E)
8" Shugart 851 8' double sided returbIshed 8 tested
£250.00(E)
£275.00(E
Mitsubishi M2894-63 8" cloubte sided NEW
Mitsubishi M2896-63-02U 8' DS stml ne NEW
£2 11.5.00(E i
Dual 8' cased doves with integral power supply 2 Mb
£499.00(E

HARD DISK DRIVES
End of line purchase scoop! Brand new NEC D2248 8' 85 Mbyte
drrve with industry standard SUD Mterf ace. replaces Fujitsu
equivalent model Full manual Only £299.00 or 2for £525.00 (E)
31
2 'FUJI FK-309-26 20mb MFM UF RFE
/
£59.95(C)
3W CONNER CP3024 20 mb IDE I/F (or equiv )RFE
£59.95(C
31
/'CONNER CP3044 40mb IDE I/F (or equry )RFE
2
£69.00(C
3W RODIME R030575 45mb SCSI VF (Mac a Acom)
£6L 00(C
31
/"WESTERN DIGITAL 850mb IDE I/F Brand New
2
£11E. 00(C
514" MINISCRIBE 3425 20mb MFM UF (or equry )RFE
£49.95(C'
5'4' SEAGATE ST-238R 30 mb ALL VF Ref urb
£69.95 C
51
/'CDC 94205-51 40mb I-1H MFM I/F RFE tested
2
£69.9510
5W HP 97549 850 >AO SCSI PEE tested
£89 00,0)
5'4' HP C3010 2 GWte SCSI differential RFE tested
£195.00'0)
8' FUJITSU 1,2322K 160Mb WO VF RFE tested
£195.00(E)
Hard disc controllers for MFM ,IDE. SCSI. ALL etc from £16.95

THE AMAZING TELEBOX
Converts your colour monItOr Into • QUALITY COLOUR TVII

TV SOUND &
VIDEO TUNER
CABLE COMPAtiBLE •
The TELEBOX is an attractive fully cased maes powered und, contaming all electronics ready to plug Into a host of video mondors
macle by makers such as MICROVITEC, ATARI, SANYO, SONY,
COMMODORE, PHIUPS, TATUNG, AMSTRAD etc. The composite
video output will also plug direo-thi into most video recorders, allowing
reception of TV channels not normally receivable on most television receivers' (TELEBOX MB) Push button controls on the front
panel allow reception of 8 fully tuneable 'off air' UHF colour television
channels TELEBOX MB covers virtually all television frequenctes
VHF and UHF nclucting the HYPERBAND as used by most cable
TV operators. A composite video output Is located on the rear panel
tor direct connection to most makes of monelor or desktop computer
video systems For complete compatibility even for mondors without sound
an integral 4 watt audio amplifier and low level HI Fr
audio output are provided as standard.
TELEBOX ST for composite video input type roomers
£36.95
TELEBOX STL as ST but fitted wins integral speaker
£39.50
TELEBOX MB Multiband VHF/UHF/Cable/Hyperband tuner £69.95
For overseas PAL versions state 5.5 or 6 mHz sound specification
'For cable /hyperband reception Telebox MB should be connected
to acable type service. Shipping code on all Telebore's is (B)

DC POWER SUPPLIES
Virtually every type of power
supply you can lmagine.Over
10,000 Power Supplies Ex Stock
Call for info / list.

Only taç

PHILIPS HC531 Ultra compact 9' colour video monitor with standard composite 15.625 Khz video input via SCART socket Ideal
for all mondoring /security applications High quality. ex-equipment
fully tested 8 guaranteed (possible minor screen burns) In attractive square black plastic case measuring Wit)" x H10" x 13)6* D

Only £79.00

240 V AC mans powered

(D)

KME 10' 15M10009 high definition colour monitors with 0 28* dot
pitch Superb clarity and modern styling
Operates from any 15.625 khz sync ROB video.
source. with ROB analog and composite sync ,
such as Atari, Commodore Amiga, Acorn .
Archimedes & BBC Measures only 13W x 12* x
11* Good used condition.
Only £125 (,)

20" 22"

and 26 " AV SPECIALS

Superbly made UK manufacture PIL all sole state colour monitors.
complete with compostte video 6 optional sound input Attractrve
teak style case Perfect for Schools, Shops, Onto, Clubs. etc.In
EXCELLENT lane used condition writs lull 90 day guarantee

20"....£135

22"....£155

26"....£185 (F)

SPECIAL INTEREST ITEMS
LIFTS.). FA3445ETKL 14" Industrial spec SVGA monitors
£245
2kW to 403 kW -400 Hz 3phase posses same- ex stock
EPOA
IBM 8230 Type 1. Token ring base unit driver
£950
IBM 53FU.01 Token Ring ICS 20 port lobe modules
£750
IBM MAU Token ring distribution panel 8228-23-5050N
£95
AIM 501 Low distortion Oscillator 9Hz to 330Khz, IEEE
£550
Trend OSA 274 Data Analyser with G703(2M) 64 Vo
EPOA
Marconi 6310 Programmable 2to 22 GHz sweep generator £6500
HP1650B Logic Analyser
£3750
HP3781A Pattern generator á HP37112A Error Detector
£P0A
HP APOLLO RX700 system tints
£950
HP6621A Dual Programmable GPIS PSU 0-7 V 160 watts
£1800
HP3081A Industrila workstation c\vi Barcode swipe reader
£175
HP6264 Rack mount variable 0-20V 0 20A metered PSU
£675
HP54121A DC to 22 GHz four channel test set
£P0A
HP7580A Al 8pen I-IPGL high speed drum plotter
£1850
EG+G Brookdeal 95035C Precision lock in amp
£650
View Eng. Mod 1200 computerised inspection system
£P0A
LIng Dynamics 2kW programmable vibration test system
£P0A
Computer controlled 1056 x560 mm X Y table 8 controller £1425
Keithley 590 CV capacitor /voltage analyser
£P0A
Racal ICA« dual 40 channel voice recorder system
£3750
Flatters 45k VA 3 ph On Lee UPS -New bans Dec 1995
£9500
ICI R5030UV34 Cleanline ultrasonic cleaning system
£P0A
Mann Tally MT645 High speed line printer
£2200
Intel SBC 486/133SE Munnus 486 system 8Mb Ram
£1200
Zeta 3220-05 AO 4 pen HPGL last drum plotters
£1150
Nikon HFX-11 (Eprophot) exposure control und
£1450
Motorola VUE Bus Boards & Components List SAE /CALL EPOA
Trio 0-18 vdc linear, metered 30 amp bench PSU. New
£550
Fujitsu 1,13041R 600 LPM band printer
£1950
Fujitsu 143041D 600 LPM printer with network interlace
£1250
Perkin Elmer 2998 Infrared spectrophotometer
£P0A
VG Electronics 1035 TELETEXT Decoding Margin Meter
£3750
Andrews LARGE 3.1 m Satellite Dish .i. mount iFor vcriosiont £950
Sekonic SD 150H 18 channel digital Hybrid chart recorder £1995
TAYLOR HOBSON Tallysurf amplifier /recorder
£750
System Video 1152 PAL waveform monitor
£485
Test Lab -2nitr square gum:rimed acoustic test cabinets
£300
Kenwood 9601 PAL Vectorsoope -NEW
£650
Please call for further details on the above items

I

32U -High Quality -All steel RakCab

Made by Eurocraft Enclosures Ltd to the highest possible spec,
rack features all steel construction with removable
see. Iront and back doors Front and back doors are
hinged for easy access and all are lockable with
five secure 5 lever barrel locks The front door
'
is constructed of double walled steel with a
'designer style' smoked acryltc front panel to
enable status indicators to be seen through the
panel, yet remain unobtrusive Internally the rack
features fully slotted reinforced vertical from
members to take the heaviest of 19" rack
equipment. The two movable veneal fixing struts
(extras available) are pre punched for standard
cage nuts' A mains distribution panel internally mounted to the bottom rear. provides 8 xIEC 3
pe Euro sockets and 1x 13 amp 3 pin switched
utility socket. Overall ventilation is provided by
fully louvered back door and double skinned top section
with top and side louvres The toe panel may be removed for fitting
of Integral fans to the sub plate etc Other features include fitted
castors and floor levelers, prepunched utility panel at lower rear for
cable /connector access dc Supplied es excellent, slightly used
condition with keys Colour Royal blue External dimensions
mm.1625H z6350 x603 W (64" 1-1 s25' D z23.1*" W )

Sold at LESS than athird of makers price!!

A superb buy

at only

£195 00

(G)

Over 1000 racks -19" 22" & 24" wide
3 to 44 U high. Available from stock !!
Call with your requirements.

TOUCH SCREEN SYSTEM
The ultimate in Touch Screen Technology' made by the experts .
MicroTouch -but sold at a price below cost If System consists of
a flat translucent glass laminated panel measunng 295 x 23.5 cm
connected to an electronic controller PCB. The controller produces
a standard serial RS232 or TTL output which continuously gives
simple serial data containing positional X & Y co-ordinates as to
where a finger is touching the panel -as Me finger moves, the data
instantly changes. The X & Y information is given at an Incredible
matrix resolution of 1024 a 1024 positions over the entire screen
size h A host of available translation software enables direct connection to a PC for a myriad of applIcattons including control panels, poeteg devices, POS systems, controllers for the disabled or
computer un -trained etc etc. Imagine using your finger with
Windows', instead of a mouse !! (a driver is indeed available t) The
applications for this amazing product are only limited by your
imagination!! Complete system including Controller. Power Supply
and Data supplied at an incredible once of only
Fug ItICROTOUCH »Rowe support prick
£145.00 (a)
and manuals toe MM compatittla PC -4 £29s6 WE Tooled

LOW COST RAM & CPU'S
INTEL 'ABOVE' Memory Expansion Board Full length PC-XT
and PC-AT compatible card with 2 Mbytes of memory on board
Card is fully selectable for Expanded or Extended (286 processor
and above) memory Full data and driver disks supplied RFE
Fully tested and guaranteed Windows compatible
£59.95(s1)
Hall length 8 bit memory upgrade cards for PC AT XT expands
memory either 256k or 512k in 64Ic steps May also be used to fill
in RAM above 6401, DOS lirnit Complete with data
Order as: XT RAM UG. 256k. £34.95 or 512k £39.95 (Al)

ellIM SPECIALS

1MB x 9 SPAM 9 ci-op 120ns
Only
£16.50
1MB x 9 SIMIA 3chop 80 ns £19.50
or 701,5
£22.95
1MB x 9 SIMM 9 chip 80 ns £21.50
or 7(5IS
f23.75
4 MB 70 na 72 pen SIMM -with parityOnly £95.00
INTEL 486-DX33 CPU £55.00 «TEL 486-DX66 CPU £69.00
FULL RANGE OF CO-PROCESSOR'S EX STOCK -CALL FOR

(A1)
(Al)
(A1)
(Al)
(Al)
OM

FANS & BLOWERS
EPSON 00412 40x40x20 mm 12v DC
£7.96 10/ £65
PAPST TYPE 612 60x60x25 mm 12v DC
£8.95 10/£75
MITSUBISHI MNIF-D6012DL 60x60x25 mm 12v DC £4.95 10 /£42
MITSUBISHI MMF-08C120M 80x80x25 mm 12v DC £5.25 10 /£49
MITSUBISHI MMF.09£112DH 92x92x25 mm 12v DC £5.95 10 /£53
PANCAKE 12-35 92x92x18 mm 12v DC
£7.95 10 /£69
EX-EQUIP AC lane. AL). TESTED 120 x 120 x38 aim specify 110
or 240 v £6. 95. 80 x80 a38 mm -spectfy 110 or 240 v £5.95
IMHOF 826 1900 rack mnt 3U x 19' Blower 110/240e NEW £79.95
Shipping on all fans (A) Blowers (B) 50,000 Fans Ex Stock CALL

I
0181 679 4414

Issue 13 of Disp[ay News now available -send large SfiE -PACKED with bargains!
•••

••••

•••••

••••

•••••

••••

•••••

ALL MAIL & OFFICES
•

•

•

Open Mon-Fri 9.00-5:30

•••
•

Dept PE. 32 Biggin Way
Upper Norwood

-EL EC TROP83 25
W32212:21 1100 211:
EST

YEARS

LONDON 5E19 3XF

LONDON
SHOP
Open M011 -Sat 9:00
-5.30
215 Whitehorse Lane
South Norwood
on SAA Bue Route
te Thornion %AN
Selhurst Park SFI AM Stations

DISTELO

The Original
REE On line Database
Into on 20,000 stock items ,
RETURNING SOON!

ALL 'IT ENQUIRIES
FAX 0181 679 1927

Al races tor UK Marked UK custornaS add 17 5% VAT to TOTAL order arncunt Wallin+ ceder £10 Bona Fcte acccant ceders acceped trom Gowarrnent. SCB0014
UfflOrSOBS arid Local AC/males minrnum accourr order £50 CROOUBS 0.AN £1C0 are subrect to 10 acting days &wan» fame demos (Ai-00. (Al)-S4.00.
(6).£550, (CKS 50 (DS£1200, (E)€15.œ. (F-£18 CO. (G)=CALL Alow approx 6 days icr shwing -taster CALL Scotland surcharge CALL AI goads sodtiledb Our
Standard Ccniecris cit Sae and crises stated guarareeed tor 90 days_ Al pseaeres casa return to base base Al %INS reeened lo d'S.fffl aces /specimens *ghoul pre
notice Celes subrect to stcck Discuses for volume Top CASH pnces
SUBiUSBCOBBAi tradanarks etc acknoWedged ODisplay Pledrorkm 1936.E60E06.6
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If you are looking for an easy and enjoyable way of studying or
.,
improving your knowledge of electronics then this is the software for you:
•• 1..44* Vo/4..• 0.*
116 14m

voGe.

014.1a

ectronics Principles 4.0 now has an

•r DIGote.

extended range of fully interactive
analogue and digital topics. From
current flow and dc circuits through
switching and transistor operation to

ro•

r .4reahla

11,1114a •)11/1

ed cara4-4••
•bed •••••• 11,

passive

and

active

filters.

Logic

begins with simpie gates through
••••

I

binary,

04,1.1•14

44110.1
.1,K101.

r

4. 1414,1
TOM

• •‘411..

logic unit,

Ver

1

14.4.01« I

V•Ive ••••••

•oll,

444 1

II

•••
••

n

ê•C

.711

%WV •••••
rime10••••••••pia
ê •0 14a•
• 0-0 1.4•5•

number

ROM, RAM. Addressing

version 3,0 topics are included within
this program.

.ourTuG
C•41•41.

n•
•
n,

octal

modes and full instruction set which
can be simulated on the screen. All

»""

Me*

and

operation, registers, arithmetic and

cits*
=WY

hex

conversion, addition and subtraction
to Boolean algebra. Plus,
microprocessor and microcomputer

Or Amp 114,

Currently used in hundreds of UK and

ê

overseas

[Woo, 44.

schools

& colleges

to

support GCSE, A-level, BTEC, City 8(
Guilds and university foundation
courses. Also NVQ's and GNVQS
where students are required to have
an understanding of electronics
principles.

1
.4.4

C4,6P4.

i•

I

101ep

The popular Electronics Principles 3.0

na

£49.95*

11,C 4. I. Waridoems.
100

A comprehensive introduction to ac & dc circuit theory. Ohm's law, voltage,
current. Phase angles, alternating voltages and currents. ROL series and parallel
networks, reactance and impedance. Active devices -diodes, bi-polar and field
effect transistors, SCR's and OP-At-nos. Logic gates, counters, shift registers and
binary, octal and hex number conversions.

60

20
-

•

All Inputs & outputs use electronics symbols.

•

Hundreds of electronics formulae available for circuit nvestigation.

•

Ideal for students and hobbyists who require a quick and easy way to get to
grips with aparticular point.

•

Explore the subject as the interactive graphics are redrawn showing phase
angles, voltage and current levels or logic states for your chosen component
values.

•

Generate hard copies of graphics, text and calculations.
Schools and Colleges.
A fully interactive 'electronics textbook on the screen.
OHP slides and student handouts within minutes.

90°

zo

There are nearly three hundred analogue and digital main topics, all with fully
interactive graphics in colour, with supporting calculations that reflect your inputs
along with notes to explain each topic.

270°-

-ea
00

-100

--

Seines Resisto,,
Calculations
• 4700.
3424658E-03
25

7 m l-

'Fr

2500.

100 •

7300

7 3k

7300 • 25 •25V

• 3424658E433 « 34247,4625
3424658E 03

7300 •7 31

- 4700 • 3424658E-01 = 16 09589 •16
2500

- 100

3 424658E 0?

0954V

- 8561644 •85616V

3424658E 03 • 3424658 •342 4658,60

Multi-user network version available.

EPT Educational Software. Pump House, Lockram Lane, Witham, Essex. UK. CM8 2BJ.
Tel/Fax: 01376 514008. e-mail sales@eptsoft.demon.co.uk *UK & EC countries add £2 per order for
post & packing. VAT should be added to the total. Outside Europe £3.50 for air mail postage by return.
Switch, Delta, Visa and Mastercard orders accepted -please give card number and expiry date.
Cheques & Postal Orders should be made payable to EPT Educational software.

NEW SPECIAL OFFERS
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WE HAVE AN EXCELLENT CHOICE OF QUALITY
FULLY GUARANTEED USED TEST EQUIPMENT
eutuogge
105854,
200 MHz
TEKTRONIX 475A Reel-Tine Sad 2Soult
FIP 1725A 279AS Real-Trre Scope
TEKTRONIX 2465A Real-Trre Scope 35014-0
DIC,IT.IL OSCILLOSCOPES
HP 54501A 1001.1te Digibung Scope
YOKCGAWA EX 1
200 4Channel 1001.047

TEK - RGN , 465 Re. vis 5œp5
TEKTRONIX 475 Rea, Tes Scope

are proud to announce our new
"VoiceCommand Module ,/
Based on the Sensory Devices RSC neural network
speech recognition processor. 20 individual digital
word ID outputs on IDC header. Each output with an
'on' word and 'off word giving you up to 99%
speaker dependent recognition. Simply train the
module with up to 40 words.
RS232 identification output of recognised word,
word lists are stored in non-volatile memory.
Automatic gain control on microphone jack
input. Runs off 9-12volt dc supply via
H(38A
2.1mm plug

£60

Components- PICs
Pic Programmer:
H137A £25 Programs 12C508/JW £13.50, 12C508 PIC 16C71, PIC 16C84 04/P £2.30 12C509/JW £15,
and the new 8 pin PIC 12C509-04/P £2.70, 16C71/
W
£25, 16C71-04/1? £6.99,
12C508 and PIC 12C509. J
£6.16C84-04/P
Connects
to
parallel
port. Kit K137A £24
We also have available a full
PC compatible software rangeof PC 1/0 cards and accesF.O.C.
when supplied sones. Call for details.
With programmer.
Ail, Prices INCLUSIVE or vat and delivery (UK) Only) Same day despatch.
151, The Exchange Building, Mount Stuart Square, Cardiff, CFI 6EB
Tel (01222) 458417 Fax (01222) 625797 http:\www.v9IteCdeMon.00-Uk.
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£50
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£75
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£200
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£35
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£35
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:RMEX ELECTRONICS LTD.

JPG ELECTRONICS
276-278 Chatsworth Road
Chestprfeeld 540 2BH
Access Visa Orders.
Tel: (01246) 211202 Far: (01246)550959
Callers welcome 930am lo 530pm
Monday to Saturday

£300
£425
£475
£450
£2.603

Design and Manufacturing Engineers
TELEPHONE: 01492 580080. FAX: 01492 580081
19 FFORDD SAM PARI,
CONWV MORFA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
CONWY, N. WALES LL32 8HH

CD 711

RADIOMETRIX TRANSMITTERS,
RECEIVERS & TRANSCEIVERS
AT LOW PRICES!
3V, 5V & 9V TXM Data Transmitter Modules!

I
TXM-418-A or FTrenember

II.

SILIPX-418.A or FReceiver

Special Offer Only £29.99 per pair
World Leading BIM Transceiver @ 84.95 per pair!
............-.c

World leading in price, performance and size
'
,
i.

' ••••• ,.••••-e-:-..-13114-4 18-F

Approved io

WPT 1340

the BIM high speed transceiver has already
found a home around the World in many wire
free products form computer networks, hand
held terminals to EPOS

Available on 418

and 433.92MHz

•5V Operation, PIC Compatible •
•Exclusive RS232 Version 79.95 0
•Packet Controller Board 79.95 •
•Evaluation Kit + 2BIM's 149.95'
•Sold Separately From 1-1000 pos •
Transmitters
TXM-41 8-A 025mW
TXA1-43341 0.25mW

.10.99
12 75

TXM-418-F 025mW
12 75
DOM-433-F 025mW
12 75
TXPA-403-A 025mW . 12 75
DOM-173-4689 1mW. .22.48
TXM-173-4689 1OrnW. 2448
UM-184-4689 1ClenW. ..29 95

Antennas
Helical-173MHz
490
1/4 Wave 418PAHz 4.90
Dipole 418MHz
23 50
VHF Whip Antenna 35 00

I

Prices unless Meese staled exdude VAT. Carriage free on all nonaccount mainland UK cedars
Instance wear. at addend cost I

4
I
L-

I
•
r.......-'

BIM433RFC
Receivers
SILRX-418-A 22 48
Ft/CM-418-A 28 05
SILRX-433-A 22 95
SILRX.403.-A 22 48
RXM-403-A. .. 22 48
SILRX-418-F .22 48
SILRX-433-F 22.45
RX51-173-60....3102
MA-184-60.. 3102

C.

Card Planed;
Welcome. Exports 2/4 day
000.49 by OHL. UPS or
At Eked' Available BR
ono« in Pored String

Radio -Tech Limited, Overbridge House. Weald Hall Lane,
Thornwood Common, Epping, Essex CM16 6NB.
Sales +44 (0) 1992 57 6107 Fax +44 (0) 1992 56 1994
http://www.radio-teckco.uk e-mail: sales®ratitec.demon.co.uk
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NOW AVAILABLE

RANGER 2for Windows 95"
The Complete, Integrated
Schematic & PCB Layout Package

Windows Ranger 2

Ranger 2Outputs:
Full Windows Outputs
Plus -HP-GL
Gerber
NC Drill
AutoCad DXF

For Windows 95 & NT
•New Hierarchical Circuit
•Split Devices •Gate & Pin Swap
•New Edit Devices in Circuit
•Copper Fill •Power Planes
•Autorouter •Back Annotation

Windows Ranger 2 with Specctra SP2
Ranger & Specctra Autorouter provide the most cost
effective PCB Design system available.A powerful,
intuitive system at an outstanding price!

Windows Ranger 2 Upgrade
Upgrade your existing PCB Package to Windows
Ranger 2.
Demo disc avallable £5.00 (Prices exc VAT/P&P)

Call 01730 260062

Fax 01705 599036

TE
GR

Old Bunion Limeworks. Kiln Lane.
Burdos. Peterstield. Hants. GU3I 5SJ

_LEETROX
_.411,
1
r— e_e_eL-1/1=

Advanced Sy.ienis & Technology for PCF1 Nlanut.I.Inre

GREENWELD

Greenweld has been established for 23 years specialising in buying and
selling surplus job lots of Electronic Components and Finished Goods.
We also keep awide range of new stock regular lines. Why not request
our 1997 Catalogue and latest Supplement both absolutely FREE!
BECOME A BARGAIN LIST SUBSCRIBER TO SEE WHAT'S
ON OFFER BEFORE IT'S ADVERTISED GENERALLY
Standard Bargain List Subscription

For lust £6 00 a year UK/BFPO (£1000 overseas), we'll send you The Greenweld Guardian every
month With this newsletter comes our latest Bargain List giinng details of new surplus products
available and details of new lines being stocked Each issue is supplied with a personalised Order
Form and details of exclusive offers available to Subscribers only

Our stores
(over 10,000
sq. ft.) have
enormous
stocks. We
are open 8.00
am -5.30 pm
Monday to
Saturday.
Come and

see us!

VISA

Gold Bargain List Subscription
For lust £1200 a year (£2000 overseas) the GOLD Subscriber category offers the following
advantages
O The Greenweld Guardian and latest Bargain List every month, together with any brochures
or fliers from our suppliers
•

O

A REDUCED POSTAGE RATE of £1 50 (normally £300) for all orders (UK only) and a reply

El

5% DISCOUNT on all regular Catalogue and Bargain List items on orders over £2000

paid envelope

• So Don't Miss Out -Subscribe Today!
27D Park Road • Southampton • S015 3UQ
TELEPHONE: 01703 236363 FAX: 01703 236307
INTERNET: http://www.herald.co.uk/clients/G/Greenvveld/greenweld.html
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DIFFERENTIAL THERMOSTAT KIT Perfect for heelrecovery.
soar systems baler efficiency etc Two sensors we operate •relay

ANTI DOG FORCE FIELD PLANS Highly effective circuit

poww handling. microphone ncluded. £17 Ref 1014.

when etemp difference (adjustable) a detected AI components and

produces time vanede pulses of accoustical energy that dogs cannot
tolerate £6/set Ref F10002

Install acoin box telephone at

cob £29 ref LOT93
SOLAR WATER HEATING PLANS Ell REF SOLP

LASER BOUNCE LISTENER SYSTEM PLANS Allows you
to hear sounds from apremises without gaining access £12/set Ref F/

home

PC POWER SUPPLIES
PACK OF 8FOR £9.95
Thats right! 8 power supplies for £9.95! These are all fan

LLIST1

connote. £6/set Ref F1PSP4

INFINITY TRANSMITTER PLANS Telephone line grabbed

MAINS POWER SAVER UK made plug o unt fitted inseconds.

room monitor The ultimate in home/office security and safety! simple
to use! Cal your Marne or office phone, push a secret tone on your
telephone to access either A) On premises sound and %IOC« or B)
Emoting conversation with break-in capeCay foremergency messages.

can reduce your energy consumption by 15% Works with fndges,

£7 Ref F/TELEGRAB.

cooled (usually 12v) our choice of specs etc, and are sold
as seen But worth it for the fans alone! ref XX17

ackienng irons, convenbonal bulbs etc. Max 2A rating £9 each ref

BUG DETECTOR PLANS is that someone getting the goods on

LOT71, peck of 10 £69 ref LOT72

you/ Easy to construct device locates any hidden source of radio
energy. Sniffs out and finds bugs and other sources of bothersome
interference Detects low, high and UHF frequendes £5/set Ref FI

DC TO DC CONVERTERS
DRM58 input 10-40vdc output 5v 8A £15 DRM128 input 17-40vdc
output 12v 8A £18 DRM158 input 20-40vdc output 15v 8A £18
DRM248 input 29-40vdc output 24v 8A £12 DRS123 input 17-40vdc
output 12v 3A £10 DRS153 input 20-40vdc output 15v 3A £20
DRS243 input 29-40vdc output 24v 3A £8

HITACHI LM225X LCD SCREENS 270x150mm standard 12
wiry connector. 640x200 dots, tec spec sheet £15 each ref 1..M2

HOME DECK CLEARANCE These units must be cleared!
leads, •nintro red remote qwerty keyboard and receiver. •gender!
UHF modulator. •standard 1200/75 ET approved modern and loads
of chips, capacitors, diodes resistors etc if taquet £10 ref BAR33.

PORTABLE X RAY MACHINE PLANS Easy to COnelnict
pans on • simple end cheap way to bull a home X-ray macNnet
Effeceve device, X-ray sealed assemblies can be woodier emenmentel
purposes Not atoy or for rrunors ,feilset Ref MIDI .

TELEKINETIC ENHANCER PLANS Mystify and amaze your
friends by cresting motion with no known apparent means or cause
Uses no Nectricai or mechanical connections no special gimmtcks
yet produosspoutive motion sedated. Excellent for science projects.
rnemc shows. party demonstrations or serious research &development
of this strange and amazing phychsc phenomenon
Eiliset Ref FITKE1

ELECTRONIC HYPNOSIS PLANS 8, DATA This data

for less than £5

PHASOR BLAST WAVE PISTOL SERIES PLANS
Handheid. has large transducer and battery capacity rah external

B01

ELECTROMAGNETIC GUN PLANS Projects •metal object
•considerable distance-requires adult supervision £5 ref F/EML2.

ELECTRIC MAN PLANS, SHOCK PEOPLE WITH THE
TOUCH OF YOUR HAND! E5/set Ref F/EIAA1
PARABOUC DISH MICROPHONE PLANS Liste, to deism
sounds and voices, open windows sound source. in 'hard to get or
hoses premies Uses sates. technology to gather distant sounds

By using our phone box, you get everything you need to convert any
standwd telephone rito acanbox telephone You arnplyopen the box.
plug your telephone into •connector made and then plug the combos
lead into your telephone socket Is that simple! There are one or two
catches however.
Catch ono is that the lodi end hinges my be darrusged/broken, this
doesn't realty metier because you could replace the hinges easily and
change Ms lock or you could refit the front panel onto abox of your own
choosng
Catch two ni that the three conslots accept £1. 509 and 1Op's this is
hie excaptthat the 10p Notts tor the older 1Op pace so you would need
to glue• small piece of pleellcsicroesthe bottom retie slot on the inside
to reduce the hole sae Ful programming instructions are included with
every combos Bargain Plidi £4.99

ret

CBT1

4 WATT FM TRANSMITTER KIT Small but powerful FM
transmitter, 3RF stages, microphone aid audio preemp included £24
Ref 1028
STROBE LIGHT KIT Adjustable from 1430 rtx (a ice fare than
conventional strobes) Mains operated £17 Ref 1037

COMBINATION LOCK KIT 9key. programmabte, complete with

and focus them to our ultra seiwitne electronics Plans also show an
optional wireless link system £8/set ref F/P145

keypad. wil nintch 2A mans. 9v dc operation £13 ref 1114

2FOR 1MULTIFUNCTIONAL HIGH FREQUENCY AND
HIGH DC VOLTAGE, SOLID STATE TESLA COIL AND
VARIABLE 100,000 VDC OUTPUT GENERATOR PLANS

somebody is eavesdropping

Operates on 9-12vdc, many possible expenments £10 Ref F/HVIA7/
TCL4

MEGA LED DISPLAYS PCB fitted with 5seven segment displays

PHONE BUG DETECTOR KIT This device wet warn you if
Cr,

your line £9 ref 1130

ROBOT VOICE KIT Interesting circuit that distorts your voice!
adjustable. answer the phone with adeferent voice 12vdc E9 ref 1131

TELEPHONE BUG KIT Smell bug powered by the 'phone tine.
starts transmitting as soon as the phones picked upl £12 Ref 1135

12V FLOURESCENT LAMP DRIVER KIT Light up 4 foot

each messunng 55 x38mm £5 ref LED5

tubes born your car battery! 9v 2a transformer also required £8 ref

MOD TRANSMITTING VALVES 5J180E £80 ref LOT112
SWITCHED MODE PS(YS 244 watt .5 32A, .12 8A, -50 2A, -

VOX SWITCH KIT Sound activated switch ideal for making

120 2A There is also an optional 3.3v 25A rat evadable 120/240v I/
P. Cased, 175x90x145mm IEC oat Suitable for PC use (6 0/drive

SOUND EFFECTS GENERATOR KIT Produces sounds

connectors 1rrVboard) £15 ref LOT135

1069
bugging tape recorders etc, adjustable sensitinty £10 ref 1073
ranging from bird chips to sirens Complete with speaker, add sound

shows several waysb put subside under your control Included useful

effects to your projeds for just £9 ref 1045

volume reference text and seveml construction pans that when
assembled car produce highly effective stimuli This material must be
used cautiously Mister use as entertainment at parties etc only. by
those expenencal in is use. £15/wet. Ref FIEH2.

15 WATT FM TRANSMITTER (BUILT) 4stage nigh power
prism prequired 12-18vdc, can use ground plane wig or open clippie
£69 ref 1021
HUMIDITY METER KIT Builds into • precision LCD humidity

GRAVITY GENERATOR PLANS This unique plan

meter, 9ec design, pcb. icd display and as components included. £29

demonstrates asimple electrical phenomena that produces an antigrayly effect You can aLtueity bold •small mock speosship out of
ample materiels end without any visitiée means- cause it to levitate
£10/140 Ref F/GRA1

PC TIMER KIT Four channel output controlled by your PC, sis
awl& high current mans with relays ¡supplied) Soltivaire supplied so
you can program the chenneis to do what you want whenever you went
Minimum system configerston is 286, VGA. 4 1,640k senal port, had

WORLDS SMALLEST TESLA COIL/LIGHTENING
DISPLAY GLOBE PLANS Produces up to 750,003 vices of

drive with min 100k free £24 99

NICKEL PLATING KIT Prue...omit electroplating lot that se

discharge. experiment with extraordinary HV effects. 'Plasma in ajar.
St Elmo's fire. Corona. excellent science project or conversation

transform rusting parts into showpieces in 3 hours , We pate onto
steel, iron, bronze, gunmetal,copper.welded,aver soldered or brazed

Piece. E5/set Ref F/ETC1/1.G5

joints. Kit includes enough to plate 1.000 sq inches You mil also need

COPPER VAPOUR LASER PLANS Produces 100mw of

a 12v supply, econtainer and 2 12v light bulbs £45 ref NIK39

visible green tight High coherency and spectra quality &meat° Argon
emir but easier and less costly to build yet far more efficient This
particular design was developed et the Atomic Energy Commésion of
NEGEV in Israel £10/set Ref F/CVL1

MIneture eclJustabée diners, 4pole Go output 1A 240v,

VOICE SCRAMBLER PLANS Meature solid state system

HY1230S,

12vDC adjustable from

HY1260M,

12vDC

HY2405S,

240v

HY24060m,

240v

0-30 secs.

adjustabte from 0-60 mins.
adjustable

from

adjustable from

0-5

secs.

0-60

£4.99

£4.99
£4 .99

mitts . £6.99

turns speech sound into indecipherable nosethat cannotbe understood
without asecond matching unit Useontedephorieto prevent third patty

BUGGING TAPE RECORDER Smell voice activated recorder,

listening and bugging E6/set Ref Fh/S9

uses micro cassette compete wsh headphones £28 99 ref MAR29P1

pulse techniques that vM completely disrupt TV picture and soundl

900mA output Bargain mice £5.99 ref MAG8P9

PULSED TV JOKER PLANS tAee hind held device utilises

POWER SUPPLY hey cased with mains and o/p leads 17v DC

works on FM tool DISCRETION ADVISED. LS/set Ref F/T.15.

BODYHEAT TELESCOPE PLANS Highly directional long
range device uses recent technology to detect the presence of Wing
bodies, warm and hot spots, heel asks etc Intended for security, law
enforcement retain:hand development.etc Excellent security device
or very interesting science project. Eftiset Ref F/BHT1

BURNING, CUTTING CO2 LASER PLANS Protects an
invite:abeam of himecapetteolbuming and melting materials over e
considerate) distance. This timer Isola of the most efficient. conveding
10% input power into useful output Not only ethos device aworkhoree
o welding, cutting and heat processing materials but it aalso. likely
candidate as en effective directed energy beam weapon against
missies aircraft ground-to-ground, etc Particle beams may veer»,

LfIlltZe alaser QM-is type to bast achannel in the ennospherefor high
energy stream of neutrons or other partidas The dance is Mily
applicable to burning and etching wood cutting, plastics, textiles etc
£12/set Ref F/LC7
DYNAMO FLASHLIGHT Interesting concept, no batteries needed
just squeeze the trigger for instant light apparently even works under
waters, an emergenc-yalthough VA) haventtried it yet ,£8 99 ref SC152

ULTRASONIC BLASTER PLANS Laboratory source of sonic
shock waves Blow holes o metal, produce 'me steam. atomize
Iguana Many cleaning uses for PC toads. jarAlay cons. small pens
etc £6/set Ref F/ULE1

COMPOSITE VIDEO KIT. Converts composite video into sepaVIDEO PROCESSOR UNITS 7/6v 10AH BATTS/24V 8A
TX Not too sure what the function of these units is but they certainly
malte good strIppeml Measures 390X320X120mm, on the front are
controls for scan speed. scan delay, scan mode, loads of connections
°new rear. Inside 2xby 10A Hsealed lead acid butts. pees and a8A?
24vtorrokliel transformer (maestri). sold as seen, may have one or two
broken knobs etc due to poor storage £15 99 ref VP2

MINI FM TRANSMITTER KIT Very high gain pmemp supplied
complete with FET eiectret microphone Designed to cover 88-108Mhz
but easily changed to cover 63-130 Mhz. Works with acommon 9v

rate H sync, V sync, end video. 12v DC £12 00 REF: litAG8P2.

VENUS FLYTRAP KIT Grow your own carnivorous plant with this
sample lUt £3 ref EF34

6")(12- AMORPHOUS SOLAR PANEL

12v 155x3lOrnm

130mA Bargain pnce just £5 99 ea REF MAG6P12

FIBRE OPTIC CABLE BUMPER PACK Winans for £4.99
ref MAG5P13 ideal for expenmenters! 30 m for £12.99 ref MAG13P1

ELECTRONIC ACC UPUNC TURE KIT WI& into an eteceonic
version instead of needlesi good to experiment with. £9 ret 7P30

SHOCKING COIL KIT Budd this Ittle battery operated devtie into

(PP3) battery. 02W RF. £9 Ref 1001

al sorts of things, also gets worms out of the ground' £9 ref 7P36.

3-30V POWER SUPPLY KIT Variable, stabezad power supply
for leb use. Short circuit protected. suitable for profesionel or amateur
use 24v 3A transformer is needed to complete the at. £14 Ref 1007

tempered steel yoke, super strength latex power bands. Departure

1 WATT FM TRANSMITTER KIT supplied with patio electric
mix 8-30vdc. At 25-30v you WM get nearly 2watts ,£15 ref 1009

FM/MA SCANNER KIT Wet not quite you have to turn the knob
your

but you WI hear things on thrs rade that you would not hear on

HIGH POWER CATAPULTS Hinged arm brace for stability.
speed of ammumbon we excelsior 200 miles per hourl Rengeof over
200 metres ,£8 99 ref R/9

COMPAQ POWER SUPPLIES WITH 12V DC FANS Ex
equipment psuS some ok saine not but worth afor the fan alone!
probably about 300 watt PC unit with IEC input. £3 50 each ref CO1

an ordinary radio (even TV) Covers 50-180mhz on both AU and FIA
Bur in 5vial smother. Inc speaker £18 ref 1013

9-0-9V 4A TRANSFORMERS. chassis mount £7 ref LOT19A
FRESNEL PERSPEX SCREENS 11"x11"x316" as used

3CHANNEL SOUND TO LIGHT KIT Wireless system, mans

in overhead projectors etc. New. £19 ref FRESN

operated, separate sentiently adjustment for each channel. 1,200 w

MEGA LED DISPLAYS Build your sell •clock or something with

BULL ELECTRICAL

7.50 PORTLAND ROAD, HOVE, SUSSEX.
BN3 5QT. (ESTABLISHED 50 YEARS).
MAIL ORDER TERMS: CASH, PO OR CHEQUE
WITH ORDER PLUS £3.50 P&P PLUS VAT.
24 HOUR SERVICE £4.50 PLUS VAT.
OVERSEAS ORDERS AT COST PLUS 8.1.58

(ACCESS,VISA, SWITCH, AMERICAN EXPRESS)

Water pump motors, mains powered,
165x75mm, 5mm shaft. £6 ea ref MNI10.
Pack of 3 for £12 ref MM11.

'phone orders :01273 203500
FAX 01273 323077

E-mail bull@pavIlion.co.nk

these mega 7sag displays 55mm high, 38mm wide 5on apcb for just
£4.99 ref LOTIS or a bumper peck d 50 displays for just £29 ref
LOT17

SOUD STATE RELAYS
CIAP-DC-200P 3-32vdc operston. 0-200vdc IA £2.50
SMT20000/3 3-24vdc operation. 28-280vec 3A £4.50

FREE COLOUR CATALOGUE
WITH EVERY ORDER
WE BUY SURPLUS STOCK
FOR CASH

NEW Version IV

11 r.1

In.

P. Puke La 1.

Dtgoj

h11011à b.» lib

New Features
Component Auto-Placer
Pinswap/Cateswap Optimizer
Background Regeneration of Fewer Planes
Enhanced kitorouting with My Pau
Full Control of Schematic Ihmeamace
Extensive Now Compeent Uhravies
Available in 5 levels -prices from £29
Call .now
„,. for further information & up

*Produces attractive schematics like you see in the magazines.
•Netlist, Parts List & ERC reports. *Hierarchical Design. *Full
support for buses including bus pins. *Extensive
component/model libraries. *Advanced Property Management.
*Seamless integration with simulation and PCB design.

Simulation

,11111

fl

*Automatic Component Placement. •Rip-Up & Retry
Autorouter with tidy pass. 0Pinswap/Gateswap Optimizer &
Backannotation. 032 bit high resolution database. *Full
DRC and Connectivity Checking. *Shape based gridless
power planes. *Gerber and DXF Import capability.

FOR
MAKER
VPROBE
PROBE
TOPE
GENE R., On
eye

*Non-Linear & Linear Analogue Simulation. *Event driven
Digital Simulation with modelling language. *Partitioned
simulation of large designs with multiple analogue & digital
sections. *Graphs displayed directly on the schematic.

rrsu
EWW January 1997

cbcenen
Electronics

Write, phone or fax for your free demo disk, or ask about our full evaluation kit.
Tel: 01758 753440. Fax: 01758 752857.
EMAIL: Info@tabcenter.co.uk
53-55 Main St, Gressington. ElD23 5AA.
http://www.labcenter.co.uk
Fully interactive demo versions available for download from our WWW site.

-1

Call
Prices
forexclude
educational,
VAT and
multi-user
delivery.
andAlldealer
manufacturer's
pricing -new
trademarks
dealers always
acknowledged.:
wanted.'

EE183 135 Hunter Street, Burton-on-Trent, Staffs. DE14 2ST
Tel 01283 565435 Fax 546932

CD

VISA

E-mail: Magenta_Electronics@compuserve.com
Homepage: http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/Magenta.Electronics

ELECTRONICS

LTD

rum

All Prices include VAT. Add £.00 per order p&p

MAIL ORDER ONLY • CALLERS BY APPOINTMENT

r ...... _
EPE MICROCONTROLLER I
1
Pl. TREASURE HUNTER!

*NEW IN THIS ISSUE

• SIMPLE TO BUILD

I The

!SPACEWRITER

• SWEPT

latest MAGENTA DESIGN -highly ' • HIGH POWER OUTPUT
FREQUENCY
Istable Er sensitive - with \IC control I • AUDIO Er VISUAL MONITORING
Iof all timing functions and advanced I An affordable circuit which sweeps
the incoming water supply with
Ipulse separation techniques

1 PCB,
▪
instructions
all components
forj.
message
Et tube
loading.
plus

variable frequency electromagnetic
signals. May reduce scale formation,
dissolve existing scale and improve
lathering ability by altering the way
salts in the water behave.
Kit includes case, P.C.B, coupling
coil and all components.
High coil current ensures maximum
effect. L.E.D. monitor

• New circuit design 1994
• High stability
drift cancelling
• Easy to build
& use
• No ground
effect, works
in seawater

KIT 868

• Detects gold,
silver, ferrous &
non-ferrous
metals
• Efficient quartz controlled
microcontroller pulse generation.

£22.95

I
.KIT
IM

£3.99

POWER UNIT

A powerful 23kHz ultrasound generator in acornpact hand-held case. MOSFET output drives a
special sealed transducer with intense pulses via
a special tuned transformer. Sweeping frequency
output is designed to give maximum output with
out any special setting up.

KIT 842

£22.56

SUPER ACOUSTIC PROBE
Our very popular protect
now with ready built
probe assembly and diecast box. Picks up vibrations amplifies, and drives headphones. Sounds
from engines, watches, and speech through walls
can be heard clearly. Useful for mechanics, instrument engineers and nosey parker& A very
useful piece of kit.

KIT 865

£29.95

KITS UNDER £10.00
Older style kits -some using P.C.B., others
stripboard. All popular 'oldies'.
Instructions included with each kit.
K386
K561
K101
K242
K455
K816
K481
K512
K776
K240
K181
K263
K569

Drill Speed Controller
Light Rider Lapel Badge
Electronic Dice
Two Intercom
Electronic Doorbell
Stepper Motor Interface
Soldering Iron Controller
Mains Tester/Fuse Finder
Lie Detector
Egg Timer
Soil Moisture
Buzz Off
Automatic Car Alarm

£9.95
£9.98
£7.50
£6.50
£9.25
£8.52
£6.90
£10.00
£9.90
£7.85
£6.90
£6.49
£9.95

NEW

M.

£16.991
MM

MM

M»

MM

MM

MM

MM

MM

1M

A safe low cost eraser for up to 4EPROMS at atime
,n less than 20 minutes. Operates from a 12V supply
(400mA) Used extensively for mobile work - updating equipment in the field etc. Also in educational situations where mains supplies are not allowed. Safety interlock prevents contact with UV

£28.51

SUPER BAT""
DETECTOR
20kHz-140kHz
NEW DESIGN WITH 40kHz MIC.

Plug-in power supply £4.99

£19.99
£32.50

WINDICATOR

£28.00

KIT 856

A new circuit using a'full bridge' audio
amplifier i.c., internal
speaker, and headphone/tape socket. The
latest sensitive transducer,
and 'double balanced mixer'
give astable, high peformanci
superheterodyne design.

KIT 861

£24.99

ALSO AVAILABLE Built Et Tested ....£39.99

E.E. TREASURE HUNTER
Pl. METAL DETECTOR
MKI

* TENS UNIT *
DUAL OUTPUT TENS UNIT
As featured in March '97 issue.
Magenta have prepared a FULL KIT for this
excellent new project. All components, PCB,
hardware and electrodes are included.
Designed for simple assembly and testing and
providing high level dual output drive.

Magenta's highly
developed Fs
acclaimed design.
Quartz crystal
controlled circuit
MOSFET coil drive.
D.C. coupled
amplification.
Full kit includes
PCB, handle,

KIT 866....

sa
c
es
ae
rcEt
h coil

Full kit including four electrodes

£32.90

Superb new design. Regulated
output, efficient circuit. Dualscale
meter,
compact
case.
Reads up to 200 Megohms.
Kit includes wound coil, cut-out
case, meter scale, PCB Et ALL
components.

KIT 848

£32.95

3-NOTE
DOORCHIME
IDEAL
BEGINNERS
PROJECT
Uses SAB0600 chip to
produce natural sounding
3-note chime. Adjustable
pitch -so that two can be
used for front and back
doors.
Kit includes P.C.B., all
parts and instructions
No case or battery

£5.99

• KIT INC.
HEADPHONES
• EFFICIENT
CMOS DESIGN

1000V Et 500V INSULATION
TESTER

KIT 869

MM

1WATT O/P, BUILT IN

A novel wind speed indicator with LED readout. Kit comes
complete with sensor cups, and weatherproof sensing
head. Mains power unit £5.99 extra.

MOSFET Mk11 VARIABLE BENCH
POWER SUPPLY 0-25V 2-5A.

MM

SPEAKER, COMPACT CASE

KIT 867
KIT+ SLAVE UNIT

Reprints of these special kits - send 50p
stamps per kit + stamped addressed envelope

Based on our Mk1 design
and
preserving
all
the
features,
but
now
with
switching pre-regulator for
much higher efficiency. Panel
meters indicate Volts and
Amps. Fully variable down to
zero. Toroidal mains transformer. Kit includes punched
and printed case and all
parts. As featured in April
1994 EPE. An essential piece
of equipment.

849
MM

KIT 790

MICRO PEsT
SCARER

• RANDOM PULSES
• HIGH POWER
• DUAL OPTION

Mi.

12V EPROM ERASER

Our latest design -The ultimate
scarer for the garden. Uses
special microchip to give random
• Full kit with headphones Er all
delay and pulse time. Easy to
build reliable circuit. Keeps pets
hardware
pests away from newly sown areas.
KIT
847
£63.95
1
splay areas. etc. Uses power source
from 9 to 24 volts.

PORTABLE ULTRASONIC
PEsT SCARER

,..

• An innovative and exciting
I protect. Wave the wand through
'4,,,,,,,.
the air and your message appears.
als.
I Programmable to hold any message
a up to 16 digits long. Comes pre-loaded '
2
i‘
• with "MERRY XMAS". Kit includes
Yee

• POWERFUL COIL
DRIVE
• DETECTS FERROUS AND
NON-FERROUS METAL -GOLD,
SILVER, COPPER ETC.
• 190mm SEARCH COIL
• NO 'GROUND EFFECT'

KIT 815

£45.95

ULTRASONIC PEsT SCARER
Keep pets/pests away from
newly
sown
areas,
fruit,
vegetable and flower beds,
children's play areas, patios

etc. This project produces
intense pulses of ultrasound
which deter visiting animals.
• KIT INCLUDES ALL
COMPONENTS, PCB & CASE

GLU

ER
0
RAL

PEsT
SCARER

N

é

• EFFICIENT 100V
TRANSDUCER OUTPUT • UP TO 4 METRES
• COMPLETELY INAUDIBLE
RANGE
TO HUMANS
• LOW CURRENT DRAIN

KIT 812

£14.81

SIMPLE PIC PROGRAMMER
INCREDIBLE LOW
Kit 857 £12.99
PRICE!

INCLUDES 1-PIC16C84 CHIP
SOFTWARE DISK, LEAD
CONNECTOR, PROFESSIONAL
PC BOARD Er INSTRUCTIONS

SUPER PIC PROGRAMMER
•
•
•
•

Power Supply £3.99
EXTRA CHIPS:
PIC 16C84 £7.36

Another super PIC project from Magenta. Supplied
with PCB, industry standard 2-LINE x 16-character
display, data, all components, and software to include
in your own programs. Ideal develpment base for
meters, terminals, calculators, counters, timers -Just
waiting for your application!
* Chip is pre-programmed with demo display *

PIC16C84 MAINS POWER 4-CHANNEL
CONTROLLER Et LIGHT CHASER
• WITH PROGRAMMED 16C84 AND DISK WITH
SOURCE CODE IN MPASM Now features full
• ZERO VOLT SWITCHING - 4-channel chaser software
on DISK and
10 CHASE PATTERNS
pre-programmed
• OPTO ISOLATED
PIC16C84 chip. Easily
• 4X 3KEYPAD CONTROL
re-programmed for your
• SPEED CONTROL POT.
own applications.
• HARD FIRED TRIACS
Software source code is
fully 'commented' so that
• 4CHANNELS P5 AMPS

Kit 855

£39.95

68000

it can be followed easily.

LOTS OF OTHER APPLICATIONS

Kit 862

• SEND FOR DETAILED
INFORMATION -A
SUPERB PRODUCT AT AN
UNBEATABLE LOW PRICE.

£29.99

Power Supply £3.99

PIC STEPPING MOTOR DRIVER

Power Supply £3.99

LCD DISPLAY

e

SOCKETS FOR 18, 28, AND 40 PIN ICs.

PIC16C84 LCD DISPLAY DRIVER
INCLUDES 1-PIC16C84
Kit 860 £17.99
WITH DEMO PROGRAM
FULL PROGRAM SOURCE
CODE SUPPLIED -DEVELOP
YOUR OWN APPLICATION!

M

WINDOWS
SOFTWARE
PIC16C6X, 7X, AND 8X
USES ANY PC PARALLEL PORT
USES STANDARD MICROCHIP • HEX FILES

• OPTIONAL DISASSEMBLER SOFTWARE (EXTRA)
• PCB, LEAD, ALL COMPONENTS, TURNED PIN

Based on the design in February '96 EPE article,
Magenta have made aproper PCB and kit for this
project. PCB has 'reset' switch, Program switch, 5V
regulator and test L.E.D.s. There are also extra
connection points for access to all A and B port pins.

SOFTWARE DISK, PCB,
INSTRUCTIONS AND
16-CHARACTER 2-LINE

el

• READS, PROGRAMS, AND VERIFIES

INCLUDES: PCB,
PIC16C84 WITH
DEMO PROGRAM,
SOFTWARE DISK,
INSTRUCTIONS
AND MOTOR.

Kit 863

£18.99

FULL SOURCE CODE SUPPLIED.M
ALSO USE FOR DRIVING OTHER
eiel
POWER DEVICES e.g. SOLENOIDS.

Another NEW Magen aPIC project. Drives any 4-phase unipolar
motor -up to 24V and 1A. Kit includes all components and 48 step
motor. Chip is pre-programmed with demo software, then write your
own, and re-program the same chip! Circuit accepts inputs from
switches etc and drives motor in response. Also runs standard demo
sequence from memory.

DOLBY PRO-LOGIC
DECODER

court SURROUND I
PRO • LOGIC
Brings full Genuine PRO-LOGIC Surround
Sound
to
you
at
a fantastic
price
The
circuit
meets
all
'DOLBY
specifications.
with
Stereo
3-Stereo
and
"Surround
selections
Featured nEPE APRIL96
Full kit with case and transformer.

Kit Ref: 869 £124.99
Short

Form

£99.00
'DOLBY and

KIT.

Kit

Ref:

he double-0 symbol are

--,der-arks

DEVELOPMENT AND
TRAINING KIT

• USED WORLDWIDE IN SCHOOLS
COLLEGES Er UNIVERSITIES
• DOUBLE EUROCARD, 2 SERIAL PORTS
• NOW WITH EXPANDED RAM E
JROM
• FULL FEATURED MONITOR Ei LINE ASSEMBLER
IN ROM
• CROSS-ASSEMBLER AND COMMS SOFTWARE DISK

858

DC Motor/Gearboxes

Our Popular and Versatile DC
motor/Gearbox sets.
Ideal for Models, Robots,
Buggies etc. 1.5 to 4.5V
Multi ratio gearbox
gives wide range of speeds

LARGE TYPE -MGL £6.95
SMALL -MGS -£4.77

Stepping Motors
,INiiip,
MD38...Mini 48 step...£8.65 '
i
MD35...Std 48 step...£12.98 i: e
MD200...200 step...£16.80
.,
MD24...Large 200 step...£22.95

• FULL 8MHz 68000 16-BIT DATA BUS
• EXPANDABLE - PIT OPTION 68230
• FULL MANUAL PLUS DATA
• SUPER LOW PRICE:

KIT 601

£69.95

EXTRAS: 9-way PC. lead £6.99
25-way P.C. lead £6.99
Case - black bottom, clear lid -£5.99
PSU +5V, + 12V, - 12V £12.99

Mini-Lab & Micro Lab
Electronics Teach-In 7
As featured in EPE and now published as Teach-In 7. All parts
are supplied by Magenta. Teach -ln 7is £3.95 from us or EPE
Full Mini Lab Kit -£119.95 -Power supply extra -£22.55
Full Micro Lab Kit -£155.95 Built Micro Lab -£189.95

"73-7

Buses lie Cases
\Lin,. 11101V
CS ,O .111.1111t:

Push S6 itches

Station Road, Cullercoats,
Tyne & Wear, NE30 4PQ
Tel:
Fax:

(0191) 251 4363
(0191) 252 2296

Email: salesgesr.co.uk
http:
//www.esr.co.uk

Terminals

E

D Ty pe Connectors

Stamped Pin
11 Pin DR. 113 1.11011
14 Pin 1)11 0.3"
tO I1
16 Pin D1L 0.3"
to II
18 Pin DIL 0.3"
1012
20 Pm DIL 0.3"
10.11
24 Pin DIL 0.6"
£0.13
21( PM DIL 0.6"
£0.13
40 Pin DIL 0.e £0.19
Turned Pin
5 Pm DIL 0.3"
10.11
14 Pin DIL 0.3"
150.20
16 Pin D1L 0.3"
10.23
18 Pin Dit 11.3"
10.26
20 Pin DIL 0.3"
10.29
24 Pin DIL 0.6
£11.35
28 Pin DIL 0.6"
10.41
40 Pin DIL 0.h"
10.64
Sit. Header Strip
I• 36 LL as Straieht
10.3X
2 \36 Vs a\ Streneht
10.56
I• 36 Wa\
tje 54
2s 36 Vs a; 9011) g0
20 \\ a( Steckel Slop
t0.54
Transistor Sockets
TO I5-4 Base Socket
10 24
TUS Base Soact
tO 24
ID(' ('able Sockets

10
14
16
20
26
34
40
51)

Via >Socket
Was Socket
Was Socket
Via( Socket
\Vas Socket
N.e's Socket
\\ a\ Socket
Vs a: Sosket

10.23
£0,34
10.31
£11.26
10.30
10.52
111.66
e51)."5

PC'B Bos Headers

111
14
16
20
26
34
40
50
10
1
0
20
26
34
40
50

Way Straight
N'as Straight
Was Straight
Vs aSi Straight
\\ as Straight
N'a\ Stoneht
Vi a'. Straight
Weis Seraight
N a\
••';,-, ex)
Via'. 90
N'a\
N a\ 90
Wa \90
Vio ex)

10.2 ,
10.36
150.36
10.41
10.57
10.57
10.63
£0.96
10.33
10.42
£0.53
10.70
1-11.72
10.83
£0.99

PCB latch
Headers

111 Wee\ Straight
I
hWav Straight
2t) \S, a( Straight
26 Via' Straight
I4 N a\Straight
le) Via\ Stralehi
'
,le Vs a\ Straieht
LU SA a\90
,
0 ££,-, e
ke
20 v„ .,
„01,
5,,,, •• „‘ ,. 40,
.4 ss.,'• exi
iii \S.1S 911
,'is a\911 1111

10.50
10.70
10.75
10.81
10.8h
11.56
11.29
10.58
150.7X
113%2
11.06
151.14
0.26
11.74

Headers

i
-1 \\ a) DIL
DIL
24 Nay OIL
40 \\ as I/IL

10.54
£0.59
£0.90
£1.02

I :ensistion headers
Transhaion
C0.49
\\ as fransistion
(0 547
16 \\ is Transislion
£0.47
21) \\ as Iransistion
£0.54
2t, Vi is transistion
£0.62
(S aS Transistion
£0.67
\\ aS Transistion
(09)1
\\ ;IS 1
-ransistIon
t1.112

Solder Bucket
10.29
Ii Vi as Male Plug
10.30
\\ ,is Female Socket
15 N-as Male Plug
10.39
10,39
15 \\ a\ Female Socket
10.49
15 N
II.1). Plug
£0.75
15 1A aS
Socket
0349
23 N.'S Male Plug
10.49
23 Vs as Female Socket
"S Nis. Male Plue
111.48
25 Via, Female Plug
1050
IDC Ribbon Mounting
l) Was Male Plug
11.011
9 N'a Female Socket
11.05
25 Was \laic Plug
11.26
25 Vs'a; Female Socket
11.26
Righi Angled PCB

N as 'stile Plug
9 N'a \Female Socket
15 Was II.D. Socket
25 Vi a; Male Plug
25 Was Female Socket
Plastic D Covers
9 Was Cowl' -Grey
9 N a's Coser -Black
I5\\ a\ (oser -Gres
23 Viii (OS« -Lire.
23 Vi 15 Coster -Black
25 \\
(oser -Gres
25 Vs is I) Coser glack
9 to 9Coser Case
25 to 25 Cosa Case
Audio Connectors

10 3'
10 35
to 77
tii 53
10.51
10.30
£0.30
10.36
10.36
(30.36
£0.36
10.96
£0.86

2.5111111 lack Plug
10.21
2.5111111 Line Socket
10.16
2.5min Chassis Socket
10.09
3.5111111 Mono Plue
£0.24
3.5111111 \lono Ling Ski
10.30
3.5111111 Mono Chassis SI: 10.14
3.5inni Stereo Plug
t0.33
3.5min Stereo Line Ski
10.37
3.5mm Sten.9 Chassis Sk£0.34
'." Mono Plug
10.30
Mono Line Socket
10.35
Mono Chassis Socket 10.40
'.e" Stereo Plug
10.40
Stereo Line Socket
10.38
Stereo Chassis Skt
10.44
DIN Series
2Pin Lille Plug
£0.21
2Pin Chassis Socket
£0.15
3 Pin Line Plug
£0.27
3Pin Chassis Socket
10.28
4 Pin Line Plug
10.24
4 Pin Chassis Socket
10.26
5Pen Line Plug 180'
£0.30
5Pin Chassis Ski 180'
10.32
5PM Line Plug 240'
£0.24
5Pin ('husos Skt 240
10.32
5Pin Line Plug 360'
£0 24
5Pin Chassis Ski 3(50'
10.32
6 Pin Line Plug
10.27
6 Pin Chassis Socket
150.32
7 PM Line Plug
10.35
7 Pin Chassis Socket
£0.34
X Pin Line Plug
t0.44
gPin Chassis Socket
£0.36
Phono Series

Red Line I' nic
Black Line Plug
Venom Line Plug
White Line Plug
Red Line Socket
Black Line Socket
Yellou Line Socket
White Line Socket
Red Chassis Socket
Black Chassis Socket
Gold Plated Plug -Red
Gold Plated Plug -Black
Xl..R Series - metal

3 Pin
3 Pin
3Pm
1Pen

Line•Plug
Line Socket
Chasms Plue
Chasses Socket

Miniature Round
2Loin \ 125 \ 211 s Mom,
-11111/ 0 Motsniow Ilole
\I its hum/ Nish to \Id,
Black PI \,1
111 25
Red PI \I
10 2:••
c1100 1'1 51
10 25
(trees, 1'1\1
10 23
‘i
10 25
v,
i
,„„ ‘.1
to' 5
\on Lachine Push to Beeak
131.01, P111 to 25
Standard Square

BM Pine 511(1 Solder
11\C Plug 5111/ rimp
13\C Plug 75D Solder
13M .Plug 7511 Comp
liS(' Chassis Socket
I Plug -Tst 19
F Plue -Crimp
I's( Plug Solder
1s.( Plug Crimp
(III Plug 5inin Cable
II I Plug 11111111 Cable
IIll (luissis
SW
tIII (hastas Ski- Rus]

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

(0.20
£0.20
£0.20
£0.20
10.20
10.20
£0.20
150.20
(0.20
t0.20
£0.76
10.76

11.5(1
11,112
1.1 50
1.1 "0

All Asadable en -Red. Black,
Green, Blue. White or lellou
MIX
Inin Solder Plugs
10.26
2min Chassis Sockets
10.30
4111111 Solder Plugs
10.411
4inni Stackable Plugs
11E23
4nim Chassis Sockets
10.54
4nem Binding Posts
10.13
33111111 Crocodile Clips
Poster Connectors
DC' I..o6 Volta

DC Plug 07ID. 2.350D 10.46
DC Plug 1.31D, 3.40D
10.32
DC Plug 1.7ID. 4.00D
10.46
DC Plug 1.71D. 4.750D £0,46
IX' Plug 2.1ID. 51101) 10.24
DC' Plug 2.51D, 5.1X)D
10.24
DC Plug 3.11D. 6.30D
10.46
DC Line Socket 2. I
inne £0.56
D(' Lute Socket 2.5111m 10
DC Cleasshe Skt 2.1nun to 41.
IX' Chassis Skt 2.5min t.04),
WC Mains 6A 250Vac

3Pin IF(' Lunt Socket
1nu, II ( IIse I'list
%5 as Ilolgili

II 14
11.53
II) 56
10.'2

I\ 2511\
;9, 1‘,‘1‘1
Inun 0 \Immune
.
son
r

,,, ,
„„

Black PIN1
Red PT \I
Blue PT \I
\\hue PT \I
latch inc
Black
Red
Blue
\\lute
Rocker S6 itches
Miniature
el:\ 250V Solder lags
SPST 21 s 14 \ I
hinne
DPDT 21 s24 •22min
Standard
15\ 2505' Push sell Taus
SPST 30 • 11 \2211111iDPDT 30 •25
22111111
Illuminated
15A 250V Push on Tags
SPST 30\ 14inin Red
DPS I30,25min Red
DPS I 11e \25enne Amber
DI'S I30•25111111 Green
Relays
l'( 13 \lountin g
I\24 \de DPDT 5\
1\ :4 \
I)P1/1 12 \
45 110\ SPOT ess
1 \ 1111\ SPDT 12\
\ 11115 SPDT re\
\ 110\ SPDT 12\
5. \ 110\ DPI/T 6\
5 \ 110 \ DPDT 12\
5.5 241)5 1)PDT 6\
5. ,
\ 240 \'DPDT 12\
10A 240\ SPDT
111.‘ 240 \ SPDT 12\
Ill's 240\ SPDT 24's

total
tie ho
111.(.0
t0.60
11E65
111.65
10.63
150 65

ti)/(3
1096
£1162
11.12
to $4
t1.40
II 4))
11.40

II 44
tI44
1)155
1.11 ,›
t11 - '
LO Si
Lil 93
t. I-6
11 ,76
LI.25
11 44
1.1 44

Computer Accessories
Adaptors
8 Pin Line Plug
551 £3.93
8 Pin Chassis Skt P552 £1.39
Toggle S6 itches

Sub-Miniature
3A I25V 1A 250V
51um 0 Mounting Hole
SPST 5 es 10min
10.58
SPOT 5 s 11)111111
i
SPOT C Off 5s I
Oinin 1l.((011,6(1
DPDT 9.2 s 11(111111
150.66
Miniature
hA 125V 3A 250V
6.2111111 0 Mounting Hole
SPST
s I311im
SPOT 8 13mm
£
10.70
0.60
SPOT ('01111 7. 1
3111111 L11.60
SPOT C 0 Biased 21,1 \1134
SPOT C 0 Biased I0,1 ( 11.04
DPDT 12 • 1311111110 .2
DPDT C' 01112
13min 10.80
DPDT C O Biased 2uas 11.25
DPDT C 0 Biased I0a( 11.2$
Standard
10A 2505' Push on terminals
11 nun 0 Mounting Hole
SPST 18 •30inni
11.14
SPOT 1$
30i
£1.25
SPDT C OIT IS %30min 11.52
DPDT 21
30min
11.78
DPDT C Off 21 • 3011111111 75
Slide Se itches

Miniature
300mA 125 \
7s 15111111 \Immune Hole
DPDT 7s23111111 to 15
Standard
1. ,
\ 1255'
5.5 • 12111111 \lounteng Hole
DPDT 12
• 35111111
1024
()POT
125 5 35inin
Rogue.> Su itches

150 01 .• 251e•
'stoke betene Break 22inin (1
9X111111 0 Mounting Hole
1Polc 12 \\ as
10.84
2Pole II U as"
10.54
3Pole 4 N a\
10.54
po i, 3vs4(

9M Gender Changer
12 1$
91' Gender Changer
152 29
25M Gender Cleineer
12 64
25F Gender ('hander
12
4 Male -25 Female
t2112
9 Female -25 Male
12 09
9M -6 \Inn Din Male
12 55
9E -6 Mun Den Female 12.54
5M Din -61: Mini Din
12.64
5F Den Mini Din
12.25
Testers /Patch Boses
\Inn Tesler
(.6.155
Check Tester 15 LEI).
thOS
Enhanced 111) Su Itches t15 25
251) Jumper Kos \I-112 9(1
251) Patch HON \I-I
t,.32
.•\ nu-Static N rust Strap
15.30
RS232 Surge Protector
1541
'slants Sure,: Protector
111 99
heads & («aides

1.5in Printer Lead
£3.40
5m Pruner Lead
15) Is
10111 Printer Lead
02
Serial Printer 25 \I-91
t.t Serial Pruner 25 \1-25E
1.4 4\1111 ‘lodent 9F-4F
13 45
\till \lotion 25F-25E
14 61
Null \lotion 98:25-98:25 15 0-1
\lodem Lead 25 \I-91:
14 ht
Msxlene Lead 25\1-25F
15(
Interlink Lead 25F-9E
th 51,
Interlink Lead 25I-25F
16.50
Ineerlink Lead 25\1-25 \I 15 10
Patch Lead 25 \I-25\1
t4.66
Patch Lead 11.51-16•1
15.911

""Pfs
1)1 "'"
'
llar 11..k
1able H
2,11)1

1290
Pm, er Cable I -2 • ; 11./0i
.
1.50
.•2 \3' • 12.24
' 1'.5
12.24
\s'10.11,111:4
12 40
'
I\IF
t2 40
13\(
„ iII
BM (, se1 5
0 ,e
1151:
t •
\
oupler \I
RV Ratchet Crimper
1.11
R145 11X' Plug
tli 44
%meet l'able per In

Please Phone for
items not Listed

General Purpose Plastic
• Si' •:5 00 „
10.93
'5 \ 51 \22111111
10 93
III \5" •2.2inm
11115
"Si sh1s40nun
L1.5N
011 •76 •41111111
Li 60
IX •1.1$ •4511110
tI0';
G11 • 100 \6015111
12 hs
151 \SO
511nun
12 4"
)iecast Aluminium
% 50 s 31111111
t224
00 s50 s25nun
t:
12 \62 • 31111111
113:
20 •1,5 •.4i t„„ 0
t.-1 02
All s‘.o ssown,
t: Si,
21 •93 •0 1
00 ,,
15 99
'Issu Piece .%luminium
s"II s3-111111
L2 05
02 5 1112
1- 111111
I_ 144
02 s71'
1.1
33 s 102 s 3"min
12 19
112 \1,3 s50inin
11 Si,
"6 \51 •2511un
tI34
152 \ 102 •50111111
1.2.90
"N • 12 7 •53 11101
13.62
2113 • 13" • "hmen
14.60
102 s 10:' •1,3„ 1111
12 15
Mt \ 1,112 •it1entee
t 5"
152 \ lo2 \"fennel
13 Ii
Steel/Aluminium
Plastic coated steel top.
..‘luminium base
152 • 114 •44nun
14.19
20 1 • 12 - \5111011
1.4.6$

rg

15.1,2

t3.04
.5. 1 luIs'
Ri Ii) lin ( able
.
'nun 1101
•t( •
Ribbon
10 11
U. t.> 1...c1. Ribbon
10.1 '
21i Vi as
i's (ire's Ribbon
to 22
26 \
•.0 (ire's Ribbon
to 7,
;4 LC a> (ire's Ribbon
40 U
(ire, Rdshon
7
1() Sis GreS Ribbon
611 LL aC (ire «
,Ribbon
• •
Enamelled ('upper %% it s•
Per 50g )2o/e Reel
5110e reels as :viable
LOW.
14 N'N(i Enamelled
16 SN(e Inamelled
1
XSSS G Inamelled
.
20 SNII Inamelled
t. , •
22 SN ObInamelled
1,1
24 SU (i Enamelled
111i)(
26 SW( I•nainelled
049 ,
25 SIS G Enamelled
10.99
30
(e I. namelled
11.02
32 SSS (i Enamelled
11,05
34 SSS I, Inainelled
t1.10
36 SSS li Enamelled
11.14
3x 5N(, Inamel led
11 20
40 SN ( Enamelled
11 52
'Finned ('upper Wire
Per 50g 2o, )Reel
515)e reels as;Diable
Vi(, Tinned
lSSVi(u turned
10.78
20 SU (1 hulled
1.)1./(1
22 SVi(u trolled
11153
24 )3\1(i tinned
LOX'
Equipment Wire
As aiahle ill Black. Bremen Red,
Orange. Vellos,, Green. Blue,
Purple, Gres A: \\ hue
Per 1110m gee'
Solid 10.6nun
t2. 13
Stranded "0 1111111
12 14

Opto Electronics
1..F:DS
3111111 Red Led
WAIN
3111111 Oireell led
1.11.i
;nun Velou Led
III iii
3nun ()ranee Led
to lit
511111m Red Led
Wm.(
51 lllll (ireen Led
1.0 10
5inen Yeloss Led
to 10
51111110ranec Led
Ile
5rnin Red Flashine
ter .44
5anin Green I',thine
10.511
5111111 Yellom 1-lasluit g
1.1154
511111m
olour Led
to 13
5111111 To-Colour Led
to IS
7 Segment Displays
0 56" Red C Caileode
to 7$
Ii 51" Red ( \node
to "t5
Ii 3" Red C (athoile
Ill 75
11.3" Red C. ,
\node
10.75
Infra Red /Misc Iles ices
1111m IR 1. mater
LO 23
Senne IR [mutter
11439
;nun Photo-I ransetior
10.26
5111111 Photo.lransistor
10.64
Photo Dusk
10.75
4\25 opto -Coupler
(0.3%
4 I6 Opto.Coupler
L0.36
4\32 Opio-(9upler
1045
6\135 Opto4'oupler
11.30
6\ 136 Opto -Coupler
10.85
1.5 137 Opio -Coupler
10.90
ie\ 13$ Opto-C'oupler
II 4h
1.\ 13 1/Opio -Coupler
•
(.\.1 1-•I()rio-( slulslsis •. .
\.\ I -2 Opto-Couplee
••
(\se 1--3 Opto Coupler to
11-"4 (epto-Coupler
tie 4
Is1)-"4 (epto-Coupler
tie in •
Opto -Coupler
151
\11 5.'3020 Opto-Triac
6•
5;
0 (
.
3041 Opto-Tritic
10 9,
)iRP12 LDR
tie to.
Solar Cells
11.45V Cells. Senn% Terminal ,.
100111A 26 •esmin
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Constructional Project

PORTABLE
121/ P511/CHARGER
DAVID SILVESTER
A special custom chip and a
sealed battery let you build a
"go-anyvvhene" combined
power supply and charger

S

OONER or later all of us need some
form of battery power pack to give
us a supply away from the mains.
This may be for the radio amateur who
needs power for his QRP rig. the fisherman or camper who wants electric lights.
or the model aircraft builder who needs
power to start his engines.
Whilst NiCad battery packs are small
and efficient they are only suitable for low
energy levels. The typical AA NiCad has
a power capacity of 500mAh (milliamp
hours). i.e. it can give acurrent of 500mA
for one hour. but it is more likely that this
rating is based on a 10 hour discharge time
with the battery giving 50mA.

Two versions of the charger are discussed.
both using the same p.c.b.
(printed circuit board), the differences
being that one is a self-contained I.' \
PSU/Charger designed to charge at IA
whilst the other is acharger-only unit but
with higher charging currents. They vary
mostly in the selection of the power
carrying. components.

no need for a rapid charge of the battery
hut rather apower supply that was always
ready to "Get Up and Go".
The choice of components in this
prototype is for apower supply that would
he transported by car and be carried for
only short distances. Thus, the battery and
charger were incorporated in asingle case
that only needs plugging into the mains
after use to recharge and left there on
trickle charge until required again.

CIRCUIT
DESCRIPTION

Gel-cell and lead acid batteries are normally charged from a constant voltage
source rather than the constant current
charging of NiCads. Refer to the circuit
diagram for the Portable 12V PSU/Charger
ON CHARGE
shown in Fig. 1and the related charging
The heart of our charger is the Unitrode
voltages depicted in Fig. 2. The UC3906
UC3906 which contains a lot of circuitry
(ICI) emulates the constant voltage chargwithin its I6-pin package. It has the basic
ing mode by controlling the charging cur:
reference and control circuitry and allows
rent Darlington transistor TRI. The bridge
the user to adapt the external circuit
rectifier RECI and capacitor Cl produce
components to suit their own particular
around 24V d.c. across Cl from the I8V
GELL-CELL
application.
a.c. input from the secondary windings of
For high power and longer life we
Described here is a prototype charger
the mains transformer TI.
need to look at other battery types. Of
power pack designed to maintain an inThis 24V unregulated supply is applied
the available options the "gel-cell" lead
ternal I2V 7Ah gel-cell battery. charged
to ICI input pin 5and should the supply be
acid battery is hard to beat. Related to
at a maximum of IA approx. There was
disconnected the i.e. shuts down until the
the battery in your car, the gel voltage at pin 5exceeds 5V. When
cell battery contains a jelly like
the input exceeds 5V then pin 7
electrolyte that cannot be spilt
UC3906 Characteristics
is held low and the Power On inunless you actually crack the batMaximum Input
40V
dicator I.e.d. DI turns on.
(between pins 5 Et 6 (GND))
tery case.
Next. ICI checks the voltage
They can also be operated in
at pin 12 and compares this to
Current Sense Output
40mA
any position and have a high
an internal 2-3V reference. With
(max. current (pin 1CSout))
capacity. A typical I2V by 7Ah
the values of resistors R5 and R6
Trickle Charge Current
40mA
battery is equivalent to ten AA
used here, if the battery voltage is
(pin 11)
cells in series but is capable of
below approximately 10V then pin
delivering about 14 times the
12 is held below 2-3V and fast
Max. Current in Driver Transistor
25mA
current output. in a package size
charging at IA cannot start. In this
(guaranteed)
just 6.5cm x I5cm x 10cm.
case the battery is trickle charged
(pins 15 and 16)
or 40mA (ty pical)
The problem is to maintain the
via R4 and ICI pin 11 until the
Driver Saturation Voltage
2-2V
battery with a full charge so
trigger point of 10V is exceeded.
(Min. volt between pins 16 it 15)
that it is always available for
use. Unitrode, a semiconductor
BULK CHARGING
Open Collector max. output currents
2.5mA
manufacturer that is not very well
Once the I0V trip has been
(puis 7, 9 Et 10)
known to the amateur constructor
exceeded the charger enters the
Acceptable Input Voltages
-0-3V to 40V
in many countries, have come to
first stage of fast charging, called
(pins 2, 3, 4, 12 Et 13)
(Note a reversed battery
the rescue by providing a speby Unitrode the "bulk charging"
will
cause
an
i.c.
failure)
cial control chip for the charging
mode. ICI controls the Darlingof gel-cell batteries or. incidenton transistor TRI so that acurrent
Internal Ref. Voltage
2.27V to 2.33V
tally, wet lead acid batteries as
flows through power resistor RI.
(plus compensation for
their charging requirements are
the transistor, diode D3 and into
temp. at
3.9 mV, C
the same.
the battery. such that the voltage
740
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across RI is 0-25V. With RI having a
value of 0-22 ohms the charging current is
around IA (0-25/)-22 allowing for component tolerances).
During this state pin 10 of ICI is
grounded, paralleling resistors R7 and R9.
Thus battery B1 must reach 144V for the
Voltage Sense input, pin 13, to reach the
2-3V reference. Additionally, during this
phase, the trip point reference is reduced to
95 per cent of 2.3V by the internal
workings of ICI so that the battery has
only to reach 13.7V before the next stage
is entered.
When the battery reaches 13-7V the i.c.
trips into the Overcharge State. The Overcharge indicator I.e.d. D2 lights and ICI
pin 10 becomes open circuit.
Now the battery must reach 13.8V
before the Vsense pin 13 of ICI reaches
2-3V as R7 no longer influences the
resistor chain of R8 and R9. Also the
charging now proceeds in adifferent way.

TRICKLE CHARGE
Initially the charge current remains at
I
A, but once the voltage at pin 13 reaches
118V ICI begins to reduce the charging current, holding the battery voltage at
13-8V. The current through resistor RIis
monitored by the voltage across pin 2and
pin 3 of ICI and when the voltage across
RI reduces to 25mV (at one-tenth of the
original current) an output at pin 1trips the
overcharge terminate function on pin 8.
The i.e. now enters the trickle charge
state. The trip point on pin 13 now resets
to 90 per cent of the reference so that the
battery remains in trickle charge until the
battery voltage falls to 1241V as the battery
delivers power to a load. At this voltage
the bulk charge state is re-entered if the
charger is supplied with mains power.
Without a load the battery is kept
.topped up by the trickle charge until it is
needed. Plugged in. and with mains
applied, the power supply can provide a
current of IA at a nominal I2V continuously and should the mains fail can

deliver the same current for up to seven
hours using the battery.
The transistor TRI is a power Darlington and contains internal resistors to
assist in its operation. Thus when no
mains power is applied there can be sufficient current flow backwards through
these to turn on the Power I.e.d. and the
i.e. To prevent this and reduce the battery
discharge when not in use diode D3 is
included. The two capacitors C2 and C3
help with noise immunity and stability of
the circuit.

The first consideration is the charging
current that you want for the battery as
this controls the rest of the calculations.
The UC3906 must have I
7V d.c. as an
absolute minimum input at pin 5 or the
circuit will not operate correctly assuming that you are charging a I
2V battery.
If you base the reservoir capacitor
rating on 2000F.LF for each 1A of current
required, then a.c. ripple on the unregulated d.c. and the i.c.'s minimum voltage
requirements mean that the mains transformer must have an output of 16V a.c.
For the model, the next available voltage,
which is 18V from two windings of 9V
each was chosen.
The transformer power rating in the
bridge rectifier unregulated d.c. supply
application is such that the rating must
exceed the rectified d.c. voltage times the
current used. Also, when using a higher
charging current in the unit, it is necessary
to change the charge detecting resistor RI,
the bridge rectifier REC Iand diode D3 to
higher current rating types. Likewise, the
value of the capacitor Cl should be

UPPING THE POWER
The alternative. uprated, charger-only
version. mentioned at the beginning, is
used to charge higher amp-hour batteries
where only the battery is to be carried
due to weight considerations. Since the
charger part will now be kept at home
and the weight is no longer a consideration, the size and rating of the mains
transformer and other power components
can be increased to fit any charging current desired.

INPUT
SUPPLY
24v

I24V

o
v

CHARGE AT CONSTANT VOLTAGE
IOVERCHARGE
'TRIP

CHARGE
VOLTAGE

—

INITIATES BULK
CHARGE

CHARGE
CURRENT

TRIPS TO TRICKLE
STATE AT CHARGE
CURRENT OF 100mA
REDUCING CHARGE
CURRENT TO 100mA

BULK
CHARGE
Al IA

TRICKLE
CHARGE

TRICKLE CHARGE

•
PIN 7LOW POWER LE D ONI
,

PIN 9LOW OVERCHARGE LE O ON

Fig.2. Typical charging voltages and current characteristics waveforms.
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Flg.1. Full circuit diagram for the Portable 12V PSU/Charger
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increased in the ratio of the current to
maintain the same value of ripple on the
unregulated d.c. supply.
It is recommended that in this case
the high current components are mounted
separately in the case, using some of the
space vacated by the battery. and then hard
wiring them to the p.c.b. The bridge rectifier can be soldered directly across the
tags of the reservoir capacitor .
that replaces Cl on the p.c.b. The thick tags will
prevent any movement once soldered into
place.
For higher currents still, it will require a
bridge rectifier that screws down onto the
metal chassis/base to assist cooling. The
wires from the mains transformer secondary winding(s) connect to the bridge's
a.c. input tags. The bridge d.c. output is
wired to the p.c.b.

trip to 2.3V by removing resistor R6, or to
avoltage between 10V and 2.3V by using
a higher value for R6. Remember, however, that with alow trip voltage you could
end up charging abattery with one or two
failed cells.
Additionally, you may wish to add an
ammeter into the output from the charger
circuit to indicate the actual charge current
at any time.

the mains transformer and the battery.
Connections to the p.c.b. are via solder
pins; the use of terminal pins make it
easier to make the interwiring connections
at alater stage of construction.
There is asingle wire link on the top of
the board close to ICI pin 6.
The layout of components within the
metal case is not critical as the charger
works at d.c. and the circuit has been made
stable by the two capacitors C2 and C3.
The component layout and interwiring for
the model shown in the photographs is
given in Fig. 4.
For safety the mains input to the
transformer needs to be fused (FS I). Also
the output from the battery needs to have
a fuse (FS3) as the gel-cell battery can deliver very high currents
if a short occurs across the output.

CONSTRUCTION
The construction differences for the
high current charger have been discussed above, so only the constructional details for the all-in-one Portable
I2V PSU/Charger will be given. The
printed circuit board topside component
layout and full size underside copper foil master pattern are shown in

Fig.3. Printed circuit board component layout
and full size foil master for the Portable 12V
PSU/Charger.

TO TI
SECONDARY

•

TO TRI

1
TOFO +
VIA S2

•

REG'
•

•

TO F3

•—t"*•

all

a
TO D2

HIGH POWER
The heatsink for the upgraded power
transistor needs to be rated to keep the
transistor at a safe junction temperature.
You will need to calculate asuitable heatsink size from the charging current you
decide to use.
The other component that needs to be
changed is the high current resistor RI.
You will remember that the UC3906 maintains the voltage across RIat 0-25V during
bulk charging and the value of this component is fundamental in the setting of the
charging current.
The lack of a range of low ohm wireended resistors means that the constructor
will need to carefully calculate the value of
RIneeded for his or her application. The
next lowest value that could be found in
the wire-ended range was 01 ohm and that
will give acurrent of 2.5A on charge.
A better range of low value resistors is
available in the IOW types that screw to a
heatsink or chassis. You will not need the
power rating but these types make construction of the internal wiritig easy.
If the battery is completely discharged
then the charger will only g9 into bulk
charge once the trickle charge has brought
the battery voltage up to 10V, and that can
take along time for afully discharged high
power battery. The option is to reduce the
742

TO Di

Fig. 3. This board is available from the
EPE PCB Service, code 173.
This p.c.b. contains almost all of the
components. except the two I.e.d.s, the
Darlington transistor on its heatsink.

Additionally, afuse (FS2) is placed in the
output of the charger circuit to protect
the battery and external circuit in case of
failure of the Darlington power transistor.

Completed unit
showing heatsink and
power transistor bolted to rear panel.
Ever;clay Practical Electronics. November 1997

The third green terminal post SK3. on
the front panel. is a connection to mains
Earth as the battery is isolated from mains
by the transformer. Thus you can connect
the earth terminal to the positive or negative terminal for an output voltage above
or below "ground — .

In the prototype the p.c.b.. transformer
and battery are fitted inside the case, leaving afused power input plug and heatsink
with the power transistor on the rear outer
panel. This leaves the red and black 4mm
terminal posts/sockets for the output and
the two fuseholders on the front panel.

One of these connections should be
made if the power supply is used at the
same time as it is plugged into the mains to
retain the charge. This is satisfactory if the
unit is to be transported by car as the extra
weight of the transformer and heatsink
makes little difference.

COMPONENTS

REAR PANEL

FINNED
HEAT SINK
ON OUTER
FACE •••,..........„

Resistors
R1
01122 3W wirewound
(value to give 0.25V
at charge current)
R2, R3,
See
R4
1k5 (3 off)
R5
68k
R6, R9
20k (2 off)
R7
360k
Page
R8
100k
All 0.25W 1% metal film, except R1

o
TR

'

.-.

TALK

PLI FSI
/
PUBBE R ...----------'.
GROMET
e

c

b

TO PCB

......,

SOLDER
TAG

• ,I
/

Capacitors
Cl
2204 radial elect. 35V

•

RASE

C2
C3

,
Ar.,,FL

Semiconductors
REC1
W005 bridge rectifier (uprate
for high current versions)
Dl
5mm I.e.d. red
02
5mm led. yellow
D3
1N4001 50V 1A rect. diode
(uprate for high current
versions)
TR1
TIP147 pnp power
Darlington transistor on
heatsink (uprate for high
current versions)
IC1
Unitrode UC3906

[=:)

SOLDER

B
I2V

e"

7A0

9V

•

OV

230V
T1

G

CV
,—..—.)

FOAM MAT

.........)

CABLE TIES

FS2

FS3
0

SK3
SKI

SK2

I.

•
• ill
•
l
..-.= - .. a

III
1: •

I

• __
„
• •
•
0
•—_ • 0
• •_ • 0
•
0, 01
0
.4..

FRONT PANEL

Dl

)/

•

4- -J.
t,

a

•

Miscellaneous
B1

OV
,
II

\ .......2

(20001E per amp of charge
current —see text)
220n ceramic
100n ceramic

.

• f "re
D2

•
I/
111j

IC

12V 7Ah sealed lead-acid
(gell-cell) battery (Yuasa
NP7-12 or similar)
PL1/FS1 Mains input chassis
mounting plug,
incorporating fuseholder
and 0.5A fuse
FS2
20mm chassis mounting
fuseholder, with 1.6A fuse
FS3
20mm chassis mounting
fuseholder, safety fuse
selected for output-current
(keep rating as low as
possible to protect
powered equipment)
SK1 to
•
SK3
4mm screw terminal post:
red, black and green
Ti
230V mains transformer,
18V secondary (2 x9V
windings) 50VA
Printed circuit board available from
ERE PCB Service, code 173; vinyl
covered aluminium case, size to choice;
plastic handle for case; 16-pin d.i.l.
socket; finned heatsink, 3°C/W; mica
insulating washer and heatsink thermal
compound for TR1; single-sided solder
pins (11 off); solder tags; crimp-on
spade terminals for battery connections;
*multistrand connecting wire; optional
ammeter, rated for charge current; selfadhesive p.c.b. pillars (4 off); cable
"tywraps" to secure battery and wiring
looms; solder etc.
'Note higher rated heavy-duty wires
will be needed for the battery to output sockets if the battery is expected to
supply high current outputs. Rest will be
standard hook-up wire

TO TRI

Fig.4. General layout of component and interwiring used in the model. Note, for
clarity, TRI is viewed from front, as if it is bolted on the outside rear panel.
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Approx Cost
Guidance Only

£39

excludin. batter
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Compact layout
of components inside metal case.

ASSEMBLY
In the prototype the battery is held in
place with aset of tywraps that go through
holes in the bottom of the case and around
the battery. Between the bottom of the battery and the metalwork is a thin piece of
foam rubber that prevents damage to the
battery's plastic case should it move in the
tywraps. The transformer sits next to the
battery balancing its weight.
The p.c.b. is mounted on a set of selfadhesive stand-offs that stick it to the rear
of the front panel, towards the top lefthand corner, whilst the heatsink and input
plug fit into the rear panel. Since the
battery has push-on terminals and it is
rather difficult to make some of the solder
connections with the battery in place it is
easiest to leave fitting the battery until last.
Drill and cut the rear of the case for the
mains input chassis plug and the mounting screws for heatsink, adding ahole for
the wires to the transistor below the heatsink. There are two holes for the I.e.d. indicators, two holes for the fuses and three
holes for the 4mm output screw terminal
connectors on the front panel. The bottom
of the case has holes for the mains transformer mounting screws and, if required.
four holes for the battery tywraps.
Fit the output connectors and the fused
mains connector. Take the power transistor
and solder three long insulated wires to the
pinout leads so that connections to the
p.c.b. can be made later. Push heatshrink
sleeving over the transistor connections
and heat it so that it contracts down.
Attach the transistor to the heatsink with
an insulating washer and plenty of heatsink thermal compound. Then attach the
heatsink to the prepared rear panel taking
the wires through the hole provided.
making sure that you include a rubber
grommet to protect the wires. Stick the
p.c.b. onto one of the panels using the
nylon self-adhesive p.c.b. pillars.
The mains input, chassis mounting, connector PLI/FSI has its own internal fuse, so
take wires from the Live and Neutral terminals to the transformer primary windings. A connection from the Earth terminal
should go to the ground connector solder
tags under one of the transformer mounting
nuts and the mains input plug fixings. This
ensures a safety connection to the metal
case of the supply. Remember the only
744

Components on completed p.c.b. Power resistor R1 should
stand proud of board.

other connection to this earth is the green
4mm output terminal SK3 on front panel.
Connect the transformer secondary
winding(s) 18V a.c. output leads to the
p.c.b. as shown in Fig. 4. This may require
the linking of a centre tap connection on
the transformer. Wire up the two I.e.d.s to
their relevant solder pins on the p.c.b.
Then connect the long transistor wires
prepared earlier to their pins on the p.c.b.
Be careful with the polarity of the I.e.d.s
and the transistor.

Power transistor and heatsink on rear
panel.
The negative output solder terminal on
the p.c.b. should have a black lead terminated with a push-on, spade type, connector for the battery and another black
lead to the black 4mm output terminal
SK2. The connection from the positive
p.c.b. pin is more complicated. The output
passes first to fuse FS2 then to the battery.
An output wire from the battery passes
through fuse FS3 then to the red output
4mm terminal SKI, see Fig. 4. You must
be careful to rate the wires from the
battery to the output terminals for the
expected output current.
The neatness of the layout can be enhanced by routing the cables through stick
down pads and tywraps.
The same order of construction applies
to the charger unit with an external battery.

HIGH CHARGE
VERSION
If the high current version is preferred,
where the battery is kept separately, the
unit can be constructed containing just the
transformer, heatsink and p.c.b., with the
same 4mm output terminals for the battery. The gel-cell battery has push-on flat
terminals so if we retain the 4mm output
plugs then charging adapters can be made.

With higher power batteries you can
accept the IA charge. although a 24AH
car battery will take about aday to charge
after a deep discharge. or calculate the
values for a higher charging current as
discussed earlier.
An almost identical layout for the
battery-less unit can be adopted. Additional input pin holes are provided on the
printed circuit board, next to resistor RI
and between capacitor CI and bridge
rectifier REC1 for a high current d.c.
input as discussed earlier. Capacitor Cl,
REC1 and the high wattage resistor RI
become off-board components.
Do NOT be tempted to try to leave out
the fuses FSI or FS2, with an external
battery FS3 becomes an in-line fuse in
the battery adaptor cable. It is possible
for the adaptor's spade terminals to touch
and cause an accident. A friend succeeded in having a fire in a battery pack
because he left the fuse out. YOU HAVE
BEEN WARNED
An ammeter can be fitted between the
fuse from the power transistor and the
output 4mm terminal to monitor the
charging rate. The fuse in this case also
protects the ammeter from damage. The
battery alone delivers I2V by 7A, i.e. 84
watts and it can keep this up for one hour.

TESTING

•

There is very little to test on the circuit
after construction and a careful check of
the wiring. When powered up there
should be approximately 24V across the
p.c.b. negative output solder pin and
either of the I.e.d. anode p.c.b. pins. If
this voltage is above 5V then the Power
On I.e.d. DI should be on.
Check across the output terminals as
that is equivalent to abattery voltage test.
If this is above 10V and the Overcharge
I.e.d. D2 is off, there should be a voltage
of either 250mV or zero across resistor
RI as the supply is either in the "bulk
charge" or "trickle" charge modes. If
D2 is on then there should -be between
250mV and 25mV across RI as the circuit is in the Overcharge mode.
Such is the versatility of the UC3906
that it can charge battery packs up to 36V
and at currents that are controlled by the
external components. The limitation of
the circuit is your ideas.
You can contact the author of this project
by E-mail: david.silvester@xtra.co.nz [1]
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"attractive to those seeking a
less fraught introduction to pcb cad"
Electronics World Dec 96
For over 5years, Quickroute has been a We haven't forgotten value for money
solution for those seeking easy to use
either.
Schematic & PCB design software.
"extremely good value for money for such a
Users from all walks of life have found
comprehensive package"
Quickroute's simple approach a
Practical Wireless July 96
refreshing alternative.
"probably the most intuitive of the integrated
schematic-drawing and autorouter products"
Electronics World Dec 96
For example, because Quickroute
integrates both schematic & PCB
design into one package, you only have
to learn how to use one set of tools!
"The drawing facility is logical, sequentially
organised and really user-friendly"
Educational Computing &
Technology Oct/Nov 96
Furthermore, with schematic capture
available at the touch of abutton, there
is no need to mess with net-lists or files.

QUICKROUTE
*FREE Demonstration Pack 'FREE Technical Support

'FULL. Printed Documentation 'Windows 3.1/95/NT Compatible
Quickroute 3.6 Designer costs just
All
tradcrnarka acknow, laded
real:holed Our Fran h Condoms arc roallablc on my ,
£149 and includes "one click"
schematic capture to turn your circuit
I
-Tell me Morel
I
into aPCB rats-nest, auto-routing,
I Quickroute Systems Ltd, Regent House, Heaton Lane,
design checking and support for drill
Stockport, SK4 I
BS, U.K.
& B.O.M files. For those seeking more
IName
power, we have Quickroute PRO+,
together with arange of plug in
modules and extended libraries.
Address
Phone us now or fill in the coupon for
afree demonstration pack.
,

I

Tel 0161 476 0202
Fax 0161 476 0505
WWW http://www.quickroute.co.uk
EMail info@quicksys.demon.co.uk
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tools for Windows.
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Design your schematic with WinDraft...

a

-Choose from over 10,000 parts in WinDraft's
complete library of components.
-All the utilities you need are included in the
package from an Electrical Rules Checker to
netlist output to printing and plotting outputs.
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-Cut and Paste into other Windows applications
such as Microsoft Word. Makes it easy to
document your projects!

WINDRAFT

Create the artwork for the PCB with WinBoard...
-Quickly route boards on up to 16 layers.
-Use SMD or through-hole components — or mix them
for maximum flexibility.
-Unique pad-stack editor can create pads of virtually
any size or shape.
-Rotate components in 0.01° increments. •

Create a Gerber photoplot, NC Drill, pick and
place, and other manufacturing outputs!
Expand the program capacity at any time !

Tel 0181 926 1161

—411111111111e--13.

Schematics

WIN BOARD
PCB Layout

Easily create designs up to 200 pins.

Compatible with industry standard formats.
Expand the capacity at any time.

IVEX Products are also available from all
Good high street electronics shop's,
http://www.thepcsol.demon.co.uk
for your closest retailer.
The PC Solution,
2a High Road Leyton
PC z London, E15 2BP.
0/ u t•
\CD
Fax 0181 926 1160
http://www.thepcsol.demon.co.uk
email info@thepcsol.demon.co.uk
All trademarks acknowledged. E& OE

Innovations

Aroundup of the latest Everyday
News from the world of
electronics

BERLIN
INTERNATIONAL
RADIO SHOW

Barry Fox reports on the latest consumer electronics
equipment on display at Berlin's IFA '97exhibition.

T

HE Internationale Funk Ausstellung '97 exhibition drt:\\
812 exhibitors and 41 TV and radio networks from 33
countries to Berlin in early September. The show grounds
now straggle over 130,000 square metres —the size of asmall
town.
There is still no trade day and the 26 halls and grounds are
soon so packed that it is impossible to move between appointments; and the show still belies the "Internationale' in its
name. Company speeches and statements centre on German
sales figures and many companies still supply written information only in German.
Telecommunications was promoted as the "key subject" of
the show, but the press room could provide only afew phone
lines with only one working socket which allowed astandard
modem jack to plug into the decidedly non-standard German
phone sockets.

DIGITAL VIDEO

DVD, the Digital Video or Versatile Disc, dominated the
show, with all major manufacturers now promising a panEuropean launch in Spring 1998 — traditionally the worst
time of the year to launch anew home viewing product. The
promises followed a last minute deal, brokered by Warner
and Philips, to make MPEG-2 the standard for multichannel
sound in PAL countries instead of Dolby Digital AC-3 as used
elsewhere in the world. Making MPEG-2 the standard reinforces the Regional Coding system which seeks to stop people
in Europe playing American discs.
But the deal may not be as firm as it looks. Within hours,
Ray Dolby of Dolby Labs was saying that he was "convinced
and confident" that the Dolby Digital AC-3 system would eventually become the de facto standard for PAL, as well as NTSC.
Dolby's engineers were soon reminding that the PAL disc could
carry two sound tracks, one in MPEG-2 and one in AC-3.
Philips, Panasonic and Sony have all promised players
which can decode either sound system.
Just ahead of the Berlin show, news broke that Sony and
Philips, backed by computer company Hewlett Packard, had
broken away from the agreed standard for DVD-RAM (a
recordable/erasable version of DVD). Neither Philips nor
Sony has yet issued the promised statement on why they
object to the standard which they agreed to earlier this year,
after 14 months of negotiation.
This has spurred other members of the DVD Forum to
push ahead with the launch of DVD-RAM systems which
conform to the standard. At IFA Hitachi, the company who
chaired the DVD-RAM standards committee, was showing a
PC fitted with DVD-RAM drive and playing back recordings
of MPEG-1 and MPEG-2 video.
Hitachi sees DVD-RAM, primarily as acarrier for PC data,
or MPEG-1 video which has afixed data rate of aunder 1-5
Mbit/second; it can store 200 minutes of MPEG-1 per side.
For MPEG-2 recording, with higher and variable bit rates,
Hitachi recommends the new D-VHS format which has adata
capacity of 40 Gigabytes per tape. Most of the companies
which currently sell VHS recorders were also showing D-VHS
models or prototypes at IFA.
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Panasonic sfirst Notebook with DVD-RAM player.

MINI DISC WAR

Five years after the DCC-versus-Mini Disc battle to set a
new standard for home audio recording, Philips and Sony are
again at war. Sony still pins faith on Mini Disc; Philips has
long since abandoned DCC and is now promoting recordable
CD.
Kei Kodera, President of Sony's Consumer Group in
Europe, says he expects to sell one million MD recorders and
players in Europe this year. In October Philips will launch a
CD recorder for under £500. Blank 74 minute write-once
discs, which will play back on any of the 500 million CD
players already sold around the world, will cost only £3 —
little more than ablank tape. Re-writeable (erasable) discs will
cost £18 and play back only on a CD recorder or new
generation CD player.
Philips acknowledges that MD erasable blanks cost only
around £7 but reminds that they are wholly incompatible
with CDs. "This year another 175 million CD audio and
ROM drives will be sold," says Jan Oosterveldt, Philips'
747

Senior Director for Corporate Strategy. "By the year 2000 they
will be selling at a rate of 250 million a year, of which 25
million will be DVD drives which are capable of playing CDs."

Sony's DCR-SC100E DV camcorder. equipped with
180,000 dots, 3-inch precision lc.d. monitor, also enables
infrared transmission of both video and audio.

DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHY
Digital photography was as ubiquitous as DVD. Virtually
every manufacturer now offers a camera which records still
pictures in asolid state memory, either fixed inside the camera
or on a removable card. The only real novelty was Sony's
Mavica which sidesteps the high cost of memory chips by
recording the digits onto aPC standard floppy disc.
This builds on Sony's original Mavica of ten years ago,
which recorded analogue still onto non-standard disc and was
acommercial flop. The advantage is lower cost storage and
easy transfer to aPC; the disadvantage is alarger camera body
and slower access to stored pictures.

DIGITAL AUDIO BROADCASTING
IFA 97 had for two years been targeted as the consumer
launch for DAB. A DAB display platformed all receivers available from a wide range of manufacturers. "DAB has really
arrived" said David Witherow, President of the World DAB
Forum, at areception called to celebrate the consumer launch
of DAB and "mark amoment in broadcasting history".
"It's agreat day", said Glyn Jones, the BBC's DAB Project
Director.
But most of the fifteen DAB radios gathered together by the
DAB Forum turned out to be prototypes, with the car units
built in two boxes, like CD changers, connected to small
dashboard control units. Panasonic had a table top receiver,
but no price or delivery date; likewise for two-box car units.

Technisat promises a PC card and Sharp and B&O have
prototype rack systems. Bosch was showing asingle box unit
for dashboard mounting —albeit in alarge slot.
"Where and when can Ibuy one, and for how much?"
Iasked several Bosch personnel, but got only very evasive
replies.
Julie Unsworth Coordinator of the World DAB Forum is a
whole lot more realistic than the Forum figureheads. "Bosch
promised to be ready for IFA, and now promise October.
We hoped for a price of 1000DM. Now they talk about
1700DM, and that probably means 2000DM."
Unsworth agrees that mixed signals are coming out of the
manufacturers. It even depends on who you talk to inside a
company. "Some are overly positive — some unduly negative", she admits. "Someone from Bosch may tell you they
are ready tomorrow, while someone from Philips will tell
you never. Talk to someone else from the same company
and they will say the opposite. What we at the Forum want
is aclear message."
DAB was alot less noticeable on individual manufacturers'
stands, with company spokesmen cagey over plans for the
high street. Sony could give no price. Next year, said Philips.
Others thought IFA 1999 might be the real launchpad for the
mass market. "DAB has got abit lost in the noise over DVD"
admitted amember of the DAB Forum.
The message is muddled because some manufacturers and
marketing managers see DAB as arisk to sales of RDS, which
offers self-tuning and traffic-announcement on analogue
radios and now puts only around $3 on the manufacturing
cost of a car radio; others see RDS as a feature which no
longer commands aworthwhile price premium, like teletext
on aTV set, and is ripe for replacement.
Whatever the reasons, the fact remains that two years after
the BBC's clumsy "launch" of aDAB service, there are still no
DAB radios for consumers to buy.

HIGH SPEED TV

Every IFA has its oddity. This year German broadcasters
revealed that they had made an important discovery. The
digital TV system for Europe, called DVB because its was
developed by the Digital Video Broadcasting Group, was
designed to give very reliable reception even on avery simple
set-top aerial made of bent wire.
Because the signal is so robust it can be received on the
move by a mobile TV set. German engineers first put a
receiver in a van and drove it round the city. The pictures
came through loud and clear. So one enterprising boffin tried
it in a sports car. There are no speed limits on German
motorways and he was still getting clear pictures at the car's
top speed of 220 km/hour. Just before the show opened a
colleague borrowed aBugatti and clocked 320 km/hour while
the passenger watched TV. This, the Germans claim, is a
world record. •
It may or may not be coincidence that German taxi drivers
now have laptop computers bolted to the dashboard, to display aroute map and log fare charges.

HAND TOOL KIT
MINICRAFT has introduced a new 8-piece hand tool set, order
code MH811. Each tool has been selected to give maximum use
when doing precision work such as model making, craftwork,
electronic project construction and other small DIY tasks. The kit
comprises:
Three mini clamps with grip sizes up to 20mm, 30mm and 40mm
Optical tweezer for holding and viewing small components
Abrasive pencil for fast cleaning of metal and plastic, having a
glass fibre tip with propelling action
Softy knife for more control and extra comfort when cutting; uses
quick-release blades
Precision lubricator
4-jaw mini holder —equivalent to four individual pin vices
The kit also includes eight accessories and comes in a tough
plastic case. It has arecommended retail price of £24-99.
For more information, plus afree catalogue and list of stockists,
contact Minicraft, Macford Products Ltd., 1 & 2 Enterprise City,
Meadowfield Avenue, Spennymoor, Co Durham DL16 6JF. Tel:
01388 420535. Fax: 01388 817182.
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NEW LOOK KITS

NEW packaging for Maplin's range of
electronic project kits has been introduced. The packaging has been
designed to reflect the quality and
diversity of the projects and "ready to
integrate" modules in Maplin's range.
It has been developed to make the
products more eye-catching and easier
1SOW MOSFET
to find in the 40 Maplin and three
POWER AMPLIFIER KIT
Mondo stores throughout the country.
"Our packaging must help us comŒ.
um*/
4bdle ateedireadte
Me s.,
municate that modern technology and
components make it possible for hobbyists to construct projects which were
technologically impossible afew years
ago," explained Rob Ball, Maplin
Ltuol
product group manager for projects
and modules. "We've made it more
colourful and informative in a bid to
explain that our project range can
open up a whole new world for
electronics enthusiasts."
By the way, Maplin are about to introduce some EPE projects into their range
of kits.
The new edition of the hi-annual Maplin MPS catalogue is now available. To
get your hands on it, pop into your local Maplin store or Mondo Maplin
Superstore, WH Smith or John Menzies. Alternatively, you can order your copy
by phone: 01702 554002.
Incidentally, did you know that Maplin celebrates its 25th anniversary in
October?

Ii

Maplin Joins AFDEC
MAPLIN has become the first mail order and retail based electronics company to
be accepted as amember of AFDEC, the Association of Franchised Distributors
of Electronics Components.
As the industry's trade organisation, AFDEC represents the business interests
of franchised component distribution in the UK. The association aims to promote
the benefits of quality products, high standards of service and best business
practices to customers through afranchised distribution network.
Acceptance to AFDEC means professional recognition in the component sector. Customers can continue to be assured of receiving the high level of service
together with competitively priced, good quality product ranges that they have
come to expect from Maplin.
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microcontrollers offers many facilities and
great value, but for the inexperienced
programmer, or constructor working on a
one-off project, the task of writing and
debugging many lines of assembly language can be daunting.
MicroEngineering Labs' PicBasic Compiler could well provide such readers with
an alternative solution —to write the PIC
code in Basic! Many readers will be familiar with Basic in its various dialects, and
now it's possible to program awide range
of PIC chips in this straightforward and
easily understood language.
After writing the code using simple
"English-type" commands on any text
processor (such as Notepad in Windows,
or Edit in DOS), the compiler produces
machine code ready for programming
into any of the standard PIC chips,
including the PIC16C84.
The MEL PicBasic Compiler is aDOS
command line application (it also runs
under Windows 95 and 3.1) and runs
on a PC compatible computer. It includes acomprehensive printed manual
and costs £69.95 (plus £2•50 handling
charge per order. It is distributed in
the UK by Pineapple Presentations,
30 Breckhill Road, Woodthorpe, Notts
NG5 4GP. Tel: 0115 903 1851. Fax:
0115 903 2172. MEL:s website is at:
http://www.melabs.com/mel/pbc.htm.

AMS '97 SHOW
THE AMS '97 Computer and Electronics
Show takes place on Saturday 8 November
1997
at
Bingley
Hall,
Staffordshire
Showground,
Weston
Road,
Stafford.
Doors open 10am to 4pm. entrance £3.
concessions available. Masses of stands.
free parking. licensed refreshments, meals
and cafeteria.
For more information. contact Sharon
Alward. tel, 01473 741533. Fax: 01473
741361.

Hand-Held Scope

the years, oscilloscopes have become smaller and
lighter. The latest development in the field, OsziFox, has
just become available from Pico Technology. It is an astonishingly small digital storage scope in ahousing scarcely longer
than apencil, and about as thick as athumb.
Based on the latest "scope on achip" technology, OsziFox
has features that rival those of abenchtop scope. Its sample
rate of 20MS/s means that even microprocessor signals can be
viewed on its back-lit display. A press of abutton converts the
display into meter mode allowing a.c. and d.c. voltages to be
easily measured.
As well as its stand-alone use, OsziFox can also be connected to a PC using the supplied serial cable. This allows
signals to be simultaneously viewed on a PC screen. For
documentation, waveforms can also be saved to disk or
printed.
OsziFox is available direct from Pico priced at £80 plus
VAT, including cables and software. This low cost, together
with the unit's small size, makes it ideal for any electronics
technician who needs the ultimate in portability.
A demo version of the software (both Windows and DOS
versions are supplied) can be downloaded free of charge from
Pico's website.
For more information, contact Pico Technology Ltd., Dept
VER
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En, Broadway House, 149-151 St Neots Road, Hardwick,
Cambs CB3 7Q1. Tel: 01954 211716. Fax: 01954 211880.
E-mail: post@ picotech.co.uk. Web: http://www.picotech.com.
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NGENUITY
UNLIMITED

.1r.

Our regular round-up of readers' own circuits. We pay
between £10 and £50 for all material published, depending
on length and technical merit. We're looking for novel
applications and circuit tips, not simply mechanical or
electrical ideas. Ideas must be the reader's own work and
not have been submitted for publication elsewhere. The
circuits shown have NOT been proven by us. Ingenuity
Unlimited is open to ALL abilities, but items for
consideration in this column should preferably be typed or
word-processed, with abrief circuit description (between
100 and 500 words) and full circuit diagram showing all
relevant component values. Please draw all circuit
schematics as clearly as possible.
Send your circuit ideas to: Alan Winstanley, Ingenuity
Unlimited, Wimborne Publishing Ltd., Allen House, East
Borough, Wimborne, Dorset BH21 1PF. They could earn
you some real cash and aprize!

A.C. Resistance Bridge -

UNKNOWN
RESISTANCE
UNIDER TEST

SCREEN]

SKI SK2 Krrn. TERMINALS
SK3 TO SES PHONO SOCKETS

Fig. 1. A.0 Resistance Bridge.

insert it into the box and close the lid. Then
through special extra-sensory powers, the conjurer reveals the contents of the box!
In fact, the box's contents are revealed by
means of an 1.e.d., which sends acode as follows: I. 1.e.d. off — box empty. 2. I.e.d. on —
red triangle. 3. I.e.d. quickly pulsating — yellow triangle. 4. I.e.d. slowly pulsating — blue
triangle.

Fig.2. ESP Conjuring Trick circuit diagram.
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•50MSPS Dual Channel Storage
Oscilloscope 025MHz Spectrum Analyser
•Multimeter •Frequency Meter
*Signal Generator
If you have anovel circuit idea which would be
of use to other readers then aPico Technology
PC based oscilloscope could be yours.
Every six months, Pico Technology will be
awarding an ADC200-50 digital storage
oscilloscope for the best IU submission. In
addition, two single channel ADC-40s will be
presented to the runners up.
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ESP Conjuring Trick ills clever magic trick circuit (see Fig. 2)
will delight and astound! Here's how it
works: the conjurer shows the audience amysterious black box, _which contains atriangularshaped receptacle within. The receptacle may
hold one of three coloured triangles — red,
green or blue.
A member of the audience is invited to
secretly select atriangle of the desired colour.

'tee

SCREENED BOX

PICTED in Fig. 1is abridge circuit which utilises aminiature "transistor driver" transformer to allow the measurement of input and
output impedances of amplifiers, where it is not possible to take the
measurements directly with amultimeter because there is no d.c. path.
The circuit was used to measure the resistance of moving coil meters
without wrapping the meter's needle around the end-stop!
To use the circuit, an audio source is connected to socket SK4. The
source can be asinewave oscillator or even aspeech or music signal. A
crystal earpiece is connected to SK3 and acts as a detector. VR I is a
logarithmic potentiometer which is adjusted until the signal heard in the
earpiece is at aminimum. The value of the "unknown" resistance ma)
then be read by amultimeter across the External and Screen terminals.
The transformer arms balance within at least I% accuracy, even when
cheap transformers are used. In order to measure very low resistances.
VR1 is set to maximum value and a 100 ohm or 1kilohm potentiometer
placed in parallel with it.
Walter Gray,
Farnborough, Hants.
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The I.e.d. is unlikely to be detected by the
audience because it is triggered only briefly
when the conjurer touches two strategic points
on the box, and it also shines through the
tiniest of holes, smaller than apinhole. Each of
the triangles hides within it a small magnet
located at adifferent corner for each triangle.
For the trick to work, the triangles must be
isosceles-shaped so they can only fit one way
into the box. Each magnet closes a different
reed switch when placed in the receptacle.
In Fig. 2, when power is applied, capacitor
Cl is charged through resistor R2. When the
two "trigger" touch pads connected to the
Schmitt NAND gate 1Cla arc touched. ICI a
goes high which discharges Cl and starts the
timer based around CUR I. This enables the
flasher circuit built around 1C1b/1C1c for one
to two seconds.
The frequency of the flasher is determined
by resistors R3 to R5, which are selected by SI
to S3, aseries of strategically-placed magnetically-operated glass reed switches. The I.e.d.
D2 will therefore flash acode which is determined by whichever reed switch is closed by
the hidden magnet.
Since no power switch should be visible, '
power is only applied when the tilt-operated
switch S4 is closed. Two CR2032 lithium cells
were used and the circuit is powered off when
the box is laid on its back. The original box
was square (lOcc) with the three reeds hidden under the triangular impression. The two
"trigger" points may be made from two pins
sticking through the sides of the box.
Rev. Thomas A. Scarborough, South Africa.
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Fig. 5.

30V Split Power
Supply —

C

diagram Fig. 5 illustrates a
complementary-output power supply
which offers ± 30V d.c. at up to 1-5A. It is
based around apair of three-terminal voltage
regulators (ICI and IC2), type LM317 and
LM337 which offer positive and negative
voltage regulation respectively.
Normally, the minimum output of such
types is I.2V d.c. but by suitably biasing the
"adjustment" pin it is possible to obtain a
full sweep from OV. This is achieved by
taking anegative voltage from transistor TR2
to bias ICI, an LM317 positive regulator, and
a positive bias voltage from transistor TRI
to the adjustment pin of IC2, an LM337.
The controls VR1 and VR2 set the output
voltages.
IRCU IT

Circuit diagram for the 30V Split Power Supply.
The switch S2 is a break-before-make
changeover type which allows a single
voltmeter MEI to display the output voltage
of either rail. If it is expected to use the
power supply at higher currents, then the
current ratings of mains transformer TI and
the bridge rectifier DI -D4 should be uprated
to allow for this. It is advisable to mount the

regulators ICI and IC2 on generous external
heatsinks, otherwise they will thermally-shut
down at higher outputs. They will automatically current limit at approximately I.5A
maximum, depending on their junction
temperatures.
Dave Stringwell,
Scunthorpe, North Lincolnshire.
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Constructional Project

CASE
ALARM
ROBERT PENFOLD
Protect your valuables with
this low-budget, self-contained
"trembler" alarm.

T

iiis low-budget project is a small
and completely self-contained alarm
which is activated by movement. Its
main role is as an alarm for use in acase
or bag that contains camera equipment,
cash, or other valuables.
The basic idea is for the alarm to be
switched on whenever the case is left at
rest for more than a few moments. The
alarm is immediately activated if anyone
tries to make off with the case, and a
loud frequency modulated alarm signal is
produced. The alarm would probably be
triggered by someone rummaging around
inside the bag, but it is definitely not
a good idea to leave a bag open so
that valuables can be quickly and easily
removed.
Alarms of the "tremble" type do have
other applications, and they are used
with practically any expensive piece of
electronic equipment. This includes such
things as computers, video equipment. and
hi-fi gear.
Obviously, a burglar might decide to
make-off with the equipment, complete
with the activated alarm. In reality though,
most thieves will lose their nerve in a
situation of this type, and leave empty
handed.
The unit incorporates a simple timing
circuit which prevents it from being accidentally triggered at switch-on, or while
it is being tucked away inside the bag. The
stand-by current consumption is very low,
enabling the unit to run continuously for
months from ahumble PP3 size battery.

VIBRATION
DETECTION
Mercury switches are the most common
choice for applications where movement
must be detected. However, ordinary mercury switches are less than ideal for an
application of this nature.
A normal mercury switch consists of a
small container made from a non-conductive material. Two electrodes are fitted inside the container, which is partially filled
with mercury. At certain orientations the
752

mercury bridges the electrodes and closes
the switch, while at other orientations it
only touches one electrode and the switch
is open.
Although usable in this application, a
normal mercury switch is awkward to use
as the alarm must have a suitable orientation if the alarm is to have good sensitivity. False alarms or poor sensitivity are
likely to result if the orientation is slightly
wrong.

of circuit is also known. The output of the
latch is set high at switch-on by a simple
C-R timing circuit.
Apart from ensuring that the output of
the latch starts at the right state, this circuit
also provides ahold-off for afew seconds
so that the unit will not be triggered if
it is moved slightly as it is switched on.
Once this hold-off has ended, activating
the vibration switch sets the output of the
bistable low, and it then remains in that
state, whether the vibration switch is open
or closed.
The bistable controls a low frequency
oscillator (I.f.o.) and a voltage controlled
oscillator (v.c.o.), and these are both
switched on when its output goes low. The
I.f.o. has an operating frequency of about
two or three Hertz.

Fig. 1. Block diagram for the Case Alarm
There is an alternative type of mercury
switch that has a more complex electrode
arrangement and asmaller amount of mercury. It is designed so that the mercury
never quite bridges two electrodes when
the switch is static, whatever orientation it
is given. Movement spreads the mercury
slightly, and momentarily bridges the two
electrodes.
The orientation of this type of switch is
unimportant, making it much easier to use
in the présent application.

SYSTEM OPERATION
A block diagram for the Case Alarm is
shown in Fig.II. The vibration switch can
not be used to control the alarm generator directly, as it only provides intermittent contact. Also, once the movement has
ceased, it does not even provide intermittent contact.
The vibration switch is therefore used to
trigger a bistable, or "latch" as this type

A squarewave output signal from the
I.f.o. feeds the control input of the v.c.o.
via a lowpass filter. The filter removes
the higher frequency harmonics from the
squarewave signal to produce a roughly
triangular waveform. This gives smooth
variations in the output frequency of the
v.c.o., and a good frequency modulated
alarm sound.

CIRCUIT OPERATION
The full circuit diagram for the Case
Alarm appears in Fig.2. It is important that
the circuit has a low standby current consumption so that it can be powered for
hours at a time without significantly running down asmall 9V battery.
This low current consumption is
achieved by basing the circuit on CMOS
logic devices. These consume minute
supply when static, making it easy to
produce a suitably low standby current
drain.
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A basic Set/Reset bistable circuit is
formed by two of the 2-input NOR gates in
ICI. The other two gates are unused, but
have their inputs connected to the positive
supply line in order to prevent spurious
operations.
The output of a NOR gate is low (0) if
either or both of its inputs are high, but
is high (1) if both inputs are low. Under
standby conditions, one input of IC1b is
taken low by resistor R3. The other input
is fed from the output of ICI a.
Capacitor C2 and resistor R1produce a
positive pulse of several seconds in duration at switch-on, which means that one
input of 'Cie is high initially, and its output is low. With both inputs of IC1b low,
its output is high, and the alarm generator
is switched off.

COMPONENTS
Resistors
Ri
1M
R2
10k
4k7
R3
R4
1M8
R5
100k
R6
220k
R7
330k
R8
180k
All 0-25W 5% carbon film

OSCILLATORS
The 1.1.o. is formed by 1C2, it has resistor R4 and capacitor C3 as its timing
components. These have quite high values
which give the required low output frequency of around two hertz or so. The
control input at pin 9 is simply connected
to the positive supply rail, so that IC2 acts
as asimple squarewave oscillator.
The tone generator is based on IC3.
and the control input of this device is
fed with the output signal of IC2, via a

See

nt..f

TALK
Page

CONTROLLED ALARM

Semiconductors
Cl
4001BE quad
2-input
NOR gate
IC2,
IC3
4046BE
phase-locked
loop (2 off)

If vibration switch SI closes during the
switch-on delay period, the output of ICI b
will go low and activate the alarm. However, the alarm will only be activated
during the very brief periods when SI is
closed. With one input of IC 1
a high, its
output must be low, and this ensures that
the output of ICI bgoes high and switches
off the alarm when SI is not closed.
The situation is very different once
capacitor C2 has charged up, and pin 2of
ICI ahas gone low. The coupling from the
output of IC1b to the other input of [Cie
(pin I) ensures that one input of IC I
a is
high, and that its output remains low.
If SI closes, the output of IC1b goes
low, taking one input of IC 1
a low in the
process. This sends the output of IC I
a
(and one input of IC lb) high.
If SI now opens again, the output of
IC1b will remain low, because the output
of ICU is still holding one of its inputs
high. Thus, once the output of IC1b has
been set low it remains in that state.
The alarm uses two CMOS 4046BE
"micro-power" phase-locked loops (IC2
and IC3). In this circuit only the voltage
controlled oscillator (v.c.o.) of each device
is used, and no connections are made to
the other stages, other than to earth the
inputs of the phase comparators.
The output of IC1b controls the inhibit
inputs (pin 5) of IC2 and IC3. These inputs
shut down the v.c.o.s when taken high, and
permit normal operation when taken low.

o CASE ALARM

Capacitors
Cl
1p. radial elect. 50V
02
10i radial elect. 25V
03
470n polyester
(5mm lead spacing)
04
4µ7 radial elect. 50V
C5
in polyester
(5mm lead spacing)
Miscellaneous
Si
trembler switch
(see text)
S2
s.p.s.t. min. toggle
switch
WD1
cased ceramic
resonator
B1
9V battery (PP3 size),
with clips
Small plastic case (approx. 119mm x
65mm x 40mm); 0.1 inch matrix stripboard, having 38 holes by 21 copper
strips; 14-pin di! holder; 16-pin d.i.l.
holder (2 off); multistrand connecting
wire; solder, etc.
Approx Cost
Guidance Only

le

15

simple lowpass filter arrangement. The filter is a single stage type comprised of
resistor R5 and capacitor C4. Resistors R6
and R7 provide abias voltage to the control input of IC3, and together with timing
components C5 and R8 this sets asuitable
centre frequency.
The output frequency range of IC3 is
around one to five kilohertz. It is at
these relatively high audio frequencies that
ceramic resonator WDI achieves peak
efficiency.
Although the drive current to sounder
WD1 is strictly limited, its high efficienCy ensures that aloud alarm sound is
produced. A frequency modulated alarm
sound is very effective because a wide
range of output frequencies are produced,
giving a sound that is attention grabbing
and not easily masked by other noises.
Note that the output current from IC3 is
too low to drive an ordinary loudspeaker.
and using a moving coil loudspeaker in
this circuit could result in damage to IC3

o
C3
470.

TREMBLER
SWITCH

'Cis

4001BE

IC1 b

761 9
V

4001 BE

VCO
IN

89.12
13.14

re'll

8

R6
220k

7

VC 0
OUT

r
6
11-1

16

7

R5
4

MIM
9

40468E

COMP
IN

OV

in

C

IC2
INHIBIT

ION OFF I

C5

R7
33e.

VC 0
IN

IC3

^ INHIBIT

:1
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VC
OUI

COMP
IN

OV
8

IT

Fig.2. Complete circuit for the low-cost Case Alarm.
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Capacitors C3 and C5 must be miniature printed circuit mounting types having
5mm (0.2 inch) lead spacing. Other types
are unlikely to fit into the small amount of
space available on the circuit board.
Construction of the board is perfectly
straightforward in all other respects, and
should follow the usual procedure of
starting with the smallest working up to
the largest component. Start with the 19
link wires and check their positions before
soldering in place.
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FINAL ASSEMBLY
Virtually any small plastic case will
accommodate this project. Alarm sounder
WD1 and switch S2 are mounted on the
removable lid, which then effectively becomes the front panel.
On the face of it, S2 should be a keyoperated switch so that a thief activating
the unit cannot easily switch off the alarm.
However, your attention will presumably
be grabbed as soon as the alarm is activated, making it pointless for the wouldbe thief to try to turn it off.
If the unit is used as something other
than a case alarm it might be preferable
to use a key switch for S2, but due to
the high cost of these components a key
switch should only be used if it is really
necessary.

Completed Case Alarm circuit board showing layout of components.
The two CMOS NOR gates within ICI
have a totally insignificant current consumption under standby conditions, but
IC2 and IC3 do consume some power
when deactivated. There is also a small
current flow through resistors R6 and R7.
The total quiescent current consumption
of the circuit is still only about 130u.A
though. This should give at least 3000
hours of continuous operation from each
battery, even if cheap batteries are used.

The pin is soldered directly on to the
stripboard in the usual way. The other
connection is made via an insulated lead
which connects the appropriate point on
the circuit board to the case top, see Fig.3.
There should be no difficulty in making
this connection to SI. but tin both the end
of the lead and the case top before making
the connection.

CONSTRUCTION
Details of the component layout for the
stripboard circuit panel, underside breaks
in the copper strips and the small amount
of hard wiring are shown in Fig.3. The
board measures 38 holes by 21 copper
strips, which is not one of the standard
sizes in which stripboard is sold.
A larger piece must therefore be
trimmed to size using a hacksaw.
Stripboard is quite brittle, so cut carefully
along rows of holes, and then file flat any
rough edges that are produced. The two
3.2mm diameter mounting holes are then
drilled in the board, and the five rows of
breaks are cut in the underside copper
strips.
Make the breaks using either the special
cutting tool or a twist drill bit of about
five millimetres in diameter. Obviously the
strips must be severed across their full
width, but try not to cut too deeply as this
could seriously weaken the board.
All three integrated circuits are vulnerable to static charges, and require the
standard handling precautions. The most
important of these is that they should be
fitted in holders, and not soldered direct to
the circuit board.
Do not fit the integrated circuits in their
holders until the board and wiring have
been completed, and do not touch the pins
any more than is absolutely necessary. Be
careful to fit all three devices round the
right way, as a very high supply current
flows if aCMOS device is fitted with the
wrong orientation.

VIBRATION SWITCH
There only seems to he one readily
available vibration switch, and this is the
one sold by Maplin —see Shoptalk page. It
has an unusual switch contact arrangement
in that it has a single pin for one contact
and its casing acts as the other.
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Fig.3. Stripboard component layout, wiring and underside details of breaks required in the copper tracks. Sockets must be used to mount the i.c.s on the board.
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Alarm transducer WDI can be mounted
on the rear surface of the panel. but it then
requires a large hole into which its body
fits. It is easier to mount WDI directly on
the outside surface of the front panel, as
it then only requires three small mounting holes. Two of these are for the 8BA
mounting screws, and the third is for the
two flying leads to the circuit hoard. All
three holes are 2.5mm in diameter.
The transducer WDI itself makes a
good template when marking the positions
of these holes. Most ceramic resonators
have one red lead and one black lead, but
these are not polarised components. and
WDI can he connected either way round.
It might he necessary to tit insulated extension leads onto WDI. If so. insulate the
soldered connections with p.v.c. sleeving
so that there is no risk of accidental short
circuits.

TESTING, TESTING
To complete Lite unit, add the battery
connector and the lead from toggle switch
S2 to the circuit board. After afinal check
of the wiring the unit is ready for testing.
At switch-on the alarm should not
sound. except perhaps for a few minor
— squeaks"
if the unit is moved. Wait
about ten seconds after switching on. and
then move the alarm.
If all is well this should produce a loud
frequency modulated alarm sound. The
alarm is reset by switching off, waiting a
few seconds, and then switching on again.

Wiring to the lid-mounted components. Note the two insulating sleeves
over the sounder extension lead solder joints.
If the alarm does not operate. switch off
at once and recheck the wiring once again,
If no fault can be found, try replacing

capacitor C2. This must be agood quality
low-leakage component, or the hold-off at
switch-on will last indefinitely.
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John Becker addresses some of the general
points readers have raised. Have you anything
interesting to say? Drop us a line!
PIC DISK SIZE

Dear EPE.
Iam an avid reader of EPE but sigh each time
aPIC project is published. Iknow Ican buy the
PICs pre-programmed, but I would derive no
pleasure from this and would Ijke the fun of
programming my own.
However, although Iam reasonably computer
literate, my computer is an Amstrad 1640 which
has a 5.25-inch floppy disk drive, whereas you
only provide the TASM software and PIC files
on a3.5-inch disk. Ifind my old Amstrad more
than adequate for most purposes and do not wish
to buy amore modem machine.
Iam sure that there must be other people in a
similar situation to myself who would appreciate
you providing the necessary programs on a5.25inch disk —is this possible?
Incidentally, I am writing on an Amstrad
PCW8256 which uses yet another obsolescent
disk size —3-inch floppy!
Dr Michael Sharp
Rubgy, Warks
It was only about 18 months ago that I
replaced my Amstrad 1640 by a Pentium
machine. The Amstrad had given good service
for around ten years and is still perfectly usable.
However, the need for greater memory and hard
disk capacity, faster speed, Windows 95. CDROM etc., eventually became too great to
ignore. But Isympathise with your preference to
keep the Amstrad.
Whilst we do not wish to keep stocks of 5.25inch disks, if any reader would care to send us a
blank 5.25-inch disk, formatted as single-sided.
single-density (plus the usual handling charge
as shown on the EPE PCB Service page) Iwill
be pleased to personally copy all our PIC files
onto it.
Hopefully. Dr Michael, you are now putting
to good use the complimentary 5.25-inch copy I
sent you.
JB

USA BOOSTS SALES
Dear EPE,
Rarely in the past have we been successful
selling our software into the USA. However,
since EPE is now distributed there, sales have
improved significantly; more in the past few
weeks than over the past four years.
Recently Ispoke to acustomer in New York
and he is really impressed with EPE. It would
appear that they don't have anything like it over
there. Encouraging words!
Clive Humphries
E.P.T. Educational Software
Witham, Essex
We are very interested by your comments and
are pleased that our efforts in the USA are bearing fruit.
JB

BATTERY CLIP

Dear EPE,
In the Ironing Safety Device project of Sept.
'97, it is stated that aclip for its I2V battery is
not available. In fact, the Maplin GU65V clip
can be used, soldered straight to the p.c.b. However, the battery then must be insulated from the
clip by heat-shrink film or insulating tape.
Libor Pokomy, via the Net.
Thanks for the useful information.

JB

MURPHY'S NO JOKE
Dear EPE,
Iam a regular subscriber, I like EPE and
realise there must be agood spread of articles.
But — there's always a "but", you can see it
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coming — Murphy's Law can be summed up by
Sod's Law, i.e. that "Murphy was an optimist — .
Did we really need three pages of it? Ithink
the adventures of Piddles the Cat were fairly
juvenile, but at least they only took half apage!
Lest you think me humourless. I sent 21
limericks to the Wls competition this year, most
of them clever/funny. The local radio club
newsletters are printing a Christmas Entertainment Iwrote for my previous club. It lasted 20
minutes or so and was mostly original material. I
could go on ...
Ant Astley GWOAJA, via the Net.
Beauty, they say, lies in the eyes of the
beholder. Similarly, one believes, appreciation
of humour is just as personal and, indeed,
idiosyncratic. It would be astrange old world if
we all had equal likes and dislikes, and how
boring!
We do not expect all readers to find humorous
such offerings as Murphy's Law, Ohm Sweet
Ohm and Chromo-Floristics (an "April 1st" —
1996). But we do know that there are enough
readers who do find them entertaining to make it
worthwhile publishing them from time-to-time.
Personally, Ifound some of the statements made
in Murphy's Law to be very chuckle-worthy, but
then 1tend to find thought-worthy observations
on life far more humorous than slap-stick comedy and other situations where the humour
is foreseen and expected, the punch-line being
spatted amile off.
To this observer, part of the humour of life
is that we do all have different outlooks and
concepts. and it seems that we should all allow others the right to express themselves in the
manner best suited to their view of the world. It
may not be our view, but then they may not
relate to what we regard as valid, nor should
we expect them to. One man's meat is another
man's poison, says the old adage. Equally, one
man's humour is another man's stupidity.
Long live diversity of view point — including
that of those who find Murphy no joke!
JB

UHF CONTROL
Dear EPE,
Iam currently developing a project that re-,
quires multi-channel UHF control. Ihave had
little experience in this area and am looking for
any available circuit diagrams or advice that
is available. The intention is to integrate the
remote control with a microcontroller project
that Iam developing. Can you help?
Dave Hughes, via the Net
Unfortunately, such home-built equipment
cannot be licensed in the UK so we have not
published any designs. However, you might be
interested to read the 418MHz Remote Control
article we published in the April '97 issue — it
uses approved commercial modules.
JB

GW-BASIC
Dear EPE,
Ihave seen afew past projects which interest
me but reqdire the use of OW-Basic. Initially, 1
obtained a copy of OW-Basic but experienced
problems with saving and exiting the program.
Where would Ibe able to obtain acopy of the
user's manual for OW-Basic?
Tony Hiener, via the Net
Our basic advice is to forget about GW-Basic
now. It was an excellent product for its time, but
the later QBasic (also known as Quick-Basic)
is afar superior product. Generally speaking,
anything written in GW-Basic can be run under
QBasic. although there are some routines which
may not translate directly.

We do not know where you would obtain a
GW-Basic manual. Perhaps one of our readers
might be able to tell us? You could also try
advertising for one via our Classified Ads page.
To answer your other queries, to save a
program, press function key F4, whereupon the
statement SAVE' will appear. Type in the name
of the program to be saved and press Enter.
That's all there is to it. Note, though, that
GW-Basic does not check if it is overwriting
another program of the same name, so be
cautious!
To exit to DOS from GW-Basic. simple type
SYSTEM (in upper or lower case letters) and
press Enter. Be wary here too. since GW-Basic
does not check if the program currently loaded
has been saved following any corrections you
may have made.
JB

OZ NOT IGNORED
Dear EPE,
1read on your website that EPE is available in
the UK and USA but it didn't mention Australia.
Although I was offended that you ignored us
(something to do with the Ashes no doubt), I'd
like to order aback issue. Can you let me know if
Ican still do so via your back issues order form,
and is the overseas airmail postage still the same?
Geoff Watts, via the Net
For many years we have sold EPE in
Australia (probably our best export market). The
reason we have been pushing the USA is that we
have only recently managed to get EPE into the
USA in quantity:To
*
console you, we don't plug
the other 60-odd countries we sell into either!
Yes, you can order at the price indicated on the
form.
JB

NET PINS
In answer to Brian Buckby's query (Readout
June
'97),
the
following
semiconductor
manufacturer's websites have been found to be
helpful for chip pinout details:
National, http://www.natsemi.com
Dallas Semiconductors,
http://www.dalsemi.com
Fujitsu, http://www.fujitsu.com
Harris, http://www.semi.harris.com
Philips. http://www.semiconductors.
philips/semiconductors.com
Tony Heiner, via the Net (again!)
Thanks, Tony.

JB

TENS UNIT QUERY
Dear EPE,
Thank you for Andy Flind's TENS unit you
published in March '97 issue. Iam aregistered
physiotherapist from Cyprus with agreat interest
in electrotherapy.
Ihave the opinion that you can never apply
the same intensity to two different body areas,
consequently, you should construct two output
circuits. Also, Iam wondering why Ican't see
the output waveforms with the Velleman PC Oscilloscope. Ihave checked other TENS unit's
waveforms and they are identical as specified.
Solomon, via the Net.
Andy Flind offers the following reply:
The dual output of my design was intended
simply to improve the flexibility for the user
when treating wide areas etc. For total control
you would need two output stages, and
possibly a degree of isolation between them as
well, but this would be beyond the scope of a
simple home-constructed unit such as this.
I am not familiar with the, Velleman PC
Scope, but if it interfaces with a PC then it
probably uses a sampling technique followed
by A-D conversion which may not respond well
to the narrow output pulses of my TENS. It's
very difficult to view them even on a normal
analogue scope. Iwould be interested to know
what other TENS waveforms you have seen, as
all the ones I've seen to date have been narrow
pulsed variety. I take it that your unit is
working properly, in that you can feel astrong
tingling sensation when in contact from the
output.
Andy Flind
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New in
this issue:

WORTH DISCOUNT
CHERS
Includes 32 page colour

COMPUTER CATALOGUE
•.01>

Motherboards
flatbed Scanners
Low-cost Monitors

•

DIMM Memory
Laser Printers
and Much More...

*PC SPECIFICATION

The Winter 97/98 Edition brings you:
▪

OUI PCI TX 512h Cache Motherboard
INTEL Pentium 233MHz Processor

Our most comprehensive selection of Computer equipment ever,

32MB E00 RAM

including all the latest CPU's, the fastest CD-ROM's, new ranges of

3.8GB Hard Disk Drive

Scanners, Printers, Motherboards, Graphic & Sound cards etc. etc.,

15 CTX Super SVGA Digital Colour Monitor

extending our range of PC components and accessories at unbeatable

16 Speed CD-ROM Drive

prices.

SoundBlaster AWE-64 Sound Card
240 PMPO Surround Stereo Speakers

•

£25 worth discount vouchers.

•

208 Page main Catalogue, plus 32 Page full Colour Computer
Catalogue, incorporating 26 Sections with over 4000 Products from

MATROX Mystique 220 2MB Graphics Card
Mini Tower Case
1.44MB Floppy Disk Drive

some of the Worlds Finest Manufacturers.
•

Windows 95 Keyboard
Windows 95 -Release II

Available at WH Smith, John Menzies and most large newsagents, or

Three-Button Mouse &Mat

directly from Cirkit.

Built from Cirkit's top quality PC components.

Published 24th October

Total Value: Approx. £300.00 inc VAT
Me»

Cirkit

Cirkit Distribution Ltd

Park Lane •Broxbourne •Hertfordshire •EN10 7NCI Tel: 01992 448899 •Fax: 01992 471314
Email: mailorder@cirkit.co.uk •Web-site: http://www.cirkit.co.ulecirkit
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SPECIAL EPE
READER OFFER

OVER

25%

OFF

normal retail price

PICOSCOPE ADC-100
with PicoLog

PICOSCOPE ADC-200/20

)

INCLUDING VAT and UK p&p

£259.95

i.

INCLUDING VAT and UK p&p

£189.95
Save £67

Save £91

VIRTUAL OSCILLOSCOPES FOR USE WITH A PC
ADC-100

ADC-200/20

Dual-Channel 12-bit Digital Storage Oscilloscope
with PicoLog
• 100kHz sampling -single channel (suggested
usable analogue bandwidth 50kHz)
• 50kHz spectrum analyser
• AC voltage and frequency meters
• 9 input ranges
• AC/DC coupling
• Parallel connection
• 12-bit resolution
• Data logger
The ADC-100 offers both ahigh sampling rate and a
high resolution. It is ideal as ageneral purpose test
instrument either in the lab or in the field. Flexible
input ranges enable the unit to connect directly to a
wide range of signals.

Dual-Channel 8-bit Digital Storage Oscillosope
and Spectrum Analyser
• 20MHz sampling -single and dual channel
(suggested usable analogue bandwidth 10MHz)
• 10MHz spectrum analyser
• AC voltage and frequency meters
• 9input ranges
• AC/DC coupling
• Parallel connection
• 8K per channel memory
The ADC-200 is a high speed virtual instrument
offering a20MSPS dual-channel digital storage
oscilloscope (DSO), aspectrum analyser, voltmeter
and frequency meter. The external trigger connector
also doubles up as asimple signal generator.
Reviewed in EPE May 97 issue.

Both units are guaranteed for 2years

Specification
Pico ADC units

ADC-100

Resolution
Channels
Input Range(s),
software selectable
Max Sampling Rate
(33MHz 386/486)
Accuracy
Over Voltage Protection
Input Impedance
Input Connector
Output Connector (D25 male)

ADC-200/20
8-bit
2

12-bit
2
50mV to -± 20V (9 ranges)
100k Hz
1%
±50V
1M11
BNC
parallel port

±50mV to -± 20V (9 ranges)
20MHz
voltage ±3%, time ± 100ppm
± 100V
1M1/
BNC
parallel port

PC requirements
IBM PC or AT compatible running MS DOS V3.1 (or above), or WIN 3.1 or 95. CGA, EGA, VGA or Hercules compatible display. Printers
supported are Epson FX and LO series, HP laserjet and deskjet (additional printer, plotter and graphics drivers available separately). All
software supplied on 3-5 inch disk.

PICOSCOPE EPE SPECIAL OFFER ORDER FORM
Fill in and send with your payment, or phone or fax us with your order and credit card details

Full name:
Address:

Offer ends 28 Nov. 1997
Post code:

Tel. No.

Signature:

DIenclose cheque/PO in £sterling payable to WIMBORNE PUBLISHING LTD for £
[I Please charge my Visa/Mastercard: £

Card expiry date

Card No:

1E1

2

DON'T MISS THIS
EXCEPTIONAL READER
OFFER

Please send PicoScope ADC-100 7 PicoScope ADC-200/20u
(Please tick relevant box) Offer ends 28 Nov. 1997. Orders normally sent within 7days

Send your order to:

EPE OFFERS, Allen House,
East Borough, Wimborne,
Dorset BH21 1PF
Tel: 01202 881749
Fax: 01202 841692
OVERSEAS ORDERS.
Add £6 for export registered delivery
We cannot reply to overseas orders or
queries by fax

Special Feature

SATELLITE
CELEBRATION
BARRY FOX
It is now 40 years since the earth-shattering bleeps from a "football"
circulating the Earth announced the first thrusts of the communications
space race. Since that momentous event there are now about 200
"birds" hovering above this planet reports Barry Fox.

I

really forty years since the Space Age, and space race
began? Yes, it was in October 1957 that we first heard bleeps
over the radio, relayed from the Sputnik satellite which the
Russians had launched.
Sputnik (shown above right) was orbiting the Earth once every
hour and half in an egg shaped path. It carried only aradio beacon.
A month later the USSR launched a second Sputnik which
carried a living passenger. It was adog, called Laika. In all the
excitement few people asked how the dog would get back. It
couldn't of course. We were assured that the unfortunate animal
was poisoned after seven days before it ran out of oxygen and
suffocated.
S IT

Clarke Orbit
When we think ut satellites today, we usually think of broadcasting birds which hang, as if stationary, in geostationary orbit. The
idea behind this was published more than ten years before Sputnik.
Television signals normally come from atall transmitter tower.
The signals cannot reach past the horizon, so reception distance is
limited to afew tens of miles. But if atransmitter could hover in
space it could broadcast to awhole Continent.
It was science fiction writer Arthur C. Clarke who told how this
could be done. In October 1945 he wrote an article for Wireless

Laika, the first living creature to be launched into space on
the Russian Sputnik Il satellite. (Novosti (London))
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World magazine predicting that rockets, based on the Germans'
V2, could lift asatellite with aradio transmitter into space.
He used maths to prove that if the transmitter orbits the Earth,
over the Equator at aheight of 36,000km or 22,500 miles, it will
move at exactly the same speed as the Earth is rotating. So it will
appear to hover stationary above a fixed spot, and behave like a
very tall transmitter aerial —without amast.
This is now known as ageostationary satellite, in the "Clarke
orbit". One satellite can "see" almost half the surface of the
earth. So three satellites can relay asignal anywhere in the world,
except the polar ice caps.
Wrote Clarke: "Many may consider the solution proposed in
this discussion too far-fetched to be taken very seriously. Such an
attitude is unreasonable as everything envisaged here is a logical
extension of developments in the last ten years — in particular
the perfection of the long-range rocket of which V2 was the
prototype. While this article was being written, it was announced
that the Germans were considering a similar project, which they
believed possible within 50 to.100 years".
Wireless World paid Clarke £15 for the article and that is all he
ever earned from his idea.

Blast-Off
In 1957, the super-powers were building rockets to deliver
nuclear bombs but they were still not sufficiently powerful '
to
carry asatellite up to the geostationary orbit. The size of abeachball, Sputnik swooped between heights of 230 and 900 kilometres.
It made 1,400 revolutions in 92 days. It failed after a few days,
but the space age —and space race —had begun.
In 1962 Bell Labs, the American equivalent of BT and inventor
of the transistor, built and launched Telstar — immortalised by the
Shadows song. Telstar was aone metre sphere which looped the
globe every three hours. In theory it could relay up to 600 telephone calls or one TV programme between receiving stations on
each side of the Atlantic. In practice it was not much use because
it was only within range of the two earth stations for around half
an hour.
Britons got their first taste of satellite broadcasting in July that
year, when British Telecom's satellite tracking station at Goonhilly Downs in Cornwall picked up live TV signals bounced
off Telstar from Andover, Maine. The experiment did not go
smoothly. An engineer had connected some wires the wrong way
round. It took 20 minutes to correct the fault while broadcaster
Raymond Baxter tried to remain calm. By then they only had a
few minutes left before the satellite disappeared over the horizon.
"Here we are, here we are. There's abar. That's aman's face.
There it is. There it is. That's the picture. You see it for yourself. There it is. It's a man. There it is. There's the unmistakable image. There is the first live television picture across the
Atlantic".
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Teisiar had only a 2W transmitter, similar to a walkie talkie
radio. BT had to use adish that was 26 metres in diameter and
weighed over 1,000 tonnes. The dish had to move to follow the
satellite with an accuracy of one 60th of adegree while it raced at
19,000km/hour from horizon to horizon.
The first geostationary satellite was America's Syncom. made
by Howard Hughes' company in California and launched in 1964.
It was used to broadcast live TV from the Olympic Games in
Japan. Hughes remains aworld leader in the satellite business.

Today's Satellites
Modem satellites can carry tens of thousands of phone calls or
ascore of TV channels. They are the size of agarden shed, hang
stationary in Clarke orbit and use 50W or 60W transmitters. So
we can use a fixed dish of around 60cm diameter to watch TV
programmes like Sky.
Each broadcast satellite has a radio receiver which picks up a
narrow beam of radio signals from a "ground station" on Earth,
and atransmitter which beams the signals back down over awide
area. There is no mains power in space, so satellites get their energy
from the sun. Large solar panels, like wings, are coated with chemicals that convert light into electricity. The satellite also has batteries
to keep the electronics working while the sun is eclipsed.
Eutelsat's latest satellite. Hot Bird 3, weighs 3 tonnes, should
last for 15 years and has a 6kW solar power supply. It has two
fixed dish aerials, 2.3m across and one 50cm unit which can be
steered from the ground.

Collision Course
Satellites tend to wander out of orbit and would crash into each
other or drift off into space, unless they are continually steered.
This is done by venting small puffs of gas from jets in the side,
under the control of the ground station.
The satellite must also be be kept steady. by on-board computers, so that the solar panels always face the sun. If they don't
get sunlight the satellite has no electricity. This is what has been
going wrong with space station MIR.
Colliding with even a small piece of space junk can destroy a
satellite, so it is vital to clear dead satellites out of the working
orbit. When the gas for the steering jets runs out, the satellite goes

Preparing the Eurosat Hot Bird 3 TV satellite for its space
launch. (Matra Marconi Space)
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Artists impression of the Russian MIR space station that has
been in the news lately. (Novosti (London))
out of control. This is never allowed to happen. The last dregs of
gas are used to puff the satellite safely out of the Clarke orbit, and
into graveyard orbits where they do no harm and may remain until
the end of time.
But nothing can protect a satellite from meteors, the scraps of
dust and rock which travel through space at high speed and eventually fall to earth as shooting stars. Usually the chances of a
collision are very small but three or four times a century pure
chance takes the Earth right through the tail of acomet, which is
full of space rubble.
This creates a meteor "storm" and the number of shooting
stars rises to hundreds of thousands an hour, for several hours.
The odds on one colliding with a satellite shorten dramatically.
The last storm was in 1966. when there were very few satellites.
The next one is now expected in 1998 or 1999.
A satellite costs up to £100 million and as much again to blast

Launch of Hot Bird 3 by an Ariane
(Arianespace)

V99 space rocket.
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There are around two hundred working satellites in the Clarke
orbit. Some are owned by the military and secret. Here are afew of
the best known commercial birds:
Astra, at 19' East, is not just one satellite, but acluster of six owned
by aLuxembourg company, of which four (known as Astra A-D) serve
Europe with TV (including Sky), direct to home dishes. Astra says it will
launch another series into orbit at 28 East, which will let Sky deliver
several hundred new digital services. Kopernikus at 28 East, uses different frequencies to let German TV stations share programmes.
GALS is a Russian satellite at 74

East, which brings TV to the

depths of Siberia.
Turksat, at 42 East, blankets Turkey with entertainment,
Statsionar at 40' East, is used by Russian TV stations to share
news. Two more Statsionars, at I1' and 14 West, spray Russian news
across the old Soviet Union.
Eutelsat 1-FS, at 21 - East, and Eutelsat 1-F4 at 25° East, cover horse
racing for betting shops.
Eutelsat II-F3, at 16 'East, broadcasts TV signals mainly round
Europe. especially Algeria and Croatia.
Eutelsafs three Hot Birds, at 13° East, deliver TV to Italy. Poland
and the Middle East. They also carry free English language channels
EBN and Europspot.
Eutelsat II-F2, at 10° East, serves TV to Europe, including Turkey.
Eutelsat II-F4, at 7° East, is used by the European Broadcasting
Union to distribute TV programmes - including Noel's House Party between European TV stations.
Telecom 2C, at 3° East, delivers movies and sports to French
viewers. Two more Telecoms, at 5° West and 8° West, carry more
French programmes into France and Belgium; one channel is devoted
to green issues.

into space by rocket. Repairing satellites is only possible when
they are in low orbit, a few hundred miles up, where astronauts
can make a space walk. If a satellite in geostationary orbit goes
wrong, it is awrite-off. Otherwise they now last at least ten years.

Fall-Out
Satellites must be carefully spaced apart in orbit. This is not
just to avoid collisions. When a dish aerial is pointed at one
satellite it should not receive signals of the same frequency from
its neighbours, or the viewer will see interference on the screen.
The allocated positions or "slots" in orbit are a few degrees
apart. But operators now put more than one satellite in the same
position, spaced apart by around 75km. They are so far away from
Earth that as far as the receiving dish is concerned, they behave
like one big satellite with many transmitters. Luxembourg company
Astra pioneered this trick and now has several satellites at the same
position (19 East), broadcasting Sky and other services.
The International Telecommunications Union in Geneva controls the allocation of orbital slots and frequencies. to avoid collisions and interfemence. No-one owns or controls space and there
is no way of policing it. So the scheme has so far worked like a
"gentlemens' club".
The first sign of asplit is adispute between Astra, who want
to put up new satellites at 28° East to carry Sky's promised
digital TV services, and Eutelsat, the Paris-based consortium of
European telephone companies, who claim earlier rights to the
same frequencies at the same position.

Bird Watching
In addition to the geostationary satellites in the Clarke orbit,
many more circle the Earth in lower Sputnik-like orbits. some of
these low orbiters are used for surveillance. They take pictures as
they fly over atarget area and transmit them to areceiving station
on the ground. The military use them, and so do governments to
map the land.
The latest weather satellites, such as Aleteosat 7, use cameras in
geostationary orbit to take picures of the earth using visible and
infra-red light. Resolution is 2.5km on the ground, from adistance
of 36,000km. The satellite takes one picture every half hour, by
oscillating up and down to give the frame scan while spinning at
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Thor, at 1 West, delivers entertainment to Scandinavia. The satellite started life as hlarcopolo, the satellite owned by Britain's ill-fated
BSB service. When BSB folded the satellite was sold and physically
moved in orbit (by puffing its gas jets) from BSB's old position, at 31
West, to Thor's slot.
Intelsat, an international consortium of telephone companies, has
satellites at 18', 21', 28' and 34 West. They carry the BBC's programmes for European viewers, Reuters news footage for TV stations,
Islamic programming and Italian politics, along with more video for
bookmakers. They also relay news from America for use by European
TV stations.
Hispasat at 30 West, serves Spanish viewers.
ACROSS THE WORLD
Anik Canadian satellites are at various positions including 108°
West. They are used for telephones and television.
APHT, Asia Pacific Mobile Communications, at 95° East and 125°
East. Provides telephone services for China.
Apstar, at 112° and 121° East, does the same for Hong Kong.
DirecTV, at 100' West, serves the USA with a direct-to-home
digital TV service. Hughes built the satellite and helps run the service.
Inmarsat, the International Maritime organisation, has satellites at
15° and 64° West, and 5' and 178° East, to let ships navigate and talk
to the shore. lnmarsat also provides asatellite phone service, but the
equipment is much larger than an ordinary cellphone.
IC-Sat, at 150° East, and BS at 110° East, broadcast television
programmes, including widescreen high definition pictures, direct into
Japanese homes.
The UK's allocated slot for direct broadcasting at 31° West, vacated
by BS& is now up for grabs again. Any takers?

100r.p.m. for line scan. The image is stored on the satellite and
then transmitted to earth. It is not hard to see how military satellites, orbiting at low altitude, can resolve detail of individual
people.
Other low satellites send out signals which let aradio receiver
on the ground, in a ship or on aplane, know exactly where they
are. Cruise missiles rely on these GPS, or Global Positioning
System, signals, so do yachtsmen and hikers. The navigation systems which manufacturers are now fitting to more expensive cars
use GPS signals, too.
The latest batch of low brbiting satellites will be used for
cellphone systems which promise business travellers the chance to
make and take calls anywhere in the world, whether deep in the
rain forest, out in the desert or on top of amountain.

RING BINDERS FOR EPE
This ring binder uses aspecial system to allow the issues to be
easily removed and reinserted without any damage. A nylon
strip slips over each issue and this passes over the four rings in
the binder, thus holding the magazine in place.
The binders are finished in hard wearing royal blue p.v.c. with
the magazine logo in gold on the spine. They will keep your
issues neat and tidy but allow you to remove them for use
easily.
The price is £5.95 plus £3.50 post and packing. If you order
more than one binder add £1 postage for each binder after the
initial £3.50 postage charge (overseas readers the postage is
£6.00 each to everywhere except Australia and Papua New
Guinea which costs £10.50 each).
Send your payment in L's sterling cheque or PO (Overseas
readers send £ sterling bank draft, or cheque drawn on
a UK bank or pay by credit card). to Everyday Practical
Electronics, Allen House, East Borough, Wimborne, Dorset
BH21 1PF. Tel: 01202 881749. Fax: 01202 841692. (We
cannot reply to queries or confirm orders by Fax due to the
cost.)
We also accept credit card payments. Mastercard (Access)
or Visa (minimum credit card order £5.) Send your card number
and card expiry date plus cardholders address (if different to
the delivery address).
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TEACH-IN '98

An Introduction to

DIGITAL ELECTRONICS
Ian Bell, Rob Mlles, Dr. Tony WIlldnson, Alan WInstanley

T

EACH-IN is designed to support candidates following the
City and Guilds (C&G) syllabuses, see facing panel, but
includes further material as well. It is aimed initially at
the complete novice or apprentice technician, and therefore commences with the most fundamental theoretical and
practical aspects of electronics. The series then progresses
straight into digital electronics, dealing with basic logical
systems before moving on to more advanced levels.
Even if you are not undertaking the City and Guilds syllabus, there is much to be learned from following Teach-ln,
whether you are aGCSE or "A" Level student, hobbyist or
you simply want to discover how to do things digitally.

Lab Work
Throughout Teach-ln, attempts are made to involve the
student with practical "Lab Work" experiments and
demonstrations, and complex mathematics and physics will
be avoided unless really necessary -and even then, plenty
of help is to hand! We make apoint of identifying practical
components in special sections of Teach-ln, so that you will
learn to recognise parts, even if you don't necessarily use
them yourself just yet.
We also take a light-hearted view of things from time
to time, because electronics really is fun to learn, so we'll
sometimes "have alaugh" at the same time!

Reader Support
We encourage you to contact us with your queries
and
feedback, either by writing to the Teach-In
Team
c/o
the Editorial address,
or by
E-mail:
Teach_ln980 epemag.demon.co.uk. So help is never very
far away. Please do not use any other E-mail address
at all, for Teach-In queries, nor use it for anything other
than questions related to the series. We hope you will
find this series instrumental in stimulating your interest in
electronics. I.M.B., R.S.M., A.J.W., A.R.W.

ABOUT TEACH-IN
Teach-ln is a ten part series which aims to support
Istudents undertaking City & Guilds 726 Information
I Technology, with reference to the following specific
Isyllabuses:
7261/ 301
Introductory Digital Electronics
I• 726/ 321
Elementary Digital Electronics
I• 726/ 341
Intermediate Digital Electronics
I For the benefit of overseas readers, the City & Guilds
of London Institute (more commonly called "City and
Guilds") is Britain's largest technical testing and qualifyI ing
body. It is an independent organisation which
I operates under a Royal charter. It works closely with
industry, education and Governmental departments, and
uwide
each range
year some
of subjects
half a million
under candidates
the auspices
undertake
of City &
a
Guilds.
The certificates awarded are accepted world-wide as
evidence of achieving a standard in a recognised
technical skill. Potential candidates can contact them at
Customer Services Enquiries Unit, City & Guilds, 1
Giltspur Street, West Smithfield, London, EC1A 9DD.
ITel. 0171 294 2801, Fax 0171 294 2405. E-mail:
Ienquire/ city-and-guilds.co.uk.
Teach-ln has been co-written for Everyday Practical
I Electronics by Rob Miles, Ian Bell and Dr. Tony
IWilkinson who are lecturers in the Department of
I Electronic Engineering at the University of Hull, England.
Regular readers will know Alan Winstanley, of course, as
Ithe author of several columns in EPE: Alan has written
Ifor this magazine for over twenty years and is known
Iinternationally kit-his efforts to promote an understanding
I and interest in electronics. Alan has co-ordinated the
I series.
M.

Part One: ELECTRICITY, CURRENT AND VOLTAGE
Charge Carriers and
Potential Bargains
HAT is electricity? This is a fundamental and profound question
wich can be answered at many levels,
from "the stuff which comes out of
batteries" to "a movement of charge
carriers through aconductor".
It is very useful to think of charge
carriers as tiny charged paiticles which
flow through an electrical circuit.
These charge carriers are pushed along
by an electric field (the voltage) and the
number of carriers which are moving
past a fixed point determines the
current flowing.
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It is important that you understand
the difference between current and
voltage, and how this all relates to
power. Perhaps an analogy might be
fun: often at this stage, you'll see
analogies based around simple water
and hydraulic circuits. We think that's
abit boring - instead, let's go bargain
hunting!
Consider the January Sale. At the
start of the sale a huge number of
shoppers (charge card carriers!) are
queuing outside ashop, eagerly eyeing
all the bargains within the store. They
are driven into the shop by the amount
of money they can save on all those
bargains.

In electrical terms, we have an
electric field which is driving our "carriers" in aparticular direction. If there
are no bargains to be had, then there is
no electrical field, so the carriers don't
move at all. The stronger the electric
field, the more inclined the charge
carriers will be to try to move. Also,
the stronger the electric field, the more
energy we get from our carriers when
they move over it, in the same way
that our shoppers will spend more if
the bargains are more enticing.
Taking the analogy further, a railway station "produces" the shoppers,
and once they have bought their goods
they will return to it, as in Fig. 1.1a.
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Once the shop doors are thrown open,
the shoppers start to flow through the
corridors towards their bargains. The
width of the corridor determines how
many shoppers can travel along it at
any given time.
If the owners of the shop were
interested in how shoppers move
through the store, they could set up
"people counters" to find out how
many people jostle past a particular
point. In electrical terms we are
measuring current here. The greater
the number of charge carriers which
go down an electrical conductor at any
one time, the greater the electrical
current which flows. If the management make their corridors wider, they
will be able to pack more shoppers
through the store. In the same way, we
can drive more current through a
thicker wire - one with a larger
cross-sectional diameter -than we can
through athinner one.

joined together. One single 1.5V "AA"
battery is really one cell rather than a
battery. A 12V car battery consists of
six individual cells (which, on older
batteries, need topping up with distilled water).
The simplest switch (shop door) is
also shown in Fig. 1.1b: a very basic
on-off switch. The type illustrated is a
single-pole, single-throw (s.p.s.t.) switch.
Check the separate explanation of
switch terminology and practical examples. We will discuss many types of
component like this during Teach-In,
using separate "Check Out" topic
boxes -so that you at least know what
the parts look like, even if you do not
necessarily use them right away (if
ever).
Back to our shopping mall. We described how the number of shoppers
going down a given corridor equates
to the current flowing, and the savings
which they can see is equivalent to

Fig.1.1. Bargain-hunting shoppers are
analogous to asimple electrical circuit!
The circuit symbols are shown right.

There is an alternative formula
which can be used (see later), depending on what other circuit values you
know.

Irresistible Bargains
We have already seen that, in shopping terms, wide corridors are a good
idea because we can get more people
through them in a given time. An inquisitive store manager could perhaps
come up with ameasure of how acorridor "resists" the movement of people.
Some shopping corridors can be
pretty unappealing: they may be
cramped, or they might have an
escalator which is currently out of
order. So you have to do work clambering up stairs and jostling
through crowded passageways to get
to your bargains! Instead of doing
work, you choose an easier route.
We do exactly the same with
resistance (R) in electrical circuits. In
general, current follows the path of
least resistance: the greater the resistance of a component, the more
difficult it will be for charge carriers to
move through it. Resistance is expressed in Ohms (symbol fl) and we
can express what is going on in the
form of asimple equation:
or

Note something interesting here: the
number of shoppers pouring out of
the railway station is actually finite.
This means that if the management
installs extra tills, doorways and corridors, more stock and more bargains,
then it will experience agreater flood
of customers, but this will mean that it
"uses up" all those shoppers more
quickly.
The same thing happens with
electricity. The greater the current
which is taken out of the battery, the
faster the battery will become exhausted and go flat. The current
flowing in an electrical circuit is
expressed in Amperes (A), or amps for
short. The symbol for current is
actually I, for the French term Intensité.
You may see "milliamp" (nut) used
when talking about current; lmA =
0.001Amp (one thousandth of an
ampere).

Circuit Diagram
In hg. 1.1b, our "bargain hunting"
analogy has been converted into a
circuit diagram - a very simple one
using abattery, bulb and switch. The
circuit symbols for these newly-introduced parts are shown separately. In
fact, abattery (railway station) is made
up of a number of individual cells,

the electric field which is driving them.
Let's develop this further.
The smallest saving acustomer could
make is a penny. In electrical terms
there is also alowest charge value too,
which is equal to the charge carried.
on a single electron (this should give
you astrong clue as to what a charge
carrier actually is!). The electrical field
driving acharge carrier is expressed in
volts (V) as the potential difference (p.d.)
between two terminals. You will occasionally hear of voltage being described as electromotive force (e.m.f.).
Once our shoppers arrive at the cash
register with their bargains, they spend
their money (illuminate the bulb) and
go back to the station. In electrical
terms, what we are talking about here is
power. (You should not be surprised to
learn that money is power!).
The same amount of money can be
saved by a large number of shoppers
each saving a small amount (a large
current and small voltage), or by a
small number of shoppers each saving a
large amount (a small current and large
voltage). Power (P) is measured in units
of Watts (W) and we can write an
equation which will let us work out the
power if we know the voltage and the
current:
P = lx V
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Current =Voltage/Resistance
I=VIR

This is derived from "Ohm's Law".
If you keep track of what is going on
you shouldn't have a problem. Bear
in mind that the bigger the resistance
(the narrower the corridor), the more
difficulty our charge carriers have
getting down it; the bigger the voltage (the more enticing the bargains)
then the harder the charge carriers
will try. As aquick test, see if you can
work. out which of the following is
wrong:
• If I double the resistance, I will
double the current
• If Idouble the voltage, Iwill double
the current.
• If I halve the resistance, I will
double the current.
If we want to have some more fun,
we can use algebra to play with Ohm's
Law:
V=IxR (now we can figure out the
voltage if we know the current
and resistance)
R=VII (now we can figure out the
resistance if we know the voltage and current)
Ohm's Law states very simply that
for many types of material, provided
that ambient conditions are stable,
then V/Iis a constant figure (namely,
its resistance). However, it's common
practice - much to the chagrin of
physicists - to state Ohm's Law by
using the formula derived from his
actual physical law. So I=VIR is often
described as "Ohm's Law" though we
should remember that it's really an
equation derived from the original
Law.
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If you want to avoid the maths,
there is the time-honoured cover up
trick which uses a triangle. Draw
Ohm's Law as follows:

We can see the calculation we need
to do by covering up the element we
want to calculate, e.g. cover up R to
reveal the answer of V/I.
In the diagram of Fig. 1.2 we have
again drawn the battery using its
standard circuit symbol. It is convenient to think of our charge carriers
travelling in a particular direction
around our circuit, just as our shoppers will set out from the railway
station with empty bags and full
wallets, and return with full bags and
empty wallets! For this reason we
think of the carriers travelling from the
"positive pole" of our battery and
returning to the battery at the negative
pole.
(A special note for readers with a
background in chemistry: you will
know that real-life electrons, having a
negative charge, are attracted towards
the most positively-charged pole. This
is true electron flow. However, for
historical reasons of convenience, the
pioneers in electricity thought that
current actually flowed from positive
to negative. This is called conventional
current and it is still with us today -in
the world of electronics, it is always
assumed "by convention" that current
flows from positive to negative.)

POSITIVE

4 I(CURRENT)

POLE

RAILWAY
STATION

IN

I

BI

I

NEGATIVE
POLE

Fig. 1.2.
A railway station
which
"delivers" shoppers can be likened to
abattery.
In Fig. 1.2, as far as the battery is
concerned, we think of its connections as having a particular polarity.
A simple device such as a lamp
doesn't care about the polarity of the
connections made to it (i.e. which
connection to the lamp is to the
positive end and which is to the
negative) - the lamp will work fine
whichever way round it's connected to
the battery. Later on in the series we
will discover some electronic components which care rather alot!

Insulators, Conductors
and Resistance
We now have an idea of what a
resistor is, and soon we'll actually
demonstrate their action. Resistors impede the flow of our charge carriers. The higher the resistance, the
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more difficult it is for them to pass
through, and so the lower the current
which flows. As we mentioned earlier,
electrical resistance is expressed in
Ohms, a Whenever you see a value
followed by this symbol, we are talking about resistance.
Resistance can sometimes be of such
alarge value that it becomes clumsy to
deal with single ohms as aunit, so we
use "multipliers" as ashorthand. One
kilohm (MI) is 1,000 ohms, whilst a
megohm (Mit) is one million ohms. So
a value written as 1kf2 is 1kilohm or
1,000 ohms. 10Mf2 is ten million ohms,
for example. Also, the ohms or multiplier symbol can be used (preferred by
EPE) in place of a decimal point on
circuit diagrams, i.e. 1121 =1.1 ohms
and lklft = 11 kilohms (1,100 ohms).

Fig.1.3. Circuit incorporating a fixed
resistor across a 6V battery. In EPE
we always use the "zig-zag" symbol
for aresistor.
All components have a resistance of
some kind: even those parts which you
think are perfect conductors will actually have an electrical resistance, albeit an extremely small one. In the case
of electrical wire, the resistance is as
low as we can possibly manage, so that
power is not wasted in the cabling.
Such waste is generated as heat, but
again this may be of such a low level
that you won't notice any temperature
rise at all. In simple terms, heat is the
same as power, or "work done". In the
case of aswitch, we want it to have a
very high resistance when it is switched
off, and a very low resistance when
switched on.
In fact, it's possible to classify a
whole range of materials by how good
they are at carrying electric current.
Materials including glass, ceramic, fibre
glass, wood and most plastics, are very
poor at conducting current, because
they have very few charge carriers or
"free electrons" available to transport
charge. These materials are classed as
insulators.
At the other extreme, materials including gold, steel, copper and water
have plenty of free electrons inside, and
so these materials excel at carrying
current - they are conductors of current. You. will certainly have noticed
how ordinary mains cable, a power
cord, consists of copper conductors in
its "core" surrounded by p.v.c. insulation to protect it and prevent a "short
circuit" -or, indeed, injury to yourself!

Resistors and Current
When we start building circuits with
resistors, interesting things happen. As
a primer to performing your first

practical experiments (described later
in the section called "Lab Work"),
consider the simple circuit diagram of
Fig. 1.3. The circuit shows asingle 1k
resistor connected across a6V battery.
Note that in this magazine, we always
use a "zig-zag" for resistors, but elsewhere you may see the equally-correct
rectangle symbol (the difference being
due to different international technical
Standards in operation.)
Remember that the power which is
consumed by our resistor depends on
the current flowing through it. It
dissipates IxV watts in the form of
heat, though the power may be so
small that you won't notice it. (An
electric fire "bar" is a good example
of a "wirewound" resistor which is
designed to get really hot -red hot, in
fact!)
Resistors themselves are given a
power dissipation rating. You'll see this
shown in catalogues. "Vanilla-flavour"
resistors for most transistor or digital
circuits are usually rated at 0.25W (a
quarter of a watt). You can usually
"guesstimate" the power rating of a
resistor by its size; this comes with
experience. Exceeding this value will
damage the resistor and "let the smoke
out"! Lab 1.6 (later) shows you how
power is proportional to the square of
the voltage: e.g. doubling the voltage
will quadruple the power dissipated.
If you know the current flowing
through a resistor, together with the
voltage across it, multiply them together (P= IxV). Thus in Fig. 1.3, alkft
resistor across 6V draws 6mA (0.006A)
current and therefore dissipates 0.036W
- i.e. 36 milliwatts (a "milli" of anything is one thousandth). A 24 ohm
resistor with 6V across it would draw
250mA and dissipate 1.5 watts.
If you only know the resistance value
plus the current or voltage, then two
altermitive formulae for Power are:
p=i2R
and

P=V2IR

Run the circuit values of Fig. 1.3
through these formulae and prove
that they are equally correct. You
may sometimes hear designers talking about "I 2R heating" - power
dissipation created when a current
flows through any form of electrical
resistance. In the next part, you'll
learn how resistors are used as current limiters to protect devices such
as light-emitting diodes and Zener
diodes from damage. Now check the
separate boxes on Resistor Facts and
Equations.
In electronics you will also hear
people talking about voltage sources
and current sources. A voltage source
is one which can provide a voltage,
but where the current is severely
limited (in effect there is a current
limiter somewhere in the source). A
current source is one which has the
ability to provide current to do some
work, for example light a lamp or
drive a motor. We often have to use
amplifiers to take avoltage source and
then use it to provide acurrent source
which will do useful work.
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Check Out: Switches
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A switch's configuration is determined by the number
of "poles" and -ways". A double-pole (d.p.) switch
can control two independent circuits. A double-throw
(d.t.) switch enables you to switch between two
states. Dotted lines show the switches are "ganged"
together.

Just a small selection of the various types of switches
available.

Switches are determined by the number of poles and the
number of throws. A single-pole single-throw (s.p.s.t.) switch
is a simple on-off switch. However a single-pole doublethrow (s.p.d.t.) enables you to change over from one "way"
to another "way", whilst adouble-pole double-throw (d.p.d.t.)
type enables you to switch over two completely separate
circuits at the same time. See the "Check Out" circuit symbols above.
Switches are produced in a wide variety of styles —
choose from toggle, slide, rotary, rocker, lever. push. keyoperated and more besides. A good catalogue will show you
typical types. Some switches may be "biased" — springloaded — so that they return to their original position when
you release them.
Be sure to observe the switch ratings — some may not be
suitable for mains voltages, but they will usually quote the
maximum voltage and current rating allowed. Also be sure to
specify the required number of poles and -ways". Many are
panel mounting through standard-diameter holes but some
need more elaborate panel-working to fit them correctly.

• The value of an ordinary resistor is depicted by a series of
coloured bands. If you stick with the simple four-band
types (used for E12 and E24 5% resistors) you should
manage without any problems.
The colour code for a simple four band type is shown
below: you will need this to get started with Lab Work.
Which way round do you read the bands? The last band
will usually be gold or silver, to indicate the tolerance —
so the other three stripes indicate the resistance value.
Practice will make perfect!

Equations

• If you work in industry you may also come across E48 or
even E96 values, but they're overkill for many applications
that you will encounter. •

You might know a little about equations already. We represent particular quantities by symbols (e.g. resistance as R.
power as P. etc.) and then express how they are related.
The confusing thing about some electrical equations is that
the letters used are not entirely obvious. The most striking
example is the use of the letter Ito mean current. Unfortunately you will lust have to get used to this! The useful
thing about equations is that you can "plug in" values to find
out things. for example:
Imagine designing a headlamp bulb for a car. Lighting
research says that we will need 60 watts of lighting power to
let the driver see properly. We have a 12 volt battery on the
car. The first question is. "What should be the current (I)
which flows?". OK, let's plug some values in:
P= IxV, so
60 = Ix12
A quick calculation and we come up with the answer
5 for current I, so we need 5A (Amps) to flow. We now
want to calculate the resistance of our bulb (ignoring things
physicists know about, namely, the funny characteristics of a
tungsten filament). We can now fire up the other equation:
I=V/R, so
5= 12/R
What is R? Algebra is simple. and boils down to .one
rule really; you can do what you like with one side of the
"equals" sign, as long as you do the same thing to the other
side too. So, multiply both sides of the equation by R:
5xR=12
Now divide both sides by 5 to get:
R =2-4 ohms
Lastly, the formula P =PR means "Power =the current

squared, times the resistance." Multiply the 5 Amps
current by itself (squaring), then multiply by the 2-4
ohm resistance: hence P = 25 x 2.4 =60 Watts.
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RESISTOR FACTS

• Resistors are sold in "E12" or "E24" preferred values plus
their multipliers. The twelve E12 values are: 10, 12, 15.
18, 22, 27. 33, 39. 47, 56. 68 and 82. So you can buy 10
ohm. 100 ohm. 1k, 10k, 100k. 1M resistors, and so on.
The E24 values have further numerical values: E12 plus
11, 13, 16. 20. 24. 30. 36. 43, 51. 62. 75 and 91. making a
total of 24 E24 values.

• Resistors also have a tolerance on their accuracy, which is
expressed as a percentage. This is usually ±5% or -±- 2%
indicating a "tighter" tolerance. So a 1k 5% resistor could
really be anywhere between 0-95k to 1-05k in practice
(950 to 1,050 ohms). E48 and E96 resistors have a closer
tolerance because their ranges have to cover a wider
number of values.
• Check for power dissipation ratings, higher power resistors
may be wirewound types. but you will usually use generalpurpose carbon film resistors.
Have a look through some catalogues to see what's on
sale. Ordinarily, the types used in Teach-In are 0-25W
types.

Black
Brown
Red
Orange
Yellow
Green
Blue
Violet
Grey
White
Gold
Silver

0
1
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3
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_

0
1
2
3
4
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6
7
8
9

1
10
100
1k
10k
100k
1M
10M
l0%

Four-band Resistor Code. Example:
Orange-Gold =47,000 ohms (47k) 5%.

Yellow-Violet-
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Resistors in Series

Circuit Fig. 1.4a illustrates two resistors, labelled Ra and Rb, which are in
series configuration, connected across a
12V supply. If we were to measure
the voltage between points A and C
we would observe something like 12
volts - hardly surprising because we
are actually measuring the power supply voltage! If the values of Ra .and Rb
are both 11(11 (1,00011), we would find
that the voltage between point A (positive) and B would be exactly half of
12V, and the voltage between point B
(positive) and point C would also be
half of the power supply vo,Itage.
The fun starts when we change
resistor Rb to, say, 100f). In electronics
circles, we talk about aresistor dropping
a certain voltage. What this means is
simply that it has a certain
voltage "across it". By measuring the voltage across A and
B we can find the voltage
dropped by Ra. By measuring
the voltage between Band C we
can find the voltage dropped by
Rb.
The total resistance that the
battery actually sees is the sum
of Ra+Rb, which is Fan
(1,100(2). Of this 1,000f) is Ra
and Rb is now 100f1. We would
expect to see a greater voltage
across Ra than Rb, because it
has the higher resistance. In
fact, if we do abit of maths we
can predict the voltages we
should see:
Ra contributes IkIl to the
total 1.1kfl of the resistance
in the circuit, so by proportion we would expect there
to be 1,000/1,100 x12 volts
across it, which we work out
to around 10.9 volts.

where Vo is the output voltage (seen
across resistor Rb) and vs is the supply
voltage. Try with values for Ra and Rb
in Fig. 1.4a.

Series and Parallel

If we have two resistors, we can wire
them together in two different ways, as
shown in Fig. 1.5. If we wire one resistor after another, this is called a series
connection, Fig. 1.5a. The actual resistance between the two terminals A and
B depends on the values of the two
resistors. If the two are in series the
effect "adds up", as you would expect.
Because the charge carriers have to go
through each resistor in sequence the
resistance must be equal to the sum of
the two resistance values:
Rt„
tal =Ra +Rb (ohms)

Fig.1.5. (a) Resistors in series; (b)
Resistors connected in parallel.
in the circuit, some of them will go
through Ra, and some of them will go
through Rb. This means that the total
resistance in the circuit will be lower
than the resistance of either Ra
or Rb. It is in fact calculated by
the following equation for two
resistors in parallel:
&ad =(Ra xRI))1(Ra +Rb) (ohms)
By placing Rb in parallel with
Ra, you are in effect "bypassing" or short-circuiting Ra with
the second resistor, so you
reduce the overall resistance
seen by the circuit - a bit like
helping to move the crowd
along by opening a second
corridor as another route for
those jostling shoppers! Two
15k resistors placed in parallel,
equal 7.5k overall. A further
formula can be used for computing the overall resistance of
any number of parallel resistors:
1
1
1
1
Kt tl
Ra Rb
Rcetc .
o a

A scientific calculator helps!
Three 15k resistors placed in
parallel are equal to one 5k
Fig.1.4. (a) Resistors in series forming apotential divider; •resistance. And so on. RememRb contributes 10011 so we
(b) Potentiometer (variable resistor); (c) Potential divider ber not to confuse the units
would expect it to have
formula.
of resistance - use ohms
100/1,100 x12 volts across it,
throughout, or kilohms, but don't mix
Thus, two 15k resistors placed in
which we calculate to be about 1.1
the two together in the equations
series equate to atotal of 30k. (Notice
volts.
because this will create errors in the
that it's common to drop the 11 syn..
Hence, 10.9V +1.1V =12V. Note that
calculations.
bol for brevity.) It's like the shopper's
the sum of the voltages across each
Now go to the Lab Work seccorridor narrowing in several places
resistor must add up to the total volttion for some practical demonstrations
along the way, adding to the resistance
age in the circuit. Voltage can't just
and experiments covering the material
value.
"vanish" and it must all be accounted
we have introduced in Part One. In
If we connect one resistor across the
for.
Teach-In Part Two, we introduce furother, this is called aparallel circuit, see
The resistor circuit of Fig. 1.4a is
ther fundamental components used in
Fig. 1.5b. If the resistors are in paralcalled apotential divider, in that we can
electronics - the capacitor and the
lel, something different happens. When
reduce (divide) a voltage by a known
inductor.
the charge carriers arrive at the "fork"
factor, simply by selecting a particular
A small sample of resistive components. A single and dual potentiometer are
pair of resistor values. You will use this
shown on the left.
all the time, for instance when you
adjust the sound volume of your radio
you are changing the values of a pair
of resistors to pick a particular voltage level off an incoming signal. The
component you use to do this is a
variable resistor or a potentiometer
(po-ten-she-ometer) -VR1 (variable resistor 1) in Fig. 1.4b.
Potential dividers are used to divide
voltages and generate an output voltage (V o)which can be calculated as follows (refer to Fig. 1.4c):
V,-
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Rb
xVs
(Ra +Rb)

Using Your Multimeter
"Multimeters" are so-called because
they can measure several things,
including current, voltage and resistance.
They are available in two types:
analogue which uses a fragile movingcoil meter movement, and digital which is
much easier to read and generally more
precise.
Some can also measure additional
parameters
including
frequency
or
capacitance or even test transistors. We
suggest that a modest Digital Multimeter
costing well under £20 will be enough to
get you started.

D.C. VOLTAGE

TO THE
MOST
POSITIVE
VOLTAGE

RED

BLADK

TO THE
MOST
NEGATIVE
VOLTAGE

Voltage Readings
When set to read voltage, your multimeter becomes a "Voltmeter". These
measure potential differences across
components such as resistors.
Digital meters have a very high resistance themselves, which doesn't "load"
the circuit under test. The budget type
we recommend requires that you set a
suitable range using the control knob select a d.c. V range (direct current Voltage) unless told otherwise.
Try to always connect the right way
round - positive (red lead) to the highest
voltage. "COM" (black) to the lowest.
Reversed voltages are indicated by a
minus sign in the I.c.d. (liquid crystal
display). The same sockets in the suggested meter are also used for resistance and current (200mA maximum).
You should not attempt any mains voltage readings unless under supervision.

DC CURRENT

MOST POSITIVE
ICLIRRENT IN)
200mA MAX USE
10A SOCKET
FOR HIGHER
CURRENTS

BLACK

CURRENT
OUT TO
CIRCUIT

Resistance
RESISTANCE

Current
Measurements
Your multimeter becomes an "Ammeter" (amp-meter) when measuring
current. Current flows "into" the meter
from the most positive potential, and then
out from the meter COM (common)
socket to the rest of the circuit.
Remove power first before inserting
the ammeter. Start with a high current
range. so that you avoid damaging the
meter by overloading it. You can always
switch to a lower range afterwards -

Fairy Lights and Sudden Death
Once you understand how the voltage drop in a circuit is related to the resistance of it, you can start to
think about other things. People have died because they
misunderstood the way that this works. Consider "fairy
lights - on Christmas trees:
The usual arrangement for Christmas tree lights is a
number of low voltage bulbs, placed in series across the
230/240 volt mains, for example twenty bulbs each of
which is rated at 12 volts. When we do the sums for the
voltage drop across each bulb in the set, we get a 12 volt
drop, and so each light is working off its proper voltage
and all is well.
•
The problem comes if you think; "Aha, this is only a
12V bulb and 12 volts won't hurt me". Let's look at what's
going on: say each bulb is a 3W, 12V bulb. OK, now for
some maths:
P (power) = I(current) xV (voltage)
so the current is a quarter of an amp (0-25A).
Using Ohm's Law, or the "cover up trick":
R (resistance) = V (voltage)/I (current)
R = 12/0.25 =4812
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disconnect the power from the circuit
before switching ranges.
Select a d.c. A range (direct current Amps) unless otherwise stated. A
separate 10A d.c. socket is available on
the suggested meter. Use this for currents exceeding 200mA. but be aware
that this range has no internal fuse so
the meter is unprotected: maximum, 10
amps.
An ammeter "looks like" avirtual shortcircuit between its terminals. Never put
an ammeter across a battery or power
supply to see what happens. because a
high short-circuit current will flow (many
amps. in the case of an alkaline battery)
which may destroy your meter or the battery. or in extreme cases, even start an
electrical fire.

ACROSS
RESISTANCE
BEING
TESTED

A multimeter sel to read resistance
becomes an "Ohmmeter". It uses its internal battery in this function to supply
power to the part being tested. Hence
you must always ensure that the circuit under test is fully de-energised, or
damage or errors may result. Select a
suitable range with the switch - you can
measure up to 2Mi 2with our suggested
meter.

Other Functions
The meter we use for Teach -ln also
measures the gain (h FE )of bipolar transistors (emitter, base, collector pins are
connected to the test socket) and also
tests diodes as abonus.

Each bulb in the circuit has a resistance of 48 ohms.
This makes for a total resistance of 0.96ki2 (960Q) wired
across the mains. Suppose that a human being has a
resistance of around 50k11 and that it somehow becomes
connected in series with the fairy lights.
We know that the voltage across each resistor is
proportional to the resistance in series with it. What we
have is a resistance of 50kit (the person) in series with a
resistance of 0-96ki2 (the lights), across a voltage of 240
volts. This means that only around one fiftieth of the
voltage will be dropped across the fairy lights, and the
rest across the person. leading to a fatal electric shock of
over 230 volts!
Up to a voltage of around 25 volts the resistance of our
skin is such that no dangerous currents can flow. Above
that voltage you must be extremely careful. and certainly any voltage over 50V or so should be treated with
respect.
Note that all our experiments and circuit designs will
keep well within safe voltage limits. Some devices,
for example touch switches, make use of the fact
that human bodies can conduct a tiny amount of
electricity.
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the resistance with your multimeter set to a
low ohms range (e.g. 200 ohms). A short
circuit will have near zero ohms. Work out
and confirm the pattern of conductors for
yourself, so you see how your breadboard
works.

TEACH-IN '98

LAB
WORK

• Lab 1.2 uses an ohmmeter to check
for "continuity" — a good, low-resistance connection between two points.
Poor continuity is indicated by a high
resistance, or sometimes by an unstable
meter reading which won't settle down.
This generally points to a problem — a
loose or "noisy" connection, maybe.

Objectives: becoming familiar with amultimeter's basic
functions. Observing current and voltage in series and
parallel circuits. Using the Resistor Colour Code, then
checking the function of resistors in series and parallel.
Testing potentiometers.
Lab 1.1

y

multimeter is your best friend!
Remember you measure voltages
across two points. As a first test, set the
meter to what you know will be a
"safe" higher voltage range (e.g. 20V
d.c.) and use the probes to measure the
output voltages of your mains adaptor (see
below), by placing the probes across the
low-voltage output plug. (A blob of BluTack might help hold the plug to the
work top.) Note the polarity carefully.
Which is positive and which is negative? Using a modest multimeter, our
own readings were as follows (in brackets): 1.5V (1.74V), 3.0V (3.36V), 4.5V
(4.72V), 6.0V (6.37V), 7.5V (7.77V),
9.0V (9.39V) and I2V (12.54V).
• Digital multimeters can usually cope
with reverse voltages, by displaying
a minus sign. Older "moving coil"
OUR

meters have a needle which can't always withstand wrong connections, and
may be damaged.
• The readings were taken with nothing
else connected to the adaptor. We examine this further in the next part of
Teach-In when we talk about "regulation" of power supplies.

Lab 1.2
Get to know your breadboard! Can you
work out the matrix pattern of connectors
with an ohmmeter?
On the Protobloc 2, sockets (numbered
1to 64) are inter-connected to form rows
of five. There are 128 strips of these,
separated by agap for handling integrated
circuits, and also eight longer power
"buses" indicated by coloured lines.
Insert short lengths of stripped singlecore wire at each row end, and measure

• Solderless breadboards are only used for
low-voltage circuits. They must never
be used for mains voltage experiments.

Lab 1.3
Circuit diagram Fig. 1.6 shows two 6V
0.06A MES bulbs LP1 and LP2 in series
across 12 volts, derived from the mains
adaptor. Build this using wire and the two
lamp bulbs, connected to the adaptor set
for I2V. Set your meter to 20V d.c. and
measure the voltage across each bulb. Is
this what you would expect? We measured
6.9V and 5.59V, the difference being due
to the tolerances of the bulbs.
Measure the voltage across the power
supply when the bulbs are alight (12.49V
in our case). Noté that the power supply voltage may now be very slightly
lower than the value you saw in Lab 1.1
— 12.54V in our case — we lost 513mV
(0.05V) due to the "regulation" of the
mains adaptor.
Measure the current flowing in the circuit. To do this you will need to interrupt
the circuit, set your multimeter to read
200mA and insert it in series with the
bulbs, the right way round. You could
even use the ammeter's test probes to link
the circuit back together again and read the
current at the same time!

You Will Need
To start off with, to perform experiments and develop the TeachIn demonstration circuits you'll need:
•A power supply capable of producing 6V and 12V d.c., and
around half an amp (0.5A) of current.
We suggest a "regulated" short-circuit proof plug-in mains
adaptor capable of providing at least 6V, 9V and 12V d.c. at up
to 500mA (0.5A) or more. You could improvise with test leads
(e.g. crocodile clip leads) to hook up between the mains adaptor,
low voltage, d.c. output leads and the demo circuits.
Some readers may be able to solder together a suitable
adapter lead, enabling you to use red and black insulated
crocodile clips as "flying leads". We made such a lead by
soldering apair of wires to an in-line socket that matched one of
the mains adaptor's d.c. output plugs.
•A modest digital multimeter (DMM) capable of measuring d.c.
voltages, d.c. current (perhaps with a 10 Amp socket), and resistance up to 2M11 or more, will be fine, e.g. Monacor DMT-1010,
in a purposeful shade of yellow, complete with leads, costing
around £15. Check out the box "How to use your multimeter
before starting your lab work.
• Initially, in order to avoid soldering, a solderfess plug-in "breadboard" is used. This means that low-power, low-voltage circuits
can quickly be built and modified. E.G. a"Protobloc 2" which has
two banks of 64 rows, plus supply strips. These interlock with
other Protoblocs for larger projects. See Lab 1.2.
•A set of modest hand tool: electronics wire cutters/insulation
strippers, pointed-nose pliers, flat-blade screwdriver to get you
started.
•A number of 0.25W carbon film resistors of varying values, including a 10011 and two 1ki/ for this month's Lab Work and
random values for you to decode and measure. Also, a 10 kilohm
potentiometer to test.
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•Two 6V 0.06A "MES" screw base bulbs, in suitable holders.
•Some wire (obviously). Single-core "bell" wire is best here because it is easiest to push into the breadboard. Consider buying
afew metres of different colours so that you can colour code the
various connections to help with checking. Even surplus telephone wire is fine.
Shoptalk in this issue gives some information on buying these
items.
When considering your lab work, it is worth bearing afew things in
mind. Later on you'll discover that many components are fussy about
their polarity (i.e. which connection is positive and which is negative).
Incorrect connection can therefore have potentially messy (and expensive) results. Do NOT adjust your circuit with the power switched
on; assemble everything first, check it and then apply the power.
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We read 57.2mA, which is very close to
the 60mA rating shown on the bulbs. Unscrew either one of the bulbs, note what
happens. Are you surprised?
• Note that we are successfully using two
low voltage bulbs on a higher voltage
by putting them in series. This is not
a million miles away from how fairy
lights work — see the separate panel
Fairy Lights and Sudden Death.

Fig.1.6. Connect two bulbs in series
and apply across a 12V supply derived
from the Mains Adaptor.

Lab 1.4
Change the adaptor voltage setting to 6
volts, and change the wiring so that both
of your bulbs are now in parallel. See
Fig. 1.7 — note that a "blob" where lines
touch, indicates an electrical join. Interrupt the circuit and place your ammeter
(200mA) in series with the supply wire.
Measure the current flowing in the
entire circuit as shown (going into the

Using
the
digital
multimeter, set to
200mA range,
to
read
the
current
through •the
bulbs.
The
reading shown
here
is
57.2mA.

"fork"). We read 112.8mA. Unscrew one
of the bulbs and note what happens to the
other one (if anything). Put the bulb back
in place.
Now measure the current flowing into
each bulb. You should then see that the
sum of the currents flowing into each bulb
equals the total current delivered by the
power supply.
• Increasing the power supply to, say,
12V would obviously damage both
bulbs in this parallel circuit.

Lab 1.5
Use the Resistor Colour Code (see the
topic Resistor Facts) to decipher the
values of avariety of fixed resistors. Then
use your ohmmeter set to a suitable
resistance range, to see if you are right.
Remember each resistor has atolerance, so
don't expect complete accuracy.
• The maximum power dissipation of a
particular resistor will be shown in
the manufacturer's data or supplier's
catalogue.

Lab 1.6

Fig.1.7. Two 6V bulbs connected in
parallel. Ensure the mains adaptor is
set to 6V!

Use I= V/R to calculate the likely
current and then check this with your
multimeter set to a current range (we
measured 6-1mA). Use P= V2/R to calculate the theoretical power dissipation —
36mW. Now repeat by increasing the
voltage to I2V and calculate the theoretical power dissipation in the I
k resistor —
144mW, closer to the resistor's limit.
• Notice how simply doubling the voltage across the resistor has quadrupled
its power dissipation. Power dissipation
is proportional to the square of the
voltage.

Insert one I
k resistor into your solderless breadboard, making sure you pick
appropriate sockets on the Protobloc so
that you're not accidentally shorting it out!
Connect it to the 6V supply from the
mains adaptor, improvising with suitable
test leads. See Fig. 1.8. Confirm the
voltage across the resistor by using your
multimeter.

Basic tools to get you started: insulation stripper/wire cutter;
flat-bladed screwdriver and long-nosed pliers.
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Fig. 18. Measure the voltage across
resistor R1, and the current I. Calculate
the power dissipated by

Lab 1.7
We are now going to replace the bulbs
of Lab 1.3 with resistors. Check that your
power supply is set to 12 volts and build a
potential divider by connecting two 1
k

Using your digital multimeter to measure the voltage across
one of the bulbs. The reading here is 6.26V.
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Using the "breadboard" and multimeter to measure the
voltage across the resistor.
resistors in series across it (Fig. 1.9). Do
this by inserting two resistors in your
Protobloc so that one socket strip connects
one lead from each resistor together.
Using Ohm's Law, what do you think
the voltage across each resistor will be?
Check to make sure you are right! (We
read 6.28V and 6.26V). This equates to the
supply voltage measured of 12.54V. What
is the total resistance seen by the power
supply? (2k assuming ideal resistances!)

Fig. 1.9. Construct the potential divider,
resistors R1 and R2, across a 12V
power supply. Measure both voltages
and the current I.

You now know the voltages and the
resistance in Lab 1.7. Use I=V/R to
calculate what current would flow in this
circuit. Connect your multimeter in series
and measure the total current flowing
(6.1mA) and prove you are right once
again! If your answer was wrong, remember that we have two lk resistors in series.
Note that the current flowing through
either resistor in this circuit is of course
the same.
Now use P= V2/R to work out how
much power is being dissipated by each
resistor (0.036 Watts, or 36mW). Find out
the maximum current which your adaptor will supply at various voltages, plus
the maximum amount of power which it
can produce. What is the smallest "load"
resistance allowable, if you use the 12V
595mA range of the recommended mains
adaptor? (20.1 ohms.)
• Calculations become slightly more complicated if you connect a "load" across
one of the resistors, because you're affecting the values of one half of the
potential divider, but we'll ignore that
for our purposes here.
• The suggested mains adaptor is shortcircuit proof so it won't be damaged if
you try to draw an excessive current.
Not all adaptors are protected this way.
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Measuring the voltage across one of the potential divider
resistors.

Lab 1.8
Replace one 1k resistor in Lab 1.7 with
a 100f/ resistor and repeat the measurements for voltages and current. Calculate
the power dissipated in both resistors, and
the total resistance value (lk l).

Lab 1.9
Construct the circuit shown in Fig.1.10,
which places two 1
k resistors in parallel across 12 volts. Use I=V/R to calculate the current through each resistor.
Then using your multimeter set to 200mA,
measure the total current flowing out of
the supply (we read 24.5mA), and also
through each resistor.
What does this tell you about the overall
resistance of the resistor pair, compared to
Lab 1.7? (It's equivalent to 500 ohms in
total.) Confirm this by using your meter
set to measure the combined resistance: be
careful that you disconnect the resistors
from the power supply when measuring
resistance. Use P= V2/R to calculate the
power dissipation of each resistor.
• Never measure resistances using a
multimeter if voltages are present in a
circuit.

moving "wiper" of the potentiometer; the
outermost terminals connect to either end
of the resistance "track". Prise it open to
see if you like!
• "Preset" potentiometers (or "trimmers") work the same way, only they
are smaller. They're designed for
soldering to circuit boards rather than
being fitted to control panels. Adjust
preset potentiometers with an insulated
trimming tool.

0111

R2
1k

MAINS
ADAPTOR)

Fig.1.10. Connect both resistors in
parallel across a 12V supply, measure
the total current and the current
through each resistor.

End of Lab 1 Tasks

Typical example of apotentiometer.

Lab 1,10
Take the 10 kilohm potentiometer and
hook your ohmmeter (20k range) to the
middle and to one other terminal. Rotate
the spindle and observe the changes in
reading. Test the resistance of the potentiometer by measuring the outer two
terminals. The middle connection is the

You should now be familiar with the
functions of your multimeter and mains
adaptor, how your breadboard is interconnected, how to "read" resistors, how
potentiometers function, and the effects
which series and parallel connections have
on the voltages and currents observed.
Also, making resistance and power dissipation calculations.
Don't forget that you can write to us
or E-mail us at Teach_ln98@epemag.
demon.co.uk if you have any queries or
comments.
One of next month's subjects is the
capacitor.
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Constructional Project

Aineolly
SEDLIGHT

TERRY de VAL/X-BALBIRNIE No more fumbling for the
switch in the dark.
Ideal for insomniacs!

T

HIS circuit will allow abedside light
to go dim automatically after some
preset time. It will then operate
at reduced brightness until the unit is
switched off then on again. In this way, the
light may be left on all night at very little
cost.
The Auto-Dim Bedlight will be found
useful for children, elderly people, disabled people or anyone who does not sleep
very well.

GENTLE GLOW
The degree of dimming is freely adjustable from virtually full brightness, to
completely off. When set to operate with a
gentle glow, it will be sufficient to comfort
achild who is afraid of the dark.
Set alittle brighter, it will allow the user
to get out of bed and see his or her way
to the door and back again. This avoids
having to fumble for the light switch in the
dark or, worse, not bothering and possibly
falling over the furniture.

The time during which the lamp
operates at full brightness — that is, before
it enters dim mode may be preset from five
minutes to 11
/ hours approximately. It
2
could be easily increased and details for
this are given later.
If it were set for, say, one hour it would
allow a person to read a book and nod
off to sleep without having to worry about
switching off the light. Not only will this
save money but the reduced light is less
likely to wake the user in the middle of the
night.
Some people find that after having
switched off the light, they can no longer
go to sleep. This auto-dim circuit hopes to
avoid this problem.
The dimmer the setting and the shorter
the time taken to enter dim mode, the
smaller the overall energy requirement will
be. Coupled with the use of alow-wattage
(say, 60W) bulb, the running costs will be
negligible. Even a 15W bulb might be
sufficient to comfort a child. Note that

although the bulb may be of any mains
tungsten filament type having a rating up
to I50W, it must NOT be a fluorescent
(including low "energy") type.
The Auto-Dim Bedlight circuit is
housed in a small metal box with an
on-off switch on the front panel. There is
a mains input lead and a similar output
lead having a line socket to which an
existing table-type lamp or overhead light
is connected (see photograph). The
switch on the unit will now be used to
control the lamp so any existing switch
could he left on.

HOW IT WORKS
The full circuit diagram for the AutoDim Bedlight is shown in Fig.l. When
activated using switch SI, the lamp LP1
comes on at full brightness. However, for
it to do this a fairly complex series of
actions has to take place.
Transformer T1 has a 230V primary
winding and a 12V secondary winding.
With SI on, the primary receives a mains
supply through fuse FS1 and alow-voltage
a.c. output is obtained at the secondary
winding. This is rectified (converted into
d.c.) using bridge rectifier RECI and the
result smoothed by capacitor Cl.
The capacitor charges to the peak of the
a.c. waveform (about I7V) but there is

Fig. 1. Complete circuit diagram for the Auto-Dim Bedlight The relay RLA is a did. reed type and incorporates its own
protection diode.
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then a loss of 1-4V approximately due to
the bridge rectifier. The result is a supply
of about 15V d.c.
The specified transformer provides a
12V output on full load so the actual
supply is higher (because this circuit
requires much less current than "full
load"). In the prototype, this was about
I9V. This is not very important because
any voltage between 12V and 20V will be
suitable to operate the circuit.
Current flows to integrated circuit timer
IC2 via resistor R2. This resistor is needed
because IC2 requires a 5V supply which
is obtained using an on-chip voltage
regulator. The resistor operates in conjunction with the regulator and the difference
between the SV needed and that of the
supply appears across it (about 10V to
14V) .
Pin 1 and pin 7 of IC2 are connected
together and taken to the OV rail. This configures it in "self-triggering mode" and it
will begin a timing cycle as soon as it
receives a supply. Pin 3 will then go immediately high. Decoupling capacitor C3
is needed for stable operation of the i.e.

TIMING ADJUSTMENT

After a certain time, IC2 will time out
and pin 3will revert to low. The length of
time during which it remains high is dependent on the values of fixed resistor RI,
preset potentiometer VR2 (connected as a
variable resistor) and capacitor C2.
With the values specified, the timing
may be adjusted between five minutes
(with VR Iset to zero) and more than 1/
2
1
hours (with VR Iat maximum). The timing
could be increased by raising the value of
C2 in proportion.
Integrated circuit IC2 is an interesting
device because it provides long timings
with relatively small component values. It
does this in the following way: Capacitor
C2 charges through RI and VR1 and logic
"1" is registered by an on-chip counter.
The capacitor is discharged and begins a
further cycle.
The counter continues to register the
total number of charge/discharge cycles.
When it reaches 4059, the device times out
and pin 3goes high (which is actually +4V
approximately).
This allows current to enter the base (b)
of transistor TRI through current-limiting
resistor R3. This turns it on and allows current to flow from the nominal +I5V supply
line through the coil of reed relay RLA1.
Note that there is no external diode
connected in parallel with the coil because
one is already built inside the relay. This
is needed to remove the effect of the
high-voltage pulse which occurs when the
magnetic field in the core collapses. This
happens when the coil current is switched
off.

There will be a small voltage (IV to
1-5V approximately) between ICI pins 2
and 3. This will be effectively "lost"
as far as the bulb is concerned but is
too small to have any significant effect.
It will, however, lead to some power
dissipation and, with a 60W bulb connected, the device will become warm in
operation.
At any time, switch SI may be switched
off to cancel operation. When switched on
again, the timing will start from zero.
Assuming the circuit is left switched on,
lamp LP1 will remain operating at full
power until IC2 times out. Pin 3 will then
go low, transistor TRI will switch off and
the relay coil will lose its drive current.
The relay normally-open contacts RLA1
will open and the short-circuit between
ICI pin 1and pin 2will be removed.
Preset potentiometer VR1 now provides
a certain resistance between these points.
Its setting therefore determines the power
transferred to the bulb.
Thus, with VR1 set to zero, the lamp
will continue to operate at maximum
brightness (of course, there is no point in
doing this). If VR I were adjusted to
maximum, the lamp would effectively go
out (although asmall current would still be
flowing through its filament). In practice,
VR1 will be set to some position between
the two extremes so that the lamp operates
with the required degree of brightness.

SAFETY WARNING
Since mains connections need
to be made in the course of
construction, it is essential that
the constructor is able to do this
work safely. If in any doubt,
seek the assistance of a qualified
person.
This project must be built into
an Earthed METAL case and only
used under dry indoor conditions.
If it is to be used in a child's
bedroom, the unit and lamp itself
must not be capable of being
reached by the child.
With a high resistance connected between ICI pin Iand pin 2, triggering is
delayed so that it occurs later in the cycle —
see Fig 2(b). Most of the wave will therefore be unused.
This results in only a small proportion
of the available power passing through the
bulb. The lamp will therefore operate more
dimly. Note that only the section of a.c.
wave which is allowed to flow is paid for —
the rest is unused, not wasted.

ON YOUR CYCLE
Power controller ICI works by varying
the position on the a.c. cycle when it
triggers and allows current to flow. The
device then switches off again when the
wave passes through zero. On the next
half-cycle it will be re-triggered and the
whole process repeat indefinitely.
Looking at the a.c. waveform shown in
Fig.2(a), with zero resistance between ICI
pin 1and pin 2, the device triggers soon
after the wave passes through zero (the
triggering points are labelled "t"). Most
of the wave then passes before it switches
off at the next zero-crossing (shown by the
shaded areas). Soon afterwards, it will
be re-triggered so the lamp operates at
virtually full power.

Fig.2. Effects of early and late triggering of a.c. waveform. Shaded areas
show the part allowed to pass through
IC1.

Completed Auto-Dim Box:night with the mains output cable terminated in a three-pin
line socket. The mains input lead plug should be fused with a24 or 3A fuse.

POWER CONTROL
With current flowing through the relay
coil, its normally-open contacts close and
short-circuit ICI pins 1and 2. This component is apower controller i.c. and its purpose is to adjust the average current flowing
from pin 3to pin 2and hence through lamp
LP1, according to the resistance (VR1) connected between pins 1 and 2. Thus, with
zero resistance existing here, maximum current flows — almost as if pin 2 were connected direct to the mains Live supply line.
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COMPONENTS
Resistors:
R1
220k
R2
4701/
R3
4k7
All 0.6W 1%
metal film

CONSTRUCTION
Ihe di!. 'clay must be of the correct
reed type as specified. That is, it must have
contacts rated for mains use and it must
contain the inbuilt protection diode, mentioned previously, connected in parallel
with the coil.
The direction in which the coil is
connected to the p.c.b. ensures that the
diode will be the correct way round in the
circuit.

CIRCUIT BOARD
Almost all of the components for the
Auto-Dim Bedlight are mounted on a
single-sided printed circuit board (p.c.b.).
The exceptions are the mains On/Off
rocker switch and the mains Earth leads
"earthing" solder tag —see photograph.
The topside p.c.b. component layout and
full size copper foil master pattern are
shown in Fig.3. This board is available
from the EPE PCB Service, code 172.
Begin construction by soldering the
mains transformer in position. The specified component has twin 6V secondaries
and the inter-connected copper pads at the
output side place these in series to give the
nominal 12V supply. The transformer is
generously rated (3VA) and this ensures
that it remains cool during long periods of
use.
Because it is
heavy, it needs adequate support. The unconnected tags help
to provide anchorage and the p.c.b. mounting fixing holes are positioned so that the
circuit panel is not strained any more than
necessary.
Solder the two sections of screw terminal blocks (TB1 and 1B2) to the p.c.b.
then add fuseholder FS I. Follow with the
Lc. socket (for IC2) and the reed relay
RLA (soldered direct to the p.c.b.).
The off-set nature of the relay pins make
it impossible to connect this component
incorrectly. When soldering it, no more
heat than is necessary to make good soldered joints should be applied.
Add the d.i.l. bridge rectifier REC I.It
would be better if it were mounted in an
i.c. socket rather than soldering it direct to
the p.c.b.. However, in the absence of such
asocket, it is acceptable to do this but use
the minimum amount of heat to give good
joints. Note that the side with pins labelled
"—" (a.c.) are nearest to the transformer.
This device has four pins but amatching
socket is not readily available. The easiest
approach is to use a6-pin unit and ignore
the centre ones in each row. In some cases,
it will be easier to use an 8-pin socket cut
to size.
Follow with all resistors and capacitors
including presets VR1 and VR2. Take care
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Potentiometers
VR1
220k min. enclosed
preset, vert.
VR2
4M7 min. enclosed
preset, vert.
Cap
C acitors
l
220µ p.c.b. mounting
radial elec. 25V
C2
470n min. metallised
polyester -5mm pin
spacing
C3
100n min. metallised
polyester -5mm pin
spacing
Semiconductors
REC1
DF005M 50V 1A
bridge rectifier, d.i.l.
package
TR1
ZTX300 npn silicon
transistor
IC1
PC1R 1A power
controller (see
Shoptalk)
IC2
ZN1034E precision
timer

LIVE
IN
IVIA SI)

NEUT
IN

NEUT
OUT

Approx Cost
Guidance Only
excludin

£20

case & mains cable

Miscellaneous
Ti
mains transformer —
p.c.b. mounting.
230V or 240V
primary and single
12V secondary (or
twin 6V secondary
windings) rated at 3VA
RLA
reed d.i.l. relay with
mains-rated contacts,
a12V 100012 coil,
and an inbuilt
diode across coil
FS1
lA ceramic
mains-type fuse with
20mm chassis
fuseholder and
protective cover
Si
s.p.s.t. rocker switch
with 1A mains-rated
contacts
Printed circuit board available from
EPE PCB Service, code 172; vinyl-effect
aluminium case, size 127mm x 63mm x
57mm; 6-pin di]. socket (for REC1 if
required -see text); 14-pin di]. socket:
2-way, 10mm spacing, screw terminal
block (2 off); mains trailing socket; mains
3-core cable, solder tag; stand-off insulators (6 off); small nylon nuts and
bolts fixings (6 off); spade receptacles
or heat-shrinkable sleeving; self-adhesive
plastic feet (4 off); solder. etc.

LIVE
OUT

Fig.3. Printed circuit board component layout and full size underside copper foil
master for the Auto-Dim Bedlight.
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over the polarity of electrolytic capacitor
CI which is clearly marked on the body.
Solder the transistor in position followed by the power controller ICI. Take
care over the latter component's orientation — the face with the raised centre is
closest to the top edge of the p.c.b. (there
is also a"1" on the flat face denoting pin
I). Note that the "flat" of the transistor
faces the upper edge of the p.c.b.

FINAL ASSEMBLY
Make the holes in the rear of the chosen
metal case for the two strain relief bushes
which will be used on the mains input and
output leads. Mark out and drill the hole
for the switch in the front panel. Drill the
small hole in the base for the solder tag
(see photograph).
Hold the circuit panel in position temporarily and mark the base of the box directly below the fixing holes. Remove the
p.c.b. again and drill these through.

Finished unit showing general positioning of
components and "earth" solder tag bolted to the
base of the metal case.
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Fig.4. Interwiring from the p.c.b. mounted terminals to mains switch, the input and
output mains cables and the "earth" solder tag.
Mount the mains On/Off switch in posiMount the p.c.b. on 12mm Oh in.) plastion on the front panel. Make up a mains
tic stand-off insulators. It is essential to
input lead consisting of 3A minimum mains
use nylon nuts and bolts to avoid any
type 3-core wire of sufficient length, and fit
possibility of causing short-circuits. For
aplug on one end. If the standard UK patsafety reasons, it is essential that the coptern is used, insert a2A or a3A fuse in the
per tracks and all connections on the unplug. Pass the other, free, end of the wire
derside of the circuit panel remain lOmm
through one of the holes in the box and
minimum from the base of the box.
secure it using the strain relief bush.
Insert IC2 into its socket taking care over
Make and fit asimilar lead for the output
the orientation. Since this is aCMOS comlead and, this time, fit the line ("trailing")
ponent, it would be wise to touch something
socket to the free end. Leave sufficient slack
which is earthed before handling the pins
inside the case so that the wires cannot be
to avoid possible damage due to any static
pulled free.
charge which might exist on the body.
Refer to Fig. 4and complete the internal
Insert the bridge rectifier into its socket
wiring. Mains type wire of 3A rating mini(if it has not been soldered directly on the
mum must be used throughout. Use proper
p.c.b.) again, taking care over the orientainsulated spade receptacles or heat shrinktion. Insert a IA ceramic mains-type fuse
able sleeving on the switch tags so that they
(not aglass one) in the fuseholder and fit the
are completely insulated.
plastic cover.
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Twist together the ends of the earth
wires of the input and output leads. Pass
them through the hole in the solder tag
and solder them securely in place. Check
this work very carefully since safety
depends on this connection being sound.
Adjust preset VR2 fully anti-clockwise
(as viewed from the right-hand edge of
the p.c.b). This will provide minimum
timing for testing purposes. Adjust preset
VR1 to approximately mid-track position
(for amedium degree of dimming).
Clockwise rotation of VR I increases
the brightness of the lamp and clockwise
rotation of VR2 increases the time before
the lamp enters "dim mode" (both as
viewed from the right-hand edge of the
circuit board). Fit self-adhesive plastic
feet to the base of the case.
Note that, for safety reasons, whenever the unit is connected to the mains,
the lid of the case must remain in place.
Adjüstments to the presets must be made
in a series of small steps with the unit
unplugged from the mains each time
before removing the lid.

IN USE
Plug the lamp into the line socket.
Connect the unit to the mains and switch
on. The bulb should come on at full
brightness. After about five minutes (this
is very approximate so if it is longer be
patient) the lamp will enter dim mode.
Over the next few days, the presets
may be adjusted for the required effect.
Note that when the device has been
operating for prolonged periods of time,
it is normal for the case to become
warm.
When a bulb fails, there is a chance
that the fuse on the p.c.b. will blow. It
would therefore be wise to carry aspare.
It must not be up-rated since, in the event
of a fault, this could result in excessive
current passing through the power controller ICI and it could be damaged.
It is thought that the bulb will have a
very long life because, most of the time,
it will be operating on reduced power.
This will multiply its "normal" life by
several times. When replacing the fuse,
do not forget to unplug the unit from the
mains before removing the lid.
Good Night!
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New Tech
Update

Micro -electro -mechanical systems are to the forefront
this month as Ian Poole investigates their latest
developments.

ill‘l

systems
(MEMs) have appeared in the
eectronics technology news quite frequently over the past year or so. Originally
shown as an interesting technique, some
real applications are beginning to appear. In
view of their revolutionary nature, it is
only now that more applications are
appearing and it may not be too long
before products which use them come to
the market place.
ICRO-ELECTRO-MECHANICAL

Variable inductors
In one development the possibility of
manufacturing minute variable inductors is
being investigated. This is creating considerable interest because it will enable
higher levels of integration to be achieved
in the field of r.f. and microwave radio
systems.
In recent years aconsiderable amount of
research has been put into improving the Q
of inductors fabricated onto silicon chips as
part of monolithic microwave integrated circuits (m.m.i.c). This has been achieved in a
number of ways, including increasing the
thickness of the isolation layer between the
substrate and the metallisation used for the
inductor, using several layers of metallisation to decrease the resistance of the inductor, and even removing silicon under the
inductor to minimise substrate loss.
With these improvements available to the
chip designer it is possible to make inductors with sufficiently high Qs. However, until now it has only been possible to make
them variable or programmable by placing
f.e.t. switches across sections of the inductor. This solution suffers from anumber of
disadvantages including ahigh on resistance
of the Leis, leakage currents, large levels
of parasitic capacitance, and crosstalk between the control and r.f. circuits.

The use of MEM technology has
enabled these problems to be overcome.
Instead of using an electronic switch, a
small micro relay is used, and this gives
far more satisfactory results.
Both electrostatic and thermal principles
are used to operate the relay, as shown in
Fig. I. The first uses the electrostatic attraction between the cantilever arm and the
silicon substrate. The second uses a thermal effect to achieve relay operation.
This uses the same ideas as abi-metallic
strip where a strip bends as the temperature changes due to differing coefficients
of expansion. By passing only avery small
current through the cantilever enough heat
is generated to move the arm sufficiently
to act as aswitch. Gold contacts at the end
of the cantilever ensure a low on resistance.

On-cue
In the first experimental system a total
of four inductors were used, each having
differing values of inductance to ensure that a wide range of values could
be obtained. These inductors could be
switched out of circuit by arelay shorting
the inductor.
In the experimental model, the inductors
consisted of asixteen-turn spiral coil with
an underpass connection to bring the centre connection to the outside. The maximum external dimension of the inductor
was just over 2000 microns.
The cantilever itself was fabricated from
alayer of tantalum silicide and another of
silicon dioxide. The tantalum dioxide was
used as the heater element and when current was passed through it the cantilever
bent upwards.
Fabricating the cantilever required that
space be made under the cantilever.
This was achieved
by first fabricating
the coil. After this a
layer of aluminium
was set down. Small
gold contacts were

Fig. 1.
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A micro-mach/ne RF relay.

placed in position where they were
required later.
This was followed by setting down
layers of silicon dioxide and then tantalum
dioxide. Finally, an etch window was
created and the aluminium under the
cantilever was etched away to leave the
cantilever as shown in Fig.1 and Fig.2.
The performance of even the first experimental models was very encouraging.
Only 8mW and an electrostatic voltage
pulse of 20V was required to give a
closure time of just under 15p.s; avery fast
time for arelay. In addition to this, the on
resistance was measured at between 0.6
and 0.8 ohms: far less than that of an f.e.t.
switch

MEM displays
Micro-machines also find use in a new
type of display which, it is claimed, gives
improved resolution, speed and contrast
over existing technologies. The display is
based around a technology known as a
grating light valve (g.l.v.). This promises
to offer acontrast ratio of up to 200:1, a
resolution of around 1Mpixel per square
inch and aswitching speed of around 2Ons.
All of this is in addition to a very low
power consumption.
The idea is based around changing the
state of deformable membranes mounted
on a substrate. Each membrane is bath
tub shaped in its normal or relaxed state.
When a voltage is applied it is deformed
and attracted towards the substrate. This
changes its properties to the incident light.
For a dark point to be seen, the
'membranes adjacent to one another are •
aligned in the same way and the light is
simply reflected. By blocking reflected
light using optical techniques adark spot is
seen.
For a light point to be seen, adjacent
membranes are arranged in opposite states,
i.e. one down and the next one up — every
other pixel is addressed. In this way the
light is diffracted and appears as a visible
point of light.

Fig.2. Side view of the micro-relay.
Everyday Practical
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Fig. 3. A micro-electro-mechanical display.
Controlling the display is relatively
straightforward. The ribbons (six for each
pixel) normally adopt the up or dark state,
see Fig.3. To change their state avoltage is
applied to an electrode beneath them. To
pull them into the "light" state a voltage
is applied.

SHOP

As the mechanical properties of the
ribbon mean that they snap into their new
state the initial voltage is higher than the
hold-in voltage. This enables the power
consumption of the whole unit to be
minimised.
In view of the requirements for driving

i
ja TALK

with David Barrington
EPE Time Machine

Many of the special items needed for the EPE Time Machine
project are going to be difficult to find in the usual local component outlets, so it will be acase of mail ordering.
Starting with probably the most expensive part, the EM2 MSF
Rugby Time Signal Receiver module was purchased from Maplin
for around £17. The 60kHz ferrite rod aerial also came from the
same source, when ordering quote codes MK68Y (Rec. Mod.)
and MK72P (MSF Ant.).
Working down the "Comp List", for those readers who do not
have the facilities to program PIC chips, aready-programmed PIC
16C84 microcontroller is available from Magenta Electronics
(2r 01283 565435) for the sum of £15 inclusive. However, if
you wish to do your own programming, the software listing (TASM) is available on a 3.5in disk from the Editorial
Offices - see PCB Service page for details. If you are
an Internet user, it is available Free from our FTP site:
ftp//ftp.epemag.wimborne.co.uk/pub/PICS/timemachine.
The 3.2768MHz crystal is available from our component advertisers. The 2-line 16-character intelligent I.c.d. module is another
part that seems to be fairly widely available. When purchasing
the display, it is recommended that the pinouts are checked
against the printed circuit board for correct orientation. Our display came from Magenta and cost £10 inclusive, quote code
Hitachi LM032L.
The right-angled "male" p.c.b. mounting headers should be
widely stocked by advertisers. Try ESR Electronic Components
(te 0191 251 4363), who carry large stocks of connectors. These
male headers can easily be cut to the required number of pins, or
you can, of course, use stiff wires as mentioned in the article.
Next in line is the 3x4 matrix membrane keypad. This comes
with an attached "female" connector to mate with the p.c.b.
header. The keypad is an RS part and ordered from Electromail
(le 01356 204555) code 130-397, their mail order outlet. Our case
was also purchased from the same source, code 507-668.
The EPE Time Machine printed circuit board is available from
the EPE PCB Service, code 171 (see page 803).

Case Alarm

Not too many problems should arise when collecting together
components for the Case Alarm project. However, there seems
to be only one source for the mercury vibration switch, and this
is sold by Maplin, code UK57M.
In view of the dangerous nature of mercury, readers may care
to investigate the possibilities of their non-mercury version, code
DP50E. This device has two leads, but lead identification is obvious from their physical appearance.
The warning sounder is a miniature, low-profile, piezoelectric
type, and should be available from most of our advertisers.

Portable 12V PSU/Charger

Apart from the warnings about the current ratings for some of
the wiring and the use of fuses, component sourcing for the
Portable 12V PSU/Charger should be relatively trouble free.
Having said that, the only listing found for the sealed lead-acid
battery charger controller chip type UC3906N is from Farnell Components (0113 263 6311), quote type number when ordering.
Ranging from several amp/hours to over 30Ah, the prices for
the non-spill lead-acid batteries range from £10 up to about £80
plus. However, looking through the Bull Electrical (te 01273
03500) and JIM Factors (Ile 01444 881965) advertisements,
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the pixels it is possible to use a matrix
system. Unlike some other technologies a
transistor driver is not required for each
pixel. This enormously simplifies the display and means that their eventual cost is
likely to be much less than many of its
competitors.
A further advantage is that the display is
relatively easy to manufacture. It only requires a total of seven mask steps, making
it a simple process by comparison with
many other silicon devices in everyday
use. However, the most critical step is that
where the gap is between the moving and
fixed ribbons.
Both of these technologies represent
very interesting possibilities for the
future, and they show that although
micro -electro -mechanical systems might
have just seemed like no more than an
interesting technique. they are likely to
bring some real advantages in the
future.

we see they are offering Yuasa non-spill batteries at "special
discounts" and are certainly worth further investigation.
The printed circuit board is available from the EPE PCB
Service, code 173.

Auto-Dim Bedlight

A few pointers are needed when shopping for components for
the Auto-Dim Bedlight project. The power controller PC1R is
available from Maplin, code QY37 and Electromail (le 01536
204555), code 656-748. The mains transformer also came from
the latter source, code 805-518.
The DF005M 50V 1A bridge rectifier should be ad.i.l. package
type to fit the p.c.b. and was ordered from the above source,
code 183-4028. The ever popular W005 could be used, but you
will have to "fiddle" the leads to mount it on the p.c.b.
The only source we have found for the reed relay has been
Electromail, code 348-576. This reed relay must have contacts
rated for 230V a.c. mains and must have an in-built protection
diode connected in parallel with the coil.
The printed circuit board is obtainable from the EPE PCB Service, code 172. The wiring must be rated at 3A minimum.

Teach-In '98

A few components are called for in Teach-In 98 Part 1 and
you will also need a digital multimeter, a power supply and a
breadboard as recommended in the text. A couple of companies
have indicated that they will be making these items available to
readers, so a phone call dr two should prevent you chasing
round various suppliers.
Greenweld are putting together a pack of all the recommended items including the multimeter and p.s.u. These will be
offered at a special price, post free if you spend over £10.
Contact them on 01703 236363, fax 01703 236307 or by writing
to them at 27D Park Road, Southampton, S015 3UQ. The
Greenweld 1998 catalogue is free in this issue.
Maplin can also supply all the items. Their order code for
these is HB99 and they will include a free copy of their new
catalogue. Hobbyists will find the catalogue an invaluable source
of components, tools, test gear etc., as well as information. The
catalogue is available from W. H. Smiths or see the Maplin advert
on our back cover.
Squires have told us that they can supply a set of tools for
those following Teach -ln, they are at The Old Corn Store, Chessels Farm, Hoe Lane, Bognor Regis, West Sussex, P022 8NW.
Tel/Fax 01243 587009. By the way, their 1998 catalogue is now
available and it's free, yes free -you don't even pay the postage
-just ring or write and request acopy.

PLEASE TAKE NOTE

Soldering Iron Controller (Sept '97)

Resistor R10 in Fig. 4 should have been shown as 10k,
although any value between 10k and about 220k will probably be
satisfactory.

STOP PRESS
NEW ADVERTISEMENT OFFICES
Mr. Peter Mew,
Everyday Practical Electronics,
Mill Lodge, Mill Lane, THORPE-LE-SOKEN,
Essex, C016 OED
Phone/Fax: (01255) 861161
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NEXT MONTH

GIANT DATA CHART
Measuring over 850mm x550mm (34in x22in) this impressive wall chart provides the formulae you
will need for electronics from Ohm's Law to Thevenin's and Norton's theorems etc.
Brighten up your workroom, bedroom. classroom, lab. etc.

SAFE AND SOUN
Passive Infra Red (PIR) security lights are now a
common feature of many homes, offices, factories
etc. These are aimed at deterring would-be
thieves by illuminating the area when anyone
approaches. However, most people now
realise that this is all they do and so much
of the deterrent value is lost. This simple
project produces an audible bleep when a
security light is triggered, thus giving the
impression that it is part of amore complex
security system and restoring the deterrent
value.

MINI ORGAN
Incredible as it may seem to many designers, it
is possible to create an extremely accurately
pitched analogue musical instrument without
resorting to any form of tuning adjustment.
Returning to basic analysis of the fundamental
nature of musical frequency and oscillator
feed-back design, the author programmed his
computer to relate the information to the
optimum off-the-shelf components that are
readily available. The result is asimple
instrument having a 12-note octave and a tuning
accuracy within 0-4 per cent of the ideal
calculated frequency — far more accurate than
any acoustic musician could ever realistically
hope to achieve, or appreciate!

ACTIVE MICROPHONE
Originally designed to extend the applications
of miniature cassette dictation recorders to
provide a facility to tape discussions.
conferences etc.. this miniature unit can also
provide excellent results for such things as
security work, wildlife recording etc. The Active
Microphone is easy and cheap to build and will
no doubt find uses in a wide variety of
applications.
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BACK ISSUES

We can supply back issues of EPE by post, many issues from the past five years are available. An index for the last five years
is also available -see order form. Alternatively, indexes are published in the December issue for that year. Where we are
unable to provide aback issue aphotostat of any one article (or one part of aseries) can be purchased for the same price.

DID YOU MISS THESE?

MAY '96

PROJECTS • Midi Analyser • Mind Machine
Mk III Part 3 - Tape Controller • Versatile PIR
Detector Alarm • Countdown Timer • Bat
Band Converter B.F.O.
FEATURES • Teach-In '96 Part 7 • Ingenuity
Unlimited • Thermionic Valves Part 2 - The
C.R.T.

JUNE '96
PROJECTS • Sarah's Light • Ultra-Fast
Frequency Generator and Counter Part 1• VU
Display and Alarm • Pulstar • Home
Telephone Link.
FEATURES • Teach-In '96 Part 8 • More
Scope for Good Measurements Part 1• Circuit
Surgery • Miniscope Review.
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JULY '96

I

FEATURES • Ingenuity Unlimited • Build Your
Own Projects, Part 3 • Circuit Surgery •
Interface • Net Work -Internet News • PCS32
Storage 'Scope Interface Review.

AUG '96

SEPT '96
PROJECTS • Analogue Delay and Flanger •
Simple Exposure Timer • PIC-Tock Pendulum
Clock • Draught Detector • Power Check.
FEATURES • Circuit Surgery • Ingenuity
Unlimited • Net Work - The Internet •
MAX038 Waveform Generator.

MARCH '97

NOV '96
PROJECTS • D.C.-to-D.C. Converters • Central
Heating Controller • EPE Elysian Theremin,
Part 1• Tuneable Scratch Filter.
FEATURES • Build Your Own Projects, Part 1
• Ingenuity Unlimited • Circuit Surgery • Net
Work • Interface.

DEC '96
PROJECTS • Van-Colour Christmas Tree
Lights • PIC Digital/Analogue Tachometer •
Stereo Cassette Recorder • EPE Elysian
Theremin, Part 2.
FEATURES • Build Your Own Projects, Part
2 • Interface • Circuit Surgery • Ingenuity
Unlimited • Net Work -Internet News.

JAN '97
PROJECTS • Earth Resistivity Meter, Part 1•
Psycho Rat • Theremin MIDI/CV Interface, Part
1• Mains-Failure Warning.
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APRIL '97
PROJECTS • 418MHz Remote Control System • Midi Matrix • Puppy Puddle Probe •
PIC -Agoras Wheelie Meter -1.
FEATURES • Interface ID Ingenuity Unlimited •
Digital TV and MPEG2 • EDWin NC Software
Review • Circuit Surgery • Net Work.

AUG. '97
PROJECTS • Variable Bench Power Supply
• PIC-olo Music Maker • Universal Input
Amplifier • Micropower PIR Detector -2.
FEATURES • Interface • Ingenuity Unlimited
• Colossus Recreated • Circuit Surgery •
MExpress - Basic for Engineers Review •
Great Experimenters -4• Net Work.
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SEPT '97
PROJECTS • PIC -Noughts Et Crosses Game •
Ironing Safety Device • Active Receiving Antenna • Soldering Iron Controller • Micropower
PIR Detector -3.
FEATURES • Ingenuity Unlimited • Raising the
Pressure - RC4190 Switch-Mode I.C. • Circuit
Surgery • Techniques - Actually Doing It •
Great Experimenters -5• Net Work.

MAY '97
PROJECTS • 2Metre F.M. Receiver S EPE PICA-Tuner • Alarm Operated Car Window Winder
• Quasi-Bell Door Alert • PIC -Agoras -2.
FEATURES • Ingenuity Unlimited • Circuit
Surgery • Techniques - Actually Doing It •
Great Experimenters - 1• Type 7660 Voltage
Converters • ADC200 Storage Oscilloscope
Interface Review • Net Work.

OCT '97
PROJECTS SPIC Water Descaler • Remote
Control Finder • Multi-Station Quiz Monitor •
Rechargeable Handlamp.
FEATURES • Ingenuity Unlimited • It's Probably Murphy's Law • Interface • Circuit Surgery • Kanda PIC Explorer Review • Network
• Special Offer -Pico Virtual 'Scopes.

JUNE '97
PROJECTS • PIC Digilogue Clock • Child
Minder
Protection
Zone
• Pyrotechnic
Controller • Narrow Range Thermometer.

BACK ISSUES ONLY £2.75 each inc. UK p&p.
Overseas prices £3.35 each surface mail, £4.35 each airmail.

OCT '96
PROJECTS • Video Fade-To-White • Direct
Conversion Topband and 80m Receiver •
Vehicle Alert • 10MHz Function Generator.
FEATURES • Introduction to Satellite Television • Ingenuity Unlimited • Circuit Surgery •
Net Work -The Internet.

PROJECTS • Micro PEsT Scarer • Karaoke
Echo Unit • Infra-Red Remote Repeater •
Computer Dual User Interface • Micropower
PIR Detector -1.
FEATURES • Ingenuity Unlimited •Techniques
- Actually Doing It • Circuit Surgery I Great
Experimenters - 3 • Electronics Workbench
V5.0 Review • Net Work.

PROJECTS • Simple Dual-Output TENS Unit
• Video Negative Viewer • Tri -Colour NiCad
Checker • How To Use Intelligent L.C.D.s -2•
Oil Check Reminder.
FEATURES • Interface • Ingenuity Unlimited •
Build Your Own Projects, Part 5• Digital TV The Reality • Circuit Surgery • Net Work.

Photostats Only (see below)

Photostats Only (see below)

JULY '97

FEB '97
PROJECTS • Pacific Waves • How To Use
Intelligent L.C.D.s, Part 1 • PsiCom Experimental Controller • Earth Resistivity Meter,
Part 2• Theremin MIDI/CV Interface, Part 2.
FEATURES • Ingenuity Unlimited • Build Your
Own Projects, Part 4 • Circuit Surgery •
Interface • Net Work -Internet News.

PROJECTS • Advanced NiCad Chargers
• Single-Station Radio 4 Tuner • Games
Compendium • Twin-Beam Infra-Red Alarm •
Ultra-Fast Frequency Generator and Counter -2.
FEATURES • Teach-In '96 Part 9 • More
Scope for Good Measurements Part 2S Circuit
Surgery • The Internet • Ingenuity Unlimited.

PROJECTS • Component Analyser • Garden
Mole-Ester • Mono "Cordless" Headphones •
Bike-Speedo • Mobile Miser.
FEATURES • Teach-In '96 Part 10 • Circuit
Surgery • Ingenuity Unlimited • Spies, Lies
and Electronics • EPT 3.0 Review.

FEATURES S Great Experimenters -2• Circuit
Surgery • Interface • Reactobot and Virtual
Reality S Ingenuity Unlimited • Net Work.

We can also supply issues from earlier years: 1990 (except Jan., March, Oct. and Dec.), 1991 ¡except May, June, Aug.,
Sept. and Nov.), 1992 (except April and Dec.), 1993 (except Jan., Feb., March, April and May), 1994 (except April, May,
June and Nov.), 1995 (except Jan., May, June, Sept., Nov. and Dec.), 1996 (except Feb., July, Aug.).
Please note we are not able to supply copies (or 'stats of articles) of Practical Electronics prior to the merger of the two
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Pico Technology

Data Acquisition
Virtual Instrumentation

'Pico's PC Converters
monitor and record
tern erature and humidity'.
esciiirceea«
Temperature /Humidity
Logger & Alarm System
EnviroMon has many applications in:
food processing -storage
and distribution, energy
management -waste energy,
heating and processing,
agriculture -monitoring
humidity in greenhouses. and
in hospitals -accurate
monitoring of temperature
sensitive items.

Pico Technology

Data Acquisition
Environmental Monitoring

'Pico's Virtual Instrument is
the most powerful, flexible
test equipment in my lab.'
Picos virtual instruments emulate the
functions of traditional instruments such
as Oscillscopes, Spectrum Analysers
and Multimeters. Controlled using the
standard
Windows
interface,
the
software is easy to use with full on line
help.

✓ Monitors up to 30 channels of
temperature over a 400 m. distance.
• -55 to 100°C temperature range
(typical accuracy ±0.2°C).

741Z, e

✓ Data can be downloaded to PC.

Dual Channel High Speed

ereinceMiit

✓ 100, 50 or 20 MS/s sampling.

Starter Kit from
£393.00
3temperature Sensors on Sm lead, 3channel
Converter. Enviromon Logger, cables &fittings.
Expandable at any time for around £50 /channel

TC-08
8 channel Thermocouple
to PC Converter
Simple to use thermocouple to
PC interface.
✓ Connects to serial port no power supply required.
✓ Supplied with PicoLog data
logging software.
✓ Resolution 0.1°C.

TC-08

£199.00

Supplied with serial cable and adaptor.
Calibration certificate £25.00.
Thermocouple probes available.

TH-03

3 channel

Thermistor to PC Converter
✓ Connects to serial port no power supply required.

- 200

✓ 50, 25 or 10 MHz spectrum analysis.
✓ Advanced trigger modes -capture
intermittent one-off events.
✓ Less than half the cost of a
comparable benchtop scope.

'eve

200-100

,ive 200-50

£549.00
£499.00
£359.00

"ere 200-20
'Supplied with cables and power supply.

ilDe-100
Dual Channel 12 bit resolution
The ADC-100 offers both a high
sampling rate 100kS/s and a high
resolution.
Flexible
input
ranges
(±50mV to ±20V) make the unit ideal for
audio, automotive and education use.
iiVe- /00
with PicoScope software
with PicoScope &PicoLog software

£199.00
£219.00

reVe-40/42
Single Channel -low cost

✓ PicoLog data logging software.

✓ 20 kS/s sampling.

✓ -55 to 105°C temperature range
✓ Resolution 0.01°C.

✓ 10 kHz spectrum analysis.

TH-03

£79.00

Supplied with serial cable and adaptor.
Thermistor sensors available.
Call for free demo disk
or download our web site:
http://www.picotech.com
All prices exclusive of VAT.
Broadway House, 149-151 St Neots Rd,
Hardwick, Cambridge. CB3 70J UK
Tel: (0)1954 211716 Fax: (0)1954 211880
E-mail: post@picotech.co.uk

✓ ± 5V input range.
'417,e-410 8 bit resolution
"/De-42 12 bit resolution

£59.00
£85.00

Call for free demo disk
or download our web site:
http://www.picotech.corn
All prices exclusive of VAT.
Broadway House, 149-151 St Neots Rd,
Hardwick, Cambridge. CB3 7QJ UK
Tel: (0)1954 211716 Fax: (0)1954 211880
E-mail: post@picotech.co.uk
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Constructional Project

EPE
TIME MACHINE
JOHN BECKER
R'adio controlled time and
timers, a Millennium
countdown and a perpetual
calendar - yet more proof of
PIC power!

T

IIE MILLENNIUM, at the moment that
this sentence is being typed, is
74,218,393 seconds away! It will be
a bit closer by the time you have read
about how you too can have your own
Time Machine that informs you of such
incredibly important (?) information.
Some say that this is the last major
countdown for all of time, predicting that
... well, you know what they predict.
This author, though, holds no credence for
prophets of doom (except those who insist
your computer must be Millennium Compliant if it is to have asmooth roll-over to
year 2000 (Y2K).

A TURN-ON
Whatever you believe about Y2K,
though, we think you've still got time to
also make use of the other facilities that
our Time Machine offers. It's not just a
pretty digital clockface — it's got functions
to really turn you on!
Or, rather, it's got functions to turn on
and off practically any four items of
electrical equipment that you care to
mention. Two items can each be switched
on and off for two separate periods,
repeatedly each day, every day, nearly ad
infinitum. The other two can be even more
versatilely controlled — they can have
different twin-periods selected to match
each of the seven days of the week,
Sunday through Saturday.
So, that's two times two, plus two times
two times seven —yes, 32 different periods
that can be programmed in, not forgetting
another "times two" because each has an
On and Off setting — an astonishing 64
times that can be set via keypad switches.
Furthermore, the Time Machine is under
control
courtesy
of
two
of
the
world's
most
remarkable
items
of
electronic sophistication, the National
Physical Laboratory's highly accurate
c'aesium clock, and an on-board PIC
microcontroller.
782

the circuit and the correctness of each
transition checked.
But, down to mundanities: lets's examine the technical details.

BRIEFLY ROUND
THE CIRCUIT

Of course, there's a bit of glue-logic
involved as well, but what it amounts to is
that NPL's coded time data is broadcast
by a transmitter at Rugby and the Time
Machine receives and decodes it, ensuring that the correct time is always displayed, and that your equipment will be
switched on and off when it's meant to be
— electricity generating boards and your
payment of their bills permitting!
Power cuts, though, should never upset the timings you've programmed into
the Time Machine. It uses a PIC I6C84
microcontroller which permanently stores
the data in its non-volatile memory. Even
if power is lost, the data won't be. As soon
as power is restored, that data is immediately available to be processed.
Not only that, even if the Rugby transmitter goes off the air, the Time Machine's
own crystal controlled oscillator ensures
that accurate tracking of the time is maintained, within ajiffy or two. When Rugby
comes back on, its time signals bring any
slight slippage of the clock back into line.

DATELINE
There is another benefit too. Because
NPL transmits calendar data as well as the
current time, the Time Machine will tell
you the name of the weekday, day of
the month, name of the month, and the
year, all on the screen of an intelligent
2-line I
6-character liquid crystal display.
NPL even compensates for British Summer Time arid Leap Years.
You need not worry, either, that once
the new Millennium has dawned, the Time
Machine will become arelic of apast era.
Far from it, the author sees a great future
for the Time Machine beyond Y2K.
He knows it's Millennium Compliant
from his simulation of post-Y2K conditions via a computer. All major roll-over
intersections of seconds, minutes, hours,
days. weeks, months, years and centuries
have been "ported" out as NPL codings to

Well only take a brief tour round the
circuit since there's not much to say about
the five blocks, which are largely self-contained modules. In Fig.1 is the circuit diagram for the receiver module; it picks up
the radio time signals and converts them
to "clean" pulses which are then sent to
the PIC microcontroller, shown as IC3 in
Fig.2.
As well as processing data from the
receiver and a I2-switch keypad (Fig.3),
the PIC outputs the decoded time and
calendar data to the intelligent liquid crystal display X2.
It also sends control data to transistors
TR 1to TR4, turning them on and off at the
times that you set into its memory via the
keypad. The transistors have open collectors, so you can connect them to things
like bells, buzzers, motors, relays and the
like.
What you can't see in the circuit
diagrams, of course, is the controlling
software. If you wish to, you can examine
that on your computer once you've obtained our software disk, or downloaded it
free from our Web site. It's notated where
appropriate so you can read what's going
on.
The components in the dotted box of
Fig.2 are for those who wish to program
their own PIC from the software.
A pre-programmed PIC is available for
those who don't wish to program their
own. This is used just like any other chip
and you do not need to own aPC in order
to build the Time Machine.
More on all these things will emerge as
we progress. The tour now moves on to
Teddington and Rugby.

RUGBY
TRANSMISSIONS
The
National
Physical
Laboratory
(NPL) is at Teddington (a few miles
south-west of London). It has equipment
which monitors the very precise rate at
which
caesium
atoms
resonate
—
9,192,631,770Hz. From this resonance,
NPL derive an extremely accurate 60kHz
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Table 1. Rugby Code Format
BCD BIT
PERIOD

6

5

17A

18A

19A

RANGE

YEAR

00-99

MONTH

01-12

MONTH-DAY

00-31

WEEKDAY

00-06

HOUR

00-23

MINUTE

00-59

SYNC

7

frequency which is broadcast via the
transmitter at Rugby (latitude 52° 22' N.
longitude I° 11' W — 80-ish miles north of
London).
The estimated radiated power is 27kW
which provides adequate field strength
throughout the UK, and it can be widely
received in northern and western Europe.
It can even be satisfactorily received in
Iceland, Finland and Gibraltar. The carrier
frequency is maintained at 60kHz within
two parts in 10 12 .
Equipment at the NPL modulates the
transmitted signal with the coded time and
date data. The coding is in BCD (binary
coded decimal) and takes the form of long
and short pulses, each pulse turning the
transmitted signal on and off. Long pulses
represent logic I, short pulses represent
logic 0.

MAKE A DATE
A synchronising code is sent every 60
seconds. Then, during seconds 0 to 16,
specialist data is transmitted, giving information about the difference between the
atomic (caesium) time and astronomical
time. Calendar and time data is then transmitted at a rate of one pulse per second.
The data format is shown in Table I.
Year data is transmitted first, as an
8-bit byte, starting on the 17th second.
Only the tens and units of the year are
transmitted (e.g. 97 instead of 1997), tens
are in bits 7 to 4, units in bits 3 to 0. The
BCD value for 97 is thus 10010111. The
number is transmitted backwards (as are
all numbers), bit 7, bit 6, etc., starting at
the 17th second.
Starting at second 25. BCD month data
is transmitted as a 5-bit byte. Month 1is
January, month 12 is December; the latter
would be transmitted as 10010. The day of
the month uses a6-bit byte, thus 31 would
be sent as 110001.
Since there are only seven days in aweek
(and the desirability of that is questionable!)
only three bits are needed. Sunday is day 0,
Saturday is day 6, being sent as 110.
784

3

2

1

0

NUMBERED SECONDS

30A

52A

A 24-hour clock is used, so
a 6-bit byte covers it. 23
being the maximum count
and sent as 100011. Minutes
need seven bits to cover up to
59 in BCD, which equals
1011001.
Seconds, of course, are
their own marker. Their
8-bit synchronisation code,
though, starts transmission
at second 52. The sync code
is the unique value of
01111110; no other transmitted Rugby time code
can have this value.
Following its receipt, the
next second received is
considered to be number
zero.

20A

21A

22A

23A

24A

25A

26A

27A

28A

29A

31A

32A

33A

34A

35A

36A

37A

38A

39A

40A

41A

42A

43A

44A

45A

46A

47A

48A

49A

50A

51A

53A

54A

55A

56A

57A

58A

59A

54B

55B

56B

57B

VALIDITY

Keypad stuck to the top of the Time
Machine transparent case.

4

Table 2. Rugby Coding Example
1997 = 97

= 10010111

Oct = month 10

=

Day of month = 3=

10000

= 5bits high
= 1bit high

000011

= 2 bits high

Friday = day 5

=

101

= 2 bits high

15 hours

=

010101

= 3 bits high

32 minutes

=

0110010

= 3 bits high

Table 3. Validity Check for Table 2
Bit
Bit
Bit
Bit

548
558
56B
578

(0) + 17A
(0) +25A
(1)+36A
(1)+39A

to
to
to
to

24A
35A
38A
51A

(5
(1
(2
(3

high)
high +2 high)
high)
high +3 high)

= 5=odd
=3 =odd
=3 =odd
=7=odd

• Bit 54B is taken with bits I7A to 24A
(years)

VALID
CODE
An ingenious, but basically very
simple, method of transmitting the data is
used by NPL. We have said that long and
short pulses indicate logic values of 1and
0. But, how short is short and how long is
long? Ah. therein lies the ingenuity — and
there are different lengths of long!
The pulses are created by turning the
transmitted 60kHz signal on and off. A
short pulse is an off-period of 100 milliseconds. A long pulse, though, can be
an off-period of either 200ms or 300ms,
and with good reason. Cleverly, another
code is embedded in the sync code by the
choice of long pulse length. That code is
used to verify that the main code you
have received is the same as that which
you are meant to have received.
Any pulse whose length is 200ms or
greater is taken as being logic 1 for the
principal code. For the "validity" code,
though, apulse of 200ms is taken as a0.
and a 300ms pulse as a I. In effect,
then, the long bit can be considered as
being two bits joined together. NPL term
the first bit A and the second bit B
and reference to the pulse for any given
second is given the relevant suffix letter.
Look back at Table 1and you will now
understand why most numbered seconds
have an A following them, representing
the pulse period up to 200ms. The B suffix refers to the period between 200ms
and 300ms.
The validity check examines certain
combinations of bits, counts the number
of Is occurring, and adds the logic value
of a specified B-bit; the correct answer
has to be an odd number of I
s. Here's the
logic:

• Bit 55B is taken with bits 25A to 35A
(month and day of month)
• Bit 56B is taken with bits 36A to 38A
(day of week)
• Bit 57B is taken with bits 39A to 51A
(hours and minutes)
Bits 54B to 5713. you will notice,
all occur within the fixed sync code
(01 111110) which commences at second
52 and ends at 59.
Let's take the time/date of 15:32 Friday
3rd October 1997 as an example as shown
in Table 2.
Now regard the sync code as baying its
double-length bits represented by a 2. the
sync code for this date and time would be:
01112210. If we relate this to numbered
seconds, we get:
52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59
0 1 1 1 2 2 I 0
Thus two validity bits are low, 54B and
55B. and two are high, 56B and 57B.
To relate these bits to the main code, we
get the data shown in Table 3.
As you see, the requirement for each
combination to result in an odd number
of Is has been met. Had any combination
resulted in an even number of Is, then the
received code should be regarded as incorrect and ignored.
In fact, of course, it is a system which
can still result in an incorrectly received
code being interpreted as valid since it is
possible that several corrupt bits might
result in an uneven number of I
s.
It may be of interest to know that bit
58B is used to indicate whether the times
transmitted are GMT (0) or BST (I).
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RUGBY RECEIVER
We return briefly to the Receiver circuit in Fig.l. The Receiver itself is a
ready-built module type EM2. It comprises all the circuitry necessary to extract
clean pulses from the 60kHz frequency
and does not require any alignment. The
ferrite aerial (LI) is also sold as a prewound unit tuned to 60kHz.
The EM2 module is designed for operation from apower supply of between 1.3V
and 3.5V. For this circuit, 3.3V is used.
and is derived from the +5V line via
resistor RI and Zener diode DI.
The negative-going output signal from
the EM2 is buffered and inverted by the
Schmitt trigger IC2a, from which it is fed
to the PIC microcontroller. It is also fed
into IC2b, which turns on I.e.d. D2 in
response to each pulse received: a handy
way of showing that Rugby reception is
occurring.

PIC-TIME
From IC2a, the Rugby pulse is brought
into the PIC at its RBO pin.
We
will
not
discuss
PIC I6C84
microcontrollers on this occasion — we've
examined them several times recently.
Besides, there is a wealth of such
information in the PIC Tutorials that will
soon be published (scheduled for March
'98 issue on sale February 6).
Suffice to say that the PIC 16C84 has
to be specially programmed with the
software that the author has written for the
Time Machine (details about obtaining the
software are given later).
The software detects the pulses from the
receiver module, decodes them according
to length and temporarily stores the basic
logic value (0 or 1) of the A-bits in a48bit shift register (6 x 8-bit bytes). Simultaneously, it detects the status of the B-bits
and stores them in another register for later
use in code validity checking.
Each time the presence of the sync code
01111110 is found, the contents of the
48-bit shift register are separated into the
respective bytes for the clock and calendar
codes. These are then analysed against the
validity code and, if the correct criteria
have been met, each byte is transferred
into the main time and calendar registers
whose contents are output to the liquid
crystal display.
In parallel with the Rugby time signal
handling, an internal real-time clock is
incremented. This is controlled by the external crystal XI. Generating a frequency
of 3.2768MHz, the crystal sets the rate at
which the PIC processes its software commands and at which the internal clock is
incremented.
The software has been written so that
internal pulses occur every 1/50th of
a second. (The term "pulse" is used
loosely, it is actually the logic of the
register bits which is being changed).
Using acounter set to divide by 25, further
pulses are generated at half-second intervals. On each half second, the switch
keypad is read to see if any key is pressed,
taking action accordingly (more in a
moment).
Also each half-second, a divide-by-two
counter is incremented, from which are
derived pulses at one second intervals.
Now counters for seconds, minutes, hours,

days of the week, days of the month,
months, years and centuries are incremented as appropriate.
At relevant roll-over points between the
various counters, look-up tables check
how many days there are in the month
being processed, and whether or not the
year is aleap year, allowing February 29th
to occur when it should!
These counters can stand alone without
the intervention of the information from
the NPL clock. However, their value at
switch-on is zero, so the counting starts at
00 hours, 00 minutes, 00 seconds on Sunday 01 January 1900. The value of 19 for
the century is programmed in as adefault
setting, otherwise we would go even further back in time to the year 0000!
Once the Rugby sync marker has been
received and the code validated, it is into
these same stand-alone counters that the
Rugby time and date values are copied.
This usually occurs once every minute.
In the event that a valid set of Rugby
data has not been received, all of the
stand-alone counters continue to be updated from the values last produced from
the Rugby data. Consequently, you will
continue to have an accurately working
clock and calendar. In theory. you never
need another Rugby signal!
Of course, though, any clock needs periodic adjustment, even crystal controlled
ones. Also, unless extreme measures are
taken, loss of power to the Time Machine
can occur. When mains power cuts occur,
the Time Machine will restart quite happily when power is restored, but the time
and calendar data will recommence from
zero, as above. As soon as the next Rugby
code is available, however, normal service
is resumed!
Unless Rugby itself goes off the air (and
it can). it should normally take less than
two minutes from the moment of regaining power for Rugby data to be transferred
into the clock counters.
The software looks for two parameters
to be met simultaneously before accepting
Rugby data: the occurrence of the sync
signal and the validity of the error checking. Whilst the sync signal sets the seconds
count to zero, the year data begins. -on
second 17. Consequently, the entire block
from second 17 to 59 must be received
intact before Rugby data can meet validation requirements.

MILLENNIUM
COUNTDOWN
The original concept of the Time
Machine was that it should simply show a
countdown of all the values of a
clock/calendar until
the year 2000:
seconds, minutes, days, etc. Indeed its
concept was inspired by a TV news item
about a highly sophisticated and accurate
piece of equipment having just been
switched on somewhere to do just this.
In the course of editorial chattings.
though, it was felt that, fascinating as such
unrepeatable facts as these would be. the
published project should be capable of
doing more. It was decided, therefore, to
also include time-switch controls.
Well, you've all read our article on
Murphy's Law, haven't you (Oct '97)?
It can't be proved, but we think something Murphy-ish has been lurking in our
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vicinity. The PIC program code required to
receive, decode and validate Rugby data.
plus that for abackground clock, plus that
for time-switch controlling, was too long
to allow very much in the way of Millennium countdowns!
After much code scrimping and saving
and rewriting and condensation and burning of midnight oils, enough PIC space
was made available to just allow aseconds
countdown routine to be inserted. The
routine even takes into account the different lengths of the months and the
existence of leap-years — with three bytes
to spare!

Millenium countdown mode display.
When in normal clock display mode,
pressing the YRS 00 button causes the
Millennium seconds countdown to be displayed on line two. Releasing the button
returns the display to normal mode. This •
button is inoperative when in time-setting
mode.
It is a remarkable countdown to see
occurring. It's even more remarkable to
press the same key when the Time
Machine has just been switched on and
still thinks it's in the year 1900, a very
high seconds count is shown, one hundred
year's worth!
This size of figure. though. will become commonplace when we are actually
beyond New Millennium's Eve and into
the 21st century. We shall be looking at
our Time Machines and remarking on the
number of seconds until the year '2100.
(There are even some children around now
who will celebrate that New Year's Eve —
at the time of writing, the oldest man in
Britain is 116.)

TIME SWITCHES
There are II functions controlled by a
multiplexed set of switches on a 3 x 4
matrix of pushbutton keypads.
To set the timing factors for any period,
the sequence in which the switches are
pressed is unimportant. Suppose that on
Monday. for example, you want Channel 1
to come on for Period 1at 6.15 a.m. and
go off at 8.30 a.m. First you press DAY.
The I.c.d. screen will change to the timesetting mode. At the top left of line 1the
current time continues to be shown.
At the right, any one of eight 3-lettered abbreviations will be seen. Seven
are the abbreviations for the days of the
week. The eighth (ALL) indicates the daily
repeat mode. A cursor underlines the initial letter of the day abbreviation.
Pressing either UP or DOWN will cycle
the Day display through its eight options at
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two changes per second, forwards or backwards accordingly. When MON appears,
press CHAN. The cursor will jump to
underline the single numeral following C
(for Channel) on the second line.
Pressing UP or DOWN now cycles the
channel number through its two options, 1
and 2(in this mode — 3and 4 for the daily
ALL mode). Stop when 1 shows. Press
PRD for Period: the cursor now underlines
the numeral following P (for Period) on
line 2. The range is from I to 4, which
can be changed by pressing UP or DOWN.
Select period 1(the first for the day).

Time setting mode display

Now press HOUR, moving the cursor
under the units of hours value. Pressing
UP or DOWN cycles you through the 00
to 23 values available; select 06. Press
MINS and the cursor moves under the
units of minutes value. There are four
choices for minutes, in 15 minute increments: 00, 15, 30 and 45. Press UP or
DOWN to select IS.
At the right of line 2, you will either see
the word ON, or OFF. Press key ON/OFF
to move the cursor below the O. Then
press UP or DOWN to cycle to the setting
you want, in this case, ON. As soon as you
press one of the DAY, PRD, CHAN or
SET keypads, the timing data just entered will automatically be stored in the
EEPROM memory.
Whenever achange is made to any time
setting or an on/off setting, a flag is set
which ensures that new data will be automatically stored in the EEPROM at the
correct moment during the setting mode.
However, if you just want to review the
on/off settings and timings without making
changes, you may simply press any of the
keys DAY, CHAN and PRD without triggering the storage routine.
The position in EEPROM memory that
data is stored is directly related to the day,
channel and period selected (examine the
software listing on the disk if you wish to
know the storage order). Data is stored as
asingle byte in the selected memory cell.
It is in acompressed format with hours in
bits 7to 3, minutes in bits 2and 1, and the
on/off flag in hit 0.

OFF TIME
I
laving set the On time, setting the Off
time now takes fewer steps since you are
786

already in the day and channel that you
wish to be. Press PRD again, press UP
so that P2 is shown (Period 2). Using
HOURS and MINS as before, change the
hours and minutes settings to 08 and 30,
and then change ON to OFF.
Pressing SET now returns you to the
normal screen display and automatically
causes the fresh setting to be stored accordingly in its appropriate byte.
When you are simply reviewing settings, SET returns you to the main screen
without triggering the storage routine.
If you prefer, you do not need to press
SET at this moment. Should you wish to
program the settings for other days, channels and periods, continue to do so in the
manner just described. Each setting will,
as said, be stored automatically at the appropriate moments without any intervention on your part.
For the same day and channel, you also
have periods 3and 4to use if you wish. Set
them in the same way as for PI and P2.
You must ensure that timings for aparticular day and channel must be in correct chronological order (each period must
have alater time than any previous period
for that day/channel).
If you want achannel On period to run
from one day into the next, period 1of the
next day must be set to 00:00 hours ON.
Timings set when ALL is the "day"
selected, will repeat daily. Always review
any new settings to ensure that what you
meant to be set has been set.

CHANNEL CONTROL
1:%ery minute, the software jumps into
its time checking routine to see if any
channel output mode needs to be changed,
depending on the current time and the
times set into the EEPROM Memory.
It examines each of the EEPROM bytes
in order and checks their decoded values
against the current time, setting the output
bits of PORTA accordingly, either high
(on) or low (off).
Performing these checks every minute
ensures that even if there is apower loss,
the correct settings of the equipment being
controlled will quickly be re-established
once power is regained.
However, you should always remember
that when power is re-established, the
program resets its clock counters to zero.
Therefore, the time against which the
EEPROM timings are being checked will
initially be 00:00 hours for aSunday. The
clock will continue to increment in the
normal way from 00:00 until the Rugby
time signal has been regained and fully
accepted.
Consequently, it is recommended that
no channel should be programmed to be
turned on during the first 15 minutes of
Sunday. Keeping all channels off for this
duration will avoid any channel being
incorrectly turned on following a power
failure, assuming that the Rugby signal is
available to be received within that period.
There are times when this may not be
the case and for which no solution can
be offered. NPL do not claim to keep a
constantly running time signal transmission. Indeed, transmissions are intentionally turned off during monthly and annual
maintenance.
The monthly maintenance period takes
place on the first Tuesday from 10:00 to

14:00 hours GMT (11:00 to 15:00 BST
in summer time). The annual maintenance
period takes place over atwo week period
in the summer, with the signal being absent during the daytime but restored overnight (although NPL does not guarantee
the overnight service).
Details of when the next annual maintenance will take place are available from
NPL (in 1997 it was from 26 June to 10
July). At the time of writing, the 1998
period had not been scheduled.
It is also possible that short unscheduled
breaks in transmission may occur. NPL
provides a help-line (0181 943 6493)
which gives information on whether the
signal is on-air.
It is because of the possibility of transmission breaks that the Time Machine was
designed with the crystal clock as the main
time-keeper, using Rugby (in effect) only
as asubsidiary and periodic source of data.

COMPONENTS
Resistors
See
R1
47012
R2
220k
R3, R4, R9,
R14 to R17 2k2 (7 off)
Page
R5 to R7,
R18 to R24 1k (10 off)
R8, R10 to
R13
10k
All 0.25W 5% carbon film.

TALK

Potentiometer
VR1
5k min. horiz. round
cermet preset
Capacitors
Cl C4
22µ radial elect.16V (2 off)
C2, C3
10p polystyrene (2 off)
C5
100n polyester
Semiconductors
D1
3V3 400mW Zener diode
D2, D3, D5
to DB
5mm red I.e.d. (7 off)
D4, D10 to
D13
1N4148 signal diode
(5 off)
TR1 to TR4 BC549 npn transistor
(4 off)
IC1
EM2 MSF radio receiver
module
IC2
4584 hex Schmitt inverter
IC3
pre-programmed
PIC16C84 microcontroller (see text)
Miscellaneous
xi
3.2768MHz crystal
X2
2-line16-character
intelligent I.c.d. module
L1
60kHz ferrite aerial rod
PL1
7-way p.c.b. header, right
angle
Si, S3
d.p.d.t. min. toggle switch
(see text) (2 off)
S2
s.p.s.t. min. toggle switch
(see text)
S4 to S15. 3x4matrixed membrane
- keypad, self-adhesive
Printed circuit board, available from
the EPE PCB Service, code 171; plastic
case,190mm x110mm x 90mm (Ix
w x h), transparent lid; 14-pin d.i.l.
socket; 18-pin di'. socket; 25-way Dtype connector, male (see text); 2mm
socket (see text); cable tie (2 off); nuts
and bolts to suit; connecting wire;
solder, etc.
Approx Cost
Guidance Only

£64

excl. programming parts
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and polystyrene capacitors, ensuring correct polarity of the diodes (also see later).
Solder in the sockets for IC2 and IC3 (it is
essential to use a socket for IC3). Next
put in the electrolytic capacitors, transistors and I.e.d.s., all of which have to be
correctly orientated.
Treat all active devices (semiconductors; I.c.d. and EM2 module) as static
sensitive, discharging static electricity
from your body to aconvenient grounded
item before handling them.

OV

SI

ISEE TEXT,
V

•
CPU OV

.12V; ,I

Fig.4. Printed circuit board component layout. interwiring and full-size
copper foil master pattern (top right).

EEPROM RESET
A useful EEPROM Reset facility has
been provided. It is principally of use
when the Time Machine is first put into
service. It is only available at the moment
when power is switched on.
To use it, hold down the RST button
before switching on, then, while still holding it down, turn on the power and wait for
acouple of seconds. During this time, the
software goes through its setting-up procedure, and when the RST button is pressed,
the EEPROM reset routine is run. Release
the button as soon as the normal screen is
shown.
It is not areset of the EEPROM bytes to
zero which occurs, however. Instead, all
64 bytes are set to hold the code for 23:45
hours OFF. This is the latest Off time that
can be given to any channel. There is no
midnight setting at the end of the day.
Rather, the 00:00 is taken as being the start
of the next day.
Putting 23:45 OFF into all bytes saves
you the trouble of having to program in
final daily Off times unless you want to.

DISPLAY MODULE
Before assembling any thing else, mount
the I.c.d. (see also Fig.5). First, from the
screen side of the module, pass short
lengths (about 25mm) of 22 s.w.g. tinned
copper wire through holes 1to 6and 11 to
14 (holes 7 to 10 are not used). Solder
each on both sides of the module before
inserting the next.

CONSTRUCTION

Details of the printed circuit board
(p.c.b.) layout, master and interwiring are
shown in Fig.4. This board is available
from the EPE PCB Service, code 171.
First, insert all the on-board wire links,
following them with the resistors, diodes
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Fig.5. Pinout details for the Lc.d. module.
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Cut off the top excess wire lengths, and cut all the lower
lengths to be equal. With patience, and the use of a small
screwdriver, persuade each wire to go through its respective
hole in the top of the p.c.b.
When all are through, gently press down on the module to
hold it flush with the p.c.b. Slightly bend some of the wires on
the rear side of p.c.b. so that the module is temporarily held in
position. Now solder each wire to the p.c.b. pads and trim off
the excess lengths.
Perform a similar procedure with mounting the EM2
Receiver module. It requires six wires.
Now insert the preset potentiometer, crystal and polyester
capacitor, after which insert terminal pins into all the remaining holes on the p.c.b., except for those in the middle which
are marked for connector PLI. (You will probably need to drill
the holes out to 1.00mm for the pins.)
In fact, PLI is optional and, instead of using the rightangled connector (pin-header) stated in the components list.
you can almost as conveniently do what the author did — use
angled wires. The wires must be a bit thicker than 22 s.w.g.
(the author used those from 0.5W metal oxide resistors) so that
they fit snugly into the keypad socket.
Insert 25mm lengths of the wire through the top of the p.c.b.
into the seven holes provided, soldering each on the underside
of the p.c.b. Cut off the spare lengths on the underside. Using
long nosed pliers, bend the upper lengths to right angles away
from the I.c.d. Trim them equally so that the keypad connector
can be pushed onto them.

AERIAL COIL
Finally, for this stage, secure the aerial coil to the p.c.b. using
two cable ties passed through the holes provided (you will need
to drill them to size to suit the tie widths —about 4mm).
Scrape the ends of the two aerial wires to remove their
enamelled coating, and solder them to the pins as shown (it
does not matter in which order). Keep them at the same length
as supplied. Do not connect either wire of the coil to anything
else —this receiver must not be grounded.
However, you may connect an external length of aerial wire
Layout of components on the finished printed circuit board. The
to terminal LP5 of the module if you live in a poor recepseven angled wires in the centre are for the keypad connector.
tion area. The author allowed for this by
adding a 2mm socket on the side of the
The letter E in place of the decimal
case to which he connected a25cm length
It may be necessary to rotate the unit in
point indicates that the time being shown
of stranded wire. An additional length of
order to ensure that the aerial coil's length
aerial was not found to be required.
may be erroneous (it will be at this mofaces in the general direction of Rugby.
Thoroughly check all your soldering and
ment) since the Rugby signal has not been
It's not critical, although an end-on view
correctness of component positions before
received and validated. The seconds count
of Rugby may not allow the signal to be
should be seen to be incrementing corgoing any further. Leave the assembly
picked up. The I.e.d. normally only flashes
rectly (triggered by the internal clock).
out of its case until testing has been
in response to the Rugby pulses (it has
The right-hand I.e.d. (D5) should be on
completed. Current consumption is about
been found to flash erratically in response
— also indicating that an error might ex17mA with all I.e.d.s on; about 8mA with
to another transmitter's signal when Rugby
only I.e.d. D2 flashing.
ist in the time shown. This I.e.d. also
is off the air during maintenance).
comes on at any time that the Rugby code
It is also possible that the Time Machine.
CHECKING OUT
has been found to be erroneous during
might be shielded from the Rugby signal by
The unit should be powered by a reguthe validity check, but that fact does not
something nearby. If so, move the unit to
lated 5V to 6V d.c. power supply. It is
necessarily mean that the time shown is
another part of the room. Keep it away from
wrong.
recommended that the connections should
your computer (and, perhaps, the TV).
At the right of the time will be the
be hard-wired. Plugged connections might
Once the Rugby signal has been acmessage ON =————. The dashes are
be prone to removal!
quired, you should soon have the current
replaced by channel numbers when they
Do not insert IC2 and IC3 yet. Push
time and date being shown. The letter E
the keypad connector onto its pin-header
are switched on. It is unlikely that any
before the seconds will be replaced by the
will be at this moment, depending on
or rigid wires, observing its orientation as
decimal point at the moment of signal
the current contents of the EEPROM data
marked.
validation. Any time that the Rugby signal
memory, which will probably be full of
Switch on the power supply and imis lost, this letter will reappear. The same
zeros — being interpreted as meaning all
mediately check that the voltage on pin
position is used for other "message" letchannels off since 00:00 hours.
ters, as we shall see.
LP4 of the receiver module is at about
On the second line, the information
3.3V. It may be as low as 3V, but no less
Now press button YRS 00, whereupon
should read SUN 01 JAN 1900. This is the
the seconds remaining until the Millen(if it is much less, Zener diode DI may be
default display.
back to front). Check that the power supnium will be seen on the second line,
ply positive voltage is present at IC2's
replacing the calendar data. The format is
RECEPTION
socket pin 14.
in the style of 100Y =0074218393s. The
Look at Le.d. 02 (the second from the
Assuming that IC3 has been proreal-time clock and the status of the changrammed, you can insert it and IC2, and
right). It should be flashing at the rate of
nels will remain displayed as before.
the Rugby pulse, usually once per second.
go straight for an operational check.
Releasing the button will return you
except during seconds 0 to 16 when other
Switch on the power and observe the
to full calendar mode. Note, now, that
rates may be apparent. A flashing rate that
I.c.d. screen, adjusting preset VR Iuntil a
the letter M is showing in the decimal
appears somewhat erratic for longer than
reasonable contrast is obtained. In the top
point position. standing for Millennium.
16 seconds (or doesn't occur at all) indiThe decimal point will not reappear unline at the left you should see the hours,
cates that the signal is not being received
minutes and seconds display. It will have
til the next correct validation has been
satisfactorily.
started off at 00:00E00.
received.
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Completed
Time Machine.
This is because the registers used for
Rugby data storage are used during the
seconds countdown procedure. Therefore,
afull set of register data has to be acquired
and validated before the time is updated
to match Rugby time. This, as they say.
should be transparent to the user, apart
from the M.

CHANNEL OUTPUTS
Now experiment with the channel on/off
time settings.
Each time new channel data is stored
into the EEPROM, confirmation of its
storage is shown by the letter Y appearing
in the decimal point position of the
real-time display (meaning Yes, data has
been stored!).
The four transistors, TRI to TR4, are
connected as open-collector output controls. Each can have aload, such as arelay
for instance, connected to its collector terminal pin, and the other side of the relay to
aseparate 5V or 6V positive power supply
line.
If the back-e.m.f. suppression diodes
DIO to DI3 are removed from the p.c.b.
and placed directly across the relay's coil
(with the correct polarity), voltages greater
than 5V/6V may be connected across the
coil; 12V, for example.
If avoltage greater than 6V is connected
to the relay coil, failure to remove DIO to
D13 from the p.c.b. will cause incorrect
operation, the relay coil then effectively
being connected across a supply of about
6V (12V into coil into 5V, less 0.7V diode
drop).
The relay's contact switches should be
chosen to suit the type of equipment you
wish to control. Whilst it is possible to
house the Time Machine and relays in the
same box, it is recommended that they
should be housed separately. This is especially true if the relays are to switch mains
currents and voltages.
With the transistor types used, a relay
coil (or other load) should allow no more
than 100mA to flow through its controlling
transistor when it is switched on.
When achannel is switched on, the corresponding I.e.d. (D6 to D9) also comes
on.
It is recommended that bypass/override
switches be used in conjunction with any
controlled item.

Fig.7 (right). Full size
keypad legends. These
can be photocopied and
slotted into the
top-mounted keypad

PROGRAMMING THE
PIC
On-board
programming
of
the
PIC16C84 can be done using the TASM
software discussed in Derren Crome's
Simple PIC I6C84 Programmer (Feb '96)
to which readers are referred for more
information. The information is also to be
repeated in the forthcoming PIC Tutorials.
Switch SI turns on the I2V to 14V
programming voltage (for which asuitable
power supply must be available); I.e.d. D3
comes on when SI is on. Switch S2 is the
Reset switch. Switch S3 (not used in Derren's article) allows the computer connection to be switched on when the PIC is
being programmed — otherwise keep it
switched off.
Connections to the computer via a 25pin D-connector are shown in Fig.6.
The configuration settings are XT. WDT
off, POR off.
Having programmed the PIC according
to Derren's instructions, and ensured that
the Time Machine is working, switches SI
to S3 can be removed, as can resistors R6
and R7 (on S3). Resistor R4 and I.e.d. D3
may be left in place.

HOUSING THE UNIT
The author housed the Time Machine in
a plastic case with a transparent lid. This
allows the I.e.d.s and I.c.d. to be viewed
without the need to cut apertures.
It is still necessary, though. to cut aslot
through which the keypad ribbon cable
and connector can pass. Position the
keypad on the outer surface of the lid, and
mark where the slot should be. Then drill
out alength of holes and file down to the
correct slot size.
The p.c.b. is secured to the inside of the
lid, using bolts with additional nuts to act
as stand-offs. Use the p.c.b. as atemplate,
then mark and drill the holes.
There are two slots in the underside of
the keypad. A photocopy of the legends
in Fig.7 may be inserted into these slots
before the keypad is mounted on the lid.
The keypad is self-adhesive — pass the
cable through its slot and then remove the
protective backing. Very carefully place
the keypad in the correct position. Be
warned that the adhesive is powerful and
may not allow any repositioning to be
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done. Consequently, consider the use of
double-sided adhesive tape (less powerful). leaving the keypad backing in place.
For the prototype, the base of the case
was not used. To protect the parts mounted
in the lid, a fibre-glass sheet was cut to
size and secured to the lid. Make your own
choice about whether or not you use the
entire case.
COMPUTER PARALLEL PRINTER PORT
CONNECTOR PINS AS VIEWED FROM EXTERIOR
PL2

o

OV (GND)

DO

2

TO R6 (DATA)

DI

3

TO R7 (CLK)

4

25

o
COMPUTER LINK

Fig 6. Computer link via 25-pin 0-connector.

ON TIME!
It you get amove on, having read about
our Time Machine, you can probably have
your own model built and working within
less than a million seconds from now.
Why not take immediate active steps to get
the p.c.b., the pans and the software?
Details on how to get them (including the
TASM software) are jointly covered in the
Shop Talk column and on the EPE PCB
Service page.
By the way. you don't need to control external equipment with the Time
Machine — you can jList use it as an
accurate clock/calendar and Millennium
countdown, omitting transistors TR 1 to
TR4 and diodes DIO to DI3. The keypad
can be replaced by a single push-to-make
switch connected between pins B and 3of
the PL 1connector position on the p.c.b.
Enjoy your travels through time —
the author's been forwardly doing it for
years!
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VIDEOS ON ELECTRONICS
A range of videos (selected by EPE editorial staff) designed to provide
instruction on electronics theory. Each video gives a sound introduction and
grounding in a specialised area of the subject. The tapes make learning both
easier and more enjoyable than pure textbook or magazine study. Each video
uses a mixture of animated current flow in circuits plus text, plus cartoon
instruction etc.. and a very full commentary to get the points across. The
tapes originate from VCR Educational Products Co. an American supplier.
(All videos are to the UK PAL standard on VHS tapes.)

BASICS

VT201 to VT206 is a basic electronics
course and is designed to be used as a
complete series. if required.
VT201 54 minutes. Part One; D.C. Circuits. This
video is an absolute must for the beginner.
Series circuits, parallel circuits, Ohms law,
how to use the digital multimeter and much
more.
Order Code VT201
V202 62 minutes. Part Two; A.C. Circuits. This
is your next step in understanding the basics of
electronics. You will learn about how coils.
transformers, capacitors, etc are used in common circuits.
Order Code V1202
Vf203 57 minutes. Part Three; Semiconductors.
Gives you an exciting look into the world
of semiconductors. With basic semiconductor theory. Plus 15 different semiconductor
devices explained.
Order Code V1203

r

9V

15.000

6V

VT204 56 minutes. Part Four: Power Supplies.
Guides you step-by-step through different sections of apower supply.
Order Code VT204
VT205 57 minutes. Part Five; Amplifiers. Shows
you how amplifiers work as you have never
s'en them before. Class A. class B. class C.
op.am ps. etc.
Order Code VT205
VT206 54 minutes. Part Six; Oscillators. Oscillators are found in both linear and digital circuits. Gives a good basic background in oscillator circuits.
Order Code V1206

(£34.95

each
inc. VAT & postage
Order 8or more get one extra FREE
Order 16 get two extra FREE

VCR MAINTENANCE

VT102 84 minutes: Introduction to VCR
Repair. Warning, not for the beginner.
Through the use of block diagrams this
video will take you through the various
circuits found in the NTSC VHS system.
You will follow the signal from the input
to the audio video heads then from the
heads back to the output.
Order Code VT102
VT103 35 minutes: A step-by-step easy to
follow procedure for professionally cleaning the tape path and replacing many of
the belts in most VHS VCR's. The viewer
will also become familiar with the various
parts found in the tape path.
Order Code VT103

DIGITAL

Now for the digital series of six videos.
This series is designed to provide a
good grounding in digital and computer
technology.
VT301 54 minutes. Digital One; Gates begins
with the basics as you learn about seven
of the most common gates which are used
in almost every digital circuit, plus Binary
notation.
Order Code VT301
VT302 55 minutes. Digital Two; Flip Flops will
further enhance your knowledge of digital basics. You will learn about Octal
and Hexadecimal notation groups, flip-flops,
counters. etc.
Order Code VT302
VT303 54 minutes. Digital Three; Registers and
Displays is your next step in obtaining a solid
understanding of the basic circuits found in
today's digital designs. Gets into multiplexers.
registers, display devices. etc.
Order Code V1303
VT304 59 minutes. Digital Four; DAC and ADC
shows you how the computer is able to communicate with the real world. You will learn
about digital-to-analogue and analogue-to-digital converter circuits.
Order Code VT304
/T305 56 minutes. Digital Five; Memory Devices
introduces you to the technology used in many
of today's memory devices. You will learn all
about ROM devices and then proceed into
PROM, EPROM, EEPROM, SRAM, DRAM, and
MBM devices.
Order Code VT305
VT306 56 minutes. Digital Six; The CPU gives
you a thorough understanding in the basics of
the central processing unit and the input output
circuits used to make the system work.
Order Code VT306

VIDEO ORDER FORM
Address:

Post code:

Telephone No

Signature:

1

ORDERING: Price includes
postage to anywhere in the

OVERSEAS ORDERS: We use the
VAT portion of the price to pay for
airmail postage and packing, wherever
you live in the world. Just send £34.95
per tape. All payments in £ sterling
only (send cheque or money order
drawn on a UK bank).
Send your order to:

111 Ienclose cheque/PO payable to WIMBORNE PUBLISHING LTD
Please charge my Visa/Mastercard:

Card expiry date

I Card No:
Please send video order codes -

Please continue on aseparate sheet of paper if necessary.
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MISCELLANEOUS

VT501 58 minutes. Fe Optics. From the fundamentals of fibre optic technology through
cable manufacture to connectors, transmitters
and receivers.
Order Code VT501
VT502 57 minutes. Laser Technology A basic introduction covering some of the common uses of
laser devices, plus the operation of the Ruby
Rod laser, HeNe laser, CO2 gas laser and semiconductor laser devices. Also covers the basics
of CD and bar code scanning.
Order Code VT502

world.

Full name -

El

RADIO

VT401 61 minutes. A.M. Radio Theory. The most
complete video ever produced on a.m. radio.
Begins with the basics of a.m. transmission and
proceeds to the five major stages of a.m. reception. Learn how the signal is detected, converted
and reproduced. Also covers the Motorola CQUAM a.m. stereo system. Order Code VT401
VT402 58 minutes. F.M. Radio Part 1. F.M. basics
including the functional blocks of a receiver.
Plus r.f. amplifier, mixer oscillator, i.f, amplifier.
limiter and f.m. decoder stages of atypical f.m.
receiver.
Order Code VT402
VT403 58 minutes. F.M. Radio Part 2. A continuation of f.m. technology from Part 1.
Begins with the detector stage output, proceeds
to the 19kHz amplifier, frequency doubler.
stereo demultiplexer and audio amplifier stages.
Also covers RDS digital data encoding and
decoding.
Order Code V1403

Direct Book Service, 33 Gravel Hill,
Merley, Wimborne, Dorset BH21 1RW
(Mail Order Only)
Direct Book Service is adivision of Whnborne
Publishing Ltd.
Tel: 01202 881749 Fax: 01202 841692
Videos are normally sent within seven days of
receipt of order.
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Where can Ifind a
helping hand with
my DIY

PROJECT KITS SURVEILLANCE

COMBINAD01,
4 LOCK Venable electronic lock
comprising men circuit b separate keypad for
remote opening of lock. Relay supplied 3029-KT
Eau
LIGHT ALARM Protect your valuables Alarmsounds if circuit detects smallest amount of light
Place in cash box etc 3X(1-KT 14.50
ALARM SIREN 110db of err piercing noise PCB
frts in box with hae 2 n35min peso dements built
into their own resonant cavity. Use as an alarm
siren or lust for fun ,8-9VDC. 3015-KT tan
LED COUNTER 3 digit basic 'Vile counter or.
curt on main board. Count fi Reset switches b
debounce circuit on 2nd Cascade 2 or 3 kits for
digits o
Boa provided 3001 -KT 11
FrnoreAN
um
295
TOR Clued Op-Amp oscillator
b weve shaper circuit generates audio rengo
square wives leiliz-8K1-1£1. triangle fi pseudo sine

outputs

Hugh performance surveillance tits. Room
transmitters supplied bVfOl sensitive slectret
microphones
á battery
nolders/cles.
All
transmitters can be received on an ordinary
VHF FM radio.
PATS -Miniature
3V Transmitter
Easy to build b guarenteed to
thmsnin 500 metres (over 1006m possible with
higher voltage 6 better wed. 3-W operation.
Only 45s18rnm 3007-XT. Mae
MRTX -Minleture 0V Roorn Treason/Rd
Our beet selling 'bug'. Super sensitive, high power
•1000m range (Up to 2 mild with 18V supply 6
better eerie. W operation. 46x19min. 3018-la
03.66
UM -Mph Perms Room Tmerraltter
. trerpribirr gives greeter
b high guilty reception.
1000m range with 9V
baarry. 6-12V
operation OrY OR
switch. Sire 70a15ron. meer Km

no performer= 2

P
WRIII
C F3°23-KT CM
4.50
OS Et TTL circurts
detects far pulses. Visual b sucio indication of
ic state. Full instructions supplied 3024-KT

p

Save
£.1.5*

£34.99
Normally
£49.99

Wide Frequency
DMM. For the
serious hobbyist/
professional.
Measures AC/DC
volts, AC/DC amps.
resistance,
capacitance and
frequency. Crecks
transistor HFE,
diodes, logic.
Features data hold
and continuity
sounder.

ROULETTE LED 'Bell' spins round the wheel,
slows down h drops into a slot. 10 LED's, CMOS
decade counter 6 Op-Amp. Educational b funl
3036-KT 131.75
PELTIER JUNCTION HEAT PUMP Boil b freeze
water innanttyl Use for regulated cooling of
temperature sensitive components b much more.
Fleetsink required 30815-KT fla60
W XENON TUBE RASHER Trend onner circurt
reps up W battery supply to flash the 25mrn long
Xenon tube. Adjurede flown rete 10.25-2 Sec's).
3022-KT £1015
LAIIM AUDIO AMPURER Popular module for
any rind Ors El/ audio application Tin). output owe ievb 2w speaker: 1W 5 9V b EIW
3047.-KT IR.M
LED FLASHER 5 era bnght red LED's flash in
sequence or randomly aml for rradel railwers.
3032-KT £450
MUM SEGUENLE LED RASHER sand ae 3062.
KT above but you have 7patterns to choose from
3037-KT ALM
LED DICE Classic intro to electronics b circuit
analysis. 7 LED's simulate dice roll, slow down 6
land on a number at random. 555 IC circuit.
3033-KT /7 75
DUAL LED DICE PIC 113C54 circuit performs surir.
lar function to 3003-KT dove but two dice Good
intro to micro-controllers. Software code supplied
on disk 3071-KT (15.25
16C114 PIC PROGRAMMER Reeds, oroPrenu
verifies lid any PC parallel port All hardware,
softwere b documentation needed to learn b test
this
provided. 3081-KT 125.90
STAIRWAY TO HEAVEN Tests hand-eye co-ordination. Press switch when green segment of
LED lights to climb the stenvey - miss b start
againl Good intro to severe' basic circuit, .3006KT £7.79
SPEED CONTROLLER for any common DC motor
up to 100V,15A. Pulse vndth modulation give* maximum WOW) en all speeds 5-15VDC. 3067-KT
(17.60
rt.t/
..M.TLeti IATTERY CONVERTER
betHI« with economic 11
termes
reieeircurt steps up t or 1 'AK batteries to give 9V •18rnA 3035-KT £4.79
AM RADIO KR Tuned Rada Frequency frorgend, single chip AM radio IC h 2 stapes of
audio emplificanon. All components inc speaker

i

22-7220

cirrini
idecl. PCB 32x102rnm 3063-KT MOO
SOUNDS 4 selectable sounds whistle blowng, level crossing bell.
chugging, b 'clokety.clack'. Ah
components inc rook« supplied
$01 £4.50
AUDIO TO UGHT MODULATOR Controle intensey
of one or more lights in regrind to an aido
inOut Ufa modern opto-coupler design. Maine
voltage expend.. required. 3012-KT RIM
TRIER aDcuns in one kill 3 Pars h al
components to nuke omens foreleg, eronde or up
to 21 were Onboard relay outputs. 33116-KT WILM
8 GRAPNEL M DURX Coned' 8 relays using e
remote control um. 3372-KT IS(MF
TELEPHONE ACTIVATED SWITCH
Control 4 relays from anywhere
in world by phone Not ST
approved) 3006-KT ISBN
10,
/STEREO AMMAR
MODULE Uses TIM2009 clam AB
audio power amp K designed for
qualitutera
o
3366-KT
17W
40W of 'brute power
12VDC into 4W speaker. Ideal car booster amp.
3061-KT /718
STEREO VU METER shows peek music power
using 2 rows of 10 LED's toreen. yercre. red)
moving bar despley 0-Xklb 30
(WM
M ffliillOTE TOGGLE SWITCH Use tiny remote
control unit to wench onboard relay on/off 3068
KT 01.80
PC DATA ACOUSSIDON UNIT Enables your PC
to monitor fr control extend events 6 devices
through iFs /wend port 3093-KT IMAM
PIC 16C71 FOUR SERVO MOTOR DRIVER Indoors:Nob,. control 4 servo motors not SuPOisc0
3102-KT E/1 75
UNIPOLAR STEPPER MOTOR DOINFJI for any 5. 6
or 8 lead motors 3run modes_ 3109-KT £17.50
LASER POINTER KIT 5mW Hitachi 1570nrn red
rase, diode Attractive ORO cm* suPPONI 3070KT Eakin
ULTRASONIC MOVEMENT DETECTOR %till
controlled crtecilletor detector
rcuit b edge
mounted transducers on a
75x4Ornm PCB 4-Titi range
Adiustsble sensitivity.
Outputs to drive external
relay, circuits 9VDC. 3049-KT lfZalff

VTX -Voice Actleeted TrommItair
Powerful 2 step woce activated tranernew
Only odors when sounds ere deledeq. Bon
range Low standby current - conserves WINN
power Adjured. sererovey 6 tuent-OR deley CMIY
Iriallenrn. 3o2eer DIM
1M -Telephone Recording Interfuse
Connect between phone line b cassette recorder.
AulorneticaRy switches on tape when phone is
used Records all conversation.. Powered from line
413.32rnin. 3033-KT 1166
DNS -Tape Rosordo Vox Switch
Very winded, voice scented rentch - scorner.
cally lucre on cassette recorder when sounds se
dutocted. Adjustable serorwmaturn-oa delay.
115s19mrn inc. frliC. 3013-107 MI6

d

PieTTX -kelnimore Telephoto Transmitter
Roches anywhere to phone line. Transmits onN
a me
who, phone is odd' Ulna phone
line es »rid 6 power source
503rn nog.. gullkon.
3016.KT. LAM

Two /Melon Intersornilierd Weed Bug
Each une has its own speaker, rniaophor 6
eiripirber BM313/3). TOM into • heed wired bug by
using 4 rend ribbon cable supplied to sand Pow«
liwn the receiving unit es Ms nuncio 'bue unit OV
362147 £11.76
TeMptione awrpEier ILIt
Rck-up cool b serve amplifier let et, beer conversatiors without den hoeing Ms prone Can be
we for surwilence perms 3055-KI: BM

FACTOR

IITILMOO1-.1f="r1-ZOTeln

THE EXPERTS IN RARE b
UNUSUAL INFORMATION!
Full data* oraa X.FierOlt PUBIJCATIONS an be
found in our catalogue. NB. Minimum order chap*
for tenons and plan «13.00 PLUS normal PbP
OPIUM MUM DEVICE Complete Pens to
buid posa owl pentidos 4w nwrophore LOW to
darn( soon and sounds through open Windows and
ran wellel »Me from reds mid* pre R002
MLIO
11LEIMOIld mio RN'S Build Y01.1 our micro-beetle
telephone bug. &Mile lor any done TrenwriPx mot
250 Men -more well good move Made horn eed
to otter, cheep comment. MM.
LOCKS -Ham Ow wen and boa fa plod Mew This
ted Ned re/Kinkel se ich ell more about lode and the
en of lack elm tin many books vie hen den at 4
*nee
prias -Plead wed information and BurnReis Moan
RADIO le TUMOR PLANS We eon you how to bird
Owe <Moe« circus for derupling TV Grture
and sound plus FM redid May Lye« pur
6Me audwi11
CISCTIMe
REGUIRED.
n
60/70.110
11V.M161111111PLANII
Ciimpiets plare for budding the
Inoue kfiney Trenamied Once
Meraled on Me *get game, device
are Ros roen' bug. Jul oaths Wpm
ffione b«MM. Me unit to bear ai room
MAI*. Greet for fornerollise mosityl »DEMO
DE EMIL SOX CELL DEMIC111011 KAM Graba
traphone ode on Of Olin eirl No need to
s
fle baig. Bare/ piece this &Moe neer the crane
Ines to hoer Pe conversalione Men prod F1025 £3.00

Oil down to our

£4.99
Helping Hands with
Magnifier. Two alligator
clips hold parts securely.
Ball joints permit
movement to best working
angle. 642063

8.29

£29 99

25-Range Analogue
16 Plece Precision
Screwdriver Set.
Multimeter. Designed
Comprises of 6slot, 4 to measure AC and
Philips, 3nut drivers, 3 DC voltage, DC current,
hex keys and atorque resistance and battery
bar.

64-1961

condition.

22 7219

plus AUDIO •

You've got questions. We've got answers.
TO CONTACT YOUR NEAREST TANDY STORE CALL
FREEPHONE 0500300666
valid 21/11/97 24/12/97
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MINI CCTV CAMERA
Latest high quality

FEATURES

IR -sensitive

'Compactb light csmin
POI modes. MPsl
slOrnmil. Morena
'Low power consorrpoon
12V DC 150nr
•Lovr
0IL, IliTrunt
9igh
resolution COP imp
512682 poets
'Video otap,e lYper75(1
'Les 3.8rien. Ell
'Fred of so. 7414 s561,
*Ineremince bes
'Rem elsctronse
controlled morns
Internet synchronedon

monochrome
camera module for
Video Intercom
CCTV. Surveillance
etc. Simply plug
into scut or video.
Six on-board IR
LED's. Less than
half the size of e
cigarette packet!

ASSEMBLED UNIT30.47-AS £39.95

EDUCATIONAL •LASER •SECURITY •TEST GEAR •BOOKS b more

Our high quality protect kits are supplied with al components, fibre glass PCB's & comprehensne
instructions ME CATALOGUE with order or send 2 )(1st Caso stamps (refundable) for details of over

ADO £2.00 P & P to al orders (Europe f3, P,t of
Quasar Electronics. Goods normally despatch weir) 5
working days but please allow 28 days for delnery Prices Include VAT at 17.5%.
Queue Electronics Unit 14 Sunnningdeie BISHOP'S STORTFORD Hefts C94923 2PA
Tel./Fax 01279 1132209 E-mail: OusiornictronlesEecompuservecom.
Web It.: tottp://ounvorld.compueenre.eorn/licenepeees/euelerFJectronkie
100 kits & publications Mail Order only Please

World £4) & make chequesMO's payable to
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THE PARTS GALLERY
ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS AND
COMPONENTS
by MIKE TOOLEY

/ TWO
APPLICATIONS
ON ONE

(UK post free)

INSTITUTIONAL LICENCE
CD-ROM
(Schools/HE FE Industry)

Brooklands

£89

plus VAT
(UK post free)

College of Further and Higher Education

INSTITUTIONAL
10 USER CD-ROM
(10 user network licence)

CD•ROM

£1 69 plus VAT
(UK post free)

Introduction

Fundamental
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Circuits
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Electronic Circuits
an introduction
by Mike Tooley
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HOBBYIST/STUDENT
CD-ROM
£34 including VAT
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from Web site -http://www.MatrixMultimedia.co.uk

Many students have a good understanding of electronic
theory, but still have difficulty in recognising the vast number of different types and makes of electronic components.
The Parts Gallery has been designed to help overcome
this problem; it will enable students to recognise common
electronic components and their corresponding symbols in
circuit diagrams.
This CD-ROM also incorporates component and symbol
quizzes so that students can test their knowledge.
* Over 150 component and circuit photographs
* 100's of electronic symbols
* Self-test component and symbol quizzes

Electronic Circuits and Components provides a sound
introduction to the principles and application of the most
common types of electronic 'components and how they are
used to form complete circuits. Sections on the disc include: fundamental electronic theory, active components,
passive components, analogue circuits and digital circuits.
The virtual laboratories, worked examples and pre-designed
circuits allow students to learn, experiment and check their
understanding of each section on the CD-ROM.
* Virtual laboratories * Full audio commentary
* Over 20 links to pre-designed Electronics
Workbench circuits

All text shown on each page is also spoken. Suitable for hobbyists, trainees and students. Covers Design and
Technology: Key Stage 4 Electronics GCSE, Key Stage 3 Science. GNVO Electronics Key Stage 4. Intermediate BTEC
Electronics.
Minimum system requirements: PC with 486/25MHz, VGA + 256 colours, CD-ROM drive, 8MB RAM, 8MB hard disk
space. Windows 3.1, DOS 3.1, mouse, sound card.

CD-ROM ORDER FORM
Please send me The Parts Gallery + Electronic Circuits and Components on CD-ROM
Full name•
Address .

Post code .

Tel. No•

Signature•
IC Ienclose cheque/PO in £sterling payable to WIMBORNE PUBLISHING LTD for £
El Please charge my Visa/Mastercard: £
ICard No.

Card expiry date -

ORDERING: Student Version -price
includes postage to most countries
in the world
EU residents outside the UK add £5
for airmail postage per order

Techniques
ACTUALLY 01IM12

-by Robed Penfold

-

Spaced Out
It is essential to use some form of
spacer to keep the underside of the
board clear of the case. This will be
necessary anyway if a metal case is
used, as the copper/solder connections on the underside of the board
would otherwise be short-circuited
through the case. With any form of
circuit board it is good practice to
use spacers whether or not a metal
case is used.
Without the spacers the board
tends to buckle slightly as the mounting nuts are tightened. This is due to
the leadout wires and soldered joints

A

LTHOUGH stripboard seemed to fall out of favour
with home constructors a few years ago, it has
recently had something of a renaissance, and now
seems to be used in a fair percentage of published
projects. For the uninitiated it should perhaps be explained that stripboard is aform of proprietary printed
circuit board. It consists of athin board made from an
insulating material which is drilled with one millimetre
diameter holes in a 2.54mm (0.1 inch) matrix. Copper
strips run along each row of holes on the underside.
Stripboard is used in standard printed circuit
fashion, with the components fitted on the noncopper side of the board. The component leads are
trimmed and soldered to the copper strips which
then carry all the interconnections.
Stripboard is undoubtedly very versatile, and for
Examples of stripboard showing copper tracks (left) on rear and
many projects it represents the only viable alternaplain topside (right). Also shown is acommercial track cutter.
tive to acustom printed circuit board.
In general, it probably represents a
protruding on the underside of the
to use a hacksaw to cut along rows
more economic method of construcboard, and preventing the board
of holes. There are quick alternatives
tion than using custom boards, but it
from fitting flush with the case.
is not without afew drawbacks.
which exploit the brittleness of this
Without spacers there is a risk of
material, but these are all alittle risky
One of these is simply that
the board cracking as the areas of
projects tend to be relatively large
in that the board can easily shatboard around the mounting holes are
when built on stripboard, and this
ter. It is even necessary to take due
forced down onto the case. All that is
care when trimming stripboard using
method of construction does not
needed are a couple of extra nuts or
permit anything like the degree of
a hacksaw, as some makes of the
spacers about 6mm long used on the
component density that is possible
board seem to be very brittle indeed.
mounting bolts, between the board
with a tailor made board. Obviously
Make sure that the board is
and the case.
this is not of great importance in
securely held in place on the
some applications, but it precludes
workbench, and make the cuts using
Making a Break
its use in others.
minimal pressure. Do not try to cut
In order to produce reasonably
between rows, as they are too close
compact layouts it is usually necesThe Hole Truth
together and you are likely to end up
sary to have some of the copper
Probably the main problem when
with a board that is one set of holes
strips carry more than one set of
using stripboard is that it is not as
short on both dimensions! Cutting
connections. This is achieved by
foolproof as a custom printed circuit
along
rows of holes
inevitably
making breaks in the strips so that
board. With a custom board there
produces some very rough edges,
each section can be used for a
is one hole per component lead,
but it takes only afew seconds to file
separate set of connections.
and there is little scope for making
them to asmooth finish.
The breaks can be made using a
The next step is to drill the
mistakes. You need to be careful
special "spot face cutter" tool which
that you do not get two resistors
mounting holes which will permit the
is available from most component
finished board to be bolted in place
swapped over, or something of this
retailers, but ahandheld twist drill bit
inside the project case. Most plastic
nature, but otherwise mistakes are
of about 5mm in diameter seems to
stand-offs do not seem to work well
unlikely to occur.
do the job quite well. Whatever tool
with stripboard, with the component
Things are very different with stripyou use, make sure that the breaks
board, where it is quite normal to
board tending to unclip as easily as it
are in the right places, and that the
have something like 80 to 90 percent
clips into place. Either 6BA or metric
copper strips are cut across their full
of the holes unoccupied. This makes
M2.5 bolts provide much more
widths.
reliable results and, in either case,
it very easy to get one or two of
Do not get carried away and cut
the components in the wrong place.
mounting
holes of about three
deeply into the board, or right the
Stripboard is also unforgiving if you
millimetres in diameter are suitable.
way through! Some projects require
are a little careless when soldering
Due to the brittleness of the board
large numbers of cuts in the copit is essential that the mounting holes
components in place, and you have
per strips, and cutting deeply into
in the case are a good match for the
to keep your wits about you when
a board could seriously weaken it.
board itself. Any discrepancy is likely
using this method of construction
Err on the side of caution, but look
Occasionally a project 1-nay require
to result in the board distorting and
carefully to check that each cut has
a board that is one of the standard
cracking when it is bolted in place. If
properly severed the copper strip.
sizes in which stripboard is sold, but
necessary, use a miniature round file
The diagrams for a stripboard
in most cases a larger board must be
to elongate one or other of the sets
project usually provide reasonably
trimmed to the correct size.
of mounting holes so that the board
accurate representations of the top
There are several ways of cutting
can be bolted in place without putand bottom sides of the board,
stripboard, but the safest method is
ting it under stress.
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making it clear where the breaks are
made, where the components fit, etc.
Fig. 1 shows a simple dummy layout
diagram. Note the corner markers
which are on the same corner of the
board in the top and bottom views of
the board.
If you should accidentally make a
break in the wrong place it is not too
difficult to repair it using a piece of
wire. Soldering a tiny piece of wire in
place is virtually impossible, so start
with a piece about 50mm or more in
length. "Tin" the broken ends of the
copper strips with solder, and also
"tin" a few millimetres at one end
of the wire. It should then be very
easy to solder the end of the wire
across the gap, after which the excess
wire can be trimmed away. If you get
things badly wrong it is probably best
to start again with afresh board.
Missing Links
Once all the breaks in the copper
strips have been completed successfully it is time for the components to
be added. In the main this process
follows along the normal lines for
printed circuit construction.
One likely difference is that custom printed circuit boards have few (if
any) link-wires, whereas most stripboard layouts make extensive use of
them. In some cases they actually
outnumber the components!
The
board
designer
is
rather
hemmed-in by modern components
that
increasingly
have
rigid
pin
and lead spacing, rather than long
leadout wires which
give
more
scope with the positioning of components. Stripboard itself also imposes strict limitations on the way in
which the interconnections can be
implemented. Link-wires are therefore
needed to wend connections around
the board so that everything is
connected together in the correct
fashion.
Trimmings from resistor leadout
wires are ideal for short links, but
for the longer ones you will need
some 22s.vv.g. or 24s.w.g. (0.56mm or
0.71mm diameter) tinned copper wire.
The thinner gauge is favoured, but
either thickness will do the job well.
One way of adding the links is to
carefully shape each piece of wire,
drop it into place, trim the ends of the
wire, and then solder it in place. This
tends to be very time consuming if a
large number of links are involved,
and the following quick alternative can
be used:
Cut off a piece of wire that is
slightly over length, and solder one
end in place on the board. Thread the
other end through the appropriate
hole in the board, and using pliers on
the underside of the board pull the
wire tight. Finally, trim away the excess wire and solder the wire in place.
This method produces neat results
provided the wire is pulled quite taut,
but be careful as the wire will snap if
you slightly overdo it.
Particularly with layouts that use
large numbers of link-wires, make
sure that none are omitted. Many
794

constructors find that it helps to
tick-off each wire on the layout diagram as it is soldered into place.
When constructing practically any
printed circuit board it is best to start
with the links and small components,
gradually working up to the largest
components. Otherwise you tend to
find that the large components get in
the way, making it difficult to fit the
smaller parts.
With stripboard it can be helpful to
add the integrated circuit holders at
an early stage as they then provide
markers which help you to navigate
your way around the board.
Some stripboard layout diagrams
carry numbers and letters to identify
the copper strips and columns of
holes. Some constructors find it helpful to copy these onto the board
itself, and this should greatly reduce
the risk of making errors in component placement. A fibre-tipped pen
which has a spirit based ink should
mark stripboard quite well, and once
dry the ink should not rub off too
easily.
Ido not generally bother to mark
the boards in this way, but with larger
boards it is well worthwhile placing
marks at every five or ten holes along
the board. This only takes a few
seconds and makes finding the right
positions for components much easier
and quicker.
Mind the Gap
Undoubtedly, the main cause of
problems with stripboard is accidental
solder "bridges" across adjacent copper strips. With only 2.54mm between
rows of holes, the gap between one
copper strip and the next has to be
minute. In fact there is a gap of only
0.5mm between each pair of strips.
It only takes a small amount of
excess solder to produce a solder

bridge between two strips. Consequently, solder bridges occur on
practically every stripboard project.
Fortunately, most of these solder
bridges are very obvious, and will be
spotted even before the solder has
set. When a bridge occurs, remove
all the solder from the offending
joint or joints using a desoldering
pump, or desoldering wick, and then
resolder the connections.
From time to time there can be
problems with solder bridges that are
far from obvious. Either the amount
of solder involved can be very small,
or it can be hidden by excess flux
in the solder. Routine checks of all
completed stripboards for accidental
short circuits prior to fitting them in
the case are recommended.
It is always advisable to clean the
copper side of the board first
before undertaking any checking.
Special cleaning fluids are available,
but simply
brushing
the
board
vigorously with something like an old
toothbrush thoroughly cleans the
board.
Close Up
Even if you have keen eyesight, a
fairly powerful magnifier greatly increases your chances of spotting any
solder bridges. An 8x loupe (also
sold as a "lupe") of the type sold by
many photographic stores is ideal for
this job. Pay particular attention to
points on the board where there are
a lot of joints packed together, and at
the ends of copper strips.
Stripboard is not as easy to use as
a custom printed circuit board, but it
is not really that difficult to use either.
Get everything in the right place and
avoid solder bridges, and there is
no reason why stripboard projects
should not always work first time
(well, nearly always).
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£1 BARGAIN PACKS
- List 3
One item only per pack unless otherwise stated
See last month for Nos 1 and 2 and next month
for Nos 4 and 5.
SOLAR CELL, will give 100mA of free electricity. Ref
631
PLASTIC FAN BLADES. 3" diameter push-on spindle
pack of 2 Ref 638
PC GAMES in cases for remaking, pack of 6. Ref 645
PIEZO NOISE MAKERS, standard size pack of 2. Ref.
647
DITTO but mini. only 23mm across, pack of 2. Ref. 648.
COVERS, suit Piezo sounders, etc.. need 22mm hole,
pack of 6. Ref 651
10A MICROSWITCHES with screw terminals, mains voltage. pack of 2. Ref 662
PCB MOUNTED RELAY. 5V 6V coil. 2 changeover 5A
contacts. Ret 665
CONTROLLED 4 ROCKER SWITCH, 3 of its switches
cannot be on unless the first master is on. suit 3kW blow
on heaters. etc., Ref. 666
0.33µF 1000V CAPS, ideal to put in series with 115V
2-4W motors, pack of 4. Ref. 672.
COPPER CLAD PANEL, size 12" x 9 approximately.
make your own PCB or it s strong enough to act as a
chassis Ref 683
100M COIL OF CONNECTING WIRE, Ref 685.
DC MOTOR, extra efficient. needs little current so will
work with solar cells. Ref 687
SUB MIN PUSH SWITCHES, pack of 2. Ref 688.
CERAMIC BEADS, ideal insulation where heat or flame.
pack 01100 Ret 690
6" LENGTHS OF ¼ DIAMETER PAX TUBING, make
useful test prods etc.. pack of 3. Ref 691
1920 VINTAGE RESISTORS, you have probably never
seen any quite like these, pack of 2. Ref 695
440V AC CAP, 40 F, aluminium cased. Ref 702.
POWER SUPPLY UNIT, output 9V 100mA DC. Ref 733.
FOLD OVER TYPE TELESCOPIC AERIAL, Ref. 757
AM/FM TUNING CAPACITOR, air spaced with
spindle. Ref. 743
MULTI -VOLTAGE TRANSFORMER, 20VA. gives 10V.
9V. 8V 7V. 1' :V or 1V Ref 744
D.P.D.T. ROCKER SWITCHES for motor reversing etc..
pack of 2. Ref 745
NOISE TRANSPARENT SPEAKER MESH, 12. 9",
pack ol 4. Rel 746
LIGHTEST
TOUCH
CHANGEOVER
MICROSWITCHES, mains voltage pack of 2. Ref 748.
PAIRS PORCELAIN INSULATORS, pack of 4. suitable
cabin aerials. etc.. Ref 749.
CASED PSU, AC outputs. 15V 150mA and 9.8V 60mA,
Ref 751
3 CHANGEOVER CONTACT RELAY with coil. suitable
for 12V AC or 6V DC. Ref 753
LEVER-OPERATED MICROSWITCHES, en-equipment.
batch tested, any faulty would be replaced. pack of 10.
Ref 755
PROJECT BOX, size approximately 100mm x
75mm x24mm. its lid is a metal heatsink. Ref. 759.
EX-BT INSTRUMENT ,n plastic case with carrying
handle has many useful parts. Ref 760.
PICK-UP ARM with diamond stylus. new and unused.
Ref. 764
RUBBER FEET, fit corners of square chassis pack of
20. Ref 769
24V BAKELITE ENCASED AC OR DC BUZZER, Ref.
774
COMPONENT MOUNTING TAG STRIP, 32 tags each
side. Ret 779.
'h MEG POTS, each fitted double-pole switch pack of 2.
Ref 780
THERMOSTAT for a refrigerator. Ref. 783
CIO MICROSWITCHES operated by a wire control to
spindle through side, pack of 4. Ref. 786
MULTI-TAG MAINS PANEL, has 12 tags to take •
push-on connectors. Ref. 792.
REED SWITCH, flat instead of round so many more can
be stacked in a small area. Ref. 796.
VERY THIN DRILLS 10.3mmi. pack of 12. Ref 797.
ROCKER SWITCHES, spring loaded with changeover
10A 230V contacts, pack of 2. Ref. 800.
MAINS CIRCUIT BREAKER, 7A. push-button operated.
Ref 802
IN-LINE SWITCH intended for electric blanket to give
variable heat but obviously has other uses. Ref 805
PLUG FOR CAR LIGHTER SOCKETS, each having internal fuse pack of 2 Ref 809
MAINS TRANSFORMER 12-0-12V, 6W, Rel. 811.
10M OF MAINS VOLTAGE FLEX with screen and outer
PVC insulation. Ref 815
COMPUTER GRADE CAPACITOR, 10.000é.i.F 15V. Ref.
816
13A ADAPTORS to each take 2 plugs pack of 2. Ref.
820
MAINS ISOLATION TRANSFORMER 10W. Ref 821
0-1 F
250V
MAINS
WORKING
SUPPRESSOR
CAPACITOR, pack of 5. Rol 836
RING MAIN JUNCTION BOXES, 13A. 230V. pack of 3.
Ref BD1
FLUSH PLATE LIGHT SWITCHES, 5A, white. pack of 2.
Ref BD5
OCTAL VALVE BASES. Paxolin, pack of 4. Ref 12.
GERMANIUM TRANSISTORS, 0C45 etc.. pack of 50
assorted Ref 15
LIGHT SENSITIVE TRANSISTORS, ref OCP70. pack of
2. Ref 14
LOUDSPEAKER CROSSOVER, for tweeter mid-range
and woofer Ref 23
KEY SWITCH, panel mounting with key. Rel. 31.

CAMCHARGER

YOU SAVE £40

CAMCORDER BATTERY
QUICK CHARGER (WITH
RECONDITIONER & TESTER)

THE

JAP

MADE

12V

12A-SEALED BATTERY
from

regular

suppliers

costs £50 you can have
one from us for only £10
including
VAT
if
you
collect or £12 if we have
to send Being sealed it
can be used in any
position and is maintenance free All in tip top condition
and fully guaranteed. Order Ref 12P32 Or if you want a
smaller one we have 12V 2.3AH. regular price £14, yours
for only £3.50, Order Ref 3 5P11
FLASHING

BEACON.

Uses

an

XENON

tube

and

has amber-coloured dome with separate bracket. 12V
operated Price only £5, Order Ref 5P.267
HIGH RESOLUTION MONITOR. 9- by Philips

in metal

frame for easy mounting Brand new. offered at less than
the price of the tube alone £15, Order Ref 15P1
15W 8" SPEAKER AND 3" TWEETER. Amstrad

made

for their high quality music centre. £4 per pair. Order Ref.
Brand new and boxed
Order Ref 15F,73

Normal price £35 yours for £15,

INSULATION TESTER WITH MULTIMETER. Internally

TOROIDAL MAINS
TRANSFORMERS

directly in megohms

The multimeter has four ranges.

ACCC Volts. 3 ranges milliamps. 3 ranges resistance
and 5 amp range These intruments are ex-British Tele-

All with 220 240V pr.,11, y
0-30V +0-30V at 120VA. would
give you 30V at 4A or 60V at
2A. price £8. Order 8PE2. Order
Ref 8PG2 0-110V f. 0-110V at
120VA would give you 110V at just
over 8A or 220V at 12A. price £8,
Order Rel. 8PG3 0-35V + 0-35V
at 150VA would give you 35V at 4A or 70V at 2A

4P57
generates voltages which enables you to read insulation

com but in very good condition tested and guaranteed
OK, probably cost at least £50, yours for only £7.50 with
leads. carrying case £2 extra. Order Ref. 75P4.
We have some of the above testers but slightly faulty. not
working on all ranges, should be repairable we supply
diagram. £3, Order Ref 3P176
250W LIGHT DIMMER. Will fit in place of normal wall
Price

£8. Oder Ret - 8PG9 0-35V + 0-35V at 220 VA would
give you 35V at 6"2A or 70V at 3' A, price £9, Order Ref
9PG4 0.110V + 0.110V at 220VA would give you 110V
at 2A or 220V at 1A. price £10, Order Ref 10PG5 0.45V
+ 0-45V at 500 VA would give you 45v at 11A or 90V at
5' A. price £20, Order Ref: 20PG7. 0-110 + 0-110V at
500 VA would give you 110V at 5A or 220V at nearly 3A.
price £25, Order Ref 25PG7
SUPER WOOFERS. A 10" 4ohm with a power rating of
250W music and normal 150W Normal selling price for
this is £55 • VAT. you can buy at £29 including VAT and
carriage. Order Ref' 29P7 The second one is a 8- 4ohm.
200W music. 100W normal Again by Challenger. price
£18, Order Ref: 18P9
Deduct 10% from these prices
if you order in pairs or can
collect. These are all brand
new in maker spacking.

switch. only £2 each. Order Ref 2P380 Note these are
red, blue green or yellow but will take emulsion to suit
the colour of your room Please state colour required.
LCD 3W DIGIT PANEL METER. This is a multi-range
voltmeter ammeter using the A.D converter chip 7106 to
provide five ranges each of volts and amps

Supplied

with full data sheet Special snip price of £12, Order Ref •
12P19
MINI BLOW HEATER.
airing cupboard.

etc

16W. ideal for under desk or

Needs only a simple mounting

frame. £5, Order Ref 5P23
MEDICINE CUPBOARD ALARM. Will warn when cupboard door is opened. Light makes the bell ring. Neatly
cased requires only a battery. £3, Order Ref' 3P155
DON'T LET IT OVERFLOW. Be it bath, sink cellar,
sump, etc.. this device will tell you when the water has
risen to the pre-set level. Adjustable

neatly cased for

wall mounting £3, Order Ref 3P156

SOLDERING IRON.
Super mains powered with long life ceramic element,
heavy duty 40W for that extra special lob Complete with
plated wire stand and 245mm leads. £3, Order Ref
3P221

DIGITAL THERMOMETER. Suitable for outdoors or indoors. has an extra wide temperature range -50 to
+ 70 C. complete with heavy duty battery which should
last several years lis sensor can be outside. but with the
read-out inside £4, Order Ref 4P104

SMART HIGH QUALITY ELECTRONIC KITS
All kits are complete with PCB and other components in a blister
pack. If you want more information about them, we have copies of
the illustrated Smart catalogue available price VI
Cat.
No.
1003
1005
1008
1010
1016
1023
1024
1025
1026
1027
1029
1030
1035
1039
1041
1042
1043
1047
1048
1050
1052
1053
1054
1056
1057
1058
1059
1060
1062
1063
1064
1067
1068
1070
1085
1086
1089
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Description

Price

5 watt electronic siren
Touch switch
SF function generator
5-input stereo mixer, with monitor output
Loudspeaker protection unit
Dynamic headphone preamp
Microphone preamp
7watt hi-fi power amplifier
Running lights
NiCad battery charger
4-sound electronic siren
Light dimmer
Space sound effects
Stereo VU meter
25 watt hi-li power amplilher
AF generator 250Hz-16KHz
Loudness stereo unit
Sound switch
Electronic thermostat
3-input hi-fi stereo preamplifier
3-input mono mixer
Electronic metronome
4-input instrument Mixer
8-20V 8A stabilised power supply
Cassette headphone preamplifier
Electronic car ignition
Telephone amplifier
+40V 8A power supply
5V 05A stabilised supply for TTL
12V 2A power supply
+ 12V 05A stabilised supply
Stereo vu meter with leads
18V 0.5A stabilised power supply
Video signal amplifier
D.0 converter 12V to 6V or 7.5V or 9V
Music-to light for your car
L E D flasher 555 tester

2.53
2.87
6.90
19.31
3.22
2.50
2.20
2.53
4.60
3.91
3.00
2.53
2.30
4.60
4.60
1.70
3.22
5.29
3.68
12.42
6.21
3.22
2.76
12.42
3.22
7.82
4.60
8.28
2.30
2.30
3.22
9.20
2.53
2.76
2.53
4.60
1.61

Cat.
No.
1090
1093
1094
1098
1100
1103
1106
1107
1112
1113
1115
1118
1123
1124
1125
1126
1127
1128a
1133

Description

Price .

Stress meter
Windscreen wiper controller
Home alarm system
Digital thermometer with Icd
display
2 u 18 watt integrated amplifier
L.E.D power meter
Thermometer with I.e d s
Electronics to help win the pools
Loudspeaker protection with delay
2 u 18 watt power amplifier
Courtesy light delay
Time switch with triac. 0-10 wins
Morse code generator
Electronic bell
Telephone lock
Microphone preamplifier
Microphone tone control
Power flasher 12v d c
Stereo sound-to.leght

3.22
3.68
12.42
11.50
18.39
1.84
6.90
3.68
4.60
5.98
2.07
4.14
1.84
2.76
2.68
4.60
4.60
2.53
5.26

TERMS

Send cash, PO cheque or quote credit card number
- orders under £25 add £3 50 service charge

J & N FACTORS
Pilgrim Works (Dept. E.E.)
Stairbridge Lane, Bolney,
Sussex RH17 5PA
Telephone: 01444 881965
795

Regular Clinic

CIRCUIT
SURGERY
ALAN WINSTANLEY
Our monthly column of readers' questions and problems looks at silver
solder, resistor power ratings and we get to grips with digital counters with
afollow-up article by Ian Bell of the University of Hull.

A

S IF to coincide with Part One of
our new Teach-1n '98 series, Tim
Butcher of Cropston, Leicester asks for
help identifying resistors.
Being an electronics student. I try to
recycle old circuit boards as much as
possible in order to re-use components.
One problem concerns resistors — 1 can
readily decode their values from the
coloured bands, but what about the power
dissipation ratings? Is there a way of
telling this?
It's quite easy to make an educated
guess as to the power rating of many
resistors. You can't measure this with test
equipment, and the answer is really just to
try to identify the part and assess the
physical size of the component. Most
quarter-watt resistors are about the same
size (I'm sure you've seen some) as are
most half-watt types. It is safe to make an
assumption about the power rating if you
know that it's a carbon-film/metal film
type: you can judge by the size and shape,
more than anything.
It's more difficult to deal with unusual
resistors, notably wirewound types. This
comes with experience up to apoint, but it
can be quite misleading to judge from
the dimensions. Sometimes, markings are
included on the body (e.g. the maker's
name, such as Welwyn), and this can then
be cross-referred to a reputable catalogue.
Harder still are those rectangular power
resistors which could be anything from a
few watts up to 20-30 watts or so.
With experience, you can soon judge the
power rating just as you can read the
resistor colour code, and you will soon
start to recognise similar parts cropping up
repeatedly. Checking through any current catalogue will be of help because
they quote the dimensions. The useful book Newnes Electronics Tool Kit
by Geoff Phillips (ISBN 0-7506-0929-X)
gives several pages of resistor dimensions
and manufacturers type nunibers. Worth
checking.

rectified and smoothed power supply
(August issue). Mr. Reid comments:
Whilst Schade developed his reference
work primarily when working with thermionic rectifiers (valves/vacuum tubes) it
is never the less quite inaccurate when
used with semiconductor rectifiers — and
more so when dealing with high power
types. A. Leiders has written a very
thorough paper which deals with the
theory of semiconductor-capacitor d.c.
power supplies and also presents superb
nomographs as a design aid. The paper is
entitled Single-phase rectifier circuits with
CR filters — Parts I & II, published in
Electronic Components and Applications.
Vol. 1Nos. 3& 4, May and August 1979. I
have found it exceedingly accurate and
can thoroughly recommend it.
Thanks. Ibelieve Isaw Schade's graphs
being used in a p.s.u. design example of
an old, rebadged National Semiconductor
data book in the late seventies, though, and
it clearly referenced semiconductor rectifiers. It's one area where rule of thumb
design sometimes seems to prevail!

Cascading Counters
Let's now follow on from last month's
general discussions about digital counter
technology when we introduced some of
the jargon describing counters. Ian Bell of
the University of Hull, continues with our
"counter intelligence" and helping out
with afew queries from readers: thanks to
Roger Dewhurst of Rotorua, New Zealand
who asks:If I cascade 4017 counters to count
pulses at millisecond intervals what interface do Irequire between the counters and
the I.e.d. display? And is there a better

way of counting pulses up to 99,999 in
number?
Meantime, Mr. B. McClellan of Chester
asks for help in cascading 4017 counters
together to form a longer sequence. This
problem isn't nearly as straightforward as
you might think! Mr. McClellan says:
I'm trying to link two 4017 decade
counters to form asimple sequencer which
will drive a siring of lamps sequentially.
Unfortunately Icould not get the second
4017 counter to continue the sequence.
Could you help me with the wiring to get
the second chip working properly?
In many applications it is necessary to
use more than one counter device in order to be able to count a large enough
number. For example you need five BCD
counters — one for each digit — to count in
decimal from 0 to 99,999. This is usually
easy to' do because many counters have
special outputs for doing this, often called
carry-out (CO), or ripple carry (RC) or terminal count (TC).
In some cases the "carry" is connected
to the clock of the next counter, whilst in
others it is connected to the count-enable
input of the following stage. If the carry is
connected to the clock of the next stage,
this is known as ripple-clocking, whereas
the latter use of a count enable input on
fully synchronous counter provides afully
synchronous n-digit counter which is both
faster and less prone to glitches. For this
reason use the count-enable for cascading
if possible when using counters which
provide it.
The two-clock up/down counters such
as the 74192 are slightly different in that
they have two outputs — "carry out" to
connect to the up-clock on the next stage.

Schade Graphs
Thanks to Mr. David Reid of Livingston
who followed up on the use of Schade's
graphs for computing the values of a
796

Fie 1. 4017 functional diagram and pin-outs.
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(because CP I=0),
The 74185 did provide a binary to BCD
conversion function, but these devices are
but disables the
probably no longer available. A single
clock to the next
74185 could convert a6-bit binary number
stage by gating off
CPI INPUT
and multiple devices could be connected to
with the AND gates
shown.
However,
cope with larger numbers (3 for 8-bit biMR INPUT 1
nary, 8for I2-bit, and 16 for 16-bit).
the
first
stage
A possible solution for advanced readers
counting
is
not
00 OUT
having access to an EPROM programmer
gated off so it will
is to set up an EPROM or two as alookup
count.
When
it
01 OUT j
table converting binary to BCD. For exreaches 09 = 1 it
ample 8 address lines and 12 data lines
disables itself (beMUT
would be required to convert 8-bit bicause CP I= 1) so it
nary to 3-digit BCD. The EPROM(s) constops with 09 = I.
03 OUT
tents are set up so that the binary number
This gates the clock
04 OUT
selects an address at which the BCD code
through to the next
for that number has been stored. If all
stage.
This
se05 OUT
you want is to display the binary then
quence continues,
EPROM(s) could also convert directly to
as
each
stage
06 OUT
seven-segment codes. You would require
reaches 09 = 1 it
more EPROMs (more data lines — 21 for 3
disables itself and
07 OUT
digits) but you would not need sevengates the clock to
segment decoders.
the next stage. The
09 OUT
If you're looking for adecade counter to
last stage is slightly
drive aseven-segment output, the 4026 and
different, when it
09 OUT
4033 will both do this with low- power
reaches 09 = I it
seven-segment displays. They're harder to
resets the first stage
05.
9OUT
find in the major catalogues (presumably
(and
hence
all
due to lack of demand by industry) but
the
others)
and
Fig.2. Output timing sequence of 4017.
are fun to play with. Housed in a I6-pin
the sequence starts
package, these chips will decode a clock
over again. Cute!
pulse and advance aseven-segment display
and "borrow-out" to connect to the
Using three 4017s in this manner
by I. So simply clock the chip and the
down-clock of the succeeding counter.
actually gives a"1-of-25" (i.e. 25 outputs
display will advance by I.
The popular 4017 is a five-stage decade
pulsed in sequence). If you required other
Multi-digit displays are often time-multicounter with a decoded decimal output,
sequence lengths it is simply a matter of
plexed so that only one digit is on at atime
with pinouts shown in Fig. I. Let's check
wiring the reset of the first stage to a
— old I.e.d. calculators worked this way —
out this device in more detail. It has two
different output of the final stage, so for
but the switching between digits is so fast
clock pins labelled CP() (pin 14) and CP I
example to get a"1-of-20" code sequence
that it appears static to the human eye. This
(pin 13). Other data sources may label
you would wire MR of stage 1to 04 of the
them differently: pin 14 may be the clock
saves on wiring complexity and decoders
3rd stage.
as all the segment lines for each display
and pin 13 the clock inhibit. This counter
Displaying Counter Outputs
can be wired together. For example a 5is advanced either by a positive edge on
BCD counter outputs can be connected
digit separate display requires 35 segment
CP0 with low, or by a negative edge on
directly to BCD to seven-segment display
lines plus 5 common lines and 5 decoders,
CP Iwith CP0 high, see Fig. 2. A high on
decoder driver chips such as the 7447 and
whereas amultiplexed display only needs 7
pin 15 (MR — master reset) clears the
4511 (as used on the Teach-In '93 Mini
segment lines plus 5digit selectors and one
counter to read "zero" output (denoted by
Lab), which will directly drive aseven segdecoder. Multidigit multiplexed displays are
the 0() output being alogic 1).
The 4017 can be cascaded to produce
ment display and are easy to use. The 4511
available as modules. The 4534 5-decade
offers 25mA output current per pin, and has
a multi-digit "1-of-10" coded decimal
counter has tri-state BCD outputs which are
display blank and lamp test features for
count by connecting the output of one
multiplexed using an internal scanner and it
further control of seven segment displays.
can be cascaded easily.
stage to the clock of the next stage, with
Typically, use a 220 ohm resistor in series
CP() held high, or by connecting 09 of one
Supplier update
with each output connected to the I.e.d.
stage to CP0 of the next stage with CP I
Time to update you on a couple .of
There are also displays with built-in«
low.
suppliers. Without the services of mail
decoders and drivers such as the TIL311
Cascading 4017 ring counters to
order suppliers, it's a fact that many
hexadecimal display with binary inputs
produce sequences of more than 10 codes
readers would find it utterly impossible to
and the HP 5082-7300 BCD numerical
with only one output at a time is a little
enjoy hobby or educational electronics.
display with built-in decoders and onmore complex, because unlike binary or
Not everyone, myself included, has a
board memory.
BCD counting, only one stage should be
good electronics component store on their
Converting binary to, BCD or seven segcounting at any one time. The circuit
doorstep and mail order means that parts
ment format is considerably more difficult.
required to do this is shown in Fig. 3,
which is actually a "classic" industrystandard method shown in several data
books. Note that the sequence lengths are
not 20 and 30 from 2 and 3 devices
respectively, because of the way in which
the o
o,
and 09 outputs are used to control
the counting. Fig. 3shows acircuit with a
"first" and "last" stage, with any number
of intermediate stages also represented.
This circuit works as follows.
Assuming we start with the first stage at
logic zero, then 00 = 1 will cause all
8DECODED
subsequent stages to reset. The reset
OUTPUTS
ripples through from one stage to the next,
with each stage 00 = 1driving the reset of
CLOCh
the following stage. Note that 00 is not
used as adecoded output except from the
INTERMEDIATE STAGE
LAST SWGE
FIRST STAGE
first stage. At this point all the 09 outputs
Fig. 3. Method of cascachng 4017 counters.
are zero. This enables the counters
CP 0INPUT_4 1

21

1314

5

6

71

18
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are just a letter-box or phone call away.
The hoary old argument of minimum
postage and packaging charges is one I
don't have time for — one reader criticised
me for using allegedly esoteric parts which
weren't readily available from his local
electronics shop. When I argued that
mail-order postage & packing costs are
likely to be far cheaper than using acar to
visit astore anyway, so Ididn't understand
the problem, he argued that he bicycled to
his store, and that costs nothing! Can't
win.

ElectroValue
Many enthusiasts know of ElectroValue
Ltd. and it's good to see their latest
catalogue making an appearance. They are
well known for their very large range
of Siemens semiconductors, passive and
electromechanical components, and they
carry a good range of general components for both industry and hobbyist.
The company moved into new, larger
premises and have gained BSI certification
to IS09002. Their new mail order address
is: ElectroValue Ltd., Unit 5, Beta Way,
Thorpe Industrial Park, Egham, Surrey,
TW20 8RE. Tel. 01784 433604. E-mail

evalueecompuserve.com. The catalogue
costs £2.50 including U.K. P&P.

Silver Solder
Jeff Spina over in the USA E-mailed a
query on silver solder which will interest
Theremin and audio fans:
/'ve just ordered my first project kit (the
PAJA music synthesiser) and was told to
use silver solder — 62%-36%-2% to help
prevent RF in the circuit. Will this be OK?
Thanks for any info.!
Interesting. Multicore Solders sell this
as "Smart Wire" silver loaded solder.
It's very expensive and I'm personally
unaware of any claims made regarding
RF stability. It's advertised as being
"non spitting" with good resistance to

thermal fatigue and is designed for
hand soldering of delicate surfacemounted components. Silver solder is
also available with 5.5% and 10% silver
which has a higher melting point than
usual.
The
silver
solder offers
a
lower resistance
than
usual
which
is said to be better for soldering
e.g. hi-fi systems together. I guess
silver solder can only result in an
improved finish but I'm unsure of any
supportive evidence which says you'd
notice any difference. Audiophiles will
soon correct me! Comments welcomed.
Next month: Ian Bell checks out
switch debouncing and random number
generation as we continue our mini-series
on digital counting.

CIRCUIT THERAPY
Circuit Surgery is your column. If you have any queries or comments,
please write to: Alan Winstanley, Circuit Surgery, Wimborne Publishing Ltd.,
Allen House, East Borough, Wimborne, Dorset, BH21 1PF, United Kingdom.
E-mail alaneepemag.demon.co.uk. Please indicate if your query is not for
publication. A personal reply cannot always be guaranteed but we will try to
publish representative answers in this column.

Computer Controlled Robotics

SQUIRES
MODEL AND' CRAFT TOOLS
A comprehensive range of miniature hand and
power tools featured in afully illustrated

144 page Mail Order Catalogue

New 1998 Issue
SAME DAY DESPATCH
FREE POST &PACKING
For your free copy of our catalogue
write, telephone or fax to:

J
Telephone for our catalogue or visit our web site for further details
All prices exclude 17.5% V.A.T.
and £4.50 carriage charge.
technologyindex@btintemet.corn
http://vAvw.technologyindex.com
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eivimm

Technology Education Index
40 Wellington Road
Orpington
Kent BR5 4AQ
Tel: 01689 876880

Squires, The Old Corn Store,
Chessels Farm, Hoe Lane,
Bognor Regis, West Sussex
P022 8NW
Tel/Fax: 01243 587009 TIC
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SURVEILLANCE

PROFESSIONAL «ALM' KITS

No. I for Kite
Whether your requirement for surveillance equipment is amateur, professional or you are just fascinated by this unique area of
electronics SUMA DESIGNS has akit to fit the bill. We have been designing electronic surveillance equipment for over 12
years and you can be sure that all our kits are very well tried, tested and proven and come complete with full instructions,
circuit diagrams, assembly details and all high quality components including fibreglass PCB. Unless otherwise stated all
transmitters are tuneable and can be received on an ordinary VHF FM radio.
Genuine SUMA kits available ey direct from Suma Designs. Beware inferior imitations!
UTX Ultra-miniature Room Transmitter
Smallest room transmitter kit in the world! Incredible 10mm x20mm including mic.
3V-12V operation. 500m range
£16.45
MIX Micro-miniature Room Transmitter
Best-selling micro-miniature Room Transmitter. Just 17mm x 17mm including mic.
3V-12V operation. 1000m range
£13.45
STX High-performance Room Transmitter
High performance transmitter with a buffered output stage for greater stability and
range. Measures 22mm x22m, including mic. 6V-12V operation. 1500m range £15.45
VT500 High-power Room Transmitter
Powerful 250mW output providing excellent range and performance.
Size 20mm x40mm. 9V-12V operation. 3000m range

£16.45

VXT Voice-Activated Transmitter
Triggers only when sounds are detected. Very low standby current. Variable sensitivity
and delay with LED indicator. Size 20mm x67mm. 9V operation. 1000m range. £19.45
HVX400 Mains Powered Room Transmitter
Connects directly to 240V A.C. supply for long-term monitoring.
Size 30mm x35mm. 500m range

£19.45

SCRX Subcarrier Scrambled Room Transmitter

Scrambled output from this transmitter cannot be monitored without the SCDM decoder
connected to the receiver Size 20mm x67mm 9V operation. 1000m range
£22.95
SCLX Subcarrier Telephone Transmitter
Connects to telephone line anywhere. requires no batteries. Output scrambled so
requires SCDM connected to receiver. Size 32mm x37mm. 1000m range
£23.95
SCDM Subcarrier Decoder Unit for SCRX
Connects to receiver earphone socket and provides decoded audio output to
headphones. Size 32mm x70mm. 9V-12V operation
£22.95
ATR2 Micro-Size Telephone Recording Interface
Connects between telephone line (anywhere) and cassette recorder. Switches tape
automatically as phone is used. All conversations recorded. Size 16mm x32mm.
Powered from line
£13.45

*** Specials ***
DLTX/DLRX Radio Control Switch
Remote control anything around your home or garden. outside lights.
alarms, paging system etc. System consists of asmall VHF transmitter with
digital encoder and receiver unit with decoder and relay output. momentary
or alternate. 8-way d.i.l, switches on both boards set your own unique
security code. TX size 45mm x 45mm. AX size 35mmx 90mm. Both 9V
operation. Range up to 200m.
Complete System (2 kits)
£50.95
Individual Transmitter DLTX
£19.95
Individual Receiver DLRX
£37.95
MBX-1 Hi -Fi Micro Broadcaster
Not technically a surveillance device but a great idea! Connects to the
headphone output of your Hi -Fi, tape or CD and transmits Hi -Fi quality to a
nearby radio. Listen to your farvourite music anywhere around the house.
garden, in the bath or in the garage and you don't have to put up with the
DJ's choice and boring waffle.
Size 27mm x60mm. 9V operation. 250m range
£20.95

SUMA
DESIGNS

UTLX Ultra-miniature Telephone Transmitter
Smallest telephone transmitter kit available incredible size of 1
Omm x20mm!
Connects to line (anywhere) and switches on and off with phone use.
All conversation transmitted. Powered from line. 500m range

£15.95

TLX 700 Micro-miniature Telephone Transmitter
Best-selling telephone transmitter. Being 20mm x 20mm it is easier to assemble
than UTLX. Connects to line (anywhere) and switches on and off with phone use.
All conversations transmitted. Powered from line. 1000m range
£13.45
STLX High-performance Telephone Transmitter
High performance transmitter with buffered output stage providing excellent stability
and performance. Connects to line (anywhere) and switches on and off with phone
use. All conversations transmitted. Powered from line.
Size 22mm x22mm. 1500m range
£16.45
TKX900 Signalling/Tracking Transmitter
Transmits acontinuous stream of audio pulses with variable tone and rate Ideal for
signalling or tracking purposes. High power output giving range up to 3000m.
Size 25mm x63mm. 9V operation
£22.95

CD400 Pocket Bug Detector/Locator

LED and piezo bleeper pulse slowly, rate of pulse and pitch of tone increase as you
approach signal. Gain control allows pinpointing of source.
Size 45mm x54mm. 9V operation
£30.95

CD600 Professional Bug Detector/Locator

Multicolour readout of signal strength with variable rate bleeper and variable sensitivity
used to detect and locate hidden transmitters. Switch to AUDIO CONFORM mode to
distinguish between localised bug transmission and normal legitimate signals such as
pagers. cellular, taxis etc. Size 70mm x100mm. 9V operation
£50.95
OTX180 Crystal Controlled Room Transmitter
Narrow band FM transmitter for the ultimate in privacy. Operates on 180MHz and
requires the use of ascanner receiver or our ORX180 kit (see catalogue).
Size 20mm x67mm. 9V operation. 1000m range
£40.95
QLX180 Crystal Controlled Telephone Transmitter
As per OTX180 but connects to telephone line to monitor both sides of conversations.
20mm x67mm. 9V operation. 1000m range£40.95
QSX180 Line Powered Crystal Controlled Phone Transmitter
As per OLX180 but draws power requirements from line No batteries required
Size 32mm x37mm. Range 500m
£35.95
QRX 180 Crystal Controlled FM Receiver
For monitoring any of the '0' range transmitters. High sensitivity unit. All RF section
supplied as pre-built and aligned module ready to connect on board so no difficulty
setting up. Output to headphones. 60mm x75mm. 9V operation
£60.95

Abuild-up service is available on all our kits if required.
UK customers please send cheques. POs or registered cash. Please add
£2.00 per order for P&P. Goods despatched ASAP allowing for cheque

clearance. Overseas customers send Sterling Bank Draft and add £5.00
per order for shipment. Credit card orders welcomed on 01827 714476
OUR LATEST CATALOGUE CONTAINING MANY MORE
NEW SURVEILLANCE KITS NOW AVAILABLE .SEND TWO
FIRST CLASS STAMPS OR OVERSEAS SEND TWO IRCS .

DEPT. EE
THE VVORKSHOPS, 95 M AIN ROAD,
BAXTERLEY, N EAR A THERSTONE,
W ARWICKSHIRE CV9 21 E
VISITORS STRICTLY BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

Tel/Fax:
01827 714476
/99

DIRFC
INTRODUCING M CROPROCESSORS
Mike Tooley B A. published by Everyday Practical
Electronics)
A complete course that can lead successful readers to
the award of a City and Guilds Certificate in Introductory
Microprocessors (726,103). The book contains everything
you need to know including full details on registering for
assessment, etc.
Sections cover Microcomputer Systems, Microprocessors, Memories, Input,Output, Interfacing and Programming. There are various practical assignments and eight
Data Pages covering popular microprocessors.
And excellent introduction to the subject even for those
who do not wish to take the Chi and Guilds assessment.
80 pages
Order code TI-88 89
£2.45
ELECTRONICS TEACH-IN No 6
DESIGN YOUR OWN CIRCUITS
(published by Everyday Practical Electronics)
Mike Tooley B.A.
This book is designed for the beginner and experienced
reader alike, and aims to dispel some of the mystique
associated with the design of electronic circuits. It shows
how even the relative newcomer to electronics can, with
the right approach, design and realise quite complex
circuits.
Fourteen individual p.c.b modules are described which,
with various detailed modifications, should allow anyone
to design and construct a very wide range of different
projects. Nine "hands-on" complete DIY projects have
also been included so readers can follow the thinking behind design, assembly, construction, testing and
evaluation, together with suggested "mods" to meet
individual needs.
The subjects covered in each chapter of the book are:
Introduction and Power Supplies; Small Signal Amplifiers;
Power Amplifiers: Oscillators; Logic Circuits; Timers;
Radio; Power Control; Optoelectronics.
The nine complete constructional projects are: Versatile Bench Power Supply: Simple Intercom; Bench
Amplifier Signal Tracer; Waveform Generator; Electronic
Die; Pulse Generator; Radio Receiver; Disco Lights
Controller; Optical Communications Link
136 pages
Order code 716
£3.45
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BOOK SERVICE
The books listed have been selected by Everyday Practical
Electronics editorial staff as being of special interest to
everyone involved in electronics and computing. They are
supplied by mail order to your door. Full ordering details are
given on the last book page.
FOR A FURTHER SELECTION OF BOOKS SEE THE NEXT
TWO ISSUES OF EPE.
Note our UK postage costs just £1.50 no matter how
many books you order!
TEACH-IN No 7 plus FREE SOFTWARE
ANALOGUE AND DIGITAL ELECTRONICS COURSE
(published by Everyday Practical Electronics)
Alan Winstanley and Keith Dye B.Eng(Tech)AMIEE
This highly acclaimed EPE Teach-In series, which included
the construction and use of the Mini Lab and Micro Lab
test and development units, has been put together in
book form. Additionally, EPT Educational Software have
developed a GCSE Electronics software program to compliment the course and aFREE DISK covering the first two
parts of the course is included with the book
An interesting and thorough tutorial series aimed sped.
fically at the novice or complete beginner in electronics.
The series is designed to support those undertaking either
GCSE Electronics or GCE Advanced Levels, and starts
with fundamental principles.
If you are taking electronics or technology at school
or college, this book is for you. If you just want to
learn the basics of electronics or technology you must
make sure you see it. Teach -ln No. 7will be invaluable
if you are considering a career in electronics or even
if you are already training in one. The Mini Lab and
software enable the construction and testing of both
demonstration and development circuits. These learning aids bring electronics to life in an enjoyable and
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interesting way: you will both see and hear the electron
in actionl The Micro Lab microprocessor add-on system
will appeal to higher level students and those developing microprocessor projects
160 pages
Order code 717
£3.95
ELECTRONIC PROJECTS BOOK 1
(published
by
Everyday Practical Electronics in
association with Magenta Electronics)
Contains twenty projects from previous issues of EE
each backed with a kit of components The projects
are: Seashell Sea Synthesizer, EE Treasure Hunter,
Mini Strobe Digital Capacitance Meter, Three-Channel
Sound to Light, BBC 16K sideways RAM, Simple Short
Wave Radio, Insulation Tester, Stepper Motor Interface,
Eprom Eraser, 200MHz Digital Frequency Meter, Infra
Red Alarm, EE Equaliser, Ioniser, Bat Detector, Acoustic
Probe, Mainstester and Fuse Finder, Light Rider - (Lapel
Badge. Disco Lights. Chaser Light), Musical Doorbell,
Function Generator, Tilt Alarm, 10W Audio Amplifier, EE
Buccaneer Induction Balance Metal Detector, BBC Midi
Interface, Variable Bench Power Supply, Pet Scarer,
Audio Signal Generator.
128 pages
£2.45
Order code EP1

PROJECT
COSTRUCTION
TEST EOUIPMENT CONSTRUCTION
R. A. Penfold
This book describes in detail how to construct some
simple and inexpensive but extremely useful, pieces of
test equipment. Stripboard layouts are provided for
all designs, together with wiring diagrams where appropriate, plus notes on construction and use.
The following designs are included: AT Generator, Capacitance Meter, Test Bench Amplifier,
AF Frequency Meter, Audio Mullivoltmeter, Analogue
Probe, High Resistance Voltmeter, CMOS Probe, Transis.
tor Tester, TTL Probe.
The designs are suitable for both newcomers and more
experienced hobbyists
104 pages
order code BP248
£3.99

RADIO /TV /VIDEO
ELECTRONIC PROJECTS FOR VIDEO
ENTHUSIASTS
R. A. Penfold
This book provides a number of practical designs for
video accessories that will help yOu get the best results
from your camcorder and VCR. All the projects use
inexpensive components that are readily available, and
they are easy to construct Full construction details are
provided, including stripboard layouts and wiring diagrams. Where appropriate, simple setting up procedures
are described in detail; no test equipment is needed.
The projects covered in this book include: Four channel
audio mixer, Four channel stereo mixer, Dynamic noise
limiter IDNL(, Automatic audio fader, Video faders. Video
wipers, Video crispener. Mains power supply unit.
109 pages
Order code BP356
£4.95

SETTING UP AN AMATEUR RADIO STATION
I. D. Poole
The aim of this book is to give guidance on the decisions
which have to be made when setting up any amateur
radio or short wave listening station. Often the experience which is needed is learned, by one's mistakes,
however, this can be expensive. To help overcome this,
guidance is given on many aspects of setting up and
running an efficient station. It then proceeds to the
steps that need to be taken in gaining a full transmitting
licence.
Topics covered include
The equipment that is
needed; Setting up the shack; Which aerials to use,
Methods of construction; Preparing for the licence.
An essential addition to the library of all those taking
their first steps in amateur radio.
86 pages
Order code BP300
£3.95

800

EXPERIMENTAL ANTENNA TOPICS
H. C. Wright
Although nearly acentury has passed since Marconi's first
demonstration or radio communication, there is still research and experiment to be carried out in the field of
antenna design and behaviour.
The aim of the experimenter will be to make a
measurement or confirm aprinciple, and this can be done
with relatively fragile, short-life apparatus. Because of this,
devices described in this book make liberal use of
cardboard, cooking foil, plastic bottles, cat food tins, etc.
These materials are, in general, cheap to obtain and easily
worked with simple tools, encouraging the trial-and-error
philosophy which leads to innovation and discovery.
Although primarily a practical book with text closely
supported by diagrams, some formulae which can be
used by straightforward substitution and some simple
graphs have also been included.
72 pages
Order code BP278
£3.50
25 SIMPLE INDOOR AND WINDOW AERIALS
E. M. Noll
Many people live in flats and apartments or other types of
accommodation where outdoor aerials are prohibited, or
a lack of garden space etc prevents aerials from being
erected. This does not mean you have to forgo shortwave
listening, for even a 20-foot length of wire stretched out
along the skirting board of a room can produce acceptable results. However, with some additional effort and ex.
perimentation one may well be able to improve performance further.
This concise book tells the story, and shows the reader
how to construct and use 25 indoor and window aerials that
the author has proven to be sure performers.
Much information is also given on shortwave bands, aerial
directivity, time zones, dimensions etc.
50 pages
Order code BP136
£1.75

A BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO MODERN ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS
R. A. Penfold
The purpose of this book is to provide practical inf of mation to help the reader sort out the bewildering array of
components currently on offer. An advanced knowledge
of the theory of electronics is not needed, and this book is
not intended to be acourse in electronic theory. The main
aim is to explain the differences between components of
the same basic type (e.g. carbon, carbon film, metal film,
and wire.wound resistors) so that the right component for
a given application can be slected. A wide range of components are included, with the emphasis firmly on those
components that are used a great deal in projects for the
home constructor.
166 pages
order code BP285
£4.99
HOW TO DESIGN AND MAKE YOUR OWN PC Bs
R. A. Pent old
Deals with the simple methods of copying printed circuit
board designs from magazines and books, and covers
all aspects of simple p.c.b. construction including photo.
graphic methods and designing your own p.c.b.s.
80 pages
Order code BP121
£.50
AUDIO AMPLIFIER CONSTRUCTION
R. A. Penfold
The purpose of this book is to provide the reader with a
wide range of preamplifier and power amplifier designs
that will, it is hoped, cover most normal requirements.
The preamplifier circuits include low noise microphone
and RIAA types, a tape head preamplifier, a guitar
preamplifier and various tone controls. The power
amplifier designs range from low power battery operation
to 100W MOSFET types and also include a 12 volt bridge
amplifier capable of giving up to 18W output.
All the circuits are relatively easy to construct using the
p.c.b. or stripboard designs given. Where necessary any
setting-up procedures are described. but in most cases no
setting-up or test gear is required in order to successfully
complete the project.
100 pages
Temporarily out of print
DESIGN YOUR OWN CIRCUITS
See ELECTRONICS TEACH IN No 6above left.
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CIRCUITS AND DESIGN
PRACTICAL OSCILLATOR CIRCUITS
A. Fhnd
Extensive coverage is given to circuits using capacitors
and resistors to control frequency. Designs using
CMOS, timer i.c.s and op.amps are all described in•
detail, with a special chapter on "waveform generator"
i.c.s. Reliable "white" and "pink" noise generator
circuits are also included.
Various circuits using inductors and capacitors are
covered, with emphasis on stable low frequency generation. Some of these are amazingly simple, but are still
very useful signal sources.
Crystal oscillators have their own chapter. Many of
the circuits shown are readily available special i.c.s for
simplicity and reliability, and offer several output frequencies. Finally, complete constructional details are
given for an audio sinewave generator
133 pages
Order code BP393
£4.99
•
PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC CONTROL PROJECTS
Owen Bishop
Explains electronic control theory in simple, nonmathematical terms and is illustrated by 30 practical
designs suitable for the student or hobbyist to build.
Shows how to use sensors as input to the control
system, and how to provide output to lamps, heaters,
solenoids. relays and motors.
Computer based control is explained by practical
examples that can be run on a PC. For standalone systems, the projects use microcontrollers, such
as the inexpensive and easy-to-use Stamp BASIC
microcontroller. These projects are chosen to introduce
and demonstrate as many aspects as possible of the
programming language and techniques
198 pages
Order code BP377
£5.99
COIL DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTIONAL MANUAL
B. B. Babani
A complete book for the home constructor on "how to
make" RF, IF, audio and power coils, chokes and transformers. Practically every possible type is discussed and
calculations necessary are given and explained in detail.
Although this book is now twenty years old, with the
exception of toroids and pulse transformers little has
changed in coil design since â was written.
96 pages
Order code 160
£3.95
PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS HANDBOOK Fourth Edition. Ian Sinclair
Contains all of the everyday information that anyone
working in electronics will need.
It provides a practical and comprehensive collection
of circuits, rules of thumb and design data for professional engineers, students and enthusaists, and therefore enough background to allow the understanding and
development of arange of basic circuits.
Contents: Passive components, Active discrete
components, Discrete component circuits, Sensing
components, Linear I.C.s, Digital I.C.s. Microprocessors
and microprocessor systems, Transferring digital data,
Digital-analogue conversions, Computer aids in electronics, Hardware components and practical work,
Standard metric wire table, Bibliography, The HEX
scale, Index.
440 pages
Order code NE21
£12.99

AUDIO IC CIRCUITS MANUAL
R. M. Marston
A vast range of audio and audio-associated i.c.s are
readily available for use by amateur and professional
design engineers and technicians. This manual is a
guide to the most popular and useful of these devices,
with over 240 diagrams. It deals with i.c.s such as low
frequency linear amplifiers, dual pre-amplifiers, audio
power amplifiers, charge coupled device delay lines,
bar-graph display drivers, and power supply regulators.
and shows how to use these devices in circuits ranging
from simple signal conditioners and filters to complex graphic equalizers, stereo amplifier systems, and
echo/reverb delay lines etc.
168 pages
IMEElain
£13.95
OPTOELECTRONICS CIRCUITS MANUAL
R. M. Marston
A useful single-volume guide to the optoelectronics
device user, specifically aimed at the practical design
engineer, technician, and the experimenter, as well as
the electronics student and amateur. It deals with the
subject in an easy-to-read, down-to-earth, and non.
mathematical yet comprehensive manner, explaining
the basic principles and characteristics of the best
known devices, and presenting the reader with many
practical applications and over 200 circuits. Most of
the i.c.s and other devices used are inexpensive and
readily available types, with universally recognised type
numbers.
182 pages
order code NE14
£14.99
OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER USER'S HANDBOOK
R. A. Penfold
The first part of this book covers standard operational
amplifer based "building blocks" (integrator, precision
rectifier, function generator, amplifiers, etc), and considers the ways in which modern devices can be used
to give superior performance in each one. The second
part describes a number of practical circuits that exploit

A BEGINNERS GUIDE TO CMOS DIGITAL ICs
R. A. Penfold
Getting started with logic circuits can be difficult, since
many of the fundamental concepts of digital design tend
to seem rather abstract, and remote from obviously useful
applications. This book covers the basic theory of digital
electronics and the use of CMOS integrated circuits, but
does not lose sight of the fact that digital electronics has
numerous "real world - applications.
The topics covered in this book include: the basic concepts of logic circuits; the functions of gates, inverters and
other logic "building blocks"; CMOS logic i.c. characteristics. and their advantages in practical circuit design; oscillators and monostables (timers); flip ,flops, binary dividers
and binary counters; decade counters and display drivers.
The emphasis is on apractical treatment of the subject,
and all the circuits are based on "real" CMOS devices. A
number of the circuits demonstrate the use of CMOS logic
i.c.s in practical applications.
119 pages
arder code BP333
£4.95
50 CIRCUITS USING GERMANIUM, SILICON AND
ZENER DIODES
R. N. Soar
Contains 50 interesting and useful circuits and applications,
covering many different branches of electronics, using one
of the most simple and inexpensive of components -the
diode. Includes the use of germanium and silicon signal
diodes, silicon rectifier diodes and Zener diodes, etc.
64 pages
Order code BP36
£1.95

AUDIO AND MUSIC
NTRODUCTION TO DIGITAL AUDIO
(Second Edition)
an Sinclair
Digital recording methods have existed for many years
and have become familiar to the professional recording
engineer, but the compact disc (CD) was the first device to
bring audio methods into the home. The next step is the
appearance of digital audio tape (DAT) equipment.
All this development has involved methods and circuits
that are totally alien to the technician or keen amateur
who has previously worked with audio circuits. The principles and practices of digital audio owe little or nothing
to the traditional linear circuits of the past, and are much
more comprehensible to today's computer engineer than
the older generation of audio engineers.
This book is intended to bridge the gap of understanding for the technician and enthusiast. The principles and

BOOK ORDERING DETAILS
Our postage price is the same no matter how many books you order, just add £1.50 to
your total order for postage and packing (overseas readers add £3 for countries in the
EEC, or add £6 for all countries outside the EEC, surface mail postage) and send a PO,
cheque, international money order (£ sterling only) made payable to Direct Book Service
or credit card details, Visa or Mastercard -minimum credit card order is £5 -to:
DIRECT BOOK SERVICE, 33 GRAVEL HILL, MERLEY, WIMBORNE, DORSET BH21 1RW
(mail order only).
Books are normally sent within seven days of receipt of your order. Please check price
and availability (see latest issue of Everyday Practical Electronics) before ordering from old
lists.
For afurther selection of books see the next two issues of EPE.
DIRECT BOOK SERVICE IS A DIVISION OF WIMBORNE PUBLISHING LTD. Tel 01202 881749
Fax 01202 841692. Due to the cost we cannot reply to overseas orders or queries by Fax.
E-mail:editorial@epemag.wimborne.co.uk
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modern operational amplifiers, such as high slew-rate,
ultra low noise, and low input offset devices. The projects
include: Low noise tape preamplifier, low noise RIAA
preamplifier, audio power amplifiers. d.c. power controllers, opto-isolator audio link, audio millivolt meter,
temperature monitor, low distortion audio signal generator, simple video fader, and many more.
120 pages
Order code BP335
£4.95
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methods are explained, but the mathematical background
and theory is avoided. other than to state the end product.
128 pages
Order code PC102
£7.95
PROJECTS FOR THE ELECTRIC GUITAR
J. Chatwin
This book is for anyone interested ir the electric guitar. It
explains how the electronic functions of the instrument
work together, and includes information on the various
pickups and transducers that can be fitted. There are complete circuit diagrams for the major types of instrument,
as well as a selection of wiring modifications and pickup
switching circuits. These can be used to help you create
your own custom wiring.
Along with the electric guitar, sections are also included relating to acoustic instruments. The function of
specialised piezoelectric pickups is explained and there
are detailed instructions on how to make your own
contact and bridge transducers. The projects range from
simple preamps and tone boosters. to complete active
controls and equaliser units.
92 pages
Order code BP358
£4.95
MIDI SURVIVAL GUIDE
Vic Lennard
Whether you're a beginner or a seasoned pro, the MIDI
Survival Guide shows you the way. No maths, no MIDI
theory, just practical advice on starting up, setting up
and ending up with aworking MIDI system.
Over 40 cabling diagrams. Connect synths, sound
modules, sequencers, drum machines and multitracks.
How to budget and buy secondhand. Using switch,
thru and merger boxes. Transfer songs between
different sequencers. Get the best out of General MIDI.
Understand MIDI implementation charts. No MIDI
theory.
104 pages
Order code PC111
£6.95
PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC MUSICAL
EFFECTS UNITS
R. A. Fanfold
This book provides practical circuits for a number of
electronic musical effects units. All can be built at relatively low cost, and use standard, readily available components. The projects covered include: Waa-Waa Units;
Distortion Units; Phaser; Guitar Envelope Shaper;
Compressor; Tremolo Unit; Metal Effects Unit; Bass
and Treble Boosters; Graphic Equaliser; Parametric
Equaliser. The projects cover a range of complexities,
but most are well within the capabilities of the average
electronics hobbyist. None of them require the use of
test equipment and several are suitable for near
beginners.
102 pages
Order code BP368
£4.95
LOUDSPEAKERS FOR MUSICIANS
Vivan Capel
This book contains all that aworking musician needs to
know about loudspeakers; the different types, how they
work, the most suitable for different instruments, for
cabaret work, and for vocals. It gives tips on constructing cabinets, wiring up, when and where to use wad•
ding, and when not to, what fittings are available, finishing, how to ensure they travel well, how to connect
multi-speaker arrays and much more.
Ten practical enclosure designs with plans and comments are given in the last chapter, but by the time
you've read that far you should be able to design your
own!
164 pages
Order code BP297
£3.95
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BABANI BOOKS
We now supply all the books published by Bernard Banani (Publishing)
Ltd. We have always supplied a selected list of Babani books and you will
find many of them described on the previous pages or the next two issues
of Everyday Practical Electronics (all books with a BP prefix to the order
code are Babani books). Many readers have asked us to also supply various
other Babani books, which have areputation for value for money.
Code

Price

Code

Title

50 Projects using Relays. SCRs and TRIACs

£2 95

BP293

An Introduction to Radio Wave Propagation

BP44

IC 555 Projects

f399

BP48

Electronic Projects for Beginners

£1 95

BP37

Title

Our Customers tell us they appreciate our speedy service and low
postage charge and they would like to be able to purchase all the books
from us and thus keep the postage charge to an absolute minimum (1.50p
for UK p&p no matter how many books you buy). We are pleased to be
able to respond; we are now able to meet all your requirements for
Babani books.
Prie

Code

Title

Pmre

f395

BP351

WordPerfect 6Explained

E5 95

BP352

Excel 5Explained

ES 95

BP353

WordPerfect 6.0 for Windows Explained

£5.95

BP354

Word 6for Windows Explained

£5.95

BP357

A Concise Introduction to Pressworks

£5.95

BP360

A Practical Introduction to Sage Sterling •2
for Windows

£4.95

BP298

A Concise Introduction to the Mac System if
Finder

£3 95

Antennas for VHF and UHF

£4 95

BP76

Power Supply Projects

£2 50

BP301

BP78

Practical Computer Experiments

£1 75

BP305

Learning CAD with AutoSketch for Windows

£5 95

BP90

Audio Projects

£2 50

BP306

A Concise introduction to Am Pro 3

£5 95

BP115

The Pre-computer Book

£1 95

BP311

An introduction to Scanners and Scanning

£4 99

BP125

25 Simple Amateur Band Aerials

£1 95

BP312

An Introduction to Microwaves

£3 95

BP361

Sage Sterling -2for Windows Explained

£5.95

BP132

25 Simple SW Broadcast Band Aerials

£1 95

BP313

A Concise Introduction to Sage

£3 95

BP362

Access One Step at aTime

£4.95

BP315

An introduction to the Electromagnetic Wave

£4 95

Further Practical Electronics Calculations
b Formulae

BP363

Practical Electronic Music Projects

£4.95

£5 95

BP317

Practical Electronic Timing

£4 95

BP364

A Concise Introduction to Designworks 2

£5.95

BP145

25 Simple Tropical and MW Band Aerials

£1 75

BP320

Electronic Projects for Your PC

£3 99

BP367

Electronic Projects for the Garden

£4.95

BP147

An Introduction to 6502 Machine Code

£2 95

BP324

The Art of Soldering

£3 95

BP370

The Superhet Radio Handbook

£4.95

BP171

Easy Add-on Projects for Amstrad CPC 464.
664, 6128 and MSX Computers

BP325

A Concise Users Guide to Windows 3.1

£2 95

£4 95

BP372

CA-SuperCalc for Windows Explained

£5.95

BP182

MIDI Projects

f295

BP326

An Introduction to Satellite Communications

£5 95

BP373

An Introduction to Networks for PC and
Mac Users

£5.95

BP375

The Novice Radio Amateurs Examination
Handbook

£4 95

BP380

Advanced Projects For The Electric Guitar

£4 99

Easy PC Interfacing

£4 95

BP144

BP192

More Advanced Power Supply Projects

£2 95

BP327

DOS One Step at aTime (covers Version 62)

£4 99

BP328

Sage Explained

BP193

LOGO for Beginners

£2 95

£5 95

BP329

Electronic Music Learning Projects

BP245

Digital Audio Projects

£2 95

£4 95

BP330

BP246

Musical Applications of the Atari ST's

£5 95

A Concise User's Guide to Lotus 1-2-3
Release 24

£4 95

BP385

BP249

More Advanced Test Equipment Construction

f350

A Beginners Guide to MIDI

£4 95

BP387

VVindwos One Step at aTune

£4 95

BP250

Programming in FORTRAN 77

f495

BP334

Magic Electronics Projects

£495

BP388

Why Not Personalise Your PC

£4 95

BP251

Computer Hobbyists Handbook

f595

BP336

BP258

Learning to Program in C

f495

A Concise Users Guide to Lotus 1-2-3
Release 34

£5 95

BP259

A Concise Introduction to UNIX

£2 95

BP337

Power Point for Windows Explained
Practical Oscillator Circuits
Electronics Hobbyists Data Book

ES 95
£4 99
ES 95

BP261

A Concise Introduction to Lotus 1-2-3
(Revised Edition)

A Concise Users Guide to Lotus 1-2-3
for Windows

BP389
BP393
BP396

£5 95

£3 95

BP341

MS-DOS 6Explained Icovers V6 21

ES 95

BP398
BP399

Sage Instant Accounting Explained
Windows '95 One Step at aTime

£5 95
£4 95

BP262

A Concise Introduction to Wordperfect
IRevised Edition)

BP343

A Concise Introduction to Microsoft
Works for Windows

BP400

Windows 95 Explained

ES 95

£3 95

£5 95

BP401

Transistor

BP264

A Concise Advanced User's Guide to
MS-DOS

BP345

Getting Started in Practical Electronics

£4 95

BP402

MS -Office One Step at aTime

ES 95

£2 95

BP346

Programming in Visual BASIC for Windows

ES 95

BP403

The Internet and World Wide Web Explained

£5.95

8P273

Practical Electronic Sensors

f495

BP349

Practical Opto -Electronic Projects

MS Works for Windows 95 explained

ES 95

A Concise Introduction to SuperCal5

£3 95

£4 95

BP405

BP274

£4 95

f699

£2 95
£4 99

Electronic Board Gart

MS Office 95 one step at atime

Short Wave Superhat Receiver Construction
An Introduction to UHF VHF for Radio Amateurs

BP350

BP409

BP276
BP281
BP284
BP292

Programming in OuickBASIC
Public Address Loudspeaker Systems

£4 95
£3.95

BP331

ES 95
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PCB SERVICE

NOTE: While 95°o of our boards are held in stock and are dispatched within
seven days of receipt of order, please allow a maximum of 28 days for
delivery -overseas readers allow extra if ordered by surface mail.
Back numbers or photostats of articles are available if required - see the
Back Issues page for details.
Please check price and availability in the latest issue.
Boards can only be supplied on a payment with order basis.

KNOCK DOWN SALE of Pus.
£2.00

Any of the above for just £2 each inc. VAT and p&p.
Back numbers or photostats of articles are available see the
Back Issues page for details.

PROJECT TITLE

Order Code

The Ultimate Screen Saver
Foot-Operated Drill Controller
Model Railway Signals
12V 35W PA Amplifier

MailiZ

Cost

928
929
930

£5.66
£5.73
£5.96
£12.25

Multi-Purpose Thermostat
MAR 95
Multi-Project PCB
Sound-Activated Switch
Audio Amplifier
Light Beam Communicator (2 boards required)

931
932

£6.30
£3.00

Multi-Project PCB
Light-Activated Switch
Switch On.'Off Timer
Continuity Tester
Auto Battery Charger
•National Lottery Predictor

932

£3.00

934
935

£5.36
£5.34

938
939
940

£7.78
£6.05

941
942

£6.71
£7.90

943

£5.60

•

APR 95

MIDI Pedal
MAY'95
Club Vote Totaliser
PIC-DATS Development System (double-sided p.t.h.)
EPE 1-11F1 Valve Amplifier Phase splitter
PIC -DAIS 4 -channel Light Chaser

WHINE

HV Capacitor Reformer
EMU"
Ramp Generator
Logic Board (double-sided p.t.h r& Analogue
board (pair)
Automatic Curtain Winder
Windicator

We have a few p.c.b.s left from past projects these are being offered at the
knock down price of £2.00 each - no matter what size they are (some of
these boards are worth over £15.00 each) while stocks last. This price
includes VAT and UK post - overseas orders please add 50p postage (or
£1 per board for airmail postage).
Electronic Snooker Scoreboard. 832. Bike Odometer (pair of boards)
836.7: Amstrad PCW A to D Converter (double-sided).
838: Linear Power Supply (double-sided). 844: 1W
Stereo Amplifier. 851: Visual Doorbell. 863: CCD TV
Camera - Control Board. 865: CCD TV Camera Combined Video. Test 8. Ext Plug Boards. 866are: EPE
EACH
SounDAC PC Sound Board. 868: Microprocessor
inc VAT
Smartswitch. 881: Print Timer. 874: Simple NiCad
and p&p
Charger. 884. Stereo HiFi Controller - Power Supply.
886 - Main Board, 887 - Expansion/Display Boards.
(pair) 888. Dancing Fountains - Filter, 891 - PC-Compatible Interface
(double-sided). 892: Seismograph - Sensorfilter. 896 - PC-Compatible
Interface (double-sided), 898 - Clock/Mixer. 897: Visual/Audio Guitar Tuner.
900: Audio Auxiplexer - Control Board, 903 - Receiver. 904: Power
Controller, 905: 1000V,500V Insulation Tester. 906: Active Guitar Tone
Control, 907: TV Off-er (pair). 908(909: Video Modules - 1Simple Fader. 910
-Improved Fader. 911 - Video Enhancer. 912: Rodent Repeller, 913: Video
Modules - 2 Horizontal Wiper. 916 - Vertical Wiper. 917 - 4-Channel Audio
Mixer. 918: Spacewnter Wand. 921: Universal Digital Code Lock. 922: Video
Modules -3 Dynamic Noise Limiter. 919 - System Mains Power Supply. 920
Magnetic Field Detector. 923: Model Railway Track Cleaner. 924: Moving
Display Metronome. 925.
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SEE PREVIOUS PAGE FOR FULL ORDERING DETAILS

Printed circuit boards for certain EPE constructional projects are available from the
PCB Service, see list. These are fabricated in glass fibre, and are fully drilled
and roller tinned. All prices include VAT and postage and packing Add £1 per
board for airmail outside of Europe Remittances should be sent to The PCB Service, Everyday Practical Electronics, Allen House, East Borough, Wimborne,
Dorset BH21 1PF. Tel: 01202 881749; Fax 01202 841692 (NOTE, we cannot
reply to orders or queries by Fax); E-mail: editorial@epemag.wimborne.co.uk .
Cheques should be crossed and made payable to Everyday Practical Electronics
(Payment in £sterling only).

Special

Data

927

944 5
946
947

£32.00
£6.75
£4.10

Microcontrolled 3-Digit Timer
IR Remote Control -Transmitter
Receiver
Personal Practice Amplifier

MIMI

992

Low-Range Ohmmeter Adaptor
Simple Theremin
Vandata
Boot Control Unit
Display Unit

liafflaal

926

952

£5.55
£6.68

953
954

£10.52
£6 61

915

932

£6.55
£3.00

955
956

£5.76
£9.31

992

£3.00

958
959
960

£8.04
£8.32
£6.15

Sound Switch
KIME.
Multiple Project PCB
Audio Sinewave Generator
Treble Booster
Infra-Red Controller Alarm (2 boards required)
Capacitor Check
Ginormous VU Meter
Multiple Project PCB
Mr.:01EM
Video Enhancer -Current Tracer Distortion Effects Unit
Digital Delay Line
50Hz Field Meter
Temperature Warning Alarm (Teach-In '96)

948
949
950

£6.61
£5 76
£6.14
£6.09
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Order Code

PROJECT TITLE
Stereo "Cordless "Headphones
DEC'95
Transmitter
Receiver
e EPE Met Office -Sensor/Rainfall/Vane
Spiral transparency free with above p.c.b.
Light-Operated Switch
Modular Alarm System (Teach-In -96)
Audio Meter and Amplifier
*EPE Met Office JAN -96
Computer Interface (double-sided)
Audio Signal Generator
Mains Signalling Unit. Transmitter and Receiver
Automatic Camera Panning (Teach-In '961
Printer Sharer
Analogue Frequency Meter
Van-Speed Dice (Teach-In '96)
Mains Signalling Unit -2
12V Capacitive PSU
*PIC-Electric Meter -Sensor/PSUControl/Display

FEB 96

Multi-Purpose Mini Amplifier
MAR'96
•PIC -Electric -Sensor/PSU -Control/Display
High Current Stabilised Power Supply
Mind Machine Mk Ill -Sound and Lights
Infra-Zapper Transmitter/Receiver
(Teach-In '96)
Mind Machine Mk Ill - Programmer
Bat Band Converter/B.F.O.
Hearing Tester
Event Counter (Teach-In '96)

APR 96

B.F.O. and Bat Band Converter
Versatile PIR Detector Alarm
Mind machine Mk Ill -Tape Controller
Midi Analyser
Countdown Timer (Teach-In '96)

MAY 96

Sarah's Light
Home Telephone Link
*PulStar
VU Display and Alarm

JUNE 96

Ultra-Fast Frequency Generator
JULY 96
and Counter -Oscillator/L.C.D. Driver
Timed NiCad Charger
Single-Station Radio 4Tuner
Twin-Beam Infra-Red Alarm Transmitter/Receiver
4 Games Compendium
Mono "Cordless" Headphones

961
962
963/965

Cost
£8.04
£7.66
£11.33

966
967a/b
968

£6.37
£7.12
£5.99

964
969
970/971 (pr)
972
973

£7.69
£6.58
£9.09
£6.63
£9.93

957
974

£6.70
£5.69

975

£6.07

£6.90
£5.36
£6.04
£6.10
£5.42
£5.91

MAY 97

133
144
149
150
151

£6.59
£7.69
£7.83
£4.91
£4.47

153
154
155
156
158

£6.58
£6.42
£6.93
£7 39
£6.37

152

£6.69

932
159
160
161
162

£3.00
£6.40
£6.75
£6.70
£6.60

AUG'97

932
146
163
164

£3.00
£6.55
£6.72
£7.02

ZOMBI

140
157
165

£6.59
£6.63
£7.82

166
167

£5.72
£5.12

Quasi-Bell Door Alert
2M F.M. Receiver
•PIC -A-Tuner
Window Closer -Trigger
-Closer
Child Minder Protection Zone
-Transmitter
-Receiver
Pyrotechnic Controller
•PIC Digilogue Clock
Narrow Range Thermometer

R&M

Micropower PIR Detector - 1
Infra-Red Remote Control Repeater
(Multi-project P.C.B.)
Karaoke Echo Unit - Echo Board
-Mixer Board
Computer Dual User Interlace
•PEsT Scarer

MIMI

981/982 (pr)

£8.01

983
984a/b
985
986

£7.36
£5.80
£6.87
£8.39

984a/b
988
989
992
993

£5.80
£6.76
£6.70
£6.74
£9.44

996
997 (pr)
998
999

£7.17
£10.72
£6.60
£7.02

994/995 (pr)
100
101

£12.72
£6.99
£7.02

102103 (pr)
104

£10.50
£6.09

EPE SOFTWARE

990/991 (pr)

£10.16

Software programs for the EPE projects marked above with an asterisk
(•)are available altogether on a single 3.5 inch PC-compatible disk, or

£12.18
£6.07

Mobile Miser

107

£6.36

Bike Speedo

108

£6.61

109
110

£6.31

Power Check
Analogue Delay/Flanger

111

£7.95

Draught Detector

112

£6.22

Simple Exposure Timer

113

£6.63

114

£6.98

Direct Conversion 80m Receiver

116

£7.52

Vehicle Alert

117

£6.55

- Main Board

118

£7.33

- PSU

119

£5.39

SEPT 96

Variable Bench Power Supply
Universal Input Amplifier
Micropower PIR Detector -2Controller
•PIC-OLO
Active Receiving Antenna
Soldering Iron Controller
•PIC Noughts & Crosses Game
Micropower PIR Detector -3
Alarm Disarm Reset Switch
Ironing Safety Device
Remote Control Finder
Rechargeable Handlamp
•PIC Water Descaler

OCT'97

168
169
170

£6.32
£6.23
£6.90

•EPE Time Machine
Auto-Dim Bedlight
Portable 12V PSU'Charcier

NOV'97

171
172
173

£8.34
£6.63
£6.61

OCT 96

115

£7.83

120

£7.85

-Negative Supply Generator

122

£5.96

-Step-Down Regulator

123

- Step-Up Regulator

124

£6.01
£6.12

NOV 96

•Central Heating Controller
D.C. to D.C. Converters

DEC 96

Stereo Cassette Recorder
Playback/PSU
Record/Erase

121
127

£22.00

128

£7.94

129

£9.04

131/132 (pr)

£12.70
£40.00

Theremin MIDI/CV Interface (double-sided p.t.h.)
Mains Failure Warning

130 (set)
126

£6.77

Pacific Waves
PsiCom Experimental Controller

136

£9.00

137

£6 78
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Service at £2.75 (UK) to cover our admin costs (the software itself is free). Overseas £3.35 surface mail, £4.35 airmail. Alternatively, the files can be downloaded free from our Internet FTP site:
ftp://ttp.epemag.wimborne.co.uk.

EPE PRINTED CIRCUIT
BOARD SERVICE

1
IOrder Code

Project

Quantity

Price

Name
IAddress
1

1
I Ienclose payment of £

(cheque/PO in £sterling only) to

Everyday
Practical Electronics

£7.23

JAN 97

Current Gen. -Amp/Rect.

as needed via our Internet site. The same disk also contains the
following additional software: Simple PIC16C84 Programmer (Feb'96).
The disk (order as "PIC -disk") is available from the EPE PCB

£6.42

10MHz Function Generator

*Earth Resistivity Meter

141
142
143
145
147
148

£6.12
£9.90
£6.62
£7.39

106

EPE Elysian Theremin
(double-skied p.t.h.)
•PIC Digital/Analogue Tachometer

APRIL 97

£9.90

105

Tuneable Scratch Filter

•PIC -Agoras -Wheelie Meter
418MHz Remote Control -Transmitter
- Receiver
Puppy Puddle Probe
MIDI Matrix -PSU
- Interlace

976
977/978 (Pr)
979
980

Garden Mole-Ester

Video Fade-to-White

£7.16
£6.75
£6.45
£7.20

977/978 (pr)

Component Analyser (double-sided p.t.h.)

•PIC-Tock Pendulum Clock

125
135
138
139

AUG 96

-Transmitter/Receiver

Cost

Order Code

PROJECT TITLE
Oil Check Reminder
KUM.
Video Negative Viewer
Tri -Colour NiCad Checker
Dual-Output TENS Unit (plus Free TENS info.)

I
I
I
I
I

ISignature

I

I
I

Access (MasterCard) or Visa No.
Minimum order for credit cards £5

I
I
I

I

Card Exp. Date

1
1
1
.
Please supply name and address of cardholder if cfillerent from the address shown
.
I .. .. .. .., .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. MMMMMMM •
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SURFING THE INTERNET

NET WORK
ALAN WINSTANLEY

ENET WORK is our monthly column for those readers having
to the Internet. EPE operates aweb site to support its
rea ers at http://www.epennig.wimborne.co.uk and our additional
FTP server is at ftp://ftp.epemag.wimborne.co.uk where we have
avariety of files available related to our magazine and projects. This
month's PIC project is at sub-directory /TIMEMACHINE.
Hopefully. by the time you read this, our new Secure Server
will be on-line. Idiscussed the issues surrounding on-line ordering in Net Work, July 1997 issue. The new Secure Server allows
subscriptions and Back Orders to be purchased with acredit card.
Watch out for the http:// address and the key logo (Netscape), or
the padlock symbol (Explorer), in your browser window signifying that you are connected to asecure site.
e'
access

Buying your first PC
Last month Igrumbled about the High Street salesman who
knew nothing about the digital camera that I wanted to buy:
however, he tried to flog an extended warranty because "digital
cameras are fragile and Icould accidentally damage it", he said.
A follow-up mailshot has duly arrived, offering more of the same.
The deal is in fact now called aservice agreement, and it does not
cover "product failure through negligence, abuse or misuse of the
product": so if Itried to see how high the camera bounced when I
dropped it. Iwouldn't have had aleg to stand on anyway.
If you're thinking of buying your first home computer in time
for Christmas, especially if you are now intrigued by what the
Internet has to offer, then now is the time to start looking. The
object of this month's Net Work is to prevent those readers thinking of buying a new PC, from being ruthlessly strapped by a
Salesman from Hell who would say anything to make a sale.
Here's my quick guide for first-time home computer buyers:
Home computers come in two flavours: IBM is the name in
personal computers (PCs), the mainstream alternative is Apple
Macintosh ("Macs"): neither are directly compatible with the
other. However, most PCs are now not built by IBM but are said
to be "IBM compatible" —the so-called "IBM clone". As far as
the mass market goes, the place is stuffed full of PC-compatible
hardware Ind software, yet Ihave only ever found one or two
AppleMacs on sale in provincial High Street retailers.
This does not reflect upon the capability of the AppleMac,
more in the way it has been marketed (badly) over the years.
There is nothing wrong with buying an AppleMac: their owners
love them, and they will testify that they are easier to use and
certainly easier to configure and set up than any IBM-compatible
PC (but the gap has narrowed considerably). AppleMacs are
heavily entrenched in the graphics industry (most web graphics
are produced on them).
Historically, the IBM-compatible PC suited amore technical') receptive market. Adding any hardware was not to be undertaken
lightly and often needed expert knowledge. However, PCs now
have a much wider appeal and are easier to live with, cheap to
upgrade, universally available and there are shed-loads of IBMcompatible hardware and software around, produced by a multitude of manufacturers. For these reasons, it makes more sense to
buy an IBM-compatible PC for home use. (Anyway, yotr'd find it
quite hard to buy anything else.)
If you like the comfort of buying aPC the same way you'd buy
a fridge or TV, check the High Street or out of town store. The
sales staff may have minimal knowledge (as my digicam experience showed), but you can see the thing, try it, and take it
away with you. However, you may be paying more than is necessary, or it may not be bang up to date (and don't be seduced by its
appearance, either). One alternative is to get a word-of-mouth
recommendation from a friend about a well-established local independent computer shop who may assemble PCs themselves and
be more competitive, though quality varies.
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Old-hands at this game will tell you that you can't beat
buying a PC "direct" — i.e. by mail-order, from an established manufacturer, but you need to be a "canny" buyer.
Computer magazines are crammed full of advertisements, and
in my personal view a good benchmark is Dell Computers
(www.dell.com/uk), who claim to be the world's largest direct
seller. They're a safe bet, aggressively priced, right up to date
and assembled to afine standard. Critically, unlike many, Dell's
machines include excellent documentation to help you upgrade
later on.

What to look for
Sadly, many direct suppliers' adverts offer a confusing array of options! For home use (games. Internet. accounts, fun
graphics, word processing etc.), choose a reputable make such
as Dell, Gateway, Viglen, Dan or Evesham (there are more
besides), and price up a "multimedia" PC with a minimum
spec. as follows:
Processor speed: I
66MHz or higher, (Intel Pentium
MMX=A9 processor or competing brand, e.g. AMD K6); RAM
(random access memory) indicates how much "headroom" the
PC has to do its sums, the more the merrier — I
6MB minimum,
32MB EDO or SDRAM is better. Hard disk size — 2.1
Gigabytes or so should easily last you ayear or more. CD-ROM
— 12 speed or more; graphics card — a "3D" card might help
with graphics and the latest games, ensure 2MB video memory
or more. Expansion slots: later you may want to add amodem,
perhaps abetter sound card, TV or radio card, or flatbed scanner
— so look for five or six rear "slots" to allow for growth.
Check for spare "bays" to hold an extra drive or two (e.g.
tape or Zip drive, or second hard disk) later. Aim for a 15 inch
(not 14 inch) SVGA colour monitor included, these days. If
wanted, a modem — 33.6k internal "Plug & Play" type.
Windows 95 pre-installed is de rigeur for the new home user;
the original CD ROM disk should be supplied. A software
"bundle" may include old or American versions -so don't be
swayed: however, you may also get the latest Microsoft or Lotus
software suites, again with original disks included. (Manuals
probably won't be, though.) Help is often "on-line" meaning
you use the computer's on-screen system when you get stuck.
Or buy atext book! Check the warranty offers one year on-site,
at the very minimum, and don't forget to budget for a colour
inkjet printer. Be aware that whatever you buy, it will depreciate
as technology moves on. It's unavoidable so don't worry about
it; buy afuture-proof machine and enjoy your new PC.

Latest Links
Keep those links coming! As always, there is a variety of
electronics-related "Hot Links" for you to try, ready-made on
the Net Work page of our web site. If you're looking
for obsolete semiconductors, try Mushroom Components on
www.mushroom.co.uk, where there's asearch engine. PIC fans
may like to know of the Microchip Enthusiasts' pages
at www.microchip2.com/enth.htm. Peak Electronic Design
Ltd. tell me that they manufacture a range of amateur
and professional test equipment, see their attractive site at
www.peakelec.co.uk. Thomas Kay advises that he's trying to
form the UK Robotics Club — join him on www.thomaskay.demon.co.uk. Thanks to David O'Shea for offering
the Hardware Book at www.blackdown.orgP-hwb/hwb.html
which contains lots of useful connector pinouts and cable info.
And finally — a superb History of Computers is now on-line —
see ro.com/—bebopbb/history/history_book.htm.
My E-mail address is alan@epemag.demon.co.uk. My
Home Page is http://homepages.tcp.co.uk/-alanwin. See you
next month!
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COVERT VIDEO CAMERAS
Black and White Pin Hole Board Cameras
with Audio. Cameras in P.I.R., Radios,
Clocks, Briefcases etc. Transmitting
Cameras with Receivers (Wireless).
Cameras as above with colour.
Audio Surveillance Kits and Ready Built
Units, Bug Detector etc.

A.L. ELECTRONICS
Please phone 0181 203 0161 for free catalogue.
Fax 0181 201 5359
New DTI approved Video Transmitters and Receivers (Wireless)

THE CR SUPPLY CO
RESISTORS
V. Watt Carbon film resistors 5% E24 senes
1ohm to 10 Megohm
100 oft per value -85p even hundreds
per value totalling 1000
Cl.
v. Watt Metal film resistors 5% El2 senes
10 ohm to 1Meg -19.p; 1% E24 series
NEW Resestor development kits, V. Watt C/Farn
5.78 different values horn 1ohm to 10 Megohrn,
cornes in storage drawer with prInled colour code
on outside. ideal for laboratones, education.
service disks ,repairers and hobbyists, etc f6
CAPACITORS
Radial Aluminium Electrolytic* (mIcifVolts).
1/63, 2.2/63, 4.71100, 10/25, 10/63 -61:t
100/16, 100/25 -lip; 100/63 - 13p; 22/16.
22125, 22/50. 33/16, 47/16, 47/35. 47/50 -7p
220/16 -9p; 220/25. 220/50 - 11p; 470/16,
470/25 - 13p; 1000/25 -23p; 22W/25 -42p;
4700/25 -74p.
TRANSISTORS
BC107/8/9 - 189 BC547/8/9 -7p; BC557/8/9 8p; 60182, 1821, 60183. 1831. BC184. 184L,
BC212. 212L -10p; BC327. 337, 337L BC727, 737 - 129, B0135/6/7/8/9 -279.
BCY70
BFY50/51/52 -32p. BFX88 38p; 2N3055 -55p, TIP31, 32 -40p; TIP41, 42
-40p; BU208A -rt.50;13F195, 197-12p.

gBASIC

MOWS (PlYiamps)
75/150mA 1N4148 -2p, 800/1A 1N4006 -59, 400,3A
1N5404 -149. 11550mA 0A91 -111p,
1144002 -4p, 100001A 1N4007 -5p, 601.5A SIMI
-7p, IOWA bodge -28p. 4001A 1141004 -4p.
12601A BY 127 al
at
r
watt -12p

3v3

33 ,400,.,,w

_ep 1

LID..

3rnm. and 5rrim Red, Green. Valore -14p; Grommets b suit 3rnm -2p, 5rnm -3p; 5mrn Trio:Sour &
Bicolcur -22p, Red %Win LET) 's require 9V-12V
suPPtY °nee. 5nralieLLASIMOUS

Ibts 0.8, 1.0,n12.,
71
i 5, 2.0mm -

Ogre reed mile« with single-cole make
0OnUtZ -12p, Magnets -28p
0.1' Sideboard
x1" 9rows 29 ,o.es -269.
3i. ix 21
/'24 rows 37 noes -80p
2
Jack plugs 2563 Ser -16p; Sockets Panel Keg
25535m-11p
741 Op Amp -24p, 555 Trier -25p 555L Low
Power -30p, 556 Dual Timer -40p 5561 Le«
Power -749 358 Dual 05 Amp -22p.

TRANSMITTERS

Fully comprehensive
guide to building and using
short/medium range radio transmitters
and receivers. Includes detailed and
practical information on all aspects of
construction, from simple FM room
transmitters to more sophisticated and
powerful audio and data transceivers.

Manual includes:
I> AM, FM and UHF Transmitters from micro power up
to 3Watts. Covers simple 'bugs' as well as circuits
operating on 27MHz and 418MHz etc.
I> TRACKING AND SIGNALLING. How to build micro
circuits for finding animals, cars etc.
I> CRYSTAL CONTROLLED TRANSMITTERS.
High stability circuits.
RADIO PAGER AND RADIO CONTROL. How to
build coded radio keys, multi-channel remote controls,
radio alarms etc.
I> RECEIVER CIRCUITS. Wide range of
receiver projects for building high security audio
links and transceivers.
EXTENSIVE assembly information. Includes
sections on construction, testing, mics, aerials, coils and
miniaturisation.
Over 100 detailed PCB, strip-board and point to point
designs. Manual comes with FREE micro transmitter PCB.
(Some of the muds included in the manual may not be used legally in the UK)

Make cheques/POs payable to

JCG ELECTRONICS
P.O. Box 73, YORK YO2 1YJ.
E-Mail: jrc115eyork.ac.uk

Large SAE tor lists P&P 11 00 No VAT
44 Chapelfield Way, Rotherham,
South Yorkshire S61
Tel Fax: 0114 2468049

Compiler

for

PICs

Wide range of Audio/Radio kits available. Send stamp for list. Mail order only.

II

Takes the hassle out of working with PICs!
Mail order only from
With MEL PicBasic just write your
code in Basic, and then instantly
Pineapple
compile it to produce the hex or
Presentations
binary files needed to program your
30 Breckhill Road
standard 18, 28 or 40 pin PIC chip.
Nottingham NG5 4GP
English-like instructions make
Tel. 0115 903 1851
programming ajoy instead of a
Fax 0115 903 2172
struggle —serial comms, if/then,
pulse measurement, time delays,

£69.95

etc., etc., command!
each takes just one

plus £2.50 p&p per order

Comprehensive user manual.

Cit

More info on the web at http://www.melabs.com/mel/pbc.htm

COMPONENTS FROM H.S.T.
HST SUPPLIER OF RESISTORS, CAPACITORS,
L.E.D.s, CRYSTALS, SEMICONDUCTORS,
SWITCHES, CABLE, SECURITY PRODUCTS ETC.
SEND OR FAX YOUR PARTS LIST REQUIREMENTS
FOR PRICES.
1997 catalogue £1.50 FREE WITH FIRST ORDER
H.S.T. LTD, UNIT 4, FREETH COURT,
FREETH STREET, NOTTINGHAM NG2 3GU

TEL. 01159 851810 FAX 01159 562142
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DISTANCE
LEARNING COURSES in:
Analogue and Digital Electronic
Circuits, Fibres & Opto -Electronics
Programmable Logic Controllers
Mechanics and Mechanisms
Mathematics
Courses to suit beginners
and those wishing to update
their knowledge and practical skills
Courses are delivered
as self-contained kits
No travelling or college attendance
Learning is at your own pace
Courses may have
BTEC Certification and Tutoring
For information contact:
NCT Enterprises
Barnfield Technology Centre
Enterprise Way, Luton LU3 4BU
Telephone 01582 569757 •Fax 01582 492928
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CLASSIFIED

EVERYDAY

Everyday Practical Electronics reaches nearly twice
as many UK readers as any other independent
monthly hobby electronics magazine, our audited
sales figures prove it. We have been the leading
independent monthly magazine in this market for the
last twelve years.

PRACTICAL

ELECTRONICS

If you want your advertisements to be seen by the largest readership at the most economical price our classified and semi-display
pages offer the best value. The prepaid rate for semi-display space is £8 (+VAT) per single column centimetre (minimum 2.5cm).
The prepaid rate for classified adverts is 30p +VAT) per word (minimum 12 words).
All cheques, postal orders, etc., to be made payable to Everyday Practical Electronics. VAT must be added. Advertisements, together
with remittance, should be sent to Everyday Practical Electronics Advertisements, Holland Wood House, Church Lane, Great Holland,
Essex C013 OJS. Phone/Fax (01255) 850596.
For rates and information on display and classified advertising please contact our Advertisement Manager, Peter Mew as above.
RCS VARIABLE VOLTAGE D.C. BENCH POWER SUPPLY
Up to 38 volts d.c. al 6 amps continous. 10 amps peak.
fully variable from 110 38 volts Twin
Voltage and
Current meters
VAT
for easy readcarriage £6
out 240 volt a.c.
Input Fully smoothed, SiZe 14 1
2 x11 x4
/
1
/r inches
20 volt 1amp model £44. post £4

£76 inc .

RADIO COMPONENT SPECIALISTS
337 WHITEHORSE ROAD, CROYDON
yis4
SURREY, CRO 2HS. Tel: 0181-684 1665 F i
n
Lots dtreetsionntes looh volt caps. Mee, tetaatate tr,t
1
•. 1
Phone or send your wants lest tot quote

LIGHT ENGINEERING
SERVICES (PRECISION)
Machining, sheet metalwork,
instrument/toolmaking etc -most engineering
processes in most materials. One offs, parts.
prototypes. panels. mods, jigs, repairs, anything
- 110 job too small -trade or private -for quick
friendly service contact Richard:
Tel/Fax: 01954 260804

BTEC ELECTRONICS
TECHNICIAN TRAINING
GNVO ADVANCED ENGINEERING
(ELECTRONIC) -PART-TIME
HND ELECTRONICS - FULL-TIME
B Eng FOUNDATION -FULL-TIME
Next course commences
Monday 2nd February 1998
FULL PROSPECTUS FROM
LONDON ELECTRONICS COLLEGE
(Dept EPE) 20 PENYWERN ROAD
EARLS COURT, LONDON SW5 9SU
TEL: 0171-373 8721

BRAND NEW SINCLAIR SPECTRUM

bOL PARTS

ZX MICRODRIVES C15, INTERFACE ONE £20,
CARTRIDGES 10 FOR (15, 50 FOR £50.
OL BOARDS 5, 667. POPULATED WITH
JS ROMS, £30; UNPOPULATED, E12; MICRODRIVES
£10 EACH. TOP Fr BOTTOM CASES C15.
MEMBRANES £15

THE PC., MAC and Ors "Little Friend"
MAC LINK £10 -PC. LINK £25 -01 LINK £12
CAMBRIDGE Z88 A4 NOTEBOOK
COMPUTER AVAILABLE AGAIN £99,
RECONDITIONED f643
ONLY 1 THICK, 4.A.A BATTS 20 HOURS WORK.
LCD SCREEN, 72 CrA. 6LINES, 32K RAM, EXTRA
RAMS Er EPROMS, 9pin D SERIAL PORT, ROM HAS
BBC BASIC, W/PROCESSOR, SPREADSHEET, DATA
BASE, IMP/EXPORT TO PC etc, V52 TERMINAL.
IN.N. RICHARDSON b CO.
PHONE/FAX 01494 871319
6 RAVENSMEAD, CHALFONT ST PETER,
BUCKS, SL9 ONB.
POST ES. ACCESS, VISA, ETC. SAE

THE BRITISH AMATEUR
ELECTRONICS CLUB
exists to help electronics
enthusiasts by personal contact and
through a quarterly Newsletter.
For membership details, write to the
Secretary:
Mr. J. F. Davies, 70 Ash Road, Cuddington,
Northwich, Cheshire CW8 2PB.
Space donated by Everyday Practical Electronics
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Miscellaneous
SOUND AND LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
available for mobile disco. P.A.. hand and stage
situations: amplifiers, mixers, speakers, radio
microphones. lasers, smoke machines, lighting effects from all the largest manufacturers.
Phone/Fax (01260) 271573 for our FREE price
list.
75 WATT AMPLIFIERS, Mosfet, Built,
£6.95: Murphy radios. FM/LW/MW. £7.95:
Goodmans speakers, pair 12in.. £15. K.I.A.,
IRegent Road. Ilkley. LS29 9EA.
G.C.S.E. ELECTRONIC KITS, at pocket
money prices. S.A.E. for FREE catalogue.
SIR-KIT Electronics, 70 Oxford Road. Clacton,
C015 31E.
ANYONE
REPAIRING
TOYOTA/other
engine management control units, car spares
marketingJdistribution company seeks supplier.
Malcolm Jackson. Phone/Fax 0181 467 6671.

http://kitsrus.com
is the new website for DIY Electronics Over 130 kits Many
links to other electronics sites Click on autoresponders to get
Catalogue. Kit Prices and CCD Camera prices by return Email
Order kits on-line using our secure credit card facility
Our latest 2kits it directly onto the parallel port of aPC They are
contained in an RS232. extended D-shell plastic case Kit112
data logger samples over a 0-2V or 0-20V range at intervals of
one hour to one'100uS. Kit113 drives 2untpolar stepper motors
Comprehensive software controls each motor Four external
inputs also accepted to control motors Download software for
both kits free from our website and examine

DIY ELECTRONICS
PO BOX 88458, SHAM SHUI PO, HONG KONG
Fax 852.2720 0255. Email: peter@kitsrus.com

PCB CAMERA
B/W MODULES

£39
VAT

PROTOTYPE
PRINTED
CIRCUIT
BOARDS one offs and quantities, for details
send s.a.e. to B. M. Ansbro. 38 Poynings Drive.
Hove. Sussex BN3 8GR. or phone Brighton
883871, fax 01273 706670.
VALVE ENTHUSIASTS: Capacitors and
other parts in stock. For free advice/lists please
ring, Geoff Davies (Radio). Tel. 01788 574774.
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS - QUICK
SERVICE. Prototype and Production. Artwork
raised from magazines or draft designs at low
cost. PCBs also designed from schematics.
Production assembly also undertaken. For
details send to P. Agar, Unit 5, East Belfast
Enterprise Park. 308 Albertbridge Road. Belfast.
BT5 4GX, or phone/fax 01232 738897.

BUGS, KITS and more .„
• 88-108MHz FM transmitters under £5
• Other educational and hobby electronic
kits covering all technical abilities, from
beginners' circuits to MCU/MPU designs
• Low cost PCB services and equipment
• FREE price list available on request
DTE MICROSYSTEMS, 112 SHOBNALL ROAD.
BURTON -ON-TRENT, STAFFS DE142BB
PHONE or FAX: 01283 542229
http: www.btinternet.com -dtemicrosystems

AURORA TECHNOLOGY
PO Box 247, Staveley, Chesterfield S43 3ZS
TEL: 01246 477009
* * For LOW COST Pentium Computers * *

32mm 35 lens or pinhole
£39.00 ea. - VAT.
Add £10 for 42mm 3.5 lens with sound
(UK cart pack. Ins. £4.00 up t0 10 pcs1
DISCOUNTS FOR QUANTITY
Everything stocked for security.
See web site
OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK FOR CALLERS,
MAIL ORDER, E-MAIL

HENRY'S
404 Edgware Road, London W2 1ED
Tel: 0171 258 1831, Fax 0171 724 0322
E-mail sales@henrys.demon.co.uk
Internet www.henrys.co.uk

VINTAGE RADIO MANUALS, valves, components, radios. s.a.e. for details: E.E.. P.O. Box
42. Sleaford. NG34 ()XT.

•t• P90 Base Unit 100 RD rMeg Vid 8Meg Ram
f195 00
R166 Base 1-2 Gig mD IMeg Vide Meg Ram
£315.00
,
ry P166
1.7 Gig HD 4Meg Vx116 Meg Ram
£380.00
All Base Units new Mini Tower case with 1-44 Floppy Died
•
4Inch 2nd User Colour Monitors VGA £59 00 SVGA £69 00
* * NEW SPARES * *
* Win 95 Keyboard £13.45 * 16-speed CD Rom £49.95 *
* PC Mouse £3.35 * 4Meg PCI Video card £34.95 *
Many other bargains available -SAE lists (tree with orders'
E&OE. Carriage -Base Unitelitonitors: £6.50. Spares: £3.75
Specialist in

PRECISION SHEET METALWORK
for the high tech arid ELECTRONIC industry.
Chassis, front panels, bracketry, with electro -plating,
anodising, painting and silkscreening. Free issue work
undertaken. Small flexible company enables very
quick turnaround. Distance no problem.
Ring

RICHARD GIBBONS,

01793 750386 + 751377,
Fax 01793 751367

Drawings to: Hillside, 60 The Fiddle, Cricklade,
Wilts. SN6 6HN

REACH MORE READERS

ADVERTISE IN EPE
For full details contact our Advertisement Manager
Peter Mew on 01255 850596
Everyday Practical Electronics, November 1997

el>
Cooke International

SERVICE MANUALS

LI

& Technical Books

SUPPLIER OF QUALITY USED TEST INSTRUMENTS

Available for most equipment, any make, age or model.
Technical Book and Manual Compilations now on CD-ROM

ANALYSERS, BRIDGES, CALIBRATORS, VOLTMETERS, GENERATORS,
OSCILLOSCOPES. POWER ME IERS, ETC. ALWAYS AVAILABLE
ORIGINAL SERVICE MANUALS FOR SALE
COPY SERVICE ALSO AVAILABLE

OD

EXPOR . 'ADE AND U.K. ENQUIRIES WELCOME
SEND FOR LISTS OF EQUIPMENT & MANUALS
ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT AND CARRIAGE
DISCOUNT FOR BULK ORDERS
SHIPPING ARRANGED

MAURITRON TECHNICAL SERVICES (EPE)
8Cherry Tree Road, Chinnor, Oxon, OX9 4QY. 3:
Tel:- 01844-351694. Fax:- 01844 352554.

Email:- saleemauritron.co.uk Web site at:- http://dialspace.dial.pipex.corri/mauritron.co.uk
Please forward your latest catalogue for which Ienclose 2 x 1st Class Stamps.
or £4.11 for the complete Service Manuals Index on PC Disc plus catalogue.

NAME
ADDRESS

OPEN MONDAY TO FRIDAY 9AM-WM

Unit Four, Fordingbridge Site, Main Road, Barnham, Bognor Regis,
West Sussex, P022 OHD. U.K.
Tel (+ 44) 01243 545111/2 Fax (+ 44) 01243 542457

POSTCODE

EQUIPMENT & ACCESSORIES PURCHASED

Photocopy thlt coupon if you do no, voth to cut the rnagattne

88-108MHz FM

N. R. BARDWELL LTD (EPE)
Ice

TRANSMITTERS

Professional PLL transmitter, Stereo Coder, and
Compressor/Limiter kits licensable in the UK.
Also very stable VFO transmitter kits.
Prices from under £10 and a'Ready Built'
service is available.
Contact us for afree brochure including prices
and more detailed information.
18 Victoria St., QueensburY,
BRADFORD, BD13 1AR
Tel 01274 816200 Email veronica@legend.co.uk
Website: http://www.legend.co.uki-veronica/
VISA

al TECHNICAL INFORMATION SERVICES
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50
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5
4
50
12
25
25
50
25
20
25
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20
30
30
30
30
25
30
30
20
100
100
100
'00
'2
80

Signal ditlis 1N4148
£1.00
Fleceet Delos 1144001
£1.00
Reellier dabs 1444007
11.03
WO1 Brice Rodgers
£1 00
NE555 Tenor IC s
£1 00
741 Ct Amps
£1 00
Assorted Zener Diodes 400mW .
11 00
Assorted 7-segmenlDioplays
£i00
5entri Is.d.s. red, preen or yellow
£1 00
3rnrn le de. rod. preen ce yellow
£i00
Aml Iaxle, 3
,11W•
rei Diode Poems
£1 00
A,ld. Fliph Beeriest le d.s, vat cols
£1 00
BC182L Translates
.
............... ..
£1 00
BC212L Transistors
£i00
BC237 Trarelelors
Li 00
BC327 Tramistm
£1 OD
BC328 Tramplers
£1 00
BCS47 Transistors
Lise
BC548 Tramislors
£1 00
BC549 Trareislors
£1.00
BC557 Trembles
£1.00
£1.00
BC558 Transisbxs
BC559 Transition
£1.00
£1.00
2843904 Transistors
£1 CO
50e
Alnel Capacitors nt
50v rho Adel Caperton 4N7....
f100
SClir wiltp sub-fredian Coppers 33,0 £1 00
Fladial Fern Capacibr 241n1
£1 00
le 250v ancapoulalsd radial Pose cased
caption
£1 00
Assed cameo» electrolyec£1.00

76 Church St, Larkhall, Lanarks, ML9 1HE
Tel: 01698 883334/884585
Fax: 01698 884825
We have the World's Largest Collection of

SERVICE MANUALS
Why not join Europe's fastest growing
"Information Library Service"

Initial joining fee of £65 :Thereafter £20 Yearly
Join Now: Get your first Manual FREE!

M

ost advertisements are legal, decent,
honest and truthful. A few are not,
and, like you, we want them stopped.
If you would like to know more about
how to make complaints, please send for
our booklet: 'The Do's and Don't
of
Complaining'. It's free.

ST

postage 11

25 31p

stamp toi Lists

288 Abbeydale Road. Sheffield Si 1FL
Phone ,011.1 2552886 Fax i0114 ,2500689

81/2"x 11"
*Or Photocopy
**Use standard
household iron

PHONE NOW FOR YOUR FREE QUOTE

CALLWRITE NOW FOR FURTHER DETAILS

Mold capecOcn 1nF to 1i..F
£1.00
Auld. din berallt CiplICeaS
£1.00
Mold. SW Presets (sm, stand carnet) £1.00
Man RF chokes Inductors)
.1100
Mild. grommets
£1.00
Mold. solder laps, pconns, terminals.
£1.00
Matl. cryslals -plug o
£1 00
Auld col lormers
£1.00
Assert. dl maths.£1.00
lenieuro skis »knee spew
£1.00
Standard elde recess rip«
£1 00
Mad. II tanstrwars
£1 00
Ma/d. bum (awe IMO& fah eplile) C1 .00
MM, small steml ale Moues et
£1 00
Meld. dll meals up lo 40 my
£1.00
TV coax page 01110C£1.00
Small spring loaded lennmels
£1.00
metres very thin comseana wire. red
£1.00
1
reed mica«
£1.00
Alapnelt ow pp vieli toed and pup .•
£1.00
Arry one value v.W S% cf resist« range
1Rlo 101.1
£0 45

Printed Circuits in Minutes
Direct from loserPrint!

712

Buy ANY Service Manual for £10.00 and return any
manual no longer needed for a£5.00 credit

80
200
50
50
50
80
10
24
8
20
10
30
IX
80
30
10
20
40
20
20
100

1.
2.
3.
4.

LaserPrint•
Press On"
Peel Off
Etch

Use Standard Copper Clad Board

PRESS -N -PEEL
ETCHING

5 sheets £1 2.50
10 sheets 1,25

SUPPLIES

Plus WIT & Postage

18 STAPLETON ROAD •PETERBOROUGH PE2 6TD
TEL: 01733 233043 FAX: 01733 231096

TRAIN TODAY FOR A BETTER FUTURE
Now you can get the skills and qualifications you need for
career success with an ICS Home Study Course. Learn in
he comfort of your own home at the pace and times that
suit you
ICS is the world's largest. most experienced
home study school Over the past 100 years ICS have
helped nearly 10 million people to improve their lob
prospects Find out how we can help YOU Post or phone
today for FREE INFORMAllON on the course of your

Electrical Contracting & Installation
Electrical Engineering
C&G Basic Electronic Engineering
C&G Basic Mechanical Engineering
TV and Video Servicing
Radio and Hi Fi Servicing
Reingeraton Heating 8 Air Conditioning
Motorcycle

FREEPHONE 0500
>

Maintenance

581 557

Or write to. International Correspondence Schools, FREEPOST 882. 8 Elliot Place.
Glasgow. G3 88R Tel 0500 581 557 or Telfax Ireland 01 285 2533
elm UM IIMMI IMO MMMM BM BM IIMMM MMMM MMI IIIMMI MMMM

rràrk.
inCglrâeki

Please send me my Free Information on your Electronics Courses

The Advertising Standards Authority.
We're here to put it right.
ASA Ltd., Dept. Z.. Brook House, Torrington Place, London WC IE 7HN.
This space is donated in the interests of high standards of advertising.

Everyday Practical Electronics, November 1997

Mr Mrs Ms Miss
(BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE1

Date of Birth

Address
Postcode

II Occupation

Tel No

linemen» . prim new civetuey screened agandabons lo erne to yOu ateL"
oucts Ve SreceS lyooin,04 preen nnt to rea, !ran suct oYD.nsatcrs Pease

Dept. ZEEE02109
.)7
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DREIVIEL
X-ACTO

BADGER

ONE

MINICRAFT

OF THE UK'S LARGEST

INDEPENDENT DREMEL DEALERS!

BADGER

200-3 Semi-Professional Airbrush Kit £43.95

DREMEL

D-3950
D-13 71
D-1 731
D-7701
D-225

NEW!!

Multi-Tool Set w/ 40 Accs.
Precision Scroll Saw
Moto Sander
Cordless Multi w/25 Aces
Flexible Shaft

£84.75
£139.95
£139.95
£54.95
£36.50

2yr Guarantee'

13.ernel 3950 Walla Tool

MIN1CRAFT MB-490 Variable Speed Fretsaw
£1 04.99
Full Minicraft range inc new P3 Drill
X-ACTO

FULL range of Knives & Blades from

£1.25

1371 Sod Sue

ENTURA

•FREE UK POSTAGE! (orders over .C10)
• Fully Illustrated Catalogue -£1.50

0

134 CROSSLET VALE, LONDON, 5E10 8DL, TEL

13

11'. war buylrem to

• FREE DREMEL-only Catalogue & Price list

3Ib mixed component pack
£4.95
Jumbo component pack
£10
250 off mixed capacitors
£4.95
250 off i.c. sockets
£3.n
1000 off mixed ceramic caps
£7.50
20 off mixed crystals/fitters
£4.95
25 off mixed relays
100 off phono plugs
£2.95
10 off mixed displays
£3.75 *
50 off d.i.l. switches
£3.75 *
30 off mixed heatsinks
£3.75 *
30 off mixed switches
£3.75
Brand new 360k 51
/'floppy drive,, £4.50
4
51
/"to 31
4
/'floppy drive
2
converter leads
£1.93*
1.2MB 51
/"floppy drive
2
£10
200MB 31
/"E.S.D.I. hard drive
2
£28
12V d.c. 200 r.p.m. geared motor
£1.50 each, 10 for £12
220V 1500 r.p.m. geared motor
£6 each, 10 for £50
7V-12V d.c. motor, 4/6000 r.p.m.
700mA-1450mA £4 each, 10 for £30
12V d.c. motor, 13,000 r.p.m.
180mA
£1 each, 10 for £8

Dreawd

0181-694 9913 FAX

kreaet

BY
your hobby.

0181-691 4399

6V d.c. motor, 1,200 r.p.m. 600mA
£1 each, 10 for £8
9V d.c. motor, 13,000 r.p.m. 460mA
£1 each, 10 for £8
10.5V d.c. motor, 9,000 r.p.m.,
220mA
£1 each, 10 for £8
S.M. P.S.U., mains input, +5.2V 6A,
+24V 0.5A, +24V 5.5A outputs
£6 each
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE
PLEASE RING.
We also buy all forms of electronic
components, p.s.uS, disk drives etc.
Lists to below address.
ALL
INCY.UDE VA T
PLEASE ADO t2 00 pap EXCEPT
ITEMS MARKED • WHICH ARE 50P
SAE FOR BMA BUYING LIST
P I
,
'ME NT lV,H ORDER ro

Dept EE. COMPELEC.
14 Constable Road.
St. Ives. Huntingdon.
Cambs PE 17 6E0
Tel Fax 01
300819

SHERWOOD ELECTRONICS
FREE COMPONENTS

Buy 10 x£1 Special Packs and choose another one FREE
SPI
SP2
SP3
SP11
SP12
SP18
SP20
SP21
SP22
SP23
SP24
SP25
SP26
SP27
SP28
SP29
SP36
SP37
SP39
SP41
SP42
SP47
SP102
SP103
SP104
SP105
SP106
SP112
SP115
SP116
SP117
SP118
SP119
SP130
SP131
SP132
SP133

15 x 5mm Red Leds
12 x 5mm Green Leds
12 x 5mm Yellow Leds
30 x 1N4001 diodes
30 x 1N4002 diodes
20 x BC182 transistors
20 x BC184 transistors
20 x BC212 transistors
20 x BC214 transistors
20 x BC549 transistors
4 x Cmos 4001
4 x 555 timers
4 x 741 Op.amps
4 x Cmos 4002
4 x Cmos 4011
4 x Cmos 4013
25 x 10/25V radial elect. caps.
15 x 100/35V radial elect. caps.
10 x 470/16V radial elect. caps.
20 x Mixed transistors
200 x Mixed 0.25W C.F. resistors
5 x Min pushbutton switches
20 x 8-pin DIL sockets
15 x 14-pin DIL sockets
15 x 16-pin DIL sockets
5 x 74LSOO
5 x 74LSO2
4 x Cmos 4093
3 x 10mm Red Leds
3 x 10mm Green Leds
15 x BC556 transistors
2 x Cmos 4047
4 x Cmos 4072
100 x Mixed 0.5W C.F. resistors
2 x TL071 Op.amps
2 x TL082 Op.amps
20 x 1N4004 diodes

RESISTOR PACKS -C.Film
RP3 5each value -total 365 0.25W
RP7 10 each value -total 730 0.25W
RPIO 1000 popular values 025W
RP4 5each value-total 365 0.5W
RP8 10 each value-total 730 0.5W
RP11 1000 popular values 0.5W

£2 75
£3.95
£5.75
£3.70
£6.30
£8.00

SP135
SP136
SP137
SP138
SP139
SP142
SP144
SP145
SP147
SP148
SP151
SP152
SP154
SP156
SP157
SP160
SP161
SP164
SP165
SP167
SP168
SP170
SP173
SP175
SP176
SP182
SP183
SP187
SP192
SP194
SP195
SP197
SP198

6 x Min slide switches
3 x BFY50 transistors
4 x W005 bridge rectifiers
20 x 2.2150V radial elect. caps
12 x 1000/10V rad. elect. caps
2 x Cmos 4017
3 x TIP31A transistors
6 x ZTX300 transistors
5 x Stripboard 9strips
25 holes
6 x 2mm lighthouse Leds-Red
x 8mm Red Leds
4 x 8mm Green Leds
15 x BC548 transistors
3 x Stnpboard, 14 strips
27 holes
5 x BCY70 transistors
10 x 2N3904 transistors
10 x 2N3906 transistors
2 x C106D thynstors
2 x LF351 Op.amps
6 x BC107 transistors
6 x BC108 transistors
2 x LM339
10 x 220/25V rad, elect. caps.
20 x 1(63V radial elect. caps
4 x 20mm PCB fuse holders
plus covers
20 x 4.7/50V rad elect. caps
20 x BC547 transistors
15 x BC239 transistors
3 x Cmos 4066
10 x 0A90 diodes .
3 x lOmm Yellow Leds
6 x 20 pin DIL sockets
5 x 24 pin DIL sockets

1997 Catalogue £1 inc. P&P or
FREE with first order
P&P£1 25 per order NO VAT.
Orders to
Sherwood Electronics,
7 Williamson St., Mansfield.
Notts. NG19 6TD.

Millions of quality components
at lowest ever prices!
Plus anything from bankruptcy -theft recovery
-frustrated orders -over production etc.
NO VAT to add on.

Send 45p stamped self addressed label or
envelope for clearance lists.
Brian J Reed
6 Queensmead Avenue, East Ewell
Epsom, Surrey KT17 3EQ
Tel: 0181-393 9055
Mail order UK only.

Lists are updated and only 40 are sent out every 2 weeks. This
normally ensures that orders can be fulfilled where only a few
thousand of an item is available. (Payment is returned if sold out. Ido
not deal in credit notes). This will sometimes entail a delay of up to
eight weeks - but the prices will be worth the wait!
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• PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T. •PROMPTDELIVERIES •FRIENDLY
SERVICE
LARGE (A4) S.A.E., SOP STAMPED FOR CATALOGUE .

POWER AMPLIFIER MODULES-TURNTABLES-DIMMERSLIFIERS
OMP MOS-FET POWER AMPLIFIER
HIGH POWER, TWO CHANNEL 19 INCH RACK

THOUSANDS PURCHASED

'IT/TrS
•
j- 1 ,`"ir "
51-jrd7 17.177pri:- SUPPLIED READY BUILT AND TESTED.

BY PROFESSIONAL USERS

hose modules now enjoy a world-wide reputation for duality, reliability and performance al a re•lislic price Four
odels ere available to suit the needs of the professional and hobby market e Induslry. Leisure Instrumental and HI-FI
etc When comparing prices NOTE that all models include toroidal power supply integral heal sink glass fibre PC 8 and
drive mrcults lo power acompalible Vu meler u:: models are open and short cercud drool
THOUSANDS OF MODULES PURCHASED BY PROFESSIONAL USERS
OMP MF

100

Mos-Fet

Output

power

110 watts

R.M.S. into 4 ohms, frequency response 1Hz -100KHz
-3dB.

Damping

Factor

300.

Slew

Rate

45V/uS.

T.H.D. typical 0.002%. Input Sensitivity 500mV. S.N.R.
-110 dB. Size 300 x 123 x 60mm.
PRICE £40.85

£3.50 P&P

sib
OMP/MF

FOUR MODELS:- MXF200 (100W
MXF600 (300W

• 100W) MXF400 (200W

• 300W) MXF900 (450W

-3dB.

PRICE £64.35
OMP/MF

power

Slew

200

Rate

watts

50V/uS.

£4.00 P&P

300

Mos-Fet

Output

power

300

watts

-3dB.

Damping

Factor

300.

Slew

Rate

60V/uS.

T.H.D. typical 0.001%. Input Sensitivity 500mV. S.N.R.
-110 dB. Size 330 x 175 x 100mm.

(2U)s01 1"
(31)1,01 2"
(3U)vD1 3"
(3U)sID1

PRICES:- MXF200 £1 7 5.00

300,

R.M.S. into 4 ohms, frequency response 1Hz -TOOKHz

USED THE WORLD OVER IN CLUBS, PUBS, CINEMAS, DISCOS ETC.
v143',
.F15' •
sH5' •
.115' •

Output

Factor

-110 dB. Size 300 x 155 x 100mm.

FEATURES: *Independent power supplies with two toroidal translormers • Twin LED Vu meters *
Level controls * Illuminated on ,o11 switch * )(LA connectors * Standard 775mV inputs * Open and short circuit
proof * Latest Mos-Fels for stress free power delivery into virtually any load * High slew raie * Very low
distortion * Aluminium cases * MXF600 A MXF900 fan cooled with DC loudspeaker and thermal protection

Wig
W19
W19
W19

Mos-Fet

Damping

T.H.D. typical 0.001'0. Input Sensitivity 500mV. S.N.R.

- 200W)

450W)

ALL POWER RATINGS R.M.S. INTO 4 OHMS, BOTH CHANNELS DRIVEN

SIZES:- MXF200
MXF400
MXF600
MXF900

200

R.M.S. into 4 ohms, frequency response 1Hz -100KHz

THE RENOWNED MXF SERIES OF POWER AMPLIFIERS

PRICE £81.75

- £5.00 P&P

OMP/MF

Mos-Fet

450

Output

power

.450

watts

R.M.S. into 4 ohms, frequency response 1Hz -100KHz

MXF400 £2 3 3.85

-3dB.

MXF600 £3 2 9.00 MXF900 £449.1 5
SPECIALIST CARRIER DEL 012.50 EACH

Damping

Factor

300.

Slew

Rate

75V/uS,

T.H.D. typical 0.001'.,. Input Sensitivity 500mV. S.N.R.
-110 dB. Fan Cooled, D.C. Loudspeaker Protection. 2
Second Anti-Thump Delay. Size 385 x 210 x 105mm.
PRICE C132.85
OMP/MF

- C5.00 P&P

1000 Mos-Fet Output power 1000 watts

R.M.S. into 2 ohms. 725 watts
frequency
Factor

Price £117.44

Cooled,

*

- £5.00 P&P

LARGE

GRILLES,

round with protective wire mesh

Ideal for

50p P&P.

50p P&P.

wide dispersion horn for quality Hi -Fi sys-

'TYPE 'D' (KSN102 5A) 2 x6

50p P&P.

wide dispersion horn. Upper frequency

response retained extending down to mid-range (2KHz). Suitable for high
quality Hi -Fi systems and quality discos Price £9.99

50p P&P.

horn tweeter with attractive silver finish trim.

Suitable for Hi -Fi monitor systems etc. Price £5.99

- 50p P&P.

LEVEL CONTROL Combines, on a recessed mounting plate, level control
TYPE D

and cabinet input jack socket. 85035mm. Price £4.10

2

Second

OF

SPECIALIST

LOUDSPEAKERS

INCLUDING CABINET FITTINGS, SPEAKER

CROSS-OVERS

AND

HIGH

POWER,

HIGH

ALL EMINENCE UNITS 8 OHMS IMPEDANCE
8 100 WATT R.M.S. ME8-100 GEN PURPOSE, LEAD GUITAR. EXCELLENT MID, DISCO
RES ERE() 72Hz. FREQ. RESP TO 4KHz, SENS 97dB
PRICE £32.71
£2.00 P&P
10 100 WATT R.M.S. ME10-100 GUITAR. VOCAL. KEYBOARD, DISCO. EXCELLENT MID
RES. FREO. 71Hz, FREQ. RESP TO 7KHz. SENS97dB
PRICE £33.74
£2.50 P&P
10 200 WATT R.M.S. ME10-200 GUITAR. KEYB .D. DISCO. VOCAL. EXCELLENT HIGH POWER MID
RES FREO. 65Hz. FREO. RESP TO 3.5KHz. SENS 99dB.
PRICE £43.47
£2.50 P&P
12 100 WATT R.M.S. ME12-100LE GEN PURPOSE. LEAD GUITAR. DISCO. STAGE MONITOR
RES FREE) 49Hz. FRED) RESP. TO 6KHz, SENS 100dB.
PRICE £35.64
£3.50 P&P
12
100 WATT R.M.S. ME12-100LT (TWIN CONE) WIDE RESPONSE. P.A.. VOCAL. STAGE
MONITOR RES FREO 42Hz. FREO RESP. TO 10KHz. SENS 98dB.
PRICE £36.67
£3.50 P&P
12 200 WATT R.M.S. ME12-200 GEN PURPOSE. GUITAR. DISCO, VOCAL. EXCELLENT MID
RES. FREO 58Hz. FREO RESP TO 6KHz. SENS 98dB
PRICE £46.71
£3.50 P&P
12 300 WATT R.M.S ME12-300GP HIGH POWER BASS, LEAD GUITAR. KEYBOARD. DISCO ETC
RES FREC) 47Hz. FREO. RESP TO 5KHz. SENS 103dB.
PRICE £70.19
£3.50 P&P
15 200 WATT R.M.S. ME15-200 GEN PURPOSE BASS. INCLUDING BASS GUITAR
RES. FREO. 46Hz. FREO RESP TO 5KHz, SENS 99dB.
PRICE £50.72
£4.00 P&P
15 300 WATT R.M.S. NE15-300 HIGH POWER BASS. INCLUDING BASS GUITAR
RES. FREQ. 39Hz, FREQ. RESP, TO 3KHz. SENS 103dB.
PRICE £73.34
£4.00 P&P

ALL EARBENDER UNITS 8 OHMS (Except E88.50 S E810-50 which are dual impedance lapped
BASS, SINGLE CONE, HIGH COMPLIANCE, ROLLED SURROUND
8 50watt EB8-50 DUAL IMPEDENCE, TAPPED 4/8 OHM BASS. HI-Fl. IN-CAR
RES. FREO 40Hz. FREO RESP TO 7KHz SENS 97dB
PRICE £8.90
10 50WATT EB10-50 DUAL IMPEDENCE, TAPPED 4/8 OHM BASS. HI-Fl. IN-CAR
RES. FREO. 40Hz. FREO RESP TO 5KHz. SENS. 99dB
PRICE £13.65
10 100WATT EB10-100 BASS. HI.FI, STUDIO
RES. FREO 35Hz, FREO RESP TO 3KHz. SENS 96dB
PRICE £30.39
12 100WATT EB12-100 BASS, STUDIO. HI-Fl. EXCELLENT DISCO

A new range of quality loudspeakers designed to take advantage of the latest
speaker technology and enclosure designs Both models utilize studio quality
12 cast aluminium loudspeakers with factory fitted grilles wide dispersion
constant directivity horns extruded aluminium corner protection and steel
ball corners. complimented with heavy duty black coverinq The enclosures
are fined as standard with top hats for optional

RES FREQ. 26Hz. FREO RESP TO 3KHz. SENS 93dB
PRICE £42.12
FULL RANGE TWIN CONE, HIGH COMPLIANCE, ROLLED SURROUND
5'
60WATT EB5-60TC (TWIN CONE) HI-FI, MULTI-ARRAY DISCO ETC
RES. FREO 63Hz. FREO. RESP TO 20KHz. SENS 92dB
PRICE £9.99
6'a 60WATT EB6-60TC (TWIN CONE) HI-Fl. MULTI-ARRAY DISCO ETC

POWER RATINGS QUOTED IN WATTS RMS FOR EACH CABINET
FREQUENCY RESPONSE FULL RANGE 45H. -20KHz
ibl FC 12-100WATTS (100dB) PRICE £159.00 PER PAIR
ibl FC 12-200 WATTS (100dB) PRICE £175.00 PER PAIR

RES FREQ. 38Hz, FREO. RESP. TO 20KHz. SENS 94dB.
PRICE £10.99
8 60WATT EB8-60TC (TWIN CONE) HI-Fl. MILTI-ARRAY DISCO ETC.
RES ERE() 40Hz, FREO. RESP. TO 18KHz, SENS 89dB.
PRICE £12.99
10 60WATT EB10-60TC (TWIN CONE) HI-Fl, MULTI ARRAY DISCO ETC
RES. FREQ. 35Hz, FREO. RESP. TO 12KHz. SENS 98dB
PRICE £16.49

SPECIALIST CARRIER DEL 012 50 PER PAIR
OPTIONAL STANDS PRICE PER PAIR £49.00
Delivery £6.00 per pair

1SOW £49.99
250Vi £99.99
400W £109.96 PEP £2.00 EACH

Protection,

£12.00 P&P

- 50p P&P.

IT:71131 FM•i-CeTTT;11[•PT;1-1

PRICES:

Loudspeaker

McKenzie and Fane Loudspeakers are also available.

disco and P.A. systems etc Price £5.99

TYPE 'E' (KSN 1038A) 3'.

typical

SIZE: 482 at 240 at 12Orrun

tems and quality discos etc Price £6.99

TYPE E

Damping

T.H.D.

FREQUENCY BULLETS AND HORNS, LARGE (A4) S.A.E.

'TYPE 'C' (KSN1 01 6A) 2 x5

TYPE

into 4 ohms.

-3dB.

(60p STAMPED) FOR COMPLETE LIST.

bookshelf and medium sized Hi -Fi apeakers. Price £4.90
TYPE B

SELECTION

AVAILABLE,

TYPE 'B' (KSN100 5A) 3' , super horn for general purpose speakers.

TYP

75V/uS.

NOTE: MOS-FET MODULES ARE AVAILABLE IN TWO VERSIONS:
STANDARD -INPUT SENS 500mV, BAND V/IDTH 100K H..
PEC (PROFESSIONAL EQUIPMENT COMPATIBLE) -INPUT SENS
775mV, BAND WIDTH 50I( H.. ORDER STANDARD OR PEC.

ECHO 9. SOUND EFFECTS*

Join the Piezo revolution: The low dynamic mass (no voice coil) of a Piezo tweeter produces an improved
transient response with alower distortion level than ordinary dynamic tweeters As acrossover is not required
these units can be added to existing speaker systems of up to 100 watts more if two are put in series FREE
EXPLANATORY LEAFLETS ARE SUPPLIED WITH EACH TWEETER.
TYPE -A' (KSN1 036A) 3

D.C.

PRICE £259.00

STEREO DISCO MIXER with 2 e 7 band
L & R graphic equalisers with bar graph
LED Vu meters
MANY OUTSTANDING
FEATURES:- including Echo with repeat &
speed control, DJ Mic with talk-over
switch, 6 Channels with individual faders
plus cross fade, Cue Headphone Monitor. 8
Sound Effects. Useful combination of the
following inputs> 3 turntables (mag), 3
mice, 5 Line for CD, Tape, Video etc.
Price £144.99

R.M.S.

- 100KHz

Rate

Anti-Thump Delay. Size 422 x 300 x 125mm.

- £5.00 P&P

P161.1:1E11 ;IF-I •Iikt

1Hz

Slew

0.002°C. Input Sensitivity 500mV. S.N.R. -110 dB. Fan

Advanced 3-Way Stereo Active Cross-Over housed in a 19" o 1U case Each channel has three level controls
bass mid 8 lop The removable front fascia allows access to the programmable DIL switches lo adjust the
cross-over frequency Bass-Mid 250,500i800Hz. Mid-Top 113r3/5KHz. all al 24dB per octave Bass invert switches
on each bass channel Nominal 775mV Input/output Fully compatible 'oath OMP rack amplifier and modules

;1

response
300.

THREE SUPERB HIGH POWER
CAR STEREO BOOSTER AMPLIFIERS
150 WATTS (75
75) Stereo, 150W
Bridged Mono
250 WATTS (125
125) Stereo. 250W
Bridged Mono
400 WATTS (200
200) Stereo. 400W
Bridged Mono
ALL POWERS INTO 4 OHMS
Features:
* Stereo, bridgable mono * Choice of
high & low level inputs
L & R level
controls * Remote on-oft
Speaker &
thermal Protection

POSTAL CHARGES PER ORDER £1.00 MINIMUM. OFFICIAL
ORDERS FROM SCHOOLS, COLLEGES, GOVT. BODIES, PLC. ETC.
PRICES INCLUSIVE OF V.A.T. SALES COUNTER, VISA ANO
ACCESS ACCEPTED BY POST, PHONE OR FAX.

.111

45 8ohm)

£2.00 P&P
£2.50 P&P
£3.50 P&P
£3.50 P&P

C1.50 P&P
1.50 P&P
£1.50 P&P
£2.00 P&P

PROVEN TRANSMITTER DESIGNS INCLUDING GLASS FIBRE
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD AND HIGH QUALITY COMPONENTS
COMPLETE WITH CIRCUIT AND INSTRUCTIONS
3W TRANSMITTER B0-10,91,411(
VARICAP CONTROLLED PROFESSIONAL
PERFORMANCE RANGE UP TO 3MILES SIZE 38 123mm SUPPLY 12V
0SAND
PRICE C14.85
CI.00 P&P
FR MICRO TRANSMITTER 100-10814/1z VARICAP TUNED COMPLETE WITH
VERY SENS PET MIC RANGE 100.300m SIZE 56 x45rnm SUPPLY 90 BATTERY
PRICE C8.80
[1.00 PIP

PHOTO: 3W FM TRANSMITTER

B.K. ELECTRONICS
UNITS

1

G,

5

COMET WAY,
ESSEX,

Tel.:

01702-527572

SOUTHEND-ON-SEA,

S52

STR.

Fax.:

01702-420243

iü

More

ee

MPS
M APUN PROFESSIONAL

than
18,000 top

o
o
o

IBM*

IA

THE COMPLETE
CATALOGUE FOR

IA

ELECTRONICS

quality
products
bound
for the
enthusiast
£3.45

1991/8
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BRITAIN '
S BEST-SELLING
ELECTRONICS CATALOGUE

Available from 1st September 1997
The 'must have' tool for DIY enthusiasts,
hobbyists and students, amateurs and
professionals in the world of electronics.
- Over 25 years experience
- 42 stores nationwide
- Same day despatch
- Order 24 hours a day
- Free technical support on 01702 556001
Free delivery on orders over £30.00
Over £50 worth of discount vouchers

MPS
MAPIJN PROFESSIONAL

Order now on 01702 554000
Available at: WH Smith, John Menzies or
your local Maplin Store.
(Add 50p for P&P). Orders outside the UK please send £8.45 or 21 IRCs
for Airmail in Europe or surface mail outside Europe. Send £16.00 or
37 IRCs for Airmail outside Europe to:
Maplin MPS, PO Box 777 Rayleigh, Essex, England SS6 8LU.
When ordering please quote priority Code MA024.

GREENINELD
;re

CONTENTS

fe...e4h4 itiefeeme
To our 1998 Catalogue which is full of
goodies especially selected for the
general
modeller
and
electronic
enthusiast.
We mainly specialise in mail order, but
we also have a shop counter with small
display area, which you are more than
welcome to visit. We are open from
8.00am to 5.30pm Monday to Saturday.
Greenweld was established in 1973 and
since that time has grown from a few
hundred square feet to 12,000 square
feet in storage space. Apart from the
main catalogue, we produce a Bargain
List every month, crammed full of good
value products that we purchase in job
lots. So, if you would like a copy of our
latest Bargain List, please don't hesitate
in giving us a ring and we will put one in
the post for you. Alternatively, just call
into the shop.
Looking forward to hearing from you
eu)
Kevin Jarvis
Managing Director

(
Become A

G

Batteries 8- Chargers
Cable
Capacitors
Cases
•
Clocks
Computer Products
Connectors
Fuses
Hardware
Opto
Packs 8- Kits
PCB Equipment
PSU's 8- Fans
Relays
Resistors
Semiconductors
Semi Hardware
Service Aids
Signals
Soldering Equipment
Speakers 8-Sounders
Switches
Test Equipment
Tools
Transformers

PACE
3-4
4-6
6-8
8
9
9-10
10-17
17-18
18-19
19-20
20-23
23-24
24-25
25
25-26
26-29
30
30
30-31
31-33
33-34
34-35
35-36
36-39
39

LD Subscriber

i
-or just £12.00 a year. tile GOLD Subscriber category offers the following advantages:
• The Greenvveld Guardian and latest Bargain List every month, together with any brochures or fliers
from our suppliers:
* A first class Reply Paid Envelope;
• A REDUCED POSTAGE RATE of just £1.50 for all orders (UK only);
• 5% DISCOUNT on all regular Catalogue and Bargain List items;
So with just 4 orders per year you save £6.00 postage and 5% on everything* you buy!
(*Does not apply to qty prices or sale goods. Minimum order value £2000)

JUST COMPLETE THE APPROPRIATE LINE ON THE ORDER FORM

Become A Bargain List Subscriber
For just £6.00 a year UK/BFPO (£10.00 overseas), we'll send you The Greenvveld Guardian every month.
With this newsletter comes our latest Bargain List giving details of new surplus products available and details of
new lines being stocked. Each issue is supplied with a personalised reply paid Order Form and details of
exclusive offers available to Subscribers only

JUST COMPLETE THE APPROPRIATE LINE ON THE ORDER FORM

GREENWELD
27 Park Road •Southampton •S015 3UC1

TEL: 01703 236363
FAX: 01703 236307

j
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Code
BT3230 Takes
Dims
B73235 Takes
Dims
BT3240 Takes
Dims
BT3245 Takes
Dims
BT3250 Takes
Dims

BATTERIES

Lithium Manganese
Coin Cells
Zinc Chloride Batteries

A range
batteries.
Code
BT2001
BT2002
BT2003
BT2004
BT2005

of

zinc

Type
PP3
AAA
AA
C
D

chloride

Voltage
9V
1.5V
1.5V
1.5V
15V

non

Price
0.60
0.30
0.25
0.40
0.65

rechargeable

50+
050
0.20
0.18
0.30
0.45

100+
0.33
017
0.16
0.25
039

20+
360
093
0.81
179
179

100+
330
079
065
144
144

Technical Specification
Voltage Capanty
Heght
3OV
50
20
3OV
75
16
3OV
130
2.5
3OV
200
32
30/
260
10

Code
BT2106
BT2107
812108
BT2109
BT2110A

Type
CR1620
CR2016
CR2025
CR2032
CR2430

Da
160
200
200
200
246

Weight
12g
1.7g
25g
3.09
40g

1+
£1.75
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00

Rating
150r -nAH
150mAH
550mAH
1.2AH
12AH

Price
£4.50
£1.46
£1.20
£2.60
£2.60

10+
115
066
066
066
066

25+

100+

0.19

0.16

0.27

0.23

3

25+

100+

0.12

0.09

G12

0.09

0.17

0.14

0.17

0.14

021

0.16

f

100+
0.96
0.55
0.55
0.55
0.60

Battery Holders
(a) AAA size (HP16 etc)
Code
1+
BT3210 Takes 2 AM cells
Solder terminals
Dims 52x22x13mni 34p
BT3215 Takes 4 AAA cells
Solder terminals
Dims 52x26x25mm 42p

1+
4 AA cells
110x26x16mm2Op
4 AA cells
57x28x3Omm 20p
4 AA cells
57x60x16mm 28p
6 AA cells
60x45x3Ornm 28p
8 AA cells
57x57x29mm 34p

Meryl Pan No
CR1620
CR2016
CR2025
CR2032
CR2430

Rechargeable Ni -Cad
Batteries
Code
Type
BT2110 PP3
BT2120 AAA
BT2130 AA
BT2140 C
BT2150 D

ee.,e;

-' 1

BT3255

BT3265

(c) C size (HP11 etc)
Code
BT3255 Takes 1(C) cell
Solder terminals
Dims 52x29x23mm
BT3260 Takes 2 (C) cells
Snap terminals
Dims 54x54x23mm
BT3265 Takes 4 (C) cells
Snap terminals
Dims 108x54x236

1+

25+

100+

40p

023 0.17

25p

0.17

014

28p

0.19

0.16

1+

25+

43p

G24.0.19

31p

017

0.15

40p

0.28

023

Battery Checker
BT3010 A simple. hand held tester for
checking the energy levels of alkaline. zinc
carbon and zinc chloride battenes not nickel
cadmium).
By
employing
a novel
slide
mechanism many battenes can be tested.
including AM. AA. C. D. PP3 and button cells
Three LEDs are used to indicate 'high', 'normal'
and 'replace' energy levels £3.20; 10+ 2 1(!)

Alkaline Button Cells
A range of popular long life alkaline manganese
button cells
Nominal voltage
15V
Used
extensively in calculators, cameras, clocks, etc
Supplied in protective blister package
Equivalents
Type
On Code
L621
L726
AG2
L736
AG3
L754
L1121 408
L936
L1131 AG 10
L721
L1142
L1154 4013

Ever Ready

Ray-o-Vac

196
192
193
191
189

RVV89

186
A76

RAE14
FaN82

Maxell
LR60
LI1159
LR41
LR48
LR I120
LFt936
LR1130
L858
LR43
L844

Code

Type

Dia

H

1+

BT2015
BT2020
BT2025
BT2030
BT2035
BT2045
BT2055
BT2060

L621
L726
L736
L754
L1121
L1131
L1142
L1154

6.8
7.9
7.9
7.9
116
116
116
116

2.1
2.6
3.6
5.4
2.1
3.1
4.2
64

0.45 030
0.45 .0 30
0.45 030
0.45030
0.45 030
0.45 030
0.45 030
0.45 030

10+

Vana

V88A
V1OGA
VI 2GA
V13GA

100+
014
014
0.14
014
0.14
0.14
014
0.14

(b) AA size (HP7 etc)
Code
1+
BT3220 Takes single AA cell
Dims 57x13x17mm 14p
BT3225 Takes 2 AA cells
Dims 57x28x15mm 14p

Rechargeable Lead
Acid Batteries

25+

100+

010

008

010

0.08

Code
BT3139
BT3140
BT3141
BT3142
BT3143
BT3144
BT3145
BT3146
BT3147
BT3148
BT3149
BT3150
BT3151
BT3152
BT3153
BT3154
BT3155
BT3156

(d) D size (HP2 etc)
Code
BT3270 Takes 1(D) cell
Solder terminals
Dims 68x36x3Omm
BT3275 Takes 2 (D) cells
Snap terminals
Dims 68«68x3Omm
BT3285 Takes 4 (D) cells
Snap terminals
Dims 144x66x30

Capacity
6V. 10Ah
6V. 12Ah
6V 28Ah
6V 40Ah
6V 70Ah
6V 100Ah
6V 120Ah
12V 08Ah
12V 12Ah
12V 20Ah
12V 2 lAh
12V 23Ah
12V 28Ah
12V 604h
12V, 70Ah
12V 12 0Ah
12V 15 0Ah
12V. 2404h

Size (mm)
51x43x58
97x25x58
134x34x67
70x47x 109
151x34x101
151x50x101
151x50x101
96x25x62
97x48x58
150x20x84
17E3x34x67
178x34x64
134x67x67
151x65x 103
151x65x98
151x98x98
181x76x167
166x175x125

Weight
025kg
034kg
060kg
090kg
125kg
20kg
206kg
035kg
060kg
0 7kg
090kg
094kg
115kg
240kg
3Okg
4Ckg
59kg
865kg

1+
£11.48
£9.33
£12. 88
£14.49
£19.54
£16.44
£21.80
£17.40
£17.40
£20.08
£18.89
£22.56
£20.08
£24.27
£29.21
£49.41
£65.95
£75.51

10Ó+

10+
734
602
825
928
12 51
1038
13 95
11 14
11 14
1285
12 30
14 44
1285
15 54
18 70
31 62
42 21
48 33

4 > 99.e ecetaloecee

TEL: 01703 236363
FAX: 01703 236307

GREENWELD
27 Park Road •Southampton •S015 3UQ

Extra Flexible Cable on 25M
Reels
Battery Clips
BT3290 Twin battery snap to suit PP3 and PP6
type battenes Lead length 150mm minimum
10p each; 25+ 0.05. loo+ Goa

Solar Powered Ni -Cad
Battery Charger

1 Amp Lead Acid Charger
Two free standing four stage chargers offered in
6 or 12V versions suited to charging a wide
variety of sealed lead acid batteries The four
stage system employed by the chargers will
enable the charging of batteries with low
terminal voltages with maximum safety This is
achieved by detecting if the battery has a low
terminal voltage and if so applying a low trickle
current to raise the terminal voltage If the
terminal voltage exceeds 0.92 of the rated
charger output a constant current is applied until
the gassing voltage is reached This is then held
until the battery reaches 90% charge the a
temperature compensated float voltage is applied
maintaining the battery ready for use Both
chargers incorporate LED indication of charge
state red to indicate bulk, green for float and
include
short
circuit
and
reverse
polarity
protection. The units are supplied with 15M of
mains cable terminated to a 13A mains plug.
outputs are 2 wire red/black cables 0.4M in
length terminated with 6.3 x 08mm slide on
terminals
13T4325 6V lA Charger £79.95
BT4345 12V lA Charger £79.95
Technical Specification
Battery voltage
Battery capacrty
Output curent (max)
Output voltage
&A charge
Boat charge
Bulk to float transiten current
Rost to bulk tansenn voltage
Supply voltage
Temperature range
Weight
Dimenpens

6V
12V
4.4h to 12Ah
IA
725VInom)
14 5V (norn)
69V:1%
138V.1%
100mA
63V .6%
12 6V .5%
240Vec *10%
-10 1C to *45 1C
150 x190
3615g
x 7Ornm

1

Universal Battery Charger
BT4300 Neat attractive instrument will charge 5
different sizes of battery AM. AA, C. D and
PP3 either singly or in any combination. Charge
time 7-8 hours for M. 14-16 hours for others
Test facility to check if battery needs charging
Size 210 x 100 x 5m £6.95; 10+ 412

BT4315 Takes up to 4 AA cells and will charge
2 cells in 4-6 hours, 4 cells in 10-14 hours.
depending on strength of sun. The solar panel is
housed in the hinged lid. which can be angled
towards the sun for optimum effect £6.50; 10+
4.30

CAKES

55/0.1mm copper conductor Overall diameter
2.8mm Max current rating 6A
Supplied on
25M reels
Code
Type
Price/m Price/reel
CB3600 Red extra-flex
0.14
2.60
CB3605 Black extra-flex
0.14
2.60
CB3610 Blue extra-flex
0.14
2.60
CB3615 Green extra-flex 0.14
2.60
CB3620 Brown extra-flex 0.14
2.60
CB3625 White extra-flex 0.14
2.60
CB3630 Yellow extra-flex 0.14
2.60
CB3677 Pack containing 5m of each colour
total 35m Price £2.95/Pack

3A Oval 2-Core Mains
Cable

Two core mains cable rated at 3A at 3oov Two
16/0.2mm copper conductors sheathed overall
in PVC BS6500 table 15 fully BASEC approved
CMA
ref
2192Y
Dimensions
35x4 5mm
Supplied on 103-n reels 16/0 2rncri(05mm 2)
Code
Price/m Price/reel
CB4810100M 3A Black 0.30
18.95
CB48201COM 3A White 0.30
18.95

Single Core Equipment Wire
on 100M Reels
1/06mm copper conductor.
Overall diameter
1.2mm.
Rating lkV rms 1.8A at 70 deg C
Reel weight approx. 400g
Code
Colour
Price/M
Price/Reel
CB3300
Black
0.05
3.25
CB3305
Blue
0.05
3.25
CB3310
Brown
0.05
3.25
CB3315
Green
0.05
3.25
CB3320
Grey
0.05
3.25
CB3325
Orange
0.05
3.25
CB3330
Pink
0.05
3.25
CB3335
Red
0.05
3.25
CB3340 Violet
0.05
3.25
CB3345
White
0.05
3.25
CB3350 Yellow
0.05
3.25
CB3388 Pack containing 5m of each colour
Total 55m Price £2.30/peck

3A Mains Equipment Cable
Three core mains cable rated at 3A at 300V
Three 16/02mm copper conductors sheathed
overall in PVC in a variety of colours
BS6500
table 15 fully BASEC approved CMA ref 2183Y
Overall diameter 56mm Supplied on 1COM
reels 16/0.2mm(05mmi
Code
Price/m Price/reel
CI34830 100M 3A Black 0.50
31.95
CB4840 loom 3A White 0.50
31.95

6A Mains Equipment Cable
Stranded Equipment Wire
on 100M Reels
7/02mm copper conductor Overall diameter
1.2n-m.
Rating lkV rms 14A at 70 deg C
Reel approx weight 360g
Code
Colour
Price/M
Price/Reel
CB3400
Black
0.05
3.00
CB3405
Blue
0.05
3.00
CB3410
Brown
0.05
3.00
CB3415
Green
0.05
3.00
CB3420
Grey
0.05
3.00
CB3425
Orange
0.05
3.00
CB3430
Pnk
0.05
3.00
CB3435
Red
0.05
3.00
CB3440
Violet
0.05
3.00
CB3445
White
0.05
3.00
CB3450
Yellow
0.05
3.00
CB3499 Pack containing 5m of each colour
Total 55m Price £2.45/pack

Three core mains cable rated at 6A at 300V
Three 24/02mm copper conductors sheathed
overall in PVC in a variety of colours BS6500
table 16 fully BASEC approved CMA ref 3183Y
Overall diameter 6.9m. Supplied on 1CO(V1
reels 24/0.2mm(0 75mm 7)
Code
Price/m
CB4850 100M 6A Black 0.65

Price/reel
38.95

CB4860 100M 6A White 0.65

38.95

13A Mains Equipment Wire
Three core mains equipment wire rated at 13A
at 3COV. The 40/0.2mm copper conductors
sheathed overall in white or black PVC BS6500
table 16 fully BASEC approved. CMA ref. 3183Y
Overall diameter 85mm
Supplied on 50M
reels 40/0 2mm(0 75mm 2)
Code
Price/m Price/reel
CE34870 50M 13A Black 1.00
37.95
CB4880 50M 13A White 1.00
37.95

GREENWELD
27 Pa -k Road •Southampton

S015 3UC1
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Loudspeaker Cable
A heavy duty cable with a 'figure 8' profile
offered in a variety of colours Ideal for speaker
connection 13/0.2mm plain copper conductor
Rating 60V rms 2.54.
Overall size 38x1 9mm
riupplied on 100M reels
Code
Colour
Price/m Price/reel
CB4900 VVhite/black stripe 0.13
6.75
CB4910 Grey/black stripe 0.13
6.75
CB4920 Black/red stnpe
0.13
6.75

Heavy Duty Loudspeaker
Cable
A very heavy duty ;von cable with a 'figure 8'
profile ideal for high power speaker connection
suitable for power amplifiers up to 503W output.
C84922 Figure 8 heavy duty 42/02 For high
power audio systems Max current 15A White
sheath
6x3mm
with
black
polanty
line
42p/Metre; £22.95/Reel

RF Cable
Microphone
CB4935 2-core microphone cable 2x 7/0.2mm
stranded conductors Nominal conductor area
022m 2 Overall lap screen Heavy duty outer
sheath
OD'
5mm
Black
103m
Reel
29p/Metre; £15.95/Reel

CI34990 RG58U coaxial cable, suitable to use
as CB aenal lead 7/03mm conductors Nominal
conductor

area

05mm'

5012

impedance

Braided screen Solid polyethylene insulator. 0.D .
5mm
Black
1COm
reel
40p/Metre;
f18.95/Reel

Screened Audio -Multicore
CB4940
2 core
x 7/0.1rnm
stranded
conductors Nominal conductor area 005m' Lap
screened Dims 40 x 20mm Black 1(X/m reel.
24p/Metre; £13.95/Reel

CB4924
Figure
8 heavy
duty
79/02
Professional quality Max current 25A Size
6x3mm White sheath with black polarity line
68p/Metre; £35.95/Reel

Natural Cable Ties
White nylon cable ties with a non-releasable
ratchet lock action
Code
Width Type
Pack Pack 1000+
20
100
CB3700 24
75mm
N/A 0.56 00028
CB3710 25
1COmm N/A 0.60 00030
CB3720 32
140mm 0.50 1.50 00075
CB3730 46
2CCmm 0.83 2.50 0 125
CB3740 36
3COmm 1.32 3.98 0 199
CB3750 50
385mm 3.03 9.12 0456

Screened Multicore

Ribbon Cable
Parallel stranded conductors, easily split in any
number of ways 005 spacing Red identification
band on grey cable 7/0 127 Conductors rate
lA 300V Reel length 1C0ft
Code
Colour Type
Price/m Price/reel
CB3210 Grey
10 way 44p
5.17
CB3216 Grey
16 way 71p
8.36
CB3220 Grey
20 way 88p
10.35
CB3226 Grey
26 way 1.15
13.51
CI33234 Grey
34 way 1.50
17.62
CB3240 Grey
40 way 1.76
20.71
CB3250 Grey
50 way 2.21
25.99
CB3260 Grey
60 way 2.65
31.13
CB3280 Rainbow 10 way 80p
14.10
CB3290 Rainbow 20 way 1.38
24.38

Screened multicore cable. All cores colour
coded Black outer sleeving 1001V1 reel.
CI34945 6 x 7/0.1mm. Nominal Conductor
area
005mm'
Lap
screen
O.D.
4mm
40p/Metre; £20.95/Reel
CB4950 10 x 7/0.13mm. Nominal conductor
area 009mrn'. Braided screen. 0.D: 5.6mm.
46p/Metre; £24.95/Reel
CB4960 15 x 7/0.13mm Nominal conductor
area 009me
Braided screen 0.D:
6mm
64p/Metre; £34.95/Reel
CF34965 25 x 7/0 13mm Nominal conductor
area. 0.05mm :
Braided screen. 0.O
6mm.
76p/Metre; £39.95/Reel

Cable Tie Bases
Self adhesive bases which will accept above
cable ties The base has a fixing hole of 5mm as
an altèmative
Code
Size
Colour Pk/20 Pk/100
CB2760 19 x19mm Natural 0.97
£4.00
CB2770 25x25mm Natural
1.57
£6.00

Coaxial
Low-loss
conductor
75.11

UHF
coaxial
cable.
Nominal conductor area:

impedance.

Braided

1/1.0mm
078mm'

screen

spaced. 0 D 65mm. 100m reel
Code
Colour
Price/m
CB4970
Brown
36p
CI34975
Mite
36p

Serti -air

Price/Reel
19.50
19.50

Spiral Cable Wrapping
CB3780 Preformed binding which can be
expanded by wrapping round cable forms.
Natural colour
Supplied in 10m lengths
Diameter 6mm. Maximum diameter 5Ornm.
£1.86 per pack; 104- 1.05: 25+ 088

ID»

r'411111ter

Satellite Cable
Screened Audio Single Core

CB4980 RG6 cable suitable for use as a
satellite down-lead. Single 1/1.0mm conductor

CB4930 Single
core.
7/0 lmm
stranded
conductors
Nominal conductor area 005mm 2
Lap screened OD 3mm Black 100M reel
16p/Metre; £7.95/Reel

Impedance
Semi
air-spaced
Copper
and
aluminium foil screens 0.D 6.5mm. 100m reel
Plank 411n/Metre: £21_95/Reel

Nominal

conductor

area.

078mm ?

7512

Conblock
CB2790 Versatile cable entry clamp. M20 but
with 10A 3 way terminal block. £1.25

PRICES IN BOLD INCLUDE VAT; CITY PRICES IN LIGHT DO NOT
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Ceramic Disc Capacitors
General purpose disc capacitors manufactured
from high dielectric constant ceramics Durez
coated and high temperature wax impregnated

Heat Shrink Sleeving
Highly flexible polyolefin tubing which MI shrink
in a ratio of 2 1 by heating above 120*C
Supplied in 1.2m lengths
Code
Bore
Colour 1+
10+ 25+
CB2500 16mm Yellow £1.01 0.57 044
CB2505 24mm Yellow £1.06 0.60 046
CB2510 32mm Yellow £1.15 065 050
CB2515 48mm Yellow £1.50 085 065
CB2520 64mm Yellow £1.82 103 079
CB2525 95mm Yellow £2.05 1.16 089
CB2530
CB2535
CB2540
CB2545
CB2550
CB2555
CB2560
CB2565

12.7mm
16mm
24mm
32mm
48mm
64mm
95mm
12.7mm

Yellow
Back
Black
Black
Back
Black
Black
Back

£2.42 1.37
£1.01 0.57
£1.06 060
£1.15 0.65
£1.50 0.85
£1.82 1.03
£2.05 1.16
£2.42 1.37

CB2580 Pack of 1 length
Yellow. total 84m £7.50

of each

.10% below 4.17

VVcrlung Voltage
Temperature Range

-20% to .80% for 4n7 rod abow
5&r/dc (1COn 25Vdc)
-25 to .EO .0

Code
CP213100PF
CP2B120PF
CP2B150PF
CP2B180PF
CP2B220PF
CP2B270PF
CP2B330PF
CP2B390PF
CP2B470PF
CP2B560PF
CP2B680PF
CP2B820PF
CP2B1N
CP2B1N5
CP2B2N2
CP2B3N3
CP2B4N7
CP2B6N8
CP2B1ON
CP2B1ON
CP2B100N

105
044
046
050
065
079
089
105
size

Technical Specifications
Tolerance

in

CB2590 Pack of 1length of each size in Black.
total 84mm. £7.50

Value
100pf
120f
1500
1800
2200
27Cpf
330pf
390pf
470pf
560pf
680pf
8200
In
1n5
2n2
3n3
4n7
6n8
10n
105
1,

Pitch
2.5
25
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
25
5
5
25
2.5
2.5
5
5

1+
5p
5p
5p
5p
5p
5p
5p
5p
5p
5p
5p
5p
5p
5p
5p
5p
5p
5p
5p
5p
7p

100+
0016
0016
0016
0016
0016
0016
0016
0016
0016
0016
0016
0016
0016
0016
0016
0016
0016
0016
0016
0016
003

1k+
8.75
875
875
875
875
10.00
1000
1000
1000
1000
11.25
11.25
875
875
11.25
11.25
11.25
11.25
11 25
11.25
22.50

Miniature Polyester
Capacitors
Miniature Low K Ceramic
Plate Capacitors
Value
1.8pf
2.2pf
3.3pf
4.7pf
68pf
10pf
12pf
15pf
18pf
22pf
27pf
33pf
39pf
47pf
56pf
68pf
82pf

W
36
36
3.6
3.6
36
36

Ht
50
50
50
50
50
50
as 50
3.6 50
36 50
as 5.0
36 50
3.6 5.0
3.9 50
39 53
4.5 50
4.5 60
5 1 6.6

1+
6p
6p
6p
6p
6p
6p
6p
6p
6p
6p
6p
6p
6p
6p
7p
7p
10p

100+
0036
0036
0036
0036
0036
0036
0036
0036
0036
0036
0036
0036
0036
0.036
0045
0045
0063

1000+
0029
0029
0029
0029
0029
0.029
0029
0029
0.029
0029
0029
0029
0029
0.029
0036
C036
0050

Metallised polyester capacitors compatible Ici
Mollard C280/352 series Particularly suited to
coupling and decoupling applications Pitch is
10-nm except 1505 and 22n (16mm) and
3305 and 4705 which are 20mm
Technical Specifications
Tolerance
:20% below 220n :10% 22Cn
and above
Tangent of loss ange Less than 7500 at 110-12
Insulate) Revntance
Temperature Range

Technical Specifications
Tolerance
.20%
Working Voktage
250c
Climatic category
25/085/21 ON 4C040
Temperature range
-25 to 4-85*C

Code
CP2E22N
CP2E47N
CP2E100N
CP2E220N
CP2E470N

Value
22n
47n
1COn
2205
4705

Size
18x5.5x 11
18x5.5x11
18x7x13
27x7x 16.5
27x10.5x19

1-99
26p
29p
35p
53p
91p

100+
0133
0146
0173
0266
0.452

tee
Sub-Miniature Electrolyfcs

A cost effective range of miniature metallised
polyester capacitors with a 5mm pitch Self
extinguishing plastic case and sealed with epoxy
resin An ideal decoupling capacitor where space
is at a premium All types are maximum 75mm
wide
Technical Specifications
Tolerance
Temperature coefficient
Worlong Vchage
ktsulanon resistance
Temperante
Range

Code
CP2C1N
CP2C2N2
CP2C4N7
CP2C1ON
CP2C22N
CP2C47N
CP2ClOON
CP2C220N
CP2C470N

.

Value
in
2n2
4n7
105
22n
47n
1COn
220n
4705

Code
CP2F47M-50
CP2F1M-50
CP2F2M2-50
CP2F4M7-50
CP2F10M-35
CP2F22M-35
CP2F10M-16
CP2F22M-16
CP2F47M-16

Value
047pF
1pF
22pF
47pF
10pF
22pF
10pF
22pF
47pF

V
50
50
50
50
35
35
16
16
16

Size
7x4
7x4
7x5
7x5
7x5
7x6.3
7x4
7x5
7x6,3

100+
003
003
003
003
0033
0038
003
0033
0038

:10%
-5 to *5%
ICON/tic below 22.
53Vdc 22n and above
Greater than 10Y1
-55 to +85'C

Size
65x2 5
65x2 5
65x2 5
65x2 5
65x2 5
65x2 5
65x3
83x3 5
10x5

1+
10p
10p
10p'
10p
12p
12p
12p
22p
30p

100+
0054
0054
0054
0054
0066
0061
0066
0112
0.152

1k+
0036
0036
0036
0036
0040
0041
0044
0075
0 101

Radial Electrolytic
Capacitors
A comprehensive range of miniature radial lead
aluminium electrolytic capacitors for mounting
directly to PCBs manufactured to high technical
and quality standards. All types are fully sleeved.
Ripple current quoted at 85*C.

Metallised Polyester Capacitors

12
Worlong Voltage

A range of radial lead boxed rnetallised
polypropylene mains suppression capacitors.
Approved to VDE-0565 Class 2. Epoxy resin
encapsulated in flame retardent plastic case with
stand off feet Iskra KNB1530/31. Class X2
capacitors

A range of radial leaded capacitors offering size,
tolerance and leakage charactenstics similar to
tants but a lower cost

CAPACITORS

Code
CP2A1PF8
CP2A2PF2
CP2A3PF3
CP2A4PF7
CP2A6PF8
CP2A1OPF
CP2Al2PF
CP2A15PF
CP2A18PF
CP2A22PF
CP2A27PF
CP2A33PF
CP2A39PF
CP2A47PF
CP2A56PF
CP2A68PF
CP2A82PF

Mains Suppression
Capacitors

250V dc

Greater then loll
-40 to .0-85•C

Code
CP2D1ON
CP2D 15N
CP2D22N
CP2D33N
CP2D47N
CP2D68N
CP2D1OON
CP2D150N
CP2D220N
CP2D330N
CP2D470N

Value ,Size
105
12 5x9x4
15n
12 5x9x4
22n
12 5x9x4
33n
12 5x9x4
47n
12 5x9x4
68n
12.5x9x4
100n
12 5x11x6
1505
17 5x12x7
220-1
17 5x12x7
330n
22 5x12 5x7
4705
22 5x 12 5x7 5

1+
10p
10p
10p
13p
13p
13p
14p
18p
20p
25p
30p

100+
0055
0055
0055
0067
0067
0067
007
009
010
0 123
015

1k+
0037
0037
0037
0045
0045
0045
0047

ocs

0069
0082
010

Case Code
A
8
D
E
G
H

L
11
11
12
12.5
17.5

las

20
25
26

D
5
6
8
10
10
13
13
13
26

f
2
25
35
5
5
5
5
5
7.5

Technical Specifications
Tolerarce
.20%
Temperature Range
-40 to ..-85 -C
Leakage Current
003CV or 4pA w4kchever sgreater

GREENWELD
27 Park Road •Southampton •S015 3UQ

Code
10V
CP2GR10-47M
CP2GR10-100M
CP2GR10-470M
CP2GR10-1000M
CP2GR10-2200M

TEL: 01703 236363
FAX: 01703 236307

Value

Case

1+

100+

1k+

47
100
470
1000
2200

A
A
D
E
H

6p
6p
14p
18p
35p

0.0255
0.027
0.068
0.088
0.168

0017
0018
0045
0059
0 112

16V
CP2GR16-47M
CP2GR16-100M
CP2GR16-220M
CP2GR16-470M
CP2GR16-1000M
CP2GR16-2200M

47
100
220
480
1000
2200

A
B
C
E
F
I

6p
6p
8p
15p
20p
36p

0.029
0029
0048
0.072
0096
0.176

0.019
0.019
0.032
0.048
0064
0.117

25V
CP2GR25-10M
CP2GR25-22M
CP2GR25-47M
CP2GR25-100M
CP2GR25-220M
CP2GR25-470M
CP2GR25-1000M
CP2GR25-2200M

10
22
47
100
220
470
1000
2200

A
A
8
C
0
E
I
I

6p
6p
7p
8p
12p
21p
30p
60p

0019
0.022
0.031
0037
0.056
0 147
030

0.013
0.015
0.021
0.025
0.037
0.067
0.098
020

35V
CP2GR35-22M
CP2GR35-47M
CP2GR35-100M
CP2GR35-220M
CP2GR35-470M

22
47
100
220
470

B
C
C
E
i=

7p
9p
12p
18p
30p

0.030
0046
0059
0.09
0.156

0.020
0.031
0.039
0.06
0.104

63V
CP2GR63-1
CP2GR63-2M2
CP2GR63-4M7
CP2GR63-10M
CP2GR63-22M
CP2GR63-47M
CP2GR63-100M
CP2GR63-220M
CP2GR63-470M

1

A

2.2
4.7
10
22
47
1C0
220
470

A
A
A
C
D
E
G
I

6p
6p
6p
7p
9p
13p
21p
35p
68p

0.024
0024
0027
003
0043
0063
0.103
0.171
0.339

0.016
0016
0018
002
0.029
0.042
0069
0.114
0.226

010

199g

ea.-1,614(£- e

Code
10V
CP2HA10-47M
CP2HA10-100M
CP2HA10-1000M
CP2HA10-2200M

Value

Ripple

Case

1+

100+

1k+

47
100
1000
2203

200
290
1000
1560

A

14p
15p
35p
57p

0.071
0076
a176
0.288

0.047
0051
0.117
0.192

16V
CP2HA16-47M
CP2HA16-100M
CP2HA16-220M
CP2HA16-470M
CP2HA16-1000M
CP2HA16-2200M
CP2HA16-4700M

47
100
220
470
1000
2200
4700

203
330
490
740
1130
1750
2220

A

15p
16p
22p
35p
47p
76p
£1.40

0076
0.082

0.174
0.234
0.379
0678

0.051
0055
0076
0 116
0156
0253
0.452

25V
CP2HA25-10M
CP2HA25-22M
CP2HA25-47M
CP2HA25-100M
CP2HA25-220M
CP2HA25-470M
CP2HA25-1000M
CP2HA25-2200M
CP2HA25-4700M

10
22
47
100
220
470
1CCO
2200
4700

90
160
240
360
540
810
1130
1870
2690

A
A
8

13p
14p
16p
23p
26p
38p
50p
£1.08
£1.80

0066
0071
0078
0 117
0 127
0 186
0289
0538
090

0044
0047
0052
0058
0086
0 124
0 193
0359
0599

35V
CP2HA35-10M
CP2HA35-22M
CP2HA35-47M
CP2HA35-100M
CP2HA35-220M
CP2HA35-470M

10
22
47
100
220
470

105
180
270
400
600
920

A
A
E
E
G

13p
14p
21p
23p
37p
48p

0063
0073
0 106
0 117
0 187
0243

0044
0049
0071
0078
0 125
0 162

63V
CP2HA63-1
CP2HA63-2M2
CP2HA63-4M7
CP2HA63-10M
CP2HA63-22M
CP2HA63-47M
CP2HA63-100M

1
22
47
10
22
47
100

35
45

A
A
A
A
C
E
E

13p
13p
13p
15p
17p
23p
37p

0066
0.066
0.066
0.078
0.087
0.114
0.187

0.044
0.044
0044
0052
0.058
0076
0.125

ao
120
210
290
450

E
G

E
G

D
H

0114

Tantalum Bead Capacitors
Tantalum bead capacitors, suitable for coupling and by-passing, filters, timing
circuits and general applications. Very low ccst. small size. 5mm lead spacing.
In low impedence circuits care should be exercised to ensure that the surge
voltage is not exceeded

Axial Electrolytic Capacitors
Miniature axial lead electrolytic capacitors manufactured to high technical and
quality standards. All types are sleeved Ripple current quoted is at 85*C
Case Code
A

D
E
G
H

12
12
13
17
18
21
21
26
27
33
37
43

Technical Specification
Tolerance
Temperature Range
Climatic Category
Shelf Life
Manufactured to Scer

D
5
6
8
8
10
10
13
13
16
16
18
20

d
0.5
0.5
0.6
0.6
06
06
0.6
0.6
0.8
08
0.8 •
10

-40 to ...95C
40/085/56 (1EC68)
Mnrrurn 2 Yrs
EC 384-4 084 41316

Technical Specifications
Tolerance
Tangent of loss aree
Leakage current
Temperature range

Code
CP2J35-0.1M
CP2J35-0.22M
CP2J35-0.33M
CP2J35-0.47M
CP2J35-1M
CP2J25-2M2
CP2J25-3M3
CP2J25-4M7
CP2J25-6M8
CP2J25-10M
CP2J16-15M
CP2J16-22M
CP2-116-33M
CP2J06-47M
CP2J16-47M
CP2J06-68M
CP2J10-100M
CP2J16-100M

Value
01
022
033
047
1
22
33
47
68
10
15
22
33
47
47
68
1C0
103

s20%
0.011rax
004CV or 2tJA ye•cheuer Is greater
-65 to .435•C

V
35
35
35
35
35
25
25
25
25
25
.16
16
16
6
16
6
10
16

Size
7x4
7x4
7x4
7x4
7x4
7x4
85x5 5
85x5 5
10x6
9x5 5
10x6
10x6
11x65
10x6
12x8
14x7
15x8
15x8

1+
12p
12p
12p
12p
12p
14p
20p
20p
22p
27p
35p
30p
61p
29p
80p
96p
£1.80
£1.80

100+
0.087
0.087
0087
0.087
0087
0.107
0.144
-0.146
0.165
0.154
0.264
0.229
0459
0.219
0588
0.72
1.29
1.29

1000+
0058
0058
0058
0058
0058
0.071
0096
0097
0.11
0.137
0.176
0 163
o306
0 146
0392
048
086
086

fr> /99f7 eettetteecee
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Snap-In PCB Electrolytic Capacitors

Miniature Trimmer
Capacitors
Code
CP2K1OPF
CP2K22PF
CP2K65PF

Type
2-10f miniature film
2-22pf miniature film
55-65pf miniature film

1+
50p
54p
60p

100+
030
036
052

The TSU range of snap-in electrolytic PCB
mount capacitors offers extremely high
volumetnc efficiency These capacitors are
ideal for all applications requiring high CV
values
and
high
voltage
operation
including switched mode power supplies
Snap-in terminals on a lOmm pitch for
direct mounting into 2mm holes

Code
CP21-16-4700M
CP21-16-10000M
CP21-35-4700M
CP21-35- 10000 M
CP21-63- 1000 M
CP21-63- 2200 M
CP21-63-4700M
CP21-100-1000M

Value
4700p
1000Cp
4700p
1C000p
1CCOp
220Cp
4700p
1000p

Voltage
16V
16V
35V
35V
63V
63V
63V
100V

1+
£1.88
£2.68
£2.61
£4.61
£2.17
£2.56
£4.47
£2.93

25+
120
172
167
295
139
164
286
188

100+
096
138
134
236
111
131
228
150

fz.
e
k

Miniature Tuning Capacitor
CP2K126PF A miniature tuning capacitor
suitable for ZN414 circuits and crystal sets
Comprises AM sections of 126pF with trimmers
and FM sections of 22pF with tnmmers Control
shaft is a flatted 6mm diameter tapped with an
M2.5 thread Rotation 180 Max voltage 100V
Dimensions 20 x20 x 12.5mm £1.25

Professional quality, versatile boxes for use where
both cost and finish are important Moulded in
high impact ABS. they are easily punched or
drilled to produce a professional looking end
product The lids are retained by machined
screws into brass inserts Printed circuit board
slots are provided (except CS4207 and CS4208
which use self tapping screws) /wadable in
black
Code

Jackson Variable Capacitors
CP2K300PF 300pf variable tuning capacitors
manufactured by Jackson Bros
Dilecon type. A compact solid dielectric
variable capacitor Tested at 750 volts Suitable
for panels from 1/16th to 1/4 inch £10.95

Miniature Aluminium Boxes

ABS Boxes

CS4207
CS4208
CS4210
CS4213
CS4216
CS4215
CS4217
CS4220
CS4218
CS4219

External
Dimensions
75x51x25
111x57x22
79x61x40
100x76x41
118x98x45
150x80x50
150x100x60
177x120x83
216x130x85
220x150x64

1+

25+

100+

81p
£1.01
£1.54
£1.70
£1.93
£2.47
£2.77
£3.83
£5.89
£4.44

058
0.70
1.07
1.18
1.35
1.71
1.92
267
410
3 16

050
062
094
103
1.18
151
1.69
234
359
2.78

A range of attractive aluminium boxes, finished
in grey, for a wide range of applications
requiring a sturdy enclosure Two U sections are
secured by four self-tapping screws The box is
covered in a protective plastic film
Code
L
W
CS3415 55
40
CS3425 75
55
CS3435 105 75
CS3445 105 125
CS3455 125 85
CS3465 155 105
CS3475 175 125

H
25
25
35
35
60
45
45

1+
£1.79
£2.50
£3.99
£4.89
£6.78
£7.24
£7.95

10+
127
178
283
347
481
5 14
585

25+
102
1.43
227
2.78
370
3.96
468

CASES
Power Supply Cases
CS4310 ABS box with 13A pins in-built for a
variety of different supplies Overall size 75 x 50
x50mm. £1.90; 25+ 144; 103+ 1.20

Pott ng Boxes
A range of miniature potting boxes moulded in
black ABS ideal for permanent encapsulation of
small circuits
Code
L W H Wall 1+
25+
100+
Thick
CS3010 30 20 15 10
12p 0076 0061
CS3020 40 40 20 10
26p 0.169 0 135
CS3030 50 50 30 1.0
33p 0.214 0 171
CS3040 75 50 30 10
45p 0.289 021
CS3050 103 60 25 1.3
78p 0.50 040

Storage Cabinets
CS4330 Versatile case with built- n battery
compartment. Case separates into two halves
arid front panel is removable Ideal for DVM's or
hand held equipment Length 120mm. width
66m, height 32mm. Battery compartment will
take PP3 £2.95; 25+ 220. 103+ 170

CS4440 Link Hanson type 501 This contains.
within a steel case 540 x 300 x 160mm. 48
plastic drawers Each drawer is divisible into a
maximum of 6 compartments Indmidual drawer
size 155 x 70 x 37mm. £37.95; 4+ 28.04
CS2442 Dividers in packs of 10. £1.40;
each

o10

we+
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CLOCKS
A new quartz clock movement with a range of
hands, dials. chapter rings and accessories. all at
extremely competitive prices

Quartz Movement
CL2490 58
CL2500 58

77 Black
77 Brass

50p
54p

033
036

0.25
0.27

OaCL2510 53
CL2520 53

75 Black
75 Brass

48p
52p

031
034

0.24
026

Kienzle Model W716.
Facility for hour. minute
and second hand
Takes single AA cell
Type
current 80pA
Accuracy to wthin 1 sec/day.
Size 58x50x16mm. weight without battery 26g.
£3.50; 10+ 234. 25+ 1.87: 100+ 1.50
Code

Spindle Lengths
H
M
115
16.3
60
11.5
68
8.1

CL3101
CL3202
CL3303

S
20.5
155
110

Hands
A selection of modern and traditional hands, all
of which will fit either movement descnbed
Measurements are from spindle centre to end

ii0mimmum

Length Colour 1+
H
M
C12410 28 42 Back
38p
CL2420 28 42 Brass
42p

CL2530 35
CL2540 35

44 Black
44 Brass

25+

100+

025
028

019
021

80 Black
80 Brass

48p
52p

0.31
034

030
033

023
025

100+
0.94
094
0,94
0.94
0.94
0.94
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.06
1.06
1.06
1.06
1.06
from

COMPUTER PRODUCTS

Colour
Red
White

1+
28p
28p

25+
0 18
018

100+
014
014

IBM Parallel Printer Cables
CL2570 80
CL2580 80

CL2430 60
CL2440 60

46p
50p

25+
118
118
118
118
118
118
125
125
125
125
125
125
132
132
132
132
132
made

m(:)mmiummumwm
Second Hands
Code
Length
CL2550 60
CL2560 60

lomm
Code

GeGehe•••--

Chapter Rings
Code
Col
Size Num 1+
CL2805 'White 4'
Arabic £1.75
CL2810 Silver 4"
Arabic £1.75
CL2815 Brass 4"
Arabic £1.75
CL2820 White 4"
Roman £1.75
CL2825 Silver 4"
Roman £1.75
CL2830 Brass 4"
Roman £1.75
CL2835 White 5"
Arabic £1.84
C12840 Silver 5"
Arabic £1.84
CL2845 Brass 5"
Arabic £1.84
CL2850 White 5"
Roman £1.84
CL2855 Silver 5"
Roman £1.84
CL2860 Brass 5"
Roman £1.84
CL2865 White 6"
Arabic £1.96
CL2870 Brass 6"
Arabic £1.96
CL2875 White 6"
Roman £1.96
CL2880 Silver 6"
Roman £1.96
CL2885 Brass 6"
Roman £1.96
The White and Silver dials are
aluminium

0.24
0.26

Red
White

28p
28p

018
018

014
014

ee"

9

>f

\<8_

i
6

3_

A completely screened Centronics type parallel
cable for interfacing IBM and compatible
computers to a printer comprising a 36 way
male Centronics connected to a 25 way 'D'
connector plug
Manufactured from 7/0.2
cable, sheathed in grey PVC with aluminium
screen Fully moulded construction.. Available in
2 lengths
Code
Length
1+
10+
CM3102
3m
£4.95
275
CM3104
5m
£5.95
365

_4

Dials

C12450 47
CL2460 47

CL2470 34
CL2480 34

68 Black
68 Brass

46 Black
46 Brass

48p
62p

36p
40n

031
034

023
026

024
026

0 18
020

Code
CL2605
CL2610
CL2615
CL2620
CI2625
CL2630
CL2635
CL2640
CL2645
CL2650
CL2655
CL2660
CL2665
CL2670
CL2675
CL2680

Col
White
Silver
Brass
VVhrte
Silver
Brass
White
Silver
Brass
White
Silver
Brass
White
Brass
White
Silver

Size Num
e Arabic
e Arabic
4"
Arabic
4"
Roman
4'
Roman
4"
Roman
5"
Arabic
5"
Arabic
5"
Arabic
5"
Roman
5"
Roman
5"
Roman
6"
Arabic
6"
Arabic
6"
Roman
6"
Roman

1+
25+
£1.75 118
£1.75 118
£1.75 118
£1.75 118
£1.75 118
£1.75 118
£1.84 125
£1.84 125
£1.84 125
£1.84 125
£1.84 125
£1.84 125
£1.96 132
£1.96 132
£1.96 132
£1.96 132

100+
094
094
094
094
094
094
100
100
100
103
100
100
106
106
106
106

Parallel Extension Cables
CM3106 Completely screened Centronics type
parallel cables for use to interface between
pnnters.
word
processors.
VDUs.
etc
Manufactured from 7/0.2 cable, sheathed in
grey PVC with alurninium screen to minimise
crosstalk and provide protection against external
noise. Fully moulded construction employing 36
way male Centronics connectors at each end
All lines connected. 3 metres. £7.50; 10+ 507

PRICES IN BOLD INCLUDE VAT; CITY PRICES IN LIGHT DO NOT
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Latching XLR Connectors

RS232 Extension Cables
RS232 data cables completely screened end to
end with 25 way 'D connectors at each end
supplied in a vanety of lengths in either male
(plug) to male (plug) or male (plug) to female
(socket) styles. Manufactured from 7/02 cable.
sheathed in grey PVC with aluminium screen to
minimise crosstalk and protect against extemal
noise Fully moulded construction with all 25
lines connected
Code
Type
Length 1+
10+
CM3108 Male to Male
3m
£4.95 267
CM3110 Male to Female 3m
£4.95 267

Low Profile Gender
Changers
Low profile space saving versions of the above.
Overall length of connector is reduced to just
18mm
Male to male is fitted with male
jackscrews. female to female with female screw
receptacles. All lines are wired pin to pin Fully
screened construction
Code
Type
Price
CM2112
9 way male to male
£3.50
CM2114
9 way female to female
£3.50
CM2116
25 way male to male
£3.95
CM2118
25 way female to female
£3.95

31
4 Inch Floppy Disks
A range of high quality 31.2 inch diskettes
available at a very competitive price All disk are
certified to be 100% error free and performance
exceeds ANSI. ECMA and ISO standards. Every
disk is loci% checked before leaving our factory
Supplied
in packs of 10 disks complete with
labels.
Code
CM3122 35iDSDD
CM3124 3 DSHD

Price per box of 10
1+
10+
25+
£4.22
3.33
312
£7.43
5.32
5.00

A range of XLR connectors which offer a high
level of quality and ease of assembly a single
fixing screw retains the nickel plating housing
which is easily removed for rapid assembly
Solder bucket terminations with integral cable
strain relief. Will accept cables from 3 to 8mm
in diameter.
Code
Type
1+
25+ 100+
CN2006 3 way cable skt
£2.57 145
1.19
CN2007 3 way cable pig
£2.13 120 1.00
CN2008 3 way chassis skt £2.66 150 1.30
CN2009 3 way chassis plg £1.97 111 0.98

Diskette Storage Boxes
A range of high quality lockable diskette storage
boxes available to suit 352 inch diskettes The
boxes incorporate lockable prvot action smoked
transparent lids and rugged anti-static ABS base
with convenient hand grip for easy transportation
Supplied complete with 2 keys. dividers and
coloured identification labels.
Code
Type
CM4126 4Ox3s diskette box
CM4128 80x3 1.diskette box

1+
6.95
7.95

10+

acio
495

CONNECTORS

DIN Audio Connectors
A range. of economical insulated DIN plugs Will
match with all DIN socket types detailed below
Back PVC body
1+
25+
100+
Code
Type
19p
0.13
0.10
CN2010 Speaker plug
34p
0.22
017
CN2011 3 way
023
018
38p
CN2012 4 way
0.25
0.19
44p
CN2013 5 way 180'
023
0.18
CN2014 5 way 240'
38p
53p
0.30
023
CN2015 6 way
53p
0.30
0.23
CN2016 7 way
032
014
56p
CN2017 8 way 270'

AUDIO/VIDEO
XT/AT Serial Mouse
CM3120 The Rapid M130 is a new low cost 3
button Senal mouse suitable for use with IBM
XT/AT and compatible computers. The improved
design is easy to use and fits neatly into the
palm of the hand The mouse driver software
supports all applications such as AutoCAD.
CasCAD. AutoSketch. Ventura. Publisher and a
host of other programs used on the IBM PC.
The mouse is supplied complete with mouse
driver software on 31.r inch disc and user
manuals. The mouse is terminated with a 9-pin
D female (socket) Fully compatible with the RM
Nimbus 486 computer £12.95; 5+ 543. 25+

Low Cost XLR Connectors

DIN Chassis Sockets

A range of lovZr cost professional quality plugs
and sockets moulded from tough nylon. Sockets
may be mounted to front or rear of chassis. To
facilitate soldenng rear contacts pins are hollow
Cable plug and socket incorporate cable strain
relief.

Chassis mounting sockets suitable for insulated
or screened DIN audio connectors. Panel cutout
is 16mm 2 pin type has plastic body
Code
Type
1+
25+
100+
CN2020 Speaker Socket 19p 013 0.10
CN2021 3 way
34p 0.22 017
CN2022 4 way
41p 023 0.17
CN2023 5 way 180'
50p 028 0.21
CN2024 5 way 240"
50p 028 021
CN2025 6 way
50p 028 021
CN2026 7 vvay
50p 0.28 021
CN2027 8 way
56p 0.32 0.24

675

Technical Specifications
Mecharem
Ccepatbety
Dynamic Resoluton
Traclunp Sceed
Connectcr
System Recmremenfs

()penal encoder
Mocrosoft and MSC compatnie
4000F1
500mm/seccnd
RS232 9 way female
IBM PC KT/AT or con-path*

Code
CN2001
CN2002
CN2003
CN2004

Type
3 way
3 way
3 way
3 way

cable skt
cable pig
chassis skt
chassis pig

1+
£2.34
£2.11
£1.08
87p

25+ 100+
135
1.20
122
110
062 0.52
050 045

PRICES IN BOLD INCLUDE VAT; CITY PRICES IN LIGHT DO NOT
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Screened Phono Plugs

Miniature Jack Sockets

DIN Une Sockets
CN2029 An economical insulated DIN line
socket to match DIN plugs Black PVC body 5
way 180 47p, 25+ 027 100+ 020

Miniature enclosed type jack sockets for 25 and
3.5mm jack plugs Max panel thickness 25mm.
Panel cutout 45mm for 25mm type. 6mm for
35mm type.
Code
CN2040
CN2041
CN2042

w-11
111"

Type
25mm
35min
35mm stereo

1+
9p
9p
13p

25+
0055
0055
009

CN2062 Screened metal bright nickel plated
phono plug with knurled body The plug also
includes a spring cable strain relief. 41p; 25+
0.24, 100+ 0.19

100+
0045
0045
007

Gold Plated Phono Plugs

Miniature Jack Plugs
Miniature 2.5mm and 35mm insulated
with strong plastic barrels and integral
protector sleeve Solder termination
Code
Type
1+
25+
CN2030 25mm ins. plug
28p 0.17
CN2031 35mm ins plug
27p 0.17
CN2032 35mm stereo ins plg 36p 0.24

11

Professional quality gold plated phono plugs
incorporating
coloured
bands
for
easy
identification. The plug is supplied with gold
flashed cable stsain relief and will accept cables
up to 8errui diameter
Code
Colour
1+
25+
100+
CN2063
Red
85p
054
043
CN2064
Black
85p
054
0.43

plugs
cable
100+
0.13
0.13
0.18

Standard Jack Sockets

‘Screened Miniature Jack
Plugs
Miniatuie screened 25mm and 35rnm plugs
with bright nickel plated bodies. All types
incorporate knurled body finish to assist gnp and
inner cable protector. Solder termination.
Code
Type
1+ 25+ 100+
CN2033 2.5mm screened plug 41p 023 017
CN2034 3.5m screened plug 66p 044 033
CN2035 3.5nrn stereo plug
81p 0.46 0.35

Chassis mounting jack sockets to suit jack plugs
Amilable with unswitched or switched contacts.
Switched contact types have normally closed
contacts which open upon insertion of the plug.
Will accept a wide range of standard 025mn
plugs
Code
CN2043
CN2044
CN2045
CN2046

Type
Mono
Mono
Stereo
Stereo

1+
25+ 100+
unswitched 36p 0.24 0.20
switched
43p 0.28 0.24
unsvntched 48p 0.34 0.26
swtched
56p 040 0.32

Single Phono Sockets
Chassis mounting phono sockets for use with
above plugs Socket is metal type with single
hole fixing of 6mm. Colour coded insulators for
easy identification
Code
Colour
1+
25+
100+
CN2070
Black
42p
0.25
0.20
CN2071
Red
42p
0.25
0.20

Jack Line Sockets
Standard Jack Plugs
Standard insulated lack plugs of 025in nominal
diameter All types include strong black plastic
barrels and integral cable protector sleeve
Solder termination
Code
Type
1+
25+
100+
CN2036 Insulated plug
46p 030
0.24
CN2037 Stereo ins plug 63p 042
0.32

A range of cable mounting lack line sockets
Black moulded body complete with cable clamp
Code
CN2050
CN2051
CN2052
CN2053
CN2054

Type
1+
2.5mm
32p
35mm
32p
35mm stereo
37p
Standard mono '
,
r" 43p
Standard stereo '-r" 48p

25+
020
020
023
028
030

100+
015
0.15
0.17
0.20
022

Gold Plated Phono Sockets
Professional quality single nut fixing gold plated
phono sockets Sockets are supplied complete
with insulating washers to facilitate isolation from
panel. A colour coded ring in red or black
assists in identification. Supplied with gold plated
solder tag. Panel cutout 8mm (9.5mm with
insulating washers).
Code
Colour
1+
25+
100+
CN2072
Red
£1.73 1.18
0.95
CN2073
Black
£1.73 1.18
0.95

Standard Screened Jack
Plugs
Standard screened jack plugs of 025in nominal
diameter with bright nickel bodies. All types
incorporate knurled body finish to assist grip and
inner cable protector Solder termination
Code
Type
1+
25+ 100+
CN2038 Screened plug
84p 0.49 037
CN2039 Screened stereo plg £1.090.69 053

Phono Plugs

Phono Line Sockets

Insulated phono plugs in red or black

Insulated cable mounting phono line sockets in
red or black
Code
Colour
1+
25+
100+
CN2074
Red
22p
012
0093
CN2075
Black
22p
0 12
0093

Code
CN2060
CN2061

Colour
Red
Black

1+
25p
25p

25+
0 15
015

100+
011
011

>>> /99.ir eatalo9ue

Screened Phono Line
Sockets
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Scan Adaptor

CN2076 Screened cable mounting phono line
socket 40p; 25+ 024' 10Gf 19

Audio Leads
A range of made up audio leads for general
industrial and audio-visual applications

CN3112 A scan t adaptor comprising a cable
ended scan plug with one metre of fully
screened cable terminated to a junction box
comprising two scant sockets. Ideally suited to
coupling up to three pieces of audio/visual
equipment with scarf sockets. £7.99; 10+ 4.50

Scart Cable Assemblies
A comprehensive
range
of
Scart
cable
assemblies for use in the interconnection of TV
and video systems employing television type
cable

5 pin 180 1 DIN plug to 5 pin 180 1 DIN plug
Fully moulded construction employing four core
screened cable Overall length 15M. 3M or 5
metres
Code
CN3101
CN3102
CN3103

Type
DIN-DIN
DIN-DIN

Length
15M
3M
5M

1+
£1.52
£2.30
£2.70

CN3113 Scan plug to Scart plug Length 15M
0.50; 10+ 2 18

50+
0.94
1.40
160

GREENWELD
27 Park Road

Southampton •S015 3UQ

PCB DC Power Socket
PCB mounting DC power sockets manufactured
in PBT available to suit 2.1 or 25mm DC power
plugs. Both types may also be hand wired if
required Both incorporate a single pole switch.
Contacts rated at 5A 12V DC
Code
Type
1+
25+
100+
CN2130
2 1mm
20p
0.12
009
CN2131
2.5mm
22p
0.13
010

DC Power Sockets
Switched insulated flush mounting
2 lmm and 2.5m DC power
centres 18.mm.
1+
Code
Type
CN2132
2 lmm
44p
CN2133
25mm
44p

sockets to suit
plugs fixing
25+
035
035

100+
030
030

CN3114 Scart plug to 6 Phono plugs (NICAM
Stereo) Length 15M £3.75; 10+ 230

Cigar Lighter Plugs
Phono to phono Two phono plugs to two
phono
plugs
Fully
moulded
construction
employing twin screened cable Overall length
15M 3M or 5 metres
CN3105
CN3106
CN3107

Phono-Phono
Phono-Phono
Phono-Phono

15M
3M
5M

£1.00
£1.36
£1.71

060
073
090

4..4,

CN2137 Cigar lighter line socket for
lighter plug. £1.00; 25+ 055: 100+ 045

4feei

cigar

CN2135 Quality cigar lighter plug. 40p; 25+
023. 103+ 018

CN3115 Scart plug to 2 BNC and 4 Phono
plugs (NICAM Stereo) Length 15M £5.17;
10+ 350

MAINS/POWER
IEC Chassis Plug
CN2140 A range of front or rear mounting inlet
connectors approved IEC320 and CEE22. 90p;
25+ 051. 1C0+ 038

Scart Connectors

DC Power Plugs

Scart connectors are now commonly used for
the interconnection of television receiver, video
equipment. cameras and recorders All inputs
and outputs are via a 21 pin connector, the
socket being PCB moulded. The cable mounting
non-reversible plug is supplied as a fully loaded
solder type complete with cable strain relief

A range of miniature power inlet plugs to suit a
range of appliances 1.3mm diameter type suits
Walkman-type cassette players Standard plugs
have 10mm shaft long plugs have 14mm shafts

Code
Type
1+
CN2110 Scart cable plug
75p
CN2111 Scart PCB socket 60p

25+
046
040

100+
041
032

Code
CN2120
CN2121
CN2122
CN2123
CN2124

Type
1.3mm
2 lmm
2.1mm
2.5mm
2.5mm

mini
standard
long
standard
long

1+
44p
22p
34p
22p
34p

25+
0.30
016
0.20
0 15
0.20

100+
020
012
016
0 12
016

IEC Chassis Socket
CN2141 Female version of chassis plug for
power take-off applications Terminated with
4811vr3 fast-on connections Contact rating 104
2501 AC 87p; 25+ 049: 1004- 0.37

GREENWELD
27 Park Road •Southampton •S015 3UQ

TEL: 01703 236363
FAX: 01703 236307
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Cable Mounting Socket
Cable mounting sockets which mate directly with
the PCB mounting plugs Complete with cable
strain relief. Beryilium-copper contacts Bump
polansed.

Rewireable Cable Plug
CN2143 A CEE22/IEC320 straight rewreable
power take-off connector Fitted wth internal
screw gnp cable clamp and strain relief Contact
rating 10A 250V AC £2.30; 25+ 146. 100+
115

Code
CN2300
CN2305
CN2310
CN2315
CN2320

Quicktest - 13A Mains
Connector

IEC Cable Socket
CN2142 A rewreable cable socket Fitted with
internal screw connectons and cable strain relief
Contact rating 6A 250V AC £1.50; 25+ 1.01:
100+ 081

CN3155 fie Quicktest is ideal for laboratories
and service and test departments. With the lid
open the wires of plugless lead are inserted into
the insulated clips. When the lid is closed
current
passes
to
the
equipment
being
demonstrated or tested. The lid has a spring
latch to hold it open when the Quicktest is wall
mounted. A neon light shows that the connector
is live and ready to use The 13A fuse is easily
accessible for replacement The insulated clips
are colour coded for easy identification. £14.95;
10+ 10.00

Type
10 way
20 way
26 way
34 way
40 way

1+
29p
32p
36p
37p
67p

25+
0. 18
020
0.21
0.23
0.39

100+
013
0.15
0.16
0.18
029

„e.efie
se

t !'
Joe e•« Edge Connectors
Code
CN2355

Type
34 way

25+

1+
75p

100+
050

MULTIPOLE
IDC Connectors
•

2 Way Mains Adaptor

l‘Ji».l.,1k/1.;,.
‘r

CN2154 2 way adaptor £1.50, 25+ C80

IDC DIL Connectors
A range of low profile DIL plugs for direct
termination to nbbon cable Connectors offer a
maximum height above PCB of just 7mm

Right Angle PCB Plugs
Code
CN2200
CN2205
CN2210
CN2215
CN2220

Bakelite 13A Mains Plugs
CN3150 13A plug fused at
042. 100+ 036

13A

68p;

Type
10 pin
20 pin
26 pin
34 pin
40 pin

1+
58p
83p
£1.10
£1.45
£1.70

25+
033
048
0.64
084
098

100+
0.25
036
048
0.63
0.74

Code
CN2400
CN2410
CN2420
CN2430

Type
14 pin
16 pin
24 pin
40 pin

1+
45p
49p
68p
80p

25+
029
0.32
046
049

• 100+
022
024
034
037

20+-

•••

D' Type Connectors
A range of competitrvety price commercial
specification .1) . connectors which meet the
dimensional requirements of MIL-C-24308 White.
flame retardent glass filled polyester insulators,
gold plated stamped contacts housed in tinned
and dimpled steel shells Rated 5A 250V AC max

Straight PCB Plugs
Trailing Sockets
CN3151 4 way trailing skt with fuse
25+ 300 100+ 250

£3.95;

CN3152 4 way trading skt with 2m lead and
Plug £6.95; 25+ 507, 100+ 390

Code
CN2250
CN2255
CN2260
CN2265
CN2270

Type
10 pin
20 pin
26 pin
34 pin
40 pin

1+
58p
71p
94p
£1.24
£1.63

25+
0.33
0.41
0.54
0.72
0.94

100+
0.25
0.31
041
054
071

Code
CN2450
CN2455
CN2460
CN2465
CN2470
CN2475

Type
9 pin solder lug plug
9 pin solder lug skt
15 pin solder lug plug
15 pin solder lug skt
25 pin solder lug plug
25 pin solder lug skt

1+
35p
38p
45p
38p
51p
56p

25+
0.19
0.21
0.26
021
0.30
023

100+
0.13
0.15
0.18
0.15
021
0.23

14 > 199Y eeteceoecee

IDC

A range of IDC 'D connector plugs and sockets
for direct termination to ribbon cable. Gold over
nickel-plated beryllium copper contacts housed
in a tinned metal shell for extra reliability and
EMI/ESD reduction Complete with cable strain
relief
1+
25+ 100+
Type
£1.40 097 075
9 way IDC plug
15 way IDC plug £1.45 1.01 078
25 way IDC plug £1.50 1.09 084

CN2515 9way IDC skt
CN2520 15 way IDC skt
CN2525 25 way IDC skt

£1.40 097
£1.45 101
£1.50 109

075
078
084

Low Profile Turned Pin DIL
Sockets
Code
CN2615
CN2620
CN2625
CN2630
CN2635
CN2640
CN2645
CN2650
CN2655

Type
8 pin
14 pin
16 pin
18 pin
20 pin
22 pin
24 pin
28 pin
40 pin

1+
16p
28p
32p
35p
40p
44p
48p
56p
80p

Pk/10
£1.24
£2.18
£2.48
£2.71
£3.09
£3.42
£3.72
£4.34
£6.19

100+
00R3
0145
0 165
0.181
0.206
0.228
0.248
0.289
0413

1k+
0066
0 118
0 132
0 145
0 165
0.182
0 198
0231
0330

'D' Connector Covers

Low tiDIL IC Sockets

Pb.
3.04'

go eoe

Type
9 pin
15 pin
25 pin

1+
30p
32p
34p

27 Park Road •Southampton •S015 3UC1

Low cost sbckets with side-wipe contacts

25+
0 17
0 19
020

100+
013
0 14
015

A range of ABS covers to fit all 'D' connectors
listed Features captive screw locks with long
shanks (finger and screwdriver slots) and
adjustable cable clamps Can be fitted to
connectors that have already been wired.

PCB terminal blocks Interlocking allows any
number to be connected together on a 5mm
pitch Rated 16A Max wire size 25mm 90"
mounting
Code
Type
CN2800 2 pin lOmm long
CN2805 3 pin 15mm long
CN2810 4 pin 20mm long
CN2815 6 pin 30mm long
CN2820 12 pin 60mm long

1+
16p
24p
40p
58p
£1.15

25+
012
018
0274
0406
0.813

100+
0.09
0.14
0.219
0325
0.650

Polythene moulded 12 way connection block.
easily cut into smaller sections if required In four
current ratings

A range of competitively priced two part 'D'
connector covers moulded in grey ABS Supplied
complete with cable clamp and short jack
screws Top cable entry type

Code
CN2550
CN2555
CN2560

GREENWELD

Terminal Blocks

D' Connectors

Code
CN2500
CN2505
CN2510

TEL: 01703 236363
FAX: 01703 236307

Code
CN2700
CN2705
CN2710
CN2715
CN2720
CN2725
CN2730
CN2735
CN2740

Type
8 pin
14 pin
16 pin
18 pin
20 pin
22 pin
24 pin
28 pin
40 pin

1+
10p
12p
13p
16p
18p
21p
23p
25p
34p

Pk/10
65p
78p
85p
£1.04
£1.17
£1.36
£1.49
£1.62
£2.21

100+
0.029
0062
0059
0066
0074
0081
0088
0 103
0 148

lk+
0015
0026
0030
0034
0039
0045
0046
0055
0078

Code
CN2850
CN2855
CN2860
CN2865

Type
1+
2A 95x16x13mm
50p
5A 117x19x15mm 50p
15A 133x25x18mm 88p
30A 173x30x23mm £1.72

25+
0.32
0.32
0.55
1.07

100+
0.254
0.254
0.44
0.86

RF/COAXIAL

BNC Connectors
A range
of
quality constant
impedance
connectors with nickel plated bodies. PTFE
insulator and silver plated brass contacts Offered
in either 50 ohm (accept RG58/U or Belden
9907 cable) or 75 ohm impedance (accepts
RG59B/U cable).

Code
Type
CN2570 9 pin screwlock
CN2575 15 pin screwlock
CN2580 25 pin screwlock

1+
76p
78p
80p

25+ 100+
0.44 0.33
0.45 0.34
0.46 0.35

IC Extraction Tool
CN2760 Simple sphng clip tool for easy
extraction of integrated circuits. Suitable for use
with ICs with up to 28 pins Insulated handle
80p; 25+ d50

Code
Type
1+
25+ 100+
CN2870 50 Ohm clamp plug 97p 057 049
CN2871 75 Ohm clamp plug 97p 057 049

.0000-e'veseeLow Profile Turned Pin SIL
Sockets
A low profile high-quality machined contact SIL
socket. Moulded in black glass-filled flame
retardant polyester Supplied as a 20 or 32 way
strip which may be broken down to thè required
number of ways Temperature range -50 to
+187C
Code
Type
CN2605 20 pin connector
CN2610 32 pin connector

1+
25+
48p 029
92p 052

100+
022
040

Solderless BNC Connector
IC Extraction/Insertion Tool
CN2770 A high quality spnng loaded tool for
use with 03in (8. 14, 16. 18 and 20 pin)
devices The tool may be for insertion or
extraction of IC's. £1.40; 25+ 090

CN2872 Constant impedance high quality
connector Connection is made via screw
connection for the signal and by crimp
connection to the outer screen which also acts
as a cable clamp. A soft moulded F'VC cover
covers the completed connector 50 ohm
impedance Suitable for use with RG58C/U
cable. £1.44; 25+ 0.81: 10:}i• 0.61

GREEN WELD
27 Park Road •Southampton •S015 3UQ

BNC Bulkhead Sockets
BNC bulkhead sockets with bright nickel plated
bodies available in single hole fixing or with
square flange
17 5mm square
Max panel
thickness for single hole fixing type 4mm
Supplied complete with mounting washers, nut
and solder tug
Code
Type
1+
CN287350 ohm bulkhead skt £1.38
CN287475 ohm bulkhead skt £1.38
CN287550 ohm panel skt
81p

25+ 100+
G80060
0.80060
0.55 042

TEL: 01703 236363
FAX: 01703 236307
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BNC Adaptor

UHF Sockets

CN2879 An adaptor comprising a BNC male
plug terminated to a standard female phono
socket assisting with interconnection of video

UHF S0239 sockets available with square flange
18mm square or round for fixing to panels up to
4mm thick

equipment Nominal impedance 50S2

75p; 25+

0.46; 100+ 038

F Series Coaxial Connectors

Code
CN2892
CN2893

Type
Square socket
Round socket

1+
£1.09
97p

25+
070
065

100+
058
052

A range
of
quality
constant
impedance
connectors for satellite TV cable installation and
other high frequency applications. Bright nickel
plated brass body with
phosphor bronze
contacts wth polypropylene insulator. Nominal
impedance 75 ohms.

Coax Plugs
CN2894 A high quality UK manufactured
standard coax plug with aluminium body with
knurled finish 44p; 25+ 030. 100+ 024

'Twist-On' Plug

BNC Adaptors
A range of adaptors suited to interconnection of
a wide range of BNC sockets with nominal
impedance of 50 ohms suited to many
applications
including
Networked
computer
systems Bright nickel plated bodies
Code
CN2876
CN2877
CN2878

Type
Socket to socket
Tskt/skt/plug
Tskt/skt/skt

CN2885 A rapid assembly 'twist-on' plug for
easy and fast termination to satellite IV cable
type RG6/CT100 Bright nickel plated body 75
ohm impedance 22p; 25+ 0.15;100+ 0.12

Flush Mounting Socket

1+
25+ 100+
£1.20 081 065
£2.15 147 118
£1.79 122 098

CN2895 Socket to suit above Fits flush to
chassis surface. Panel cut-out 132m Axing
centres 19mmx6BA 28p; 25+ 0 19, 100+ 0 15

F Panel Socket
CN2886 F series panel mounting socket for
above. 75 ohm nominal impedance Bright nickel
plated brass body Maximum panel thickness
4m 25p; 25+ 0 18: 10D+ 015

Line Socket
CN2896 Free cable mounting socket to suit
coax
plug.
Aluminium
construction.
Fully
screened. 80p; 25+ 0.55; 100+ 0.44

Oscilloscope Probes
A range of high quality oscilloscope probes for
use between DC and 250 MHz. Available in
either fixed 10:1 or switched 11.10:1. options.
Compensation to match instruments of 12pF to
35pF input capacitance.
Detachable 2m
ground lead Spare accessories are available as
separate items
Probes are
supplied with
comprehensive instructions
Contenta:
Test hook sprulg loaded
Test <hp
Irisulabog

F Adaptor
CN2887 An adaptor suited to mating two F
plugs compnsing two lacks back to back. Bright
nickel plated brass body 75 ohm nominal
impedance. 25p; 25+ G18: 100+ 0 15

Line Connector

Coupensabon
20cm groged lean
Rote tip

CN2897 Line connector for connecting two
coax plugs together 24p; 25+ 0 16. 100+ 013

B.NC adapt.
Technical Specifecition
CN2880
POSIIPYI
X10
BanMakith
DC to 25CMFtz
Rise trne
14ns
Compensaban iange 12pF to Yaaf

CN2881
x1
DC to lbletz
25ns
12pF to 36pF

Irput reactance
trout capacitance
Warkina Voittage
Ociatabog Temp

lb.%1
9141 1%
14pF
200V DC
5COV DC
-25 to .70*C

Code
CN2880
CN2881
CN2882
CN2883

9511.1 1%
14pF
603V DC
-25 to .70C

Type
Axed 10.1
Switched 11, 10:1
Pk of 3 test hooks
Pk of 5 screw in tips

x10
DC to 250Mtiz
1.4ns
12pF to 35pF

1+
10+
£20.95 14.39
£21.95 15.42
£6.95
4.72
£4.50
2.90

UHF Connectors
A series of connectors for use up to 5COV peak
and 2COMHz. Non constant impedance Plug
PL259 supplied less reducer PL259 accepts
Untradio M67 cable.
Code
Type
1+
25+
100+
CN2890 PL259 plug
97p
065
0.52
CN2891 Small reducer
24p
0 16
0.13

Coax Surface Sockets
CN2900
Surface
mounting
single
coaxial
socket 'Mute ABS housing. internal cable clamp
and supplied with mounting screws Dimensions
27x51x59mm £1.32; 25+ 0.90; 100+ 0.72

9"

16

&ate?,
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1
7
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Low Cost 4mm Plugs and
Sockets

Coaxial Splitter
CN2901 A splitter suitable for dividing signals
between receivers Typical insertion loss 6dB
£1.20; 25+ 0.81. 10D4- 0.65

A range of very economically priced 4mm plugs
and sockets Available in red and black Can be
used in conjunction with our 4mm terminals
Solder connection
Code
Type
1+
25+
100+
CN2926
Red plug
33p
023
018
CN2927
Black plug
33p
023
018
CN2928
Red socket
18p
012
009
CN2929
Black socket 18p
012
009

Southampton

S015 3UQ

4mm Sockets
A range of very competitively priced 4mm panel
mounting round sockets. The tin plated turned
brass insert accepts a wide range of 4mm
plugs. Moulded in acetal. Sockets have double
flat along mounting bush to assist positive
location in panels and are supplied complete
with panel fixing nut Solder termination
Code
Colour
1+
25+
100+
CN2960
Black
32p
023
018
CN296 1
Blue
32p
023
018
CN2962
Green
32p
023
018
CN2963
Red
32p
0.23
0.18
CN2964
White
32p
0.23
0.18
CN2965
Yellow
32p
0.23
018

TV Connector Lead
N connector leads available in black or white
comprising a coaxial plug to plug lead with
moulded strain relief. Available in 2 metre or 4
metre cable lengths Suitable for all channels
Code
CN3902
CN3903
CN3904

Type
2M black
2M white
4M white

1+
95p
95p
£1.35

25+
0.64
0.64
0.93

100+
0.52
0.52
073

SINGLE POLE

4mm P ugs
A range of hgh quality 4mm non stackable plugs
with stainless steel lantem spnng to maintain
contact pressure in 4mm sockets. A novel
design feature of the plug enables assembly of
the plug AFTER soldenng Rated at 16A.
Code
Colour
1+
25+
100+
CN2930
Black
40p
0.28
0.22
CN2931
Blue
40p
0.28
022
CN2932
Green
40p
0.28
022
CN2933
Red
40p
0.28
0.22
CN2934
White
40p
028
0.22
CN2935
Yellow
40p
0.28
0.22

CN2970 Standard crocodile clip Nckel plated
steel Overall length 42mm 10p; 25+ 0065.
100« 005

In-Line Stackable 4mm
Plugs

A range of miniature insulated crocodile clips
supplied
with
covers
Solder
termination
complete with cable grip Overall length 33mm
Code
Colour
1+
25+
100+
CN2973. Black
9p
006
0.045
CN2974
Blue
9p
006
0.045
CN2975
Green
9p
006
0045
CN2976
Red
9p
006
0.045
CN2977
VV'hite
9p
006
0.045
CN2978
Yellow
9p
006
0045

Standard Crocodile Ups

war'
Miniature Crocodile C ips

2mm Stackable Plug
2mm gold plated plug with 2mm socket in the
rear providing an in-line stacking facility The lead
wire is soldered into position at the bottom of
the 2mm socket Rated at 104
Code
CN29 10
CN291 1
CN29 12
CN29 13
CN2914
CN29 15

Colour
Black
Bue
Green
Red
VVhite
Yellow

1+
64p
64p
64p
64p
64p
64p

25+
0.43
0.43
0.43
0.43
0.43
043

100+
033
033
033
033
033
033

4rnm plug with 4rnm socket in the rear
providing an in-line stacking facility The lead wire
is clamped in position by screw located at the
bottom of the 4mm socket Nickel plated brass
insert with stainless steel plug spring 104 rating
Code
Colour
1+
25+
100+
CN2940
Black
45p
031
026
CN2941
Blue
45p
031
025
CN2942
Green
45p
031
025
CN2943
Red
45p
031
025
CN2944
White
45p
031
025
CN2945
Yellow
45p
031
026

Crocodile Lead Pack
CN3980 A set of ten leads 18 inches long in
five assorted colours, terminated at each end
with a vinyl covered crocodile clip Ideal for use
as test clips £2.20; 10+ 1.50. 50+ 130

tir
4mm Terminals

Insulated 2mm Sockets
A range of insulated panel mounting 2mm
sockets available in a wide range of colours
Nickel
plated
brass turned
insert
Solder
termination Rated at 5A Panel cutout 5 1mm
Code
CN2920
CN2921
CN2922
CN2923
CN2924
CN2925

Colour
Black
Blue
Green
Red
White
Yellow

1+
41p
41p
41p
41p
41p
41p

25+
0.28
028
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.28

100+
022
022
0.22
022
022
022

High quality moulded terminals in acetal All
metal parts bright nickel plated Rated at 10A
Will accept our •low cost or standard 4mm
plugs Height above panel 24-32mm 14rnm
diameter Maximum panel thickness 12 7mm
Thread size 48.4 clearance.
Code
Colour
1+
25+
100+
CN2950
CN295 1
CN2952
CN2953
CN2954
CN2955

Red
Green
Blue
Black
White
Yellow

75p
75p
75p
75p
75p
75p

050
050
050
050
050
050

0.40
0.40
0.40
0.40
040
0.40

Microminiature Probes
CN2982 Microminiature plunger action probes
suited to making contact with components on
high density PCB's including DIL packages
Solder connection. Gold flashed contacts Max
voltage 50V Overall length 40mm Available in
pars of 1 red and 1 black 60p; 25+ 0.42.
100+ 033

GREEN WELD
27 Park Road •Southampton

S015 3L10.

TEL 01703 236363
FAX: 01703 236307
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1--atuel
20mm Antisurge

Multimeter Test Leads
CN3984 Multimeter test leads to suit our range
of multimeters Leads are of fully moulded
construction and incorporate right angle 4mm
plugs for ease of use Overall length 1M
Supplied as a pair of leads, one red and one
black £1.99; 10+ 143. 50+ 1.25

Crimp Connectors
Red sleeve (for cable up to 165mm dia), crimp
connection supplied in packs of 10. 100. or
1000
Code

Type

CN2990
CN2991
CN2992
CN2993

Male bullet
Female bullet
Plan 025" blade
Insulated 025 receptacle

Pk of
10
80p
80p
80p

100

1k

004
004
004

0035
0035
0035

80p

004

0035

Code
FS2B32MA
FS2B63MA
FS2B80MA
FS2B100MA
FS2B125MA
FS2B160MA
FS2B250MA
FS2B315MA
FS2B400MA
FS2B500MA
FS2B630MA
FS2B800MA
FS2B1A
FS2B1A25
FS2B1A6
FS2B2A
FS2B2A5
FS2B3A15
FS2B4A
FS2B5A
FS2B6A3
FS2B7A5
FS2B10A

Type
32mA
63mA
80mA
100mA
125mA
160mA
250mA
315mA
400mA
500mA
63OrnA
800A
IA
125A
16A
2.4
25A
3 15A
4A
5A
63A
75A
10A

1+
60p
37p
37p
25p
25p
18p
18p
18p
18p
18p
18p
18p
18p
18p
18p
18p
18p
18p
18p
18p
18p
18p
18p

10+
0.45
0.23
0.23
0.15
0.15
011
011
0.11

011
011

011
0.11
011

ran
0.11

011
011
011

011

100+
030
015
0.15
010
0.10
009
009
009
009
009
0.09
0.09
009
009
009
009
009
009

011

009
009
009
009
009

10+
012
006
006
0.06
0.06
0.06
006
006
006
006
006
006
006
006
006
0.06
006
006
006
006
006
006
006
006

100-'007
0.03
003
003
003
003
003
003
003
003
003
003
003
003
003
003
003
003
003
0.03
003
003
003
003

10+
030
021
021
021
021
021
0.21
021

100+
020
014
0.14
014
014
014
014
014

0.11

(an
(an

32mm Quickblow

FUSES

20mm Quickblovv
Code
FS2A63MA
FS2A100MA
FS2A125MA
FS2A160MA
FS2A200MA
FS2A250MA
FS2A315MA
FS2A400MA
FS2A500MA
FS2A600MA
FS2A630MA
FS2A800 MA
FS2A1A
FS2A1A25
FS2A1A5
FS2A1A6
FS2A2A
FS2A2A5
FS2A3A
FS2A3A15
FS2A3A5
FS2A4A
FS2A5A
FS2A6A3
FS2A7A5
FS2A10A
FS2A13A
FS2A 15A
FS2A20A

Type
63mA
100mA
125mA
16OrrtA
2COrnA
250mA
315mA
400mA
50CmA

scorm

63CrnA
800mA
lA
1.25A
1.5A
1.6A
2A
2.5A
3A
3.15A
3.5A
4A
5A
634
75A
10A
13.4
15A
20A

1+
18p
9p
9p
9p
9p
9p
9p
9p
9p
9p
9p
9p
9p
9p
9p
9p
9p
9p
9p
9p
9p
9p
9p
9p
9p
9p
9p
9p
9p

10+
0 12
0ce
006
006

ocis
006
006

oœ

006
006
0cis
0.06
006
006
006
006

aos

oœ
006
006
006
006
006
006
006
006
006
006
006

100+
007
003
003
003
0.03
003
003
0.03
003
003
003
0.03
003
003
003
003
0.03
003
003
003
0.03
0.03
003
0.03
003
003
0.03
0.03
003

Code
FS2C60MA
FS2C 100MA
FS2C 150MA
FS2C200MA
FS2C250MA
FS2C350MA
FS2C500MA
FS2C600MA
FS2C630MA
FS2C750MA
FS2C800 MA
FS2C 1A
FS2C1A25
FS2C1A5
FS2C2A
FS2C2A5
FS2C3A
FS2C4A
FS2C5A
FS2C7A5
FS2C 10A
FS2C13A
FS2C15A
FS2C20A

Type
60mA
1COrnA
15CrnA
2COmA
250mA
350mA
503mA
603mA
630mA
75OrnA
800mA
IA
125A
15A
2A
25A
3.4
4A
5A
75A
10.4
13.4
15A
20.4

1+
18p
9p
9p
9p
9p
9p
9p
9p
9p
9p
9p
9p
9p
9p
9p
9p
9p
9p
9p
9p
9p
9p
9p
9p

Type
50i
SA
10CmA
15CmA
200mA
250mA
350mA
500mA
600-nA

1+
40p
28p
28p
28p
28p
28p
28p
28p

wiz

63OrriA
750mA
800mA
lA
125A
15A
2A
25A
3.4
4A
5A
10.4
13.4

28p
28p
28p
28p
28p
28p
28p
28p
28p
28p
28p
28p
28p

021
021
021
021
021
021
021
021
021
021
021
021
021

014
014
014
014
014
014
014
014
014
014
014
014
014

weif3

PBS I302
11.
re

25mm (1") Plug Top
Code
FS2E2A
FS2E3A
FS2E5A
FS2E10A
FS2E13A

Type
2A
3A
5A
10A
13.4

1+
16p
16p
16p
16p
16p

10+
012
0.12
012
012
0.12

100+
009
009
009
009
009

20mm PCB Fuse Clip

32mm Antisurge
Code
FS2D5OMA
FS2D 100MA
FS2D150MA
FS20200MA
FS2D250MA
FS2D350MA
FS2D500MA
FS2D600MA

FS2D630MA
FS2D750MA
FS2D800MA
FS2D1A
FS2D1A25
FS2D1A5
FS2D2A
FS2D2A5
FS2D3A
FS2 D4A
FS2D5A
FS2D10A
FS2D13A

4 17

F52010 Tin plated PCB mounting fuse clips for
use with 20x5mm fuses Each clip has two
mounting legs to suit mounting on 0 lin pitch
board. Clips are rated at 5A Price/pair 8p;
25+ 005: 100+ 004

Finger Release 20mm
Fuseholder
FS2020 Low cost panel mounting 2Ornm finger
release fuseholder with knurled cap moulded in
black
self
extinguish ling
polycarbonate.
A
screwdriver/coin slot is also incorporated in the
fuse cap Maximum fuse rating 63A 250V AC
38p; 25+ 029. 103+ 0.23

Low Profile 20mm
Fuseholder
FS2030 A high quality low profile panel
mounting 2Ornm screwdriver release fuseholder
moulded
in
black
self
extinguishing
polycarbonate rate at UL94V-1 Requires a flat
blade screwdriver to open fuse cap A 'D'
shaped cutout prevents rotation. Maximum fuse
rating 63A. 55p; 25+ 045. 1C0+ 036

18
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Steel Cheesehead Screws

Finger Release 11
4Ix"
Fuseholder
FS2040 A panel mounting 1
finger release
fuseholder moulded in phenolic resin Maximum
fuse rating 10A 250V AC 55p; 25+ 045. 100+
036

Bayonet 1% In-line
Fuseholder

19mm Mixer Style Control
Knobs
A range of 19mm skirt diameter black control
knobs available with a wide variety of matching
coloured caps with marker line which push fit in
the knob Knob bodies are available as push fit
onto 6mm splined shafts or grub screw fixing for
6mm shafts A styiish. modem, uncluttered
control knob offering exceptional value.
Code
Type
1+
25+ 100+
HW2220 Knob body
(6mm push fit)
19p 0 13 0 10
HW2230 Knob body
(6mm grub screw)65p 0.45 036
HW2310 Red cap
12p 007 0055
HW2320 Yellow cap
12p 007 0055
1-4W2330 Green cap
12p 007 0055
HW2340 Grey cap
12p 007 0055
HW2350 Blue cap
12p 007 0055
HW2360 Black cap
12p 007 0055

FS2050 A nylon moulded bayonet action plug
arid socket style fuseholder suitable for 1% x
fuses Rated at 10A Not recommended for use
in circuits above 50V Overall length 60mm.
15mm diameter 20p; 25+ 0 15. 100+ 0 12

HARDWARE

23mm Aluminium In ay
Control Knobs
Matched 23mrn diameter black control knobs
with spun alurnnium skirt and inlay Available
calibrated 1 to 10 or with arrow indication.
Depth 14mm Grub screw for 025in diameter
spindles
Code
Type
1+
25+
100+
HW2101
Arrow
55p
0.39
0.32
HVV2102 Calibrated
55p
0.39
0.32

30mm Aluminium Inlay
Control Knobs
Matched 30mrn diameter black control knobs
with spun aluminium skirt and inlay Available
either calibrated
1 to
10 or wth arrow
indication Depth 18rnm Grub screw for 0.25in
spindles
Code
Type
1+
25+
100+
HW2103
Arrow
55p
0.39
032
HW2104
Calibrated
55p
0.39
032

Type
284 x2
2E3A x 1"
284 x 1.2"
2BA x "•3'
4BA x 1"
4BA x
4BAxs
6BA x 1'
6BA x'•••>"
6BA x '4"
88A x
SBA x

Price
£3.20
£2.80
£2. 20
£2.52
£2.06
£1.54
£1.36
£1.90
£1.18
£1.22
£1.42
£1.24

Steel Plain Washers
HW2700
HW2705
HW2710
HW2715

284
484
684
884

34p
32p
28p
28p

Hot Tinned Brass Solder
Tags
HW2720
HW2725
HW2730
HW2735

28A
484
684
884

£1.80
£1.68
£1.68
£1.81

Hardware Packs

Ribbed With Coloured Caps
Ribbed black plastic with coloured caps Modern
styling
Grooved
pointer
Caps
are
interchangeable
Diameter
13mm
Depth
15 5mm
Fitting
Grub screw
Spindle dia
635mm
Code
Type
1+
25+
100+
HW2410 Red cap
30p
020
0 17
HW2420 Yellow cap
30p
020
017
HVV2430 Green cap
30p
020
0.17
HW2440 Blue cap
30p
020
0.17
HW2450 Black cap
30p
020
0.17

Black pointer Knob
HW2500 Black pointer knob with central
indicator line in white Made from phenolic
plastic which is resistant to heat Grub screw
fixing for 025in spindles 30p; 25+ 020; 100+
017
Nuts, Screws, Washers and Solder Tags
all supplied in Packs of 100

Each pack contains 20 each screws, nuts.
washers and solder tags. all in steel.
HW2740
284 x 1" screws etc
£1.00
90p
HW2745
284 x
screws etc
HW2750
95p
284 x ki" screws etc
HW2755
484 x 1" screws etc
80p
484 x
HW2760
screws etc
71p
HW2765
484 x %.," screws etc
68p
HW2770
684 x 1" screws etc
75p
HW2775
684 x
screws etc
62p
HW2780
684 x %" screws etc
63p
HW2785
8BA x
screws etc
70p
HW2790
8BA x %V' screws etc
64p

Feet
A range of self-adhesive cabinet feet in black
rubber

Round Profile
Code
Dia
Height Pk/10 100+ 1k+
HW2800 10n -Im 4mrn
48p
004
003
HW2810 13mm 36mm 70p
0042 0035

Square Profile
Code
Width
HW2820 lOmm
HW2830 126m
HW28402Ornm

37mm Aluminium Inlay
Control Knobs
Matched 37min diameter black control knobs
with spun aluminium skirt and nlez Available
either calibrated
1 to 10 or with arrow
indication Depth 15mm Grub screw fixing for
025in spindles
Code
Type
1+
25+
100+
HW2105 Arrow
62p 043
034
HW2106
Calibrated
62p 043
034

Code
HW2605
HW2610
HW2615
HW2620
HW2625
HW2630
HW2635
HW2640
HW2645
HW2650
HW2655
HW2660

Pk/10 100+
70p
0042
80p
0044
£1.25 009

1k+
0035
0038
0.07

Screw On Feet

Steel Nuts
Code
HW2680
HVV2685
HW2690
HW2695

Height
5mm
57rnm
8mm

Type
284 Steel
4BA Steel
6BA Steel
884 Steel

Nuts
Nuts
Nuts
Nuts

Price
£1.22
90p
82p
£1.04

Moulded with a 35mrn mounting hole. Black or
grey finish, according to availability
Code
HW2850
HW2860

Dia
15 5mm
19mm

Height
lOmm
1m

Pk/10
£1.40
£1. 60

100+
0 10
011

GREENWELD
27 Park Road

Southampton •S015 311C1

Gears
A range of miniature gears to use with small
motors Available in individual sizes or mixed
packs as shown All have 19mm base for tight
fit onto 2rnm spindle

199S eetetee,eee
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FAX: 01703 236307

OPTOELECTRONICS
Bi -colour 5mm LED

Miniature 1.8mm LED
A range of miniature diodes diffused package of
18mm
diameter
suited
to
through-panel
applications Cathode identified by shorter lead
Package style 2 Kingbnght L-1060 series

Code
HW2900
HW2910
HW2920
HW2930
HW2940
HW2950

OD
Teeth
16
30
42
60
30
42

OD
9
16
22
31
16
22

ID

Pk
of 10
- 28p
6
37p
6 48p
6
67p
5.5 37p
5.5 48p

100+ 1k+
0016
0021
0027
0038
0021
0027

0012
0016
0021
0029
0.016
0.021

Miniature Worm Gears
Miniature worm gears for use with the above
gears
Code
Dia Length
HW2960 6
6
HW2970
10

Pk/10 100+ 1k+
32p
0018 0014
44p
0025 0019

Steel Shaft
HVV2980 Steel shaft for use vvith above worms
and gears. 2mm dia x 75mm long Pack of 10
23p; 1C0+ 0.013: 1k+ 0.01
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Technical Specification
L
V,
V,
max
hp
max

V,.
ht at
max I, mcd

View
angle

Was&
length

Red
20mA
Green 3OrnA
Amber 33rnA
Yellow 30mA

2V
22V
2V
2 IV

5V
5V
5V
5V

30'
Xil'
30 .
30'

660
566
625
590

Code
0132010
OP2020
OP2030
0132040

Type
Red
Green
Amber
Yellow

25V
25V
25V
25V

20 at 1
OrnA
5 at 10nA
125 at 10mA
50 at 10rniti

1+
13p
13p
15p
15p

100+
0081
0089
0098
0098

1000+
0065
0077
0078
0078

OP2250
Miniature
bi-colour
5mm
LED
comprising two LEDs (red/green) connected in
inverse parallel housed in a milky white package.
Applications include polahty indication. etc
Package style EA Kingbright L-57W series. 35p;
25+ 0.23. 1C0+ 0.18
Technical Specification
t
V, , V,

V„

in! at

View

Wave

max
Red
30mA
Green 30MA

max
5V
5V

1, mcd
4012Orna
40820m5

angle

length
625
566

hp
2V
22V

max
25V
25V

60'

60'

Tri -colour 5mm LED
OP2260 Miniature tn-colour 5inrii LED housed
in a milky package Both diodes (red/green) are
connected in a common cathode configuration
and by connecting both together a third colour
is obtained Style 8b Kihgbright L-59W series
36p; 25+ 024; 100+ 0.19
Technical Specification
I,
V,
V,

V„

Int at

View

Wave

max
Red
33rres
Cveen 3Orriai

max
5V
5V

t, rricd
9011120mA
7012CrnA

angle
60'
60'

length
625
565

hp
max
2V
25V
22V 25V

Miniature 3mm LED
A range of miniature 3rren round LEDs housed
in a diffused coloured package A wide range of
colour options Kingbnght L934 series Package
style 7.
Technical Specification
V,
max
hp
Red
20mA 2V
Bright red 30mA 2V
Green
25mA 22V
Yellow
30mA 2.1V
Amber
30mA 2V

Code
OP2105
OP2110
OP2115
OP2120
OP2125

V,
max
28V
25V
2.6V
2.5V
2.5V

%De
Red
Bnght Red
Green
Yellow
Amber

V.
max
5V
5V
5V
5V
5V

hIel
I, mcd
5.10mA
5041.1CmA
32M 16,
32110mA
501 10mA

1+
10p
10p
12p
12p
12p

Vievv
angle
60
60
60
60'
60'

100+
005
005
006
006
006

Wave
length
625
625
566
590
625

1000+
0.035
0.035
0.05
005
005

Flashing 5mm LED
A range of 5mm LEDS in a diffused package
with an inbuilt IC to provide acontinuous flash at
a frequency of 3Hz. Supply voltage 9 to 12V no series resistor required Ideal for use in
warning devices, alarms. etc. Kingbright L-56
series Package style 8
Technical Specification
t
V,
V,
Red
HE Red
Green
Yell ow

max
50mA
50mA
50mA
5OrnA

Code
OP2300
OP2305
OP2310
OP2315

hp
9-12V
9-12V
9-12V
9-12V

max
3.5V
35V
36V
35V

Type
Red
HE Red
Green
Yellow

V„

lilt at

View

Wave

max
05V
05V
05V
05V

mcd
819V
8019V
3209V
3219V

angle
120'
120'
120'
120'

length
660
625
565
590

1+
50p
70p
55p
70p

25+
038
050
0.41
050

100+
030
040
0.33
040

HW2985 Pack of 10 each of all listed items
above Total 90 items £2.95; 10+ 190

DC Motors
A range of 3 small motors operating on 15 to
4.5V with many applications including models,
robotics and educational demonstrations

'

•

HVV2990 30mm long x 20mm dia with flats on
both sides.
Speed
14.030 RPM
at 3V.
1=380mA Stall torque 26g/cm 40p; 25+ 030:
103+ 020
HW2992 30mm long x 24mm dia Higher
torque than above Speed 6,300 RPM at 3V,
1=110mA. Stall torque 44g/cm 50p; 25+ 0.35:
1004 025
HVV2994 34mm long x 24mm dia High torque
model Speed 8303 RPM at 3V 1=170mA Stall
torque 56g/cm 60p; 25+ 044, 100+ 034

3mm and 5mm Panel Clips
Standard 5mm LED
A range of 5mm LEDs suitable for PCB and
panel mounting applications A wide range of
colour options available. Kingbnght L-53 series
Packaged style 8 Cathode identified by flat on
body
Technical Specification
I,
V,
V,
Red
Bright Red
Geer,
Yellow
Amber

max • hp
2OrnA 1N
25m0 20V
25mA 22V
30m4 2 IV
30inti 2CM

Code
OP2205
OP2210
OP2215
OP2220
OP2225

max
2V
2.5V
25V
2.5V
25V

Type
Red
Bright Red
Green
Yellow
Amber

PRICES IN BOLD INCLUDE VAT;

V

ht at

max
5V
5V
5V
5V
5V

mod
321 1
Ornfi,
WO lOrriA
32110mA
32110mA
808110mA

1+
10p
10p
12p
12p
12p

100+
005
006
006
006
006

crnr

'hew

Wave

angle

length
625
625
565
590
625

eicr

60'
60'
60'
60'

1000+
0035
0035
005
005
005

3mm one part and 5mm two part panel
suit above LEDs
Code
Type
1+
100+
OP2350
3mm
5p
003
OP2360
5mm
5p
003

clips to
1000+
002
002

5mm Bezel Panel Clips
Attractive push fit panel clips for 5mrn LEDs in
black nylon offering professional appearance at
low cost. Available in either recessed or
prominent position styles Mounting hole is 8mm
Code
Type
1+
100+
1000+
OP2370
Prominent
16p
0 10
008
OP2380
Recessed
16p
0 10
008

PRICES IN LIGHT DO NOT

20/ 99ee
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PACKS 6KITS
Component Packs
These

u.

T1.5 LES Lamp
A

range

of

spectrally

emitters and sensors
very

high

of

power

matched

near

infra-red

The infra-red emitters have

output

and

are

housed

in

miniature Ti 5.

LES

(E5)

Dimensions

lamps

to

16mm x 5mm

6V
12V
24',

036
096
096

60mA
8OrnA
4OrnA

a

Alm
lumens
10
20
38

Type

1+

25+

100+

6V

28p

018

housed

OP2560

12V

0

OP2570

24V

28p
28p

15
015
0 15

in

a black

moulding
Technical specification
Emitter
Radrant output pt
VVaveiength
Forward V (max)
Forward cu rent (max)
Pot drssrpaoces
Vrewng angle
Terrperature range
Sensor
Breakdovin
-IccuA)

infra-red

sensor

transmissive

Standard
10mW
940nrn
16V

is

a

epoxy

0

1CemA
120mW

po i r

3:1"
-3:1 to .80 deg C
32V wan
2n4 rip
454A typ

Dark Current (N4. .10V)
boht Current (V,, .5V1

0

18
18

High Power
2Orrev
asav,
17V

100mW

Code

Type

1+

OP2400

Standard emitter

25+

100+

26p

0 16

0.13

OP2405 High power emitter 32p

023

017

OP2410 Sensor

046

036

72p

range of

range

hand

whenever

substantial

of

1j)

miniature

voltages

MES

lamps

1lmm

in

a wide

diameter,

23mm

overall length
Technical Specification
V
Current

W

Lumens

15V
25V
35V
6OV
I
2OV

045
05
105
038
24

12
38
60
10
120

320mA
208
3COrnA
60mA
25riA

OP2450

A

cadmium

sulphide

cell

light

Code

Type

1+

25+

OP2600

1.5V.300mA
25V20OrnA
3.5V.300mA
6.0V.60mA
12 CAl 200mA

15p
15p
15p
18p
18p

009
009
009
G 11
0.11

OP2610
OP2620
OP2630
OP2640

Nominal kte
(hrs)
50
1CO
1COD
1000D
3C00
100+

007
007
007
008
0ce

dependent resistor in a sealed plastic case with
clear

end

window

Resistance

reduced

light falling on the device increases
0 70. 100+ 060
Technical specification
ID&Ix reo stance
Reostance fi Ftc
fi 103F1c
Max voltage

as

the

£1.04; 25+

IMeg ohrn
9 IgIchms
4C0 ohms
320V dc or ac peek
75rnlk

Max curer!

l
op

miniature

types

in

a variety

of

Code

Type

1+

25+

100 -e

OP2700

2.4V.503mA
3.6V.5COmA
4.8V.500mA
6V.500mA
12v.500mA

20p
20p
20p
20p
20p

14
014
014
014
014

011
011
011
011
011

OP2710
OP2720
OP2730
OP2740

0

voltages
Code

They

also

give

or greater)

over

bte,ing

a

CR25 Carbon Film Resistor Kit
A pack containing a total of 1.003
025W 5% carbon film resistors ranging in value
from 47 ohms through to 10 Megohms A total
of 64 different values Supplied in 8 packs
£9.95; 5+ 7 18 25+ 575
10x12CR
10x15CR
10x18CR
20x22OR
20(27OR
20x33OR
10x3901111
30x47CR
20x56OR
20x68OR
10x82OR

3Dx1K
15x 1K2
15x1K5
10x1K8
25x2K2
20x2K7
20x3K3
15x3K9
25x4K7
20x5K6
15 x6K8

10x8K2
3Dx1CK
15x12K
15x15K
15x 18K
20x22K
15x27K
20x33K
10x39K
30x47K
21Dx581(

15x68K
10x82K
30x100K
20x 120K
15x150K
15X180K
20x220K
15x2 70K
15x33311
10x390K
25x470K

10x560K
10x680K
5x820K
20x1M
10x2M2
5x3tv13
10x4M7
5x6M8
20x 10M

CR50 Carbon Film Resistor Kit
05W 5%

A

pack

containing

a total

of

1.000

carbon film resistors ranging in value

from 47 ohms through to 10 Megohms A total
of 64 different values. Supplied in 8 packs.
£12.95; 5+ 7.37; 25+ 722
Ccnteney
10x487
5x5R6
10x1OR
10x 15R
16x2211
10x3313
10x47R
10x58R
10x68R
10x82R
10x looR

12oR 33x 1K

10x
10x 15OR
ictroasiti
20x22OR
20x27OR
2(a 1 3011
10x39OR
31Dx47OR
20x56OR
20x68OR
10x82OR

15x 1K2
15x1K5
10x1K8
25x2K2
20x2K7
20x3K3
15x3K9
25x4K7
20x5K6
15x6K8

10x8K2
33x toK
15x12K
15 xl5K
15x1812
20x22K
15x27K
20x33K
10x39K
3Dx47K
2008612

15x68K
10x82K
3DcICOK
20x120K
15x 150K
15x180K
20x220K
15x2 70K
15x33CK
10.39CK
25x47CK

10x5(
10x680K
5x820K
20x 1M
10c2M2
5x3M3
10x4M7
5x8K48
2C1x 10M

Type

1+

25+

100+

10x3 2 dia

28p

018

0

28p

0.18

0.14

28p

0;18

014

28p

0.18

014

clear
red

14

green
blue
28p

0.18

014

28p

018

0.14

yellow

MR25 Metal Film Resistor Kit
KT3030

A

pack containing

a total

of 0 25W

1% 5Oppm precision metal film resistors ranging
in value from 10 ohms through to 10 Megohms.

A total of 70 different values including many
selected from the E24 range to provide a
comprehensive spread of resistances
Supplied
in 10 packs all clearly marked with contents.
£16.95; 5+ 11.40. 25+ 9.12

OP2500 6V 65mA clear

OP2505 12V 65mA
10x3 2 dia
OP2510 12V 65rnA
82x32 dia
OP2515 12V 65mA
8.2x3 2 dia
OP2520 12V 65mA
8.2x3 2 dia
OP2525 12V 65mA
82x32 dia

required.

saving (40%

Range fitting 27mm xlOmm diameter

Wire Ended Bulbs
and

the

Pre-Focus

BULBS

Submin

quality

give

KT3010

KT3020

Light Dependent Resistor
ORP12

top

to

If

Contorts
10x41117
5x5R6
10x1OR
10* 158
10x22R
10x33R
10x47R
10x5613
1Cb‘681=1
1Ca82R
10x 1R

MES (E10) G3 11 11mm
Lamps
A

to

Nom
liours
ICOO
120
5C00

OP2550

The

new

1,0.,1,1FIAIMI!!IPPM.!!!!

Watts

high speed PIN photo diode with high sensitivity

5mm clear package

brand

designed

individual parts.

Technical specification
Wine
Current

Code

standard

of
are

constructor a complete range of the right values

diameter

High Power Infra-Red Source
and Sensor
A

range

Suit our lampholders

packs

components

MES Lampholder
MES battenholder
Spring loaded
contact, cross head screw connections white
Dimensions are 29mm diameter, fixing centres
22mm 30p; 25+ 0 19. 100+ 0 14
OP2800

Contents
10x IOR
10x158
10x22R
10x338
10x398
15x47R
10x58R
10x688
10x75R
10x91R
30x 1028
10x12OR

10x15OR
10x IEOR
20x220F1
20x27OR
3Dx33OR
10x39OR
10x43DR
20x47OR
10x56OR
10x62OR
20x68DR
10x82CA

10x9 IOR
20x1K
20x1K2
I
5x 1K5
leer 1K8
10x2K
20x2K2
10e2K7
I
5x3K3
10x3K9
25x4K7
10x5K1

15x5K6
15x6K8
10x7K5
1Ce2K2
321x ICK
16x125
15x 15K
10x18K
10x 18K
10)031
20x2211
15x27K

15x33K
10x39K
10(43k
20x47K
15x58K
10x68(
10x75K
10(82K
40a1(
15x120K
10x 150K
10x180K

160.20K
10,240K
*ex:«
20x330K
10x390K
20,470K
10x560K
1Cx68DK
10x820K
30x lm

GREEN WELD
27 Park Road •Southampton •S015 3UQ
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20mm Quick Blow Fuse Kit
Ceramic Capacitor Kit
KT3040 A pack containing a total of 240 50V
ceramic disc and plate capacitors ranging in
value from 22pF to 0 11.1F Each value is
indmdually packed A total of 26 different values
£9.95; 5+ 7 19: 25+ 5.75
Contents
5x22P
5x33p
10x47p
5x5tip
5e68p
10x1COn

6x82p
20x 100p
5x120p
10x15,
5x18Cp

10x22
5x270p
15x330
5x390p
15x470

10x56C1D
5x880p
6x820p
20e In
10x 1n5

10x2n2
10x3n3
10x4n7
5x8n8
20e lOn

Preset Potentiometer Kit
KT3060 A pack containing a total of 110
miniature honzontal preset potentiometers Each
value individually packed A total of 13 different
values £9.95; 5+ 6 17; 25+ 494
Contents
5x1003
5x22Cfl
5x4708

10x lk
10x2k2
10(457

15x10k
5x22k
10x47k

16x1CCIr
5x220c
5x47Ck

KT3150 A kit of 77 20mm quick blow fuses
Each type indmdually packed Selection has
been carefully chosen by rating £6.95; 5+
507: 25+ 458
Contents
2 5OrnA
5 10OrnA
5 250rrtA
10 500mA

15 IA
5 16A
10 2A
10 3 15A

10 5A
6 63.5

10x1OM

20mm Slow Blow Fuse Kit

ISO Metric Steel Screw Kits
Miniature Polyester
Capacitor Kit
KT3050 A pack containing total of 1(X)
miniature 5mm pitch polyester capacitors. Each
value individually packed A total of 9 different
values. £7.95; 5+ 5.31, 25+ 4.25
COMM
15xIn
10x2n2

104n7
15x1Cn

10x22n
10x47n

2000Cn
5x2201n

6x47Cn

A range of kits of bright zinc plated slotted pan
head screws and full nuts and washers All sizes
of screw and nut are individually packed in
resealable polythene bags

KT3160 A kit of 102 2Ornm slow blow (time
delay) fuses Each fuse is indmdually packed in a
resealable poMhene bag Selection has been
carefully chosen by rating £11.95; 5+ 897,
25+ 8.20
Contents
2 50mA
5 1COmA
10 250m5
10 5MM,

20 IA
10 16A
15 2A
6 26A

5 3 15A
10 5A
10 63A

KT3090 M2 5 Screw Kit £6.50; 5+ 461. 25+
3.65
Contenu
100
1C0
1CO
300
303

M2 5 6rrrn Screws
M26 12rrrn Screws
M2 6 2Orrrn Screws
M25 Nuts
M26 1Areshers

Total 9C0 Perm

KT3100 M3 Screw Kit £6.95; 5+ 484 25+
3.88
Contents
250
100
50
50
450
4C0

Metallised Polyester
Capacitor Kit

10x22n
10x33n

16x47n
5x68n

20(1COn
5x 150n

Low Profile DIL Sockets

6rnrn Screws
12rrrn Sown
2Orryn Screws
25rrrn Screws
Nuts
Washers

Total 1200 'terns

KT3110 M4 Screw Kit £6.95; 5+ 484: 25+
3.88

KT3060 A pack containing a total of 110 250V
metallised polyester capacitors ranging in value
from 10n to 470n. Each value individually
packed. A total of 11 different values. £10.95;
5+ 8.12: 25+ 6.50
Contents
20x1On
5x 15n

M3
M3
M3
M3
M3
tvI3

10x22n
5x33Cn

Contents
150
1C0
50
50
3C0
3C0

M4
M4
M4
M4
M4
M4

ernm Screws
12mrn Screws
2Orrrn Screws
26rrrn Screws
Nuts
VVesners

KT3170 A pack of popular sizes of low profile
DIL stickets comprising the following. 20x8pin.
20x14pin, 20x16pin, 5x18pin. 5x2Opin: 5x22pin:
5x24pin: 10x28pin; 5x4Opin Total 90 sockets
£8.20; 5+ 6.50: 25+ 5.20

Toted 9C0 rtems

5x4701

Turned Pin IC Sockets
KT3180 A pack of high quality turned pin IC
sockets; 10x8pin: 20x14pin. 20x16pin, 5x18pin.
5x2Opin.
5x22pin;
10x24pin,
10x28pin:
10x4Opin Total 95 sockets £21.95; 5+ 16.50:
25+ 13 25

Self-Tapping Screw Kits
Radial Electrolytic Capacitor
Kit
KT3070 A package containing a total of 93
miniature radial lead electrolytic capacitors. Each
value individually packed A total of 12 different
values £10.95; 5+ 797. 25+ 638
Caitents
10x1p 83V
10xZr2 83V
10x407 83V

15x1Cu 25V
6x2Zr 25V
I0x47p 25V

15x1C0p 16V
5x220.1 16V
5x470p 16V

3x10:kr 18V
3x1CCOp 25V
2x2220p I6V

A range of kits of slotted pan head self tapping
screws. Type AB screws finished in clear
passrvated zinc plate
Contenu
No 4 sue
50 12 7mm
100 95rrrn
50 64rnm
50 64rnm

Code
KT3120
KT3130
KT3140

r_
No 6 sae
20 19 trran
100 12 7rrrn
50 95mm
50 95rrrn

Type
No.4 size
No.6 size
No 10 size

1+
£3.20
£2.95
E3. 95

No
20
60
50

5+
2.31
2.11
2.73

10 see
25 4rrrn
19 lrnm
127m

25+
185
169
2 18

7
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LED's
KT3190 A pack containing 60 LED's
in red, green and yellow Contents:
Red, 10x5mm Red. 10x3mm Green:
Green:
10x3mm
Yellow.
10x5mm
30x3mm clips 30x5mm clips £7.95;
25+ 495

and clips
10x3mm
10x5mm
Yellow:
5+ 620.

22 >>e> /99S' eettateecte
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KT3624 Level Crossing Lights. As a train
approaches the crossing the red LED's will flash
A second reed switch placed in the track after
the crossing will turn them off . £2.60; 10+ 172

Zeners
KT3200 400mW 5% zener diodes. 10 each of
all values from 2W to 36V Total 280 zeners
£12.95; 5+ 925. 25+ 740

ELECTRONIC PROJECT KITS
A range of easy to build electronic projects
offering an ideal introduction to electronics
circuitry and soldering techniques. All kits are
supplied complete with all components required.
solder, screen printed pnnted circuit boards and
comprehensive instructions

KT3625 Two Tone Horn. A simple circuit
operated by a changeover switch £2.95; 10+
195
KT3626 Points Controller. Mother small
circuit that allows the heavy current required by
points solenoids to be controlled by a small
switch £3.10; 10+ 2.05
KT3627 Steam Whistle. This is a more
complex circuit but simulates the sound quite
accurately Needs an amplifier and speaker
£3.50; 10+ 231
KT3678 1 Watt Amplifier. A simple IC based
circuit designed to run off 12v Use with steam
whistle and chuffer kits £3.50; 10+ 235

GREENWELD
27 Park Road •Southampton •S015 3UQ

Transmitter Kits
3V FM Transmitter
KT3570 The most powerful 'bug' available for
its size. 3V supply and number of components
Guaranteed to transmit over too metres within
buildings and to 5co metres in the open Easily
tunable in the FM band Greater range at higher
voltage and better aerial £6.95

9V FM Transmitter
KT3580 More powerful FM transmitter 'bug'
than above Tank oscillator coil built into the
circuit board Can be tuned anywhere in FM
band 9V battery operation Over 4COm range in
the open depending on aenal used £8.95

Two Stage FM Transmitter
KT3590
Our
most
powerful
FM
'bug'
transmitter to date A two stage FM transmitter
with an RF transistor (2N3563 or ZTX320) in its
output stage
9V operation
On/off switch
mounted on the PCB £8.95
Please Note: These Transmitters are

Pocket Transistor Radio

not licensable in the UK

KT3410 Based on the popular ZN414. a
miniature pocket radio kit that includes all
components
including
tuning
capacitor,
headphone socket and crystal
headphone
Excludes PP3 battery Small enough to fit into
your pocket but sensitive enough to pick up
distant radio stations £10.95

Water/Moisture Indicator
KT3420 A simple circuit which can be used to
monitor the amount of water in soil or water
levels in tanks etc Supplied complete with PCB.
components and probes Excludes PP3 battery
£9.50

Electronic Dice
KT3430 An electronic dice based on the
NE555 and 40178 decade counter. LEDs
indicate random dice selection which can be
modified to become an 'LED chase circuit
Includes PCB. components and switch Excludes
PP3 battery £8.95

RAILWAY MODELLERS
PROJECT KITS
Many hundreds of these popular kits have
already been sold since being published in our
'Modellers Guide to Electronics'. This gives full
constructional details of all projects and is free
on request. The kits are supplied with all
necessary components and circuit board. Boxes
are not included as in many cases projects will
be built into existing equipment The following
16 kits come complete with full constructional
and circuitry details.
KT3621 Power Supply Unit. Uses mains
transformer to provide a 'clean' stabilised 12y
supply for projects from 15Vac £2.75; 10+
182
KT3622 flickering Fire. Simple circuit that
created the effect of flickering flames in engine
boxes or trackside bonfires £1.50; 10+ 099
KT3623 Simple Signalling System. Reed
switches in the track are operated by loco,
signals are changed from green to red as train
passes Manual reset/over-nde £2.95; 10+
195

KT3672
Advanced
Controller.
This
kit
simulates the inertia of atrain, by providing slow
acceleration even if the speed control is turned
rapidly, and also allows the train to 'coast' when
the power is turned back to zero For more
rapid braking. there is a stop button Supplied
with case £12.95; 1C4- 8.65

KT3679 Automatic Reverse. This kit will
reverse the direction of the train when it passes
over a sensor in the track £4.00; 10+ 2.68

-

9ir
KT3673 Optical Sensor. An alternative to
magnets and reeds -this kit uses a lamp one
side of the track and a sensor the other VVhen
the train interrupts the beam, a relay operates
£4.50; 10+ 302

KT3674 Infra Red Sensor Transmitter. A
more sophisticated version of the above kit
£1.75; 10+ 1.17
KT3675 Infra Red Sensor Receiver.
with above Transmitter £4.95; 10+ 332

Use

KT3676 Chuifer Sound Effect. A novel kit
accurately reproducing the chuffing noise of a
steam loco Needs amp and speaker £2.50;
10+ 168
KT3677
Automatic
Chuffer.
A more
sophisticated version of the above kit -the kit
controls the chuffing rate by sensing the track
voltage, so the faster the train goes, the faster it
chuffs Needs amp and speaker £2.95; 10+
198

Sensing and Control Projects
for the BBC Micro Kit
The kits for the projects in this book are
designed to use the facilities provided on the
BBC computer. but which are not often
employed They actually link the micro to the
'real world' with practical projects that maybe
simple, but although no soldering or knowitedge
of electronics is required, are certainly not trivial
Two kits are available, as the book is divided into
two distinct section: Analogue to Digital
Converter Projects (Kit1) and User Port Projects
(Kit 2). Both kits contain all parts required to
complete all projects in their particular section
All parts are available separately if required.
Code
Type
KT3500A
Book
KT3500
Kit 1
KT3510
Kit 2
(Book FREE with either

1+
£6.95
£12.00
£22.00
BBC Kit)

10+
2.50
7.50
1335

PRICES IN BOLD INCLUDE VAT; QTY PRICES IN LIGHT DO NOT
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Adventures with
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Adventures With Electronics
Kit
Based on the book by Tom Duncan. the carefully
chosen selection of parts enables the complete
beginner in electronics to make working projects
on the 'breadboard' supplied. No soldering is
required, as the components simply push In the
holes in S-Dec breadboard to make contact
Apart from showing how to build specific
projects. the book contains a wealth of
information on the subject generally, all written in
a very readable manner All parts are supplied in
a strong compartment try with hinged lid Things
to make include simple lamp and battery
circuits, parking light, rain detector: fire alarm.
flashing lamp. morse buzzer: burglar alaro.
organ. metronome. siren: Intercom: 3 radios.
timer, computer counter even/thing supplied
including wire and Peeving - you just need a
45V battery
Code
Type
1+
10+
KT352A
Book
£7.95
KT3520
Kit
£25.95
18.00

Adventures With
Microelectronics Kit
As with the previous kit, this includes all parts to
build numerous projects, all based on integrated
circuits Again a breadboard is used so no
soldering is required, and all the parts can be
used again and again All parts are supplied in a
strong compartment tray with hinged lid Things
to make include two tone door bell: warbling
wailing siren. two octave organ, light counter.
reaction timer. MW/LW radio, etc All that is
required is a 9V battery
Code
Type
1+
10+
KT353A
Book
£7. 95
KT3530
Kit
£34.95
23 (X)

PC Etching Kit Mk V
KT3540 Many thousands of these popular kits
have now been sold, establishing it as one of
the most successful
Each kit contains an
etching tray. Fernc Chloride. Etch resist pen
100 sq ins assorted copper clad board, abrasive
cleaner and full instructions £5.95; 10+ 425

De Luxe Etching Kit
KT3550
High
quality
plastic
tray
285x165x42rnrn with clip on lid for both etching
boards and keeping kit together Contains 2
packs Fernc Chlonde. abrasive polishing block.
etch resist pen with spare tip, two sheets of
single
sided
photo
resist
coated
board
160x1COmm. 2 sachets developer. 2(X) sq ins.
assorted angle and double sided copper clad
board. 1 pack DEK99 transfers. full Instructions
£15.95; 10+ 11.39

/99g eaveateejete #123
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10 in 1 Kit
KT3555 Mini electronic kit ideal for beginners no soldering required Build 10 exciting projects
-kit contains breadboard and all parts needed to
build any of the following great projects! Signal
injector. Battery tester. Audio amplifier. Continuity
tester. Light activated switch
Siren. Morse
buzzer. Organ. Reaction game. Metronome All
for £9.95

Variable Power Supply Kit
KT3560 Simple kit using our Z660 power
supply to give a 10 watt vanable output from 420V, fully stabilized Only needs 2 components
added! Input must be at least 3V above max
required output Circuit features overload/short
circuit protection and thermal cut-out £5.95

Protobloc 2
PC3120 Protobloc 2 has a total of 840 tie
points consisting of tow sets of 64 rows of 5
interconnected sockets plus 4 rows of 50
interconnected
sockets
running
alongside.
suitable for use as power supply rails till contact
positions are clearly defined on an alphanumeric
gnd ABS polymer board mounted on an
adhesive foam base Will accommodate up to
seven 16 pin devices Size 172 x 64mm
£4.95; 25+ 340

Specirecatione
halt
output
sae
Met

7-25V DC. 15A
4 -2"Ji DC matée 10 watts max
50x50x21mm
37 7g

PCI3 EQUIPMENT

Protobloc 2A

Stripboard Cutter
PC2060 Stnpboard cutter for simple track
cutting Insert tool at the point where break is
required and twist clockwise £1.95; 10+ 131

PC3130 As above but the ABS polymer board
is mounted onto a rigid base plate complete
with three 4mm terminals in red, black and
green for power connections A mounting
bracket which clips into the base is also
provided to accept a variety of components
including switches and potentiometers £9.95;
10+ 656

Terminal Pins
Press f.t terminal pins for use with stnpboard
Supplied in packs of ice
Code
Type
PC2070 Single sided
PC2080 Double sided

1+
64p
£1.38

25+
042
090

100+
032
069

Protobloc 4
Protobloc 1
PC3110 Protobloc 1 has a total of 400 tie
points consisting of two sets of 30 rows of 5
interconnected sockets plus 5 rows of 25
interconnected
sockets
running
alongside.
suitable for use as power supply rails All contact
positions are clearly defined on an alphanumeric
grid ABS polymer board mounted on an
adhesive foam base. Will accommodate up to
three 16 pin devices An ideal introduction to
solderless circuit development systems Size
80x6Omm £2.95; 25+ 190

•

PC3140 Protobloc 4 has a.total of 2320 tie
points consisting of three sets of 64 rows of 5
interconnected sockets plus 8 rows of 50
interconnected
sockets
running
alongside,
suitable
for
use
as
power
supply rails.
Incorporated into the base plate are male and
female RS232 connectors terminated to contact
sockets to enable easy interface with computer
systems. etc The base plate also includes four
4rnm terminals and a mounting bracket which
clips into the base to accept a wide variety of
components
including
switches
aid
potentiometers.
etc
Overall size
255x230
£39.95; 5+ £29 85

24
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Variable Power Supplies

Jumper Links
PC2 150 A set of 25 colour coded leads with
specially designed plugs to minimise wear on
connector Supplied in packs of 25. 5 of each of
50. 70. 100. 150 and 20Cfnin lengths, assorted
colours. £5.95; 10+ 431

Benchtop Power Supply
Regulated Power Supplies
PS3310 A plug in regulated power supply. 312v dc output swtchable Reverse polarity switch
and
LED
indicator
Designed
for
radios.
walkmans, calculators. keyboards. toys etc
Supplied with 6 dc adapter plugs >Features
include. IC regulated output, automatic thermal
cut off short circuit protection and automatic
overload cut off. £6.50
nice Voltage

owe Valage

Jumper Wire Kit
PC3160
Attractive
hinged
plastic
case
270x122x3Ornm with 14 compartments housing
25 each of the following sizes jumper wires, all
colour coded 01. 0.2. 03. 04. 05. 06. 07.
08 09. 10. 2.0. 3.0. 40 and 50 inches
£8.95; 10+ 6 12

Printed Circuit Requirements

Output Current
Stabily
API*
Cerra

220/2400k 5Cht
3.4.5,8.7 5.9 Ef 12Vdc
3COrnA max
2%
1OrnV
87x62x82nrn

PS3320 Plug in regulated power supply with 312Vdc swtchable output LED indicator and
polanty switch Complete with 6 DC adapter
plugs Features include IC regulated output.
automatic thermal cut off, short circuit protection
and automatic overload cut off £7.95
Input Voltage
Output Voltage
Output current
Stabity
943Ple

Dens

3.4 5.8.75 9 8 12Vdc
85CmA max
2%
'mV
97x88x63rcrn

PC2170 Etch Resist Pen. For use on plain
copper boards £1.05; 25+ 072
PC3180
Ferric
Chloride.
Sealed
bag
containing 5009 of quick dissoMng granules
when mixed with 1 litre of warm water £2.90;
10+ 181
PC2190 Single Sided Photo Resist Coated

PS4350 A compact. regulated DC power
supply, which is recommended for the service
field, school laboratones, and hobbyists alike It
offers variable voltage and current outputs which
are displayed on precision analogue panel
meters and also two independent 5V and 12V
outputs £98.95; 4+ 68 CO
Specification:
Output Voltage (aclesstable)
Cutout Clime (atiestabia)
Food *fine (1)
Reed %tamp (Z

0.30Vdc
0-2 SA
SVC 500mA
12V111 5COrnA

Benchtop Power Supply
PS4360 A compact. regulated DC power
supply, which is recommended for the service
field, school laboratories and hobbyists alike It
offers variable voltage and current outputs which
are displayed on LCD display meters and also
two
independent
5V
and
12V
outputs
£109.95; 4+ 80.00
Specification:
Output Voltage (adjustabke)
Output Current (adjustable)
Axed Voltage Ill
Axed Vcdtage (2)

0-30,/dc
0-2 5A
BVS 50Orre
t2VS 5COmA

Copper Clad Board, 160x100mm Can be
exposed by daylight. ordinary light bulb or LN
lamp Follow instructions on packet £2.75; 1C4
178. 25+ 145
PC2200
Developer.
Sachet
of
Sodium
Hydroxide Crystals Makes up 500m1 of liquid
when mixed with water £1.50; 10+ 101. 25+
081
PC2210 Abrasive Polishing Block For
cleaning PCB's Cleans, degreases and polishes
in one simple operation £2.25; 25+ 1.56

POWER SUPPLIES &FANS

CB Power Supplies

PS4370 A compact regulated DC power supply

with CB rigs. auto accessones. etc High stability
electronic regulation with internal fuse protection
Manufactured according to the requirements of
the Electrical Safety Regulations for Domestic
Use £19.95; 4+ 13 80

Which is recommended for the service field,
school laboratories and hobbyists alike h offers
variable voltage output and precision analogue
panel meters displaying voltage and current

eput Voltage
Output Voltage
Cutout Current
Statelay
PaPPle
Connectœs

Specification:
Output Voltape ladaztebtel
Output arrent (adeetabie)

Dims

Unregulated Power Supplies
PS3300 Pug in power supply with 6 output
voltages Polarity switch and output it via a 4
way spider plug and 1.3mm dc Walkman plug
£3.95
Input Voltage
Output Voltage
Output Curent
Stabity
Drms

240Vac 5Ctu
13 8Vdc
3A or:tenuous
5%
1CnIV
4crrn banaia socket/
screw teurnals
175x9138errn

PS4340 High current regulated power supply
for use with CB. ngs. auto equipment Good
stability
circuitry
with
high
surge
current
capability Overload protection
Manufactured
according to the requirement of the Electrical
Safety Regulation for Domestic Use £24.95; 4+
19 50
cut Vz4tege
CUtPUt Voltage

otxpi.x
220/240V ac 5Cta
3.4.5.8.7 59 Er 12Vck
300mA max_
40%
75x52x54crrn

Benchtop Power Supply

PS4330 Stabilised power supply unit for use

Stabety
Peole
Ccrneceon
Dims

24CA/dc
138V dc
5A ccntinuous 7A max
1%
25rtiV
4cre, banana socket/
screw ternknals
195k140x9Cmm

£79.95; 4+ 58 00
3.15Vdc
6A

Benchtop Power Supply
PS4380 A compact high quality regulated DC
power supply, ideal for the service field, school
laboratones and hobbyists alike It offers variable
voltage output. analogue display, voltmeter and
ammeter £119.95; 4+ 88.00
Specification:
Output Voltage (adjustable)
Output Current trbdrusiriti1
e/

3-15Vdc
18A

PRICES IN BOLD INCLUDE VAT; CITY PRICES IN LIGHT DO NOT
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FANS
Two axial flow fans in standard sizes Shaded
pole, external rotor with class '8' insulation. Selfstarting. Impedance protected against stalling
Both types can be reverse mounted for blowing
or sucking. Black die cast aluminium bodies with
polycarbonate resin blades. Approved to UL,
CSA. etc

Octal
Heavy duty 8 pin relay with 10A 250V ac
contacts Size 51x36x38mm
Code
Type
1+
25+ 100+
RL2060 12V DC DPCO
£5.00 400 3.20
RL2070 230V AC DPCO £5.23 4.18 3.35

FN3005
Rated voltage
Airflow
Rated speed
Input
Connection
Dims
Price

240Vac 50hz
24 CFM (403/hr) min
23100 RPM
006A (15W)
3COmm flying leads
80x80x42mm
£10.95

FN3010
Rated voltage
Airflow
Rated speed
Input
Connection
Dims
Price

240Vac 50hz
75 CFM (1283/hr) min
2700 RPM
008A (1904
Solder tags
120x120c38mm
£12.95; 10+ 950

RELAYS

RESISTORS
CR25 CARBON FILM

High power rating on SPCO ,-,ontacti 6A at
24Vdc. 3A at 240k/ac. 21 5x 18 3x 16 2mm PCB
mounted
Code
Type
1+
RL2010 6V SPC010CR
80p
RL2020 12V SPCO 40DR 80p

25+
055
0.55

100+
044
044

1Ck
10Ck
1m
11k
110k
12k
12Ck
13k
130k
15k
150k
16k
160k
18k
18Ck
2Ck
200k
22k
220k
24k
240k
27k
270k
3Ck
300k
33k
330k
36k
360k
39k
390k
43k
430k
47k
470k
51k
510k
56k
560k
62k
620k
68k
680k
75k
750k
82k
820k
91k
910k
all resistors when

RESISTORS
4a1à4

W 5% Resistors

Wirewound Resistors

High stability resistors for industrial and consumer
applications
Specification:
vVattage

025W at 70'C

Renstance range
Tolerance
Max workng voltage
Max overnext voltage
Tyr) temp coot! gernrC)
Terrperattre range

4711-10M E12 Sane,
5%
300V •
600k,
400
-25 to -.-70*C

Order as RS25 + value
Mixed values 1-99 2p; 10::» 0015
100 per value 100+ 001. 1k+ 0(07. 5k+ 0005
1000 per value lk+ 00035: 10(+ 0.003: 25k+
0.0025

Sub Miniature

Values available
106
1006
1k
116
1106
1k1
126
120R
1k2
13R
130R
1k3
156
1506
1k5
16R
1606
1k6
18R
180R
1k8
20R
200R
2k
226
2206
2k2
246
2406
2k4
27R
2706
2k7
3OR
300R
3k
336
3306
3k3
36R
3606
3k6
396
3906
3k9
43R
4306
4k3
47R
470R
4k7
516
5106
50
56R
5606
5k6
62R
6206
6k2
686
680R
6k8
756
7506
7k5
82R
8206
8k2
916
9106
9k1
Please state value on
ordering

Values available
180( 1M5
4R7 396
3303 2k7 22k
220k 1M8
5R6 47R
3906 3k3 27k
270k 2M2
6R8 566
470R 3k9 33k
330k 2M7
862 686
5606 4k7 39k
390k 3M3
lOR 82R
6806 5k6 47k
470k 3M9
126 1COR 8206 6k8 56k
8k2 68k
560k 4M7
156 1206
1k
186 1506
1k2
10k 82k
680k 5M6
12k 100k
820k 6M8
226 1806
1k5
15k 120k
1M
8M2
27R 2206
1k8
18k 150k
1M2
10M
336 2706 2k2
Please state value on all resistors when
ordering

2.5W wrewound resistors wound on a ceramic
former with fiai-ne retardant silicone resin coating
Equivalent to Welwyn W21
Code
Type
1+
25+
100+
RW2OR 1 0.1 ohm
22p
0.15
G 11
RW2OR22 0.22 ohms 22p
0.15
0.11
RW2OR33 0.33 ohms 22p
0.15
0.11
RW2OR47 047 ohms 22p
0.15
0.11
RW21R
1ohm
22p
0.15
0.11
RW22R2
2.2 ohms
22p
0.15
0.11
RW24R7
4.7 ohms
22p
0.15
0 11
RW21OR
10 ohms
22p
0.15
0.11
RW222R
22 ohms
22p
0.15
0.11
RW247R
47 ohms
22p
0.15
0.11
RW210OR 100 ohms
22p
0.15
0.11
RW215OR 150 ohms 22p
0.15
0.11
RW222OR 220 ohms
22p
0.15
0.11

16mm Commercial
Potentiometers

41A/
/
1

Miniature
BT approved, this popular miniature DIL relay has
24 DPCO contacts (form C) and will fit on 0,1"
matrix board, or in a standard 16 DIL socket
Operation range 80-110% of rated voltage
Highly reliable device with a life in excess of 25
million operations
Code
RL2030
RL2040
RL2050

Type
5V 36R
12V 2806
24V 4000R

1% Resistors

Miniature metal film type MR25
precision electronic equipment

1+
£1.95
£1.95
£1.95

25+
120
120
1.20

100+
095

0.95

0.95

Specification:
Wattage
•
Resistance range
Tolerance
Max workeg voltage
Max werload voltage
Max term coetfident
Typtcal none
Temperature range

for

use

in

025W at 70'C
10E1-1M E24 Senes
1%
EICOV
5OpprnrC
001wV/V
-25 to +70 .
c

Order as RS21 + value
Mixed values 1-99 4p; 10D+ 0.03
100 per value 10Gi- 002. lk+ 0012: 5k+ 001
1000 per value lk+ 0.0063: 1Ck+ 00058 25k+
0.005

A range of competitive 16mm diameter carbon
track, single potentiometers suitable for PCB
mounting offered in a range of popular values.
Supplied with serrated 6mm shaft
Code
Type
1+
25+
100+
RP2010 470 ohms lin
50p
033
029
RP2020 1k lin
50p
033
0.29
RP2030 4k7 lin
50p
033
0.29
RP2040 10k lin
50p
033
0.29
RP2050 47k lin
50p
033
0.29
RP2060 100k lin
50p
0.33
029
RP2070 470k lin
50p
033
0.29
RP2080 1M lin
50p
0.33
0.29
RP2100 470 ohms log
RP2110 4k7 log
RP2120 1M log

50p
50p
50p

033
033
033

029
029
029
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Technical Specification:
Tcierance
End Resetance
Power repro
Didectoc strength
Temperature coetficent
Temperature range
Beancal rotator,

0000

24mm Commercial
Potentiometers
A low cost carbon track single potentiometer
offered in a range of popular values. Standarci
6mm diameter spindles in nylon. Shaft length
50mm
Body diameter 24mm. Solder tag
termination
Code
Value
1-*
25+
100+
RP2200 470 ohms lin
60p
0.38
0.30
RP2210
1k lin
60p
038
030
RP2220 4k7 lin
60p
0.38
030
RP2230
10k lin
60p
0.38
0.30
RP2240 22k lin
60p
0.38
030
RP2250 47k lin
60p
038
030
RP2260
100k lin
60p
0.38
0.30
RP2270 220k lin
60p
0.38
030
RP2280 470k lin
60p
0.38
0.30
RP2290
1M lin
60p
0.38
0.30
RP2300 2M2 lin
60p
0.38
030
RP23 10
RP2320
RP2330
RP2340
RP2350
RP2360

4k7 log
1014( log
47k log
look log
1M log
2M2 log

60p
60p
60p
60p
60p
60p

038
038
038
038
038
038

030
030
030
030
030
030

Miniature open single turn presets Rated at
0 1W Suitable for 0 lin matnx boards Linear law
Horizontal mounting style only
Technical Specification:
Tolerance
End ressiance
Powss rabng
Meurnum Vcdtage
Electncal rotator,
Rotabon torcpe
Temperature range

33%
2%
011N at 4ac
200V DC
220 .10%
2O-3m/cm
-20 to +70C

Code
RP2400
RP2405
RP2410
RP2415
RP2420
RP2425
RP2430
RP2435
RP2440
RP2445
RP2450
RP2455
RP2460

1+
10p
10p
10p
10p
10p
10p
10p
10p
10p
10p
10p
10p
10p

look

220k
470k
1M

Code
RP2700
RP2705
RP2710
RP2715
RP2720
RP2725
RP2730
RP2735
RP2740
RP2745
RP2750
RP2755
RP2760

Value
100 ohms
203 ohms
500 ohms
1k
2k
5k
10k
90k
5Ck
100k
200k
50Ck
1M

10%
2 ohms or 2%
05W at 70'C
1000V AC
1COppm sag c
-65 to +125 deg C
25 tuns

1+
£1.20
£1.20
£1.20
£1.20
£1.20
£1.20
£1.20
£1.20
£1.20
£1.20
£1.20
£1.20
£1.20

25+
075
075
075
075
075
075
075
075
075
075
075
075
075

100+
068
068
068
068
068
068
068
068
068
068
068
068
068

100+
0.05
006
005
005
0.05
0.05
0.05
005
0.05
0.05
005
005
0.05

500+
004
004
004
004
004
004
004
004
004
004
004
004
004

27 Park Road •Southampton •S015 3UC1

1amp range, plastic, axial leads
Type
V
I
1+
IN4001
50
lA
5p
1N4002
1C0
lA
5p
1N4003
200
lA
5p
IN4004
4(X)
lA
5p
IN4005
600
lA
6p
IN4006
Boo lA
6p
1N4007
1000 1A
6p

100+
0026
0028
0028
0028
003
003
0032

1k+
0013
0014
0014
0014
0015
0015
0016

3 amp range, plastic. axial leads
Type
V
I
1+
IN5400
50
3A
12p
IN540 1 100
3A
12p
IN5402
200
3A
12p
IN5403
300
3A
14p
IN 5404
400
3A
14p
IN5405
500
3A
14p
IN5406
600
3A
14p
IN5407
800
3A
16p
IN5408
1000
3A
16p

100+
0057
0057
0058
0061
0061
0063
0063
0069
0072

1k+
0038
0.038
0.039
0.041
0.041
0042
0.042
0046
0.048

010

Multiturn Cermet
Potentiometers

Technical Specification:
berance
End reostance
Power raong
Dmlectnc strength
Temperature coetfioent
Temperature range
FJectncal rotabon

10%
2 ohms max
075W at 70 deg C
316V DC ci AC rms
lOOpprn deg C
-55 to +125 deg C
15 turns

Code
RP2800
RP2805
RP2810
RP2815
RP2820
RP2825
RP2830
RP2835
RP2840
RP2845
RP2850
RP2855
RP2860
RP2865
RP2870

1+
80p
80p
80p
80p
80p
80p
80p
80p
80p
80p
80p
80p
80p
80p
80p

Value
10 ohms
20 ohms
50 ohms
100 ohms
200 ohms
500 ohms
1k
2k
5k
10k
20k
50k
10Ck
200k
5CCk

GREENWELD

Silicon Rectifier Diodes

A quality multitum cermet tnmmer of robust
construction, fully sealed for board washing.
Excellent setability. hin type A high performance
component offered at low cost. Boums 3006P
senes

Carbon Preset
Potentiometers

Value
100 ohms
220 ohms
470 ohms
1k
2k2
4k7
10k
22k
47k

TEL: 01703 236363
FAX: 01703 236307

25+
055
055
055
055
055
055
055
055
055
055
055
055
055
055
055

100+
038
038
038
038
038
038
038
038
038
038
038
038
038
038
038

Zener Diodes
400mW BZY88 Series 5% in the followng
values 20 3V, 3V3. 3V6. 3V9, 4V3, 4W. 5V1
5V6. 6V2. 6V8. 7V5. 8V2. 9V1. 10V 11V 12V
13V 15V 16V. 18V 20V. 22V 24V 27V, 30V
33V
Order as BZY88 + voltage
Price per value 7p; 1C0-i- 0035 lk+ 0025

1.3W
values

BZX61

Series

5%

in

the

following

4W. 5V1, 5V6, 6V2. 6V8. 7V5. 8V2, 9V1. 10V
" 11V 12V, 13V 15V 16V, 18V 2W. 22V. 24V.
27V 30V. 33V 36V, 39V
Order as BZX91 + voltage
Price per value 15p; 100+ 0.075: 1k+ 0.05

SEMICONDUCTORS
Multiturn Cermet
Potentiometers
A high quality 3/8in square 25 turn cermet
potentiometer of robust construction, fully sealed
for board washing Top 'screw adjustment. May
be mounted directly onto PCBs either vertically
or horizontally Boums 3296W senes

Bridge Rectifiers

Signal Diodes

15A range, plastic. for PCB mounting

A range of general purpose signal diodes
Type
0A47

\Mani
30V

Mat
Ge

1+
20p

100+
016

1k+
0.14

0A90
0A91
1N4148

30V
100V
75V

Ge
Ge
Si

10p
12p
4p

007
009
002

0.05
0065
0.009

Type
W005
WO2
WO4
WO6
WO8

V
50
200
4(X)
6W
800

I
15A
15A
15A
15A
15A

1+
28p
28p
30p
30p
34p

100+
014
0.14
0.15
015
017

1k+
0095
0096
0.10
0.102
0111

GREEN WELD
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Triacs

3A range, plastic.
Type
V
BR32
203
BR34
400

for PCB mounting
I
1+
100+
3A
48p
624
3A
52p
028

1k+
0.21
023

Type
Z0102
TIC206
T1C226
TIC246

Case
1092
10220
10220
10220

Vaam
600V
400V
403V
400V

IT
0.8A
3A
8A
16A

1+
71p
80p
89p
£1.28

Variable voltage regulation
Type
LM317L
723
723
LM317T
LN1317K

Case
1092
1099
14DIL
10220
103

V range
+1 2-37
+2-37
+2-37
+1 2-37
+1 2-37

I
01
01
01
12
15

1+
35p
55p
37p
55p
£1.88

TRANSISTORS
Type

Voltage Regulators
6A range plastic. for PCB mounting
Type
V
I
1+
DB602
200
6A
84p
06608
600
6A
92p

100+
0.54
0.61

12A range metal
tabs
Type
V
BR121
100
BR124
400

100+
103
110

25A range, metal
tabs.
Type
V
062502 200
062506 6(X)
35A range, metal
tabs
Type
V
BYVV61
1(X)
BYVV64 400

1COrnA fixed voltage wth internal overload
thermal and short circuit protection 1092 plastic
cases
Type
78L05
78112
78L15
79L05
79112
79L15

Voltage
+5V
+12V
+15V
-5V
-12V
-15V

1+
34p
34p
34p
37p
37p
37p

clad single hole for fixing wth
I
12A
12A

1+
£1.92
£2.20

25+
120
128

clad single hole for fixing with
I
25A
25A

1+
£3.60
£4.20

25+
2.25
2.63

100+
1.80
2.10

clad single hole for fixing with
I
35A
35A

1+
£4.70
£5.60

25+
294
350

100+
2.35
2.80

DIAC
BR100 Silicon bi-directional trigger diode for
use in tnac timing circuits. 0014 glass case 25p;
25+ 0.16. 103* 0.13

1A fixed voltage with internal overload
and short circuit protection 10220 case
Type
7805
7808
7812
7815
7818
7824
7905
7908
7912
7915
7918
7924

thermal

Vortage
+5V
+8V
+12V
+15V
+18V
+24V
-5V
-8V
-12V
-15V
-18V
-24V

1+
40p
40p
40p
40p
40p
40p
42p
42p
42p
42p
42p
42p

2.4 fixed voltage as above
Type
Voltage
78505
+5V
78512
+12V

1+
60p
60p

Thyristors
Type
2N5061
TICIO6D
TIC 116D
71C 126D

Case
1092
T0220
10220
10220

VRRM
60V
400V
4COV
4CŒ'

IT
08A
4A
8A
12A

1+
39p
49p
82p
90p

3A fixed voltage regulation in 103 case Thermal
overload and short circuit protection
Type
LM323K

Voltage
+5V

1+
£3.05

Price

Type

Price

AC127
AC128
AD161
BC107
BC107B
BC 108
BC 108B
BC108C
BC 109
BC 109C
BC140
BC141
BC142
BC177
BC 178
BC179
BC182
8C1821
BC183
BC 183L
BC184
BC 184L
BC212
BC212L
BC213
BC .
213L
BC214
BC214L
BC237B
BC238B
BC327
BC337
BC338
BC441
BC461
BC477
BC478
BC479

36p
36p
£1.00
14p
16p
14p
15p
16p
14p
16p
40p
40p
40p
20p
20p
20p
12p
12p
12p
12p
12p
12p
12p
12p
12p
12p
12p
12p
15p
16p
16p
16p
16p
43p
40p
36p
36p
36p

BDV65C
BDW93C
BDW94C
BF259
BFX85
BFX88
BFY50
BFY51
BFY52
BU208A
BU326A
BU508A
MU2501
MJ2955
MJ3001
MJE340
MJE350
MPSA13
MPSA42
MPSA92
T1P29A
71P29C
T1P30A
T1P30C
T1P31A
71P31C
T1P32A
T1P32C
TIP33A
71P41A
T1P42A
71P47
TIP120
T1P121
71P122
11P125
TIP126
T1P127

£1.75
90p
92p
40p
40p
40p
34p
34p
36p
£2.50
£2.95
£2.88
£260
£1.80
£2.35
62p
70p
35p
35p
35p
39p
47p
46p
50p
44p
49p
53p
59p
90p
62p
70p
72p
80p
80p
83p
80p
80p
90p

BC517
BC547B
BC548B
BC549B
BC557B
BC558B
BCX38B

28p
14p
12p
12p
14p
14p
40p

11P141
T1P142
71P146
11P147
T1P2955
T1P3055
T1PL760A

£1.95
£1.70
£1.70
£1.70
£1.10
£1.05
£2.20

BCY70
BCY71
BCY72
BD131
BD132
BD135
BD136
BD139
BD140
BD437
BD438
BD540C
BD679
BD680

22p
22p
22p
54p
54p
48p
48p
48p
48p
54p
60p
70p
68p
64p

T1PL760B
T1P1770
T1PP32A
ZTX300
ZTX302
ZTX450
ZTX453
ZTX500
ZTX502
ZTX550
ZTX553
ZTX651
ZD(653
ZTX751

£2.20
£1.10
50p
20p
22p
26p
30p
20p
24p
32p
39p
40p
50p
50p

28
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Type

Price

Type

Price

Type

Price

Type

Price

Type

Price

Type

ZTX753
2N2222A
2N2369A
2N2905
2N29054
2N2907A
2N3053
2N3054
2N3055

54p
36p
32p
40p
44p
36p
38p
£1.40
58p

2N3055H
2N3702
2N3703
2N3704
2N3705
2N3706
2N3904
2N3906

85p
12p
12p
12p
12p
12p
12p
12p

74170
74173
74174
74175
74177
74179
74180
74181
74182
74190

£2.40
£1.60
£1.30
£1.30
£1.40
£1.60
£1.30
£2.60
£1.70
£1.60

74197
74198
74199
74251
74273
74279
74283
74290
74293
74298

£1.30
£2.40
£1.80
40p
£2.20
45p
£1.15
£1.60
£1.10
£2.00

18266
1S273
1S279
18280
1S283
1S290
18293
LS295
18298
1.S299

20p
48p
37p
38p
38p
50p
50p
80p
38p
£1.50

1S377
1S378
15379
1S390
1S393
18395
1S398
1S399
18534
1S540

44p
93p
£1.20
37p
37p
38p
60p
93p
60p
71p

74191
74192
73193
74194
74195
74196

£1.60
£1.60
£1.60
84p
95p
£1.60

74365
74366
74367
74368
74390
74393

£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.30
£1.30

1S321
18323
18352
18353
18365
18366
18367

£2.20
£2.60
38p
38p
32p
32p
32p

15541
LS590
1S592
18620
1S640
156.45
1S646

71p
£3.00
£3.60
£1.40
£1.17
71p
£3.00

1.S368
1S373
18374
18375

32p
44p
44p
50p

1S669
1S670
1S682
15688

£1.47
£1.05
£1.35
£1.26

Field Effect Transitors
Type
BF24413

Price
52p

Type
2N3819

Price
40p

Unijunction Transistors
Type
2N2646

Price
95p

Programmable Unijunction

LS Series
Type

Price

Transistors

LSOO

20p

LS125

32p

Type
2N6027

LS01
LSO2

20p
20p

LS126
LS132

32p
32p

LSO3
LSO4

20p
20p

LS133
LS136

27p
23p

Type

Price

Type

Price

20p
20p
20p
20p
20p
20p

LS138
LS139
1S145
LS147
LS148
LS151

38p
38p
84p
£1.90
£1.05
38p

4000
4001
4002
4006
4007
4008

20p
20p
20p
50p
20p
46p

4063
4066
4067
4068
4069
4070

53p
32p
21p
20p
20p
20p

Price
60p

INTEGRATED

Type

Price

CMOS

Type

Price

Type

Price

LSO5
LSO8
LSO9
LS10
LS11
LS12

7400

30p

7482

60p

LS13
LS14

20p
27p

LS153
LS154

38p
£1.05

4009
4010

34p
34p

4071
4072

20p
20p

7401
7402
7403
7404
7405
7406
7407
7408
7409
7410
7411
7412

30p
30p
30p
36p
36p
48p
48p
30p
30p
30p
30p
30p

7483
7485
7486
7489
7490
7491
7492
7493
7494
7495
7496
7497

60p
£1.20
60p
£1.30
75p
80p
80p
66p
£1.20
80p
96p
£1.80

LS15
LS20
1S21
LS22
LS26
1S27
LS28
LS30
LS32
LS33
LS37
LS38

20p
20p
20p
20p
20p
20p
20p
20p
20p
20p
20p
20p

LS155
LS156
LS157
LS158
LS160
LS161
LS162
LS163
LS164
LS165
LS166
LS168

38p
38p
39p
39p
48p
48p
48p
48p
38p
71p
39p
50p

4011
4012
4013
4014
4015
4016
4017
4018
4019
4020
4021
4022

20p
20p
27p
46p
46p
27p
41p
39p
34p
46p
46p
50p

4073
4075
4076
4077
4078
4081
4082
4085
4086
4093
4096
4099

20p
20p
47p
20p
20p
20p
20p
38p
38p
40p
27p
63p

7413
7414
7416
7417
7420

65p
80p
44p
44p
30p

74100
74107
74109
74111
74119

£1.50
60p
55p
70p
£2.00

LS40
LS42
LS47
LS48
1S49

20p
37p
63p
63p
63p

LS169
LS170
LS173
LS174
LS175

40p
44p
37p
37p
37p

4023
4024
4025
4026
4027

20p
38p
20p
53p
27p

4501
4502
4503
4507
4508

45p
63p
48p
68p
£1.68

7421
7422
7425
7427
7430
7432
7433

70p
52p
44p
44p
30p
36p
36p

74120
74121
74122
74123
74125
74126
74128

86p
60p
85p
95p
75p
70p
70p

LS51
LS54
1S55
1869
LS73
1S74
LS75

20p
20p
20p
40p
25p
25p
29p

1S181
LS183
LS190
1S191
LS192
LS193
LS194

£2.00
78p
37p
37p
37p
37p
37p

4028
4029
4030
4031
4032
4033
4034

38p
41p
20p
80p
60p
80p
£1.40

4509
4510
4511
4512
4514
4515
4516

£1.40
49p
49p
49p
£1.47
£1.47
44p

7437
7438

36p
46p

74132
74141

95p
£1.10

LS76
LS78

38p
50p

LS195
LS196

37p
37p

4035
4038

60p
60p

4518
4519

38p
47p

7440
7442
7446
7447
7448
7450
7451
7453

36p
90p
£1.40
£1.15
£1.30
38p
38p
38p

74145
74147
74148
74150
74151
74153
74154
74155

£1.25
£1.95
£1.70
£2.10
80p
95p
£1.60
95p

LS83
LS85
LS86
LS90
LS91
LS92
1S93
LS95

46p
53p
29p
34p
40p
46p
38p
38p

LS197
LS221
LS240
LS241
1S242
LS243
LS244
LS245

37p
55p
48p
48p
48p
48p
48p
48p

4040
4041
4042
4043
4044
4046
4047
4048

53p
53p
39p
53p
53p
47p
39p
53p

4520
4521
4522
4526
4527
4528
4529
4531

43p
93p
75p
75p
66p
66p
66p
60p

7454
7460
7470
7472
7473
7474
7475
7476

38p
38p
70p
70p
70p
66p
78p
52p

74157
74160
74161
74162
74163
74164
74165
74166

95p
90p
£1.30
'£1.30
£1.30
£1.65
£1.30
£1.50

1S96
1S107
LS109
LS112
1.S113
1.8114
1.8122
18123

76p
34p
31p
31p
31p
31p
46p
46p

LS247
1.S249
LS251
LS253
1.8257
LS258
LS259
1S260

48p
56p
38p
38p
38p
38p
38p
38p

4049
4050
4051
4052
4053
4054
4055
4056

29p
29p
38p
38p
38p
53p
53p
53p

4532
4534
4536
4538
4539
4541
4543
4549

49p
£3.36
£2.95
43p
93p
49p
84p
£7.05

7480

60p

74167

£2.40

1S124

60p

18261

56p

4060

46p

4663

£2.10

CIRCUITS
74 Series Logic

PRICES IN BOLD INCLUDE VAT; CITY PRICES IN LIGHT DO NOT

GREENWELD
27 Park Road •Southampton •S015 3U0.

Type

Price

Type

Price

4555
4556
4558
4559
4560
4572
4582
4583
4584
4585
40014
40098

57p
57p
£1.60
£7.05
£1.89
50p
60p
60p
35p
49p
40p
40p

40106
40109
40160
40161
40162
40163
40173
40174
40175
40192
40193
40194

35p
77p
62p
62p
62p
83p
71p
70p
69p
70p
93p
93p

Linear IC's
Function

Types
2716
2732
2764-180
27128-200
27256-200

Low power operational amplifier
Dual low power operational amplifier
Quad low power operational amplifier
Single operational amplifier
Dual operational amplifier
Quad operational amplifier

29

CMOS LOwer Power Static
RAMs

NMOS Types
Access Time
450s
25Ons
1s
200ns
2COns

Price
£8.80
£9.00
£7.20
£7.20
£7.20

Price
£2.80
£5.80
£9.00
£21.00

Type
6116LP10
6264LP10
62256LP10
6281281P10

CMOS Types
Types
27C64-250
27C128-150
27C256-150
27C512-150
227C1001-150
27C2001-150
27C4001-120

Manufacturer

Package 1+

DIL8
DIL8
DIL 14
DIL8
DIL8
DIL14
D1L8
11081
Single operational amplifier
SGS
DIL8
TL082
Dual operational amplifier
SOS
DIL14
TL084
Quad operational amplifier
SGS
571-0220
L165V
High power operational amplifier
SGS
DIL8
TLC271
Programmable operational amplifier
SGS
DIL8
TLC272
Programmable operational amplifier
SGS
DIL8
L272M
Dual power operational amplifier
SGS
DIL20
L293E
Stepper motor control/drive
SGS
DIL20
L297
Stepper motor control/drive
SGS
Multivvatt
L298
Dual full bndge driver
SGS
D1L8
LM301A Operational amplifier
SGS
DIL8
LM311
High speed comparator
SGS
DIL8
L.M318
High slew rate operational amplifier
SGS
DIL 14
LM324
Quad operational amplifier
SGS
T092
LM334Z
3 terminal adjustable current source SGS
TO92
LM335Z Temperature sensor o-loo•C
SGS
DIL14
UV1339
Quad comparator
SGS
DIL 14
LM348
Quad 741 operational amplifier
SGS
DIL8
LF351
Bi-fet operationa amplifier
SGS
D1L8
LF353
Bi -let wide band operational amplifier SGS
DIL8
15356
Bi-fet operational amplifier
SGS
DIL8
LM358
Low power operational amplifier
SGS
LM380
2W audio amplifier
National DIL14
LM381
Low noise dual preamplifier
National DIL14
UV1386
Low voltage preamplifier
National DIL8
DIL8
LM393
Dual comparator
SGS
ZN423
Precision voltage reference
Plessey TO92
ZN425E
8-bit D to A converter
Plessey DIL16
ZN426E
8-bit D to A converter
Plessey DIL16
ZN427E
8-bit succ approx A to D converter
Plessey DIL 18
DIL16
ZN428E
8-bit D to A (complimentary to 427E) Plessey
DIL18
Plessey
ZN448E
8-bit succ approx A to D converter
DIL 14
Plessey
SL486
Infra red preamplifier
Philips
DIL8
NE531
High slew rate operational amplifier
D1L8
SGS
NE555
Single timer
DIL8
SGS
ICM7555 Single low power timer
DIL14
SGS
NE556
Dual timer
DIL 14
SGS
ICM7556 Dual low power timer
DIL 14
Philips
NE565
Precision phase locked loop
DIL8
Philips
NE566
Voltage controlled oscillator
DIL8
Philips
NE567
Tone decoder
D1L 16
Philips
NE571
Telephone comparator •
DIL14
Philips
LM710
Differential comparator
DIL8
SGS
741
Compensated operational amplifier
DIL14
SGS
LM747
Dual operational amplifier
DIL8
SGS
UV1748
Operational amplifier
DIL8
SGS
TBA820M Audio amplifier
DIL16
Philips
SAA1027 Stepper motor driver

TL061
11062
11064
11071
TL072
11074

99g ettato9eite «

EPROMS

CMOS (Continued)

Code

TEL: 01703 236363
FAX: 01703 236307

SGS
SGS
SGS
SGS
SGS
SGS

70p
70p
70p
70p
70p
70p
60p
70p
70p
£2.00
56p
96p
£1.66
£3.20
£4.90
£5.30
40p
40p
84p
28p
84p
94p
28p
58p
40p
49p
78p
28p
£1.12
£3.40
58p
20p
£1.50
£5.60
£3.20
£10.20
£8.30
£10.60
£3.00
£2.10
25p
46p
.36p
£1.28
£1.54
£1.54
42p
£3.20
80p
25p
42p
39p
42p
£4.00

Access Time
250ns
150ns
15s
15s
150-is
150-is
120s

Code

Price
£5.90
£5.90
£6.80
£7.20
£9.0
£12.80
£19.90

Function

Dynamic RAMs
Code
4164-15
41256
514256-80

Type
64k (641o(1)
256k (25610(1)
1M (256kx4)

Manufacturer

LM1458
Dual operational amplifier
SGS
ULN2003 Transistor array -7 matched
SGS
ULN2004 Transistor array -7 matched
SGS
TDA2004
lOW stereo amplifier
SGS
TDA2030H 14W Hi-R power amplifier
SGS
XR2206
Waveform generator
SGS
ULN2803 Gas discharge dnver. 9 dartingtons
SGS
LM2917 N8 Frequency to voltage converter
National
CA3080E Operational transconuctance amplifier Hams
CA3130E Mosfet operational amplifier
Harms
CA3140E Mosfet operational amplifier
Hams
CA3240E Dual mosfet amplifier
Harris
MC3302
Quad comparator
Motorola
MC3340
Electronic attenuator
Motorola
LM3909
LED flasher oscillator
National
UV13914
LED bar/dot display driver-linear
National
LM3915
LED bar/dot display driver-log
National
RC4558
High performance operational amplifier Texas
NE5532
Dual low noise operational amplifier
Texas
NE5534
Single low noise op4rational amplifier Texas
ICL7106
CMOS 3 digit A to D converter
Teledyne
ICM7555
Single low power timer
SGS
ICM7556
Dual low power timer
SGS
ICL8038
Function generator
Intersil
LM 13600 Dual transconductance amplifier
National

Price
£2.80
£4.40
£12.00

Package 1+

DIL8
28p
DIL16
40p
DIL16
40p
Multiwatt £1.94
Pentavvatt£1.36
DIL 16
£4.40
DIL18
70p
DIL8
£3.20
DIL8
80p
DIL8
£1.18
DIL8
62p
DIL8
£1.60
DIL14
60p
DIL8
£1.90
DIL8
£1.80
DIL18
£3.20
DIL 18
£3.20
DIL8
37p
DIL8
90p
DIL8
76p
DIL40
£7.80
DIL8
46p
DIL14
£1.28
DIL 14
£4.90
DIL 16
£1. 10

A much larger range of
semiconductors, including
many obscure, obsolete
and hard to obtain items
are on a separate list,
available on request.
Surplus semiconductors
appear from time to time
in our Bargain Lists

PRICES IN BOLD INCLUDE VAT; CITY PRICES IN LIGHT DO NOT
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SEMI HARDWARE

SERVICE AIDS

Mica Semiconductor
Mounting Kits
Mounting kits for semiconductors including rnica
washers and bushes

Foam Cleanser
SH2010 TO3 kit Contains 10 mica washers
and 20 bushes. To suit 2N3055, etc. £1.30

SV3155
Multi-purpose
cleanser
that
will
remove grease and grime from woodwork.
glass, metal, paint work. vinyl surfaces. etc
403ml aerosol tin £2.75; 12+ 185

Contact Cleaner and
Lubricant

SIGNALS
Ideal for the Model Train Enthusiasts - these
superb Colour Light Signals are available in both
'00 and 'N' gauge Produced by PATRONICS
each one is indmdually hand built and painted
Just look at these specifications,
1) All completely assembled and ready for use
2) LED's used -Resistors included
3) Voltage range 3-12V DC
4) Metal soldered construction
5) Large range and variations'
6) Wring Instructions included
7) British Made
8) Back-up service available for any queries
"4// Bracket Signals available left or right
mounting. All Two Aspect Signals available
Home or Dist mounting. (Please specify)

SV3160 Super Servisol 10 is an effective switch

SH2020 TO66 kit Contains 10 mica washers
and 20 bushes. To suit AD161/2 etc £1.30

Lo

and contact cleaner which also provides a
residual lubricating film to protect contact
surfaces Quickly removes tarnish, dirt, grease.
dust, oil grime and other deposits increasing
contact areas and reduces resistance Complete
with extension nozzle for inaccessible areas
Supplied in CFC free 176m1 can £2.75; 12+
185

'N' Gauge Colour Light
Signals
NP1 2 aspect post (Home or dist) £6.80
NP2 3 aspect post £9.40
NP3 4 aspect post (Red/amber/green/amber)
£11.00
NP4 2 aspect offset bracket, platform mounting,
'eft or right £7.94
NP5 2 aspect offset bracket, base board
mounting, left or nght. £8.10

SH2030 TO220 kit Contains 10 mica washers
and 10 bushes To suit TIP31. 7806 etc 92p

Circuit Freezer
SH2040 M13055 kit
Contains
10 mica
washers and 10 bushes. To suit T1P3055. etc
96p

SV3170 To assist in locating faults in transistors.
resistors, capacitors etc A chemical preparation
that instantly reduces the temperature of a
component to approximately -60'C in about 2
seconds, saving valuable time tracing intermittent
faults Supa Freeze - it can also be used for
cooling thermostats in electric irons, blankets
etc
in
order
to
obtain
"cold
reading"
immediately after switch off Net contents 226g
£3.95; 12+ 275

NP6 2+2 aspect 'T bracket, base board
mounting £10.20
NP7 2+2 aspect T bracket, platform mounting
£10.00
NP8 2+2 aspect offset bracket, base board
mounting, left or right. £12.00

TO220 Bolt On Heatsink
SH2100 Black anodised pre-drilled heatsink to
accept a onde variety of TO220 packaged
semiconductors. i.e
voltage regulators and
power transistors Bolt on sink. may be mounted
horizontally or vertically
Thermal resistance
21*C/VV. Dimensions 9.5x19.1x19.1. 25p; 25+
0.16. 100+ 0.14

TO3 Twisted Vane
SH2105 A compact horizontal or vertical
mounting heatsink with black anodised finish
predrilled for TO3 devices. Thermal resistance
7l*C/VV Dimensions 42x38x25(h). 99p; 25+
065. 100+ 050

Glue Gun
SV3180 Al improved design hot melt gun
suitable
for industrial
or
educational
use
providing a trouble free supply of tough
adhesive.
The
gun
has
an
electronically
controlled heating element which melts the long
solid glue when inserted into the back of the
gun. A smooth flow of adhesive is controlled by
the trigger feed mechanism. Double insulated
construction with 25W element rated at 240V
Suitable for a wide range of materials including
most metals, PVC. plastics, glass. etc. Glue
sticks, 10mm in diameter are supplied as a
separate item in packs of 12. 10Crnm in length.
It is recommended that the glue gun should be
fused with a 3A fuse GS approved £7.95; 10+
525
SV3190 Pack of 12 glue sticks £1.00; 10+
065

NP9 2 road gantry. 2 aspect £16 20
NP10
Ground
position
signal.
2 aspect
(Red/amber or red/green) £4.00
NP11 2+2 aspect offset 'T' bracket. base board
mounting £10.20

bereei

NP12 Left hand. 2+2 aspect offset bracket.
platform mounted £12.00

GREENWELD
27 Park Road •Southampton

S015 300

TEL: 01703 236363
FAX: 01703 236307
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SOLDERING EQUIPMENT
Please
note
that
ALL
mains
rated
soldering irons come complete with a
fitted mains plug.

'00' Gauge Colour Light
Signals
OP1 2 aspect post (Home or dist) Price
£7.02
OP2 3 aspect post Price £8.56
OP3 2 aspect offset bracket, platform mounting.
left or right £8.10
OP3B 2 aspect offset bracket, base board
mounting left or right £8.60

Antex C Miniature Soldering
Iron
This 15 watt iron is a derivative of the same
miniature soldenng iron which has been a
market leader for many years Weighing only 21
gms these iron can be held between the fingers
and manipulated extremely senstivefy A range of
11 bits is available for use with these iron
offenng a wide selection of tip profiles ft is
available in a vanety of input voltages between
24 and 250 volts Thermally balanced to
maintain constant tip temperatures (370'C).
These irons have a standard cable of 165m.
Code
Vohs
Watts
1+
10+
S03000
250V
15W
£13.95
10 10
S03010
115V
15W
£13.95
10 10
S03020
24V
15W
£14.95
10 80

OP4 3 aspect offset bracket, platform mounting.
left or right £9.60
OP4B 3 aspect offset bracket, base board
mounting, left or right £10.10
OP5 2+2 aspect 'T' bracket, platform mounting
£11.20
OP5B 2+2 aspect T bracket, base board
mounting. £11.70
OP6 2 aspect head complete with lights (Home
or dist) £4.50
OP7 3 aspect head complete with lights. £5.50
OP8 2 aspect platform starter £6.80
OP9 2+3 aspect 'T' bracket, platform mounting
£12.60
OP9B 2+3 aspect 'T bracket, base board
mounting £13.10
OP10 2 aspect replacement lights £2.02
OP11 3 aspect platform mounting post £8.20
OP12 3 aspect replacement lights £2.80

_

Antex SK2/SK5/SK6
Soldering Kits
These kits are identical with the exception of the
power of the soldering iron
S03310 includes 15 watt Model C
S03320 Includes 17 watt Model CS
S03330 Includes 25 watt Model XS
All kits also include an S03410 bench stand, a
length of solder and a booklet 'How to Solder'.
making them ideal for the 'first-time' solderingiron user A selection of soldering bits is available
with a wide range of profiles to enable the user
to match closely his needs.
Code
S03310
S03320
S03330

Volts
240V
240V
240V

Watts
15W
17W
25W

1+
£17.95
£17.95
£17.95

10+
14 52
14 52
14 52

Antex MLXS 'Auto'
Soldering Kit
Antex CS 17 Watt
Soldering Iron
The CS soldering iron is athermally balance iron
with a nominal 17 watt rating ft is available in a
choice of input voltages, the most popular being
220/240. 115 and 24V typically found in
domestic, industrial and educational use The CS
iron has available to it a choice of 7 soldenng
bits of venous profile. easily interchangeable
Standard models are supplied with 1.65m cable
Operating tip temperature is 390'C
Code
Volts
Watts
1+
10+
S03110
240V
17W
£14.50
10 60
S03120
115V
17W
£14.50
10 60
S03130
24V
17W
£15.50
11.20

This iron is designed for use where mains
voltage is unavailable and is widely used on cars.
boats and caravans Using the rugged XS 25
watt soldering iron it is powered from any 12
volt supply The lead is 4.5m long equipped with
two rugged crocodile clips for connection to car
or similar batteries A length of solder is
provided, all packed in a tough clear wallet This
model is very popular with model boat aircraft
and car enthusiasts who sometimes have to
make urgent repairs in the field
Code
S03340

Volts
12V

Watts
25W

1+
£15.95

10+
11 50

4

OP14 Right hand 2+2 aspect
base board mounting £12.80
OP15 Right hand 2+3 aspect
base board mounting £13.20
OP16 Left hand. 2+2 aspect
base board mounting £13.80
OP17 Left hand 2+3 aspect
base board mounting £14.00

Antex TCS Adjustable
Temperature Soldering Iron

offset bracket
offset bracket
offset

bracket

offset

bracket

OL1 '00' Station Lamps Old style £4.20

Antex XS 25 Watt
Soldering Iron
The XS is a thermally balanced 25 watt soldenng
iron, it is available with a choice of input voltages
(according to model). the most popular being
220/240, 115 and 24 volts, typically found in
domestic, industrial and educational use. The XS
iron has available to it a choice of 9 soldenng
bits of vanous profiles and easily interchangeable
Standard models are supplied with 165m cable.
Operating tip temperature at 420C
Code
Volts
Watts
1+
10+
S03210
240V
25W
£14.50
10.60
S03220
115V
25W
£14.50
10 60
S03230
24V
25W
£15.50
11 20

The TCS 'in-handle' adjustable temperature
controlled soldenng iron has a range of 200450C with extremely accurate temperature
control. The 220/240V version plugs directly
into the mains giving all the
benefits of a
temperature controlled soldenng station at a
more economical cost The 24 volt version plugs
into any 24 volt power supply rated at 50 watts
or more (eg Antex PSU -24) thus turning a
power supply into a soldering station. A range of
7 bits is available for use with TCS offering a
wide range of tip profiles. TCS240 has 15m
standard cable, the TCS24 has 15m silicone
rubber (burnprooft cable
Code
S03430
S03440

Volts
240V
24V

Watts
50W
50W

1+
£41.75
£43.95

10+
31 86
36 41

3
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Type No 10

The Antex S03410 bench stand comprises a
phenolic base, spring iron holder, sponge and 4
rubber feet It has provision for screwng to a
bench if required. The iron holder will take any
Antex or competitive iron The S03420 is the
professional's version. Similar to the S03410 it
has asteel base to give added stability Designed
specially for Antex soldering irons (but also
suitable for some competition models) Screw
holes for bench fixing are provided as are four
rubber feet.
Code
S03410
S03420

1+
£4.50
£7.95

23

Type No 103

40

Type No 104

4.7

Type No 106

10

Type No 202

2.3

Type No 302

2.3

Type No 820

23

Watts
15W
15W
15W

1+
£5.61
£5.75
£6.00

,

Type No 822

30

47

(c) For XS Irons

All Antex soldering irons are repairable should
the element fail or be damaged This is simply
done by a competent person When ordering a
replacement element ensure that the soldering
iron model and voltage are stated. Replacement
elements are packaged v./1th full instructions

Volts
240V
115V
24V

Y

Jv

Type No 821

10+
2.97
6.22

Replacement Elements

Code
S02500
S02505
S02510

05

Type No 102

Antex S03410/S03420
Bench Stands

Southampton •S015 300.

10+
393
402
420

Replacement Bits
(a) For C Irons
Code
S02600
S02605
S02610
S02615
S02620
S02625
S02630
S02635
S02640
S02645

Type
10
102
103
104
106
202
302
820
821
822

Description
05mm pencil
23mm parallel
4mm parallel
47mm parallel
lmm parallel
23 chisel
23mm 45'
23mm tapered
3mrn tapered
47mm tapered

1+
£2.35
£2.35
£2.35
£2.35
£2.35
£2.35
£2.35
£2.35
£2.35
£2.35

10+
1.54
154
1.54
154
154
1.54
154
154
154
1.54

Code
S02800
S02805
S02810
S02815
S02820
S02825
S02830
S02835

Type
14A
148
50
51
52
53
54
55

Description
19mm desolder
19mm desolder
23mrn semi-taper
3mm semi-taper
47mm semi-taper
23mm chisel
3mm chisel
05mm chisel

1+
£8.99
£8.99
£2.45
£2.45
£2.45
£2.45
£2.45
£2.45

10+
7CO
700
154
1.54
154
154
154
154

;),7

Code
S02515
S02520
502525

Code
S02530
S02535

Volts
240V
115V
24V

Volts
240V
24V

Watts
17W
17W
17W

Watts
50W
50W

1+
£5.75
£5.87
£6.12

1+
£17.87
£17.87

Type No 1100

10+
402
4 10
425

23

Solder

10+
12 51
12 51

Type No 1101

30

Type No 1102

47

Type No 1103

60

Type No 1105

0.5

Type No 1106

10

S02900 5C0gm reel 18g
£5.50; 10+ 4.28. 25+ 3.43
S02905 5C0gm reel 22g
£5.95; 10+ 465. 25+ 372

multicore

solder,

multicore

solder

S02910 Card containing
multicore solder 70p
S02915
Card
containing
multicore solder 70p

183m

of

18g

25m

of

22g

(b) For CS Et TCS Irons

Code
S02540
S02545
S02550
S02555

Volts
240V
115V
24V
12V

Watts
25W
25W
25W
25W

1+
£5.75
£5.87
£6.12
£6.12

10+
402
4 11
420
420

Code
S02700
S02705
S02710
S02715
S02720

Type

1
lc°

1101
1102
1103
1105

S02725 1106
S02730 1108
S02735 1109

Description
23mm parallel
3mm parallel
47mm parallel
6mm parallel
05mm pencil

1+
£2.45
£2.45
£2.45
£2.45
£2.45

lmm semi-taper
3rnm chisel
5mm chisel

£2.45
£2.45
£2.45

10+
154
154
154
154
154
154
154
154

Soldering Aids Set
S02920 A set of five useful tools for use when
soldering PCBs The set comprises fork/hook.
knife/needlepoint, wire brush/scraper, heatsink
and tweezers £4.95

GREENWELD
27 Park Road •Southampton •S015 3UQ
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Miniature Piezo Transducer

Desoldering Tool
S03925

TEL: 01703 236363
FAX: 01703 236307

with

automatic

ejection
Finest quality all-metal construction
Heavy duty return spnng and close tolerance
manufacture give extra-high suction. Teflon
nozzle. Blue and black Dims 19(dia)x192mm.
£3.95; 10+ 241
S02930 Spare nozzle 85p; 10+ 052

SP2040 A miniature flange mounting piezo
audio transducer with flying leads housed in a
compact package Requires an external dnve
circuit 85p; 25+ 56. 1(30+ 045
Technical Specification
Operatog voltage
o•p max)
Sound output
Resonant frequency
Current consumpucn
Capaceance 43096)
Wee
Opereng temaeranre

25V
86dB at 10cm
52 8kFtz
8mA
18.ŒF
40 grn
-20 1C to +60 1C

Stereo/Mono Headphones
SP4110
Stereo/mono
Headphones
Soft
padded headband arid earpieces Rotary volume
controls and stereo/mono switch All black
construction 2 metre straight lead £6.95; 10+
490. 25+ 4.40
Technical Specification
811
Response
Power
Lead
Plug
Extras
Met

36 1800.-tr
oC0a1W
28rn creed screened
635m stereo
Rotery volume cotisas and mono/stereo swtch
325g

Transistor Oscillator Buzzer

Solder Remover
S02935 A specially treated wick draws up
molten solder, leaving joints clean for removal of
components or re soldenng Length 15 metres
Supplied on plastic dispenser £1.30; 104- 081

SPEAKERS/SOUNDERS

Miniature transistor oscillator buzzer available
with flying leads or PCB mounting options These
buzzers offer long life and maximum efficiency
with minimum current dissipation
Technical Specification
Opereeng voltage
3V type
6V type
12V type
Current consumpocn
Sound output
Frequency

Code
Type
SP2050 3V buzzer (leads)
SP2060 6V buzzer (leads)
SP2070 12V buzzer (leads)

2-5V DC
4-W DC
9-20V DC
25mA
75dB at 30cm
4COhtt

1+
25+ 100+
£1.12076 061
90p 058 049
90p 058 049

Ceramic Microphone Insert
SP2120 Miniature ceramic microphone insert
All plastic body Connection by flying leads 90p;
1C0+ 0.60
Technical Specification
Imnedance
Frequency response
Senessrty
Drnenuons

8 ohms
2031-tz to 70-tt
-70dB *4dB at llthe
23rrrrel lrrrn

Miniature Loudspeaker
SP3010 A miniature speaker measuring just
38mm in diameter for use in miniature portable
equipment fitted with paper cone and alnico
magnet Solder connection tags Impedance 8
ohms. Handling capacity 100mVV £1.20; 25+
081. 1C0+ 065

Earphones
Low and high impedance earphones fitted with
08 metres of twin cable and terminated wth a
3.5mm jack plug. Available in either magnetic
(low impedance 8 ohm) or crystal (high
impedance 3 Megohm)
Code
Type
1+
25+
100+
SP2080
Magnetic
28p
021 0 17
SP2090
Crystal
£1.20
0.81
065

Electret Microphone
A
subminiature
omni
directional
electret
microphone insert Available with solder pads or
with PCB pins for direct mounting to printed
circuit boards

Miniature Loudspeaker
A miniature speaker for use
equipment. Fitted with paper
magnets. Solder connection
66mm diameter 21mm deep
3ŒW
Code
Type
1+
SP3020
8 ohm
96p
SP3030
64 ohm
£1.04

in small portable
cone and ferrite
tags Both types
Handling capacity
25+
065
071

100+
0.53
057

Technical Specification
Frequency respcnse
5)-1z to 12kHz
Irrpedance
300 ohms
Senewty
-60 .ae3
10:18-1V/Iii be 1kHzV45V.P1K1

Headphones
SP3100
Ultra-lightweight,
low
cost
mini
headphones Packed in attractive triangular gift
box. £1.40; 10+ 068. 25+ 0.56
impedance
Resperee
Power
Lead
Rug
'Abel

3X/.
41320.000H:
1COmW
115m streght screened
35rrrn
40g

OperatIon voltage
Drrenecre
Sgnal to nase rate
Current dren
Maxerurn **put

15V to 10y/ (standard voltage 45V)
10x7rrrn
,40B
04mA max
12CdV SPL

Code
Type
1+
SP2130 Insert (solder pad) 60p
SP2140 Insert (PCB)
64p

25+
040
043

100+
032
034

/99g ef-tetelecee
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Dynamic Microphone
SP3150 Good quality, plastic bodied dynamic
microphone with black mesh head On/off
switch and integral 28m lead. £5.95; 10+ 3.45
Type
Impedance
Response
Serrisrovity
Head diameter
Length

On-directional dyurnic
60OR
1C0-100.CCOHz
76dB I 1603ht
52ern
215mm

TEL: 01703 236363
FAX: 01703 236307

Standard Toggle Switches

Miniature Slide Switch
SW2200 A miniature slide switch with solder
tag connections with break before make DPOT
contacts Suited to a wide range of miniature
electronic equipment Contacts rated at 03A.
125V AC. Size 19x18 5x7 2 16p; 25+ 011,
lop. 009

Standard Slide Switch

SPST and DPST Miniature
Rocker Switches

A range of low cost sub-miniature toggle
switches providing an excellent value switch to
be used where space is at a premium
Technical Specification
2,rze
S,nie Pole
26 4z10x5 2
Double Pole
26 4x1Cor9 2
Contact rating
3,4. 125V IA 250V AC
r2Orra

frIsulaticn regstance

,ICCMQ

Contact miaterra
Body material
Bectrica Ile
/Pe,alrng lemPerature

Copper alloy with silver inlay gtver plated
Flame retadent akyd
20x10' cycles at fui load
-20'C to +C

Type
SPST
SPDT
DPDT

S015 3t1C1

Standard
slide
switches
with
solder
tag
connections with break before make DPOT
contacts available also in centre off. Suited to a
wide range of miniature electronic equipment
Contacts rated at 0.3A.
125V AC
Size
35x23x12.5
Code
Type
1+
25+ 100+
SW2210 DPOT std slide
25p 0.18 0 14
SW2220 DPOT centre off slide 27p 0.19 015

Sub-miniature Toggle
Switches

Code
SW2010
SW2020
SW2030

27 Park Road •Southampton

A range of low cost standard size toggle
switches Complete with on/off plate Rated at
250V
15A AC
These switches are not
recommended for industrial applications Panel
cutout 12mm
Code
Type Body dim 1+
25+ 100+
SVV2130 SPST 25x14x14 50p 039 031
SW2140 DPOT 28x18x14 82p 056 045

SWITCHES

Mal contact resetance

GREEN WELD

at 503V DC

1+
66p
68p
75p

25+
045
046
051

100+
036
037
041

Miniature single pole and double pole rocker
switches with a curved rocker in a compact
package On position is clearly marked by a
legend printed in white on the rocker face Black
bezel
with
matt
black
concave
rocker
48x0 8mm connections The SPST is UL. CSA.
VDE and SEMKO approved The DPST is UL.
CSA and VDE approved
Technical Specification
SPST
Sae
Contact rating

DPST

2Ix18x15
4A 250V ac
HA 125V ac

21.2x24xI5
4A 250,1 en
8.4.125V ac

1
-mal contact resistance .20111

.5041

Insulauon resistance
Contact matenal
Body rnatenal
Mecharical Ole

5COV dc ,1COKI at 503V dc
Srlyer plated ccpper
Won 6/6 (1.194V-2)
.10° cycles
.10° cycles

Electncal Ile
Opeatng temperature

,
2x10°

Code
SW2150
SW2160

cycles
-20 to .65*C

Type
SPST
DPST

1+
66p
£1.00

,10° cycles
-20 to .65'C

25+
045
0.68

100+
0.36
055

Miniature Toggle Switches

Ultra-miniature Slide
Switches
A range of vertical mounting and right angle
PCB mounting slide switches having pins on a
0.1 in grid Silver plated contacts close with a
positive action Sealed terminals are flux immune.
Technical Specification
size
f:A> nee Pole
Double Pole
Contact raong
Mnrrurn load

14x152x78
1415 2x128
2A 250V AC
1COrnik 10e

hoal contact resistance

10M3 max

Electocal Ile
Temper ature range

2xle cycles
-40 to *-85 .0

Code
SW2230
SW2240
SW2250
SW2260

Type
SPOT
DPOT
SPOT
DPOT

vertical
vertical
nght angle
right angle

1+
77p
90p
88p
£1.00

25+
052
062
060
070

100+
042
050
048
056

A range of low cost miniature toggle switches
providing exceptional value available in single
pole
or
double
pole
options
including
momentary biased options All switches are fully
approved to UL and CSA
Technical Specification
Sae
Stogie Pole
34 2x13.2x7 3
Double Pole
34 2x132x12 1
Contact rating
BA. 125V.3A 255W AC
Ind& contact resistance

Illuminated Rocker Switches

r2Orril

kiwi/nor resistance

,103M(1

Contact rnatenal
Body material

Copper doy with silver inlay saver paled
flatte retardent aikry

at 550,1 DC

Electrical tie
Operaong temperature

r5xle cycles at tull load

-zo'c to .65*C
Code
Type
1+
SW2050 SPOT
64p
SW2060 SPOT centre off
68p
SW2070 SPOT on-off-(on) 89p
SW2080 SPOT (on)-oft-(on) 89p
SW2090 DPOT
82p
SW2100 DPOT centre off 91p
SW2110 DPDT on-off-( on) £1. 10
SW2120 DPOT (on)-off-fon) £1.10
For
biased
switches
(on)
momentary action.

25+ 100+
044 035
046 037
0.60 048
060 048
056 045
062 050
075 060
075 060
indicates

A range of low cost illuminated rocker switches
with concave rocker with modern ergonomic
appearance Matt black bezel with rocker in red
The switch provides clear power on indication
dunng 240V AC operation 484)8(nm cnmp
connections
DL.
CSA
approved
Size
32 5x33 5x23 2
Technical Specification
Contact retng

104 250V AC
15,4 125V AC

Imitation resistance

,1C0f42

Initial contact resistance
Mechanical He
Electncal lie
Operaong temperauxe

.50M mu
.3x10' cycles
'10° cycles
OC to ..65.C

Code
Type
SW2180 SPST ilium red
SW2190 DPST alum red

1+
£1.07
£1.35

25+
073
093

100+
058
075

Miniature Push Switches
Miniature low cost push to make switches with
all plastic body and chrome locking nut offered
in a variety of button colours. Non-locking action.
Overall
dimensions
28mm
long.
105mm
diameter Rated 250mA 125V Ac Panel cutout
7mm These switches are not recommended for
industnal applications
Code
Type
1+
25+ 100+
SW2300 Red push switch
26p 018 0.15
SW2310 Black push switch 26p 018 015
SW2320 Green push switch 26p 0.18 0.15
SW2330 Yellow push switch 26p 018 0.15
SW2340 Blue push switch
26p 018 015
SW2350 White push switch 26p 0 18 015

GREENWELD
27 Park Road

Southampton •S015 3U0

TEL: 01703 236363
FAX: 01703 236307
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TEST EQUIPMENT

M -niature Magnet
Push Switch
SW2366

Miniature

low cost

push

to

break

switch with black button Non-locking. Overall
dimensions 28mm long,
105mm diameter
Rated 250mA 125V AC Panel cutout 7mm This
switch is not recommended for industnal

SW2470 A miniature
magnet suited to
operating the aforementioned reed switch
Dimensions 127 x 32 x 16mm 25p; 25+
0 17, 100+ 0 14

applications 38p; 25+ 027: 100+ 0.20

Rotary Switches
A range of high quality rotary switches moulded
in glass filled nylon Make before break contacts
Adjustable rotation stop Mounting bush 98mm
diameter Spindle length 40mm

Square Push Switches
A range of attractive large push switches with
actuator button in red or black. Available in nonlocking push to make or SPST latching models
Body dimensions 34x15x15mm. Panel cutout
12mm Contacts rated 1A 250V AC
Code
SW2400
SW2410
SW2420
SW2430

Type
SPSTred non-locking
SPSTblack non-locking
SPSTredlatching
SPSTblack latching

1+
53p
53p
63p
63p

25+
036
036
042
042

Technical Specification
Contact raong
Otal contact reustance

150m4 250V AC
2Orril max

Electncalhie
Terrpereire range

15x10 full rotation cyces
-20 to ...65•C

Code
SW2480
SW2485
SW2490
SW2495

Type
1pole
2 pole
3 pole
4 pole

12 way
6 way
4 way
3 way

1+
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00

Analogue Multimeter

25+
068
068
068
068

100+
055
055
0.55
055

100+
0.29
029
034
034

TS3015

Input Impedance 30ki2; 24 Ranges

(Including 10Adc). Diode Et Fuse Protection.
Polarity Reverse Switch: Transistor Test Ranges.
Battery Test Ranges. Test Leads Wth Shrouded
4mm
Plugs,
Battery Et
Instruction
Leaflet
Included £24.95; 10+ 1800
Specification
AC Visiu
DC Visas
DC Current
Resistance
Battery Test
Protection
Drnersocns

0- 10-30- 10-3C0- 1COOV *3%
0-3-10-3D100-300-1000V *3%
0-100i.o3m-33rn-3COm-10Adc *3%
0-1k-10r-1M-10A/a .3%
15V M. 15V C Er D. 9V PP3
Fuse ancl Dodos
160
110 x50non

DIL Switches
Miniature Tilt Switch
SW2450 A miniature tilt switch consisting of a
mercury bubble in small glass envelope Overall
dimensions 18x5mm diameter Contacts rated at
1A 14V DC Switch will operate at tilt angle at
10 CAUTION -this switch contains mercury
and should NEVER be broken open 68p; 25+
047. 100+ 040

Standard DIL package with 46.8 or 10
pole switches incorporated
Code
Type
1+
25+
SVV2500 4 way 8 DIL pkg
60p
0.38
SW2505 6 way 12 DL pkg 90p
0.56
SW2510 8 way 16 DIL pkg £1.10 0.69
SW2515 10 way 20 DIL pkg £1.30 081

single
100+
030
0.45
0.55
065

Microswitches
Reed Switch
SW2460 A miniature sensitive reed switch
specifically designed for switching low signals
but equally capable of switching higher loads if
required Single pole normally open rhodium
contacts Suitable magnet is available -see next
item 45p; 25+ 033: 100+ 028
Technical Specification
Contact material
Contact rating
Snechog current max
Switching voltage
Pul o range
Max watching frequency
Max operate orne (125% ro)
Max release time niettiout (Jade)
Max bounce orne
Glass dmensions
Osier& length

Rhodium
12VA max
1A ac oc dc
220V ac
20 -20 AT
240Hz
2ms
0.06mo
02ms
19x2 6mm
55m

A range
of
high
quality
standard
size
microswitches offering a switching capacity of
15A at 250V AC. Connection may be made by
a'
,
tin connector or soldering Type V3.
Technical Specification
Contacts
Rating

Sliver
15A 250V AC resistive

Mechannal

Pretravel
Dfferenoal
Cpetateg force
Release force

Code
SW2550
SW2560
SW2570
SW2580

10' OP« 4110re
button
12
0 15-04
403g
80g

lever
33
1.25 TS%
2COg
28g

Type
Button
Lever
Roller
Short roller

1+
95p
95p
95p
95p

roller
33
125 max
2010g
28g

25+
065
065
065
065

eon roller
15
04
403g
85g

100+
056
056
056
056

Digital Multimeter
TS3020 Digital Multirneter in yellow housing
10A socket. Diode test. NPN/PNP Transistor
testing Power supply 1 x 9V -battery (not
included) £14.99; 10+ 8.81
Specification
Display
Ranges/Aceoreof
DC V
AC V
DC A
Reostance

31idigits. LCD 13rrrn

2C0/2COmV/20/200/1CCOV *05%
2C0/750V. :1 2% 40.450 Hz
20ii/20/2COmA/10A *I%
200µA. *1%
203/2000C2/20/2C0/2COD UI:FS%

36» /99S eettalo9ete

TEL: 01703 236363
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TOOLS
SUM

Digital Multimeter
133030 Multi-purpose 3.5 digit meter with
21rnm high tiltable digital display This model
incorporates a transistor checker, diode testers
and has a separate 20A socket £36.00; 10+
26 00
Specification
DC volts
AC eons
DC current
AC current
Reststance
Tranststor test
Dodo test
Irvisut rebstance
Confinuni buzzer
POWef supply
See
lAtight

Standard basic test leads Prods ends
2mm Red arid Black £1.20; 25+ 075

1S3070

Manmurn current
Length
Wee dorneter

18A cont
085m
27rrrn

2COmV/2/20/200/1000.0.5%
2COmV/2/20/200/750V .404001-ti
20/2COtiA/2/20/20OrnA/2/20A :1%
20/2COtiA/2/20/20Ornat/2/20A *I 5%
40-400Hz
2COR/2/20/2CCV2/20m *08%
HFE 0-1000
Fcrward voltage
10M
sag
9V Winery
185*.85x1Erryn
350g

Economy Pliers and Side
Cutters
A range of economy electrical and electronic
side cutters and pliers offering excellent value for
money Large contract purchases placed with
manufacturers enable us to offer these tools at a
fraction of their cost elsewhere.

Resistance Substitution Box
Voltage Tester
Dual function screwdriver type circuit
tester Used as an inductance tester it will detect
buned IKee cables, breaks in cables etc Touching
a live par with the tip will indicate the voltage
level on the LCD screen. AC or DC up to 250V

TS3040

Crimp Tool Kit
TL3010 A kit containing a vaned selection of
crimp connectors and insulated crimping tool
housed in a hinged plastic case Comprises 80
assorted insulated terminals and 40 assorted non
insulated terminals Tool incorporates wire cutter
and wire stripper £4.95; 10+ 325

eig

TS2080 A rapid system for selecting a correct
resistor valve within a circuit A neat swivelling
disc
provides
close
tolerance
hand-held
substitution resistors of 36 preferred values from

5.(2 to 1MQ Simply attach crocodile clips into
circuit and swivel until optimum result is
achieved
Feature high stability 025W 5%
resistors £13.50; 10+ 9 19

max. £3.95; 20+ 2.70

Electronics Side Cutters
A pair of economical good quality lap
jointed miniature side cutters with insulated
handles and return spring Size 115mrn. £2.75;
10+ 1.87
T1.2020

Test Leads
TS3050

50L1

coaxial lead with BNC plug on

Electronics Top Cutters

one end Red and black crocodile on the other
end. £2.50; 10+ 1.65
M81(e1011 arrent
Length
Wee dorneter

11.2030 A pair of economical good quality lap
jointed miniature top cutters with cutting edge
for use h confined spaces Insulated handles and
return spring. Size 115mm £2.95; 10+ 206

IA cont
0.9m
55rrrn

Educational Meters
A range of moving coil bench mounted meters
ideally suited to• educational users The meters
are terminated by marked 4mm terminals
Accuracy typically 4%. Housed in robust case
with large clearly defined scales Dimensions
80x 100x48mm
Code

Type

1+

10+

Standard long prods to standard 4mm
banana plugs Red and Black £1.65; 25+ 105

TS3101

0-1A

£6.95

490

Electronic Snipe Nose Pliers

TS3102

0-2A

£6.95

4.90

112040

Maxanurn current
Length
Wee clarneter

1S3105

0-5A

£6.95

490

TS3106

0-6V DC
0-15V DC

£6.95

490

£6.95

490

TS3060

18A cont
1lm
27nrn

133115

A pair of economical good quality lap
Jointed miniature snipe nose pliers with insulated
handles and return spring Size 115mm £2.60;
10+ 175

GREENWELD
27 Park Road •Southampton

S015 3U0.

Light Duty Cutters
712050 A pair of economical light duty cutters.
flush cutting edges for soft wires Opening spring
fitted. Complete with FVC gnps. Cutting capacity
0.2-1.2mm copper wire. £2.50; 10+ 1.50

•

TEL: 01703 236363
FAX: 01703 236307
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Automatic Wire Strippers
Precision Tool Set
TL3260 5 piece pressed stainless steel tool set
with precision ground blades The set comp° es
side cutters, bent nose pliers, round nose plii
long nose pliers and flat nose pliers Spn
insulated handles Length 1COmm. £14.95; 5+
986

113240 Automatic Wire Strippers Will cope
with insulated wire up to 6mrn 2 dia and will strip
up to 20mm. incorporates cable cutter. £2.95;
10+ 2.00

Screwdrivers
Electrician's Pliers

A range of high quaky screwdnvers with flly
hardened and tempered high grade steel shz fts
Chrome vanadium steel blades

112100 A pair of economical lap jointed
electrician's pliers with PVC covered handles
Nominal length 150mm £3.95; 10+ 247

Automatic Centre Punch

Rat bladed round shaft parallel tip
Code
Type
1+
TL2200 75x3mm flat blade
48p
T12205 100x3mm flat blade
50p
TL2210 150x5mm flat blade
85p
TL2215 2C0x5mm flat blade
£1.00

TL2250 A hand operated centre punch which
does not require a hammer The tool is simply
positioned and then depressed The punch then
indents the material to the depth set by the
adjuster The tool reset when removed from the
material Suitable for use on PCB materials
£3.10; 10+ 200
2+

o30
o31
o52
o59

Side Cutters
712104 A pair of economical lap jointed
electrician's side cutters with PVC covered
handles Nominal length 15Cmm £3.60; 10+
2.34

Snipe Nose Pliers
TL2106 A pair of economical lap jointed
electrician's snipe nose pliers with PVC covered
handles. Nominal length 200mm. £3.60; 10+
234

Miniature Flat Blade
Screwdriver Set
712220 Six precision flat blade screwdriver: in
a hinged plastic case with transparent cc ver
Each consists of a specially hardened nu kel
chrome molybdenum steel blade set in a
chromed brass holder with swivel cap BI de
widths. 09. 12. 18. 24, 30. 35mm £1. , 5;
10+ 0.95

Mini Drill
712270 Precision geared plastic mini drill Brass
chuck will hold bits up to 1.2mm. Drill bit
storage in handle. Length 115m £2.25; 36+
1.60

Precision PCB Mini Drill
Wire Strippers
T12115 Light duty wire strippers A handy wire
stnpper incorporating
an
adjustable
gauge
selector. Insulated handles with spring for
automatic opening £2.65; 10+ 185

Needle Files
T12230 Needle Res A pouch containing 10
various profiled files 140mm long for preci sion
work at an economical pnce. £2.30; 10+ 1! o

713280 Precision PCB mini-drill Nominally 12V
DC. but works from 5-14V Supplied with collett
for 08-12mm bits. +1mm bit Power input via
3.5rnm plug On/off switch. Current 250mA no
load to 3.5A stalled. 6000 rpm no load speed
35mm dia x165rrvn long. £7.95; 10+ 4.70

PRICES IN BOLD INCLUDE VAT; QTY PRICES IN LIGHT DO NOT
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Snap-Off Blade Knives

Miniature Vice
112290 Miniature plastic and metal vice with
strong suction base Single level action to secure
to smooth, non porous surface. Aluminium
covered jaws open to 40-nm 60x80x68mm
£1.95; 36+ 120

A pair of general purpose disposable snap-off
blade
knives.
Both
type
incorporate
full
retractable blades which can be locked into
position. The blades are scored in 7 places
permitting the end to be broken to expose a
new unused cutting edge Suitable for many light
cutting jobs.
Code
Type
1+
25+
112390
Small knife
80p
0.28
112400
Large knife
95p
049

Probe Set
11.2660 Useful set of low cost stainless steel
instruments. average length 150mm £6.95

Drive Pin Punches
112670 Get of 4 drive pin punches - 1/16.
3/32. 1/8 and 5/32'. Supplied in plastic wallet
and boxed £4.95

Low Cost G-Clamps
Available in two sizes
TL4300 6" G-Clamp £3.95
TL4310 8" G-Clamp £4.95

Precision Knife Set

Pick Up Tool
11.2420 Spnng loaded pearl grip pick-up tool
for small components Four fingers extend to
14rnm dia when the plunger is pressed and
close up when retracted Chrome metal Pocket
clip Length 127mm £2.60; 25+ 190

11.3410 A 13 piece precision knife set
comprising two miniature precision holders and
a heavier duty precision holder with an ABS
handle A total of 13 blades are supplied
enabling the user to employ knives for a vede
variety of cutting operations The blades are
retained on a magnetic holder held in the lid of
the
hinged
case.
Case
dimensions
160x65x35mm £6.95; 10+ 378

Pin Vices

kk4\

11.2680 Set of 4 pin vices Covering 0848mm Supplied in plastic wallet and boxed.
£6.95

Micrometer
TI2430 Micrometer. 0-25mm supplied in case
Superb value for money £8.95

Zircon Drill

TL2620 Self closing tweezers straight points.
160mm long. £2.50
11.2630 As above but angled points £2.50

TL3440 Zircon DnI1 Expos new 12V dc Zircon
dnll has been designed for power, size and ease
of handling. The power is derived from the T
section magnets and the drill produces more
torque than other drills twice its size. Being only
160mm long and 35mm in diameter with a
tapered front for fingertip control, the dnll is ideal
for the amateur and professional uses It comes
complete with an automatic 3-jaw chuck.
ground shaft and ball race drive for precision
dnlling £20.95

11.2640 Locking tweezers 155mm long £2.25
11.2650 Inspection mirror. steel. 170mm long
£1.95

113450 Also available as a kit with 20 tools
£34.99

Assembly Aid
113380 An extremely versatile aid to assist in
the soldering of PCBs. position of components.
or vvinng of connectors.
etc. Two arms
containing crocodile clips hold the components
or PCB which may be adjusted through 360 A
25 inch steel framed glass magnifier (2.5
magnification) is also featured to assist wth
accurate positioning and soldering of small
components. The entire assembly is firmly
mounted onto a heavy case base to prevent
accidental tipping £5.95; 10+ 3.55

Tweezers
112610
£1. 95

Double

ended

low

cost

pin

vce.

GREEN WELD

27 Park Road •Southampton •S015 3UQ

TEL: 01703 236363
FAX: 01703 236307
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Drill Sets
DnIl sets for Expo drills 5 new sets contained in
clear plastic cases
112540 4 burrs £2.99
TL2550 8 HSS twist drills. 05-2 Omm £5.50

6VA per secondary winding Regulation typically
10% Dims 55x45x45. FC 65x2BA
Code
TX3110
TX3120
TX3130
TX3140
11(3150

Output
0-6. 0-6V at
0-9. 0-9V at
0-12. 0-12V
0-15. 0-15V
0-20. 0-20V

25VA Type
12 5VA per winding

lA
06A
at 05A
at 04A
at 03A

1+
£6.95
£6.95
£6.95
£6.95
£6.95

Regulation

10+
473
473
473
4.73
473

7%

25+
364
364
364
364
364

Dims

68x58x59 FC 84x2BA
Code
TL3460
TL3470
TL3480
TL3490

Product
Set of 12 tools
Set of 20 tools
Set of 10 shank dnll bits
Model railway service kit

Price
£9.99
£14.99
£9.99
£9.99

11111 11111

T12560 4 HSS 3/32" sharked drills -06. 10,

Reliant Drill

TL3500 Reliant Drill Although smaller than the
Zircon, with a cylindrical body measuring 75mm
(31n) long by 34mm (1 34in) diameter. the
Reliant drill rs a powerful sturdy tool designed for
smaller and more delicate jobs Built in on/off
switch and connecting cable Torque at stall
270g cm (38 oz ins) Reliant DnI1 with 3 auto
chuck 0 1-3Crnm. £12.99
TL3510 Also available as a kit with 20 tools
£26.99

14 16mm £3.99
TL2570 4 mounted abrasive stones £2.99
T12580 Circular saw set - 125 and 19 3mm
dia blades and mandrel £4.99

Miniature HSS Twist Drills
Two sets of miniature HSS twist dnIls for the
modeller
T12590 16 drills from 05 to 2mm £6.95
TL2600 20 drills in plastic dispenser. from 03
to 16mm £7.50

Pin Chuck
112520 A pin chuck enables small twist drills to
be held All steel construction with blackened
finish Automatic 3 Jaw pin chuck £7.99

Chassis Transformers

A range of clamp mounting low voltage
transformers in four power ratings from 6 to
50VA Each transformer has two independent
primary windings which may be connected in
series for 240V or parallel for 120V input. All
transformers conform to centre tap working.
Double bobbin construction. All transformers
conform to BS415

113530 Multi-Purpose Drill Stand A strong
ingeniously designed all metal drill stand for use
with all drills by means of a bracket It can be
used either vertically as a bench drill with a
throat capacity of 112mm (4 4in) or horizontally
as a bench mounted miniature grinder, polisher
etc Pease specify for which drill. £29.99

Output
0-6. 0-6V at
0-9. 0-9V at
0-12. 0-12V
0-15. 0-15V

6VA Miniature
3VA per secondary winding Regulation typically
25% Dims 45x37x38 FC 53x4BA.
Code
Output
1+
10+ 25+
TX3010 0-6. 0-6V at 05A
£4.50 295 227
TX3020 0-9. 0-9V at 033A
£4.502.95 2.27
TX3030 0- 12. 0-12V at 0.25A £4.502.95 227
1X3040 0-15. 0-15V at 02A £4.50 295 2.27
TX3050 0-20. 0-20V at 0.15A £4.50 2.95 2.27

2A
13A
at lA
at 08A

1+
£8.95
£8.95
£8.95
£8.95

10+
608
608
608
608

25+
4.68
468
4.68
468

50VA Type
25VA per winding
FC 92x2BA

Regulation

Code
Output
TX3310 0-6V 0-6V at 4.1A
1X33200-9. 0-9V at 27A
1X33300-12. 0-12V at 2A
1X33400-15. 0-15V at 16A
TX3350 0-20. 0-20V at 12A

'

TRANSFORMERS

Drill Stand

Code
TX3210
TX3220
TX3230
T)(3240

NOTES

10%

63x65x78

1+
£10.95
£10.95
£10.95
£10.95
£10.95

10+
760
760
7.60
760
7.60

25+
585
585
585
585
585

II IN 1E> E
Abrasive Polishing Block
24
8
ABS Boxes
31
Adjustable Soldering Iron
Aerosols
30
8
Aluminium Boxes
12
Audio Leads
Automatic Centre Punch
37
37
Automatic Wire Strippers
Batteries
3
Battery Chargers
4
4
Battery Clips
Battery Holders
3
3
Battery Testers
15
BNC Adaptors
BNC Connectors
14-15
23
Breadboard
Bridge Rectifiers
26-27
20
Bulbs
3
Button Cells
33
Buzzers
4
Cable
5
Cable Tie Bases
5
Cable Ties
8
Cases
6
Ceramic Capacitors
9
Chapter Rings
12
Cigar Lighter Connectors
9
Clocks
15-16
Coax Connectors
16
Coax Leads
20 -22
Component Packs
Computer Leads
9-10
5
Conbloc
28-29
CMOS
17
Crimp Connectors
36
Crimp Tool Kit
Crocodile Clips
16
16
Crocodile Leads
14
D Covers
12
DC Power Connectors
33
Desolder Braid
33
Desolder Tool
24
Developer
27
DIAC
9
Dials (Clock)
14
DIL Connectors
DIL Switches
35
10-11
DIN Connectors
10
Disks
10
Disks Boxes
37-39
Drills
Drill Sets
39
Drill Stand
39
D Type Connectors
13
29
Dynamic RAM's
33
Earphones
13
Edge Connectors
36
Educational Meters
6-7
Electrolytic Capacitors
32
Elements
29
EPROM's
24
Etch Resist Pen
Extraction Tool
14
25
Fans

F Connectors
15
Feet
18
Ferric Chloride
24
FET's
28
Fuses
17
Fuse Holder
17-18
G Clamps
38
Gears
19
Gender Changers
10
Glue Gun
30
Hands (Clock)
9
Headphones
33
Heat Shrink Sleeving
6
Heatsinks
30
Helping Hands
38
IC's
28
IDC Connectors
13
IDC D Connectors
14
IEC Connectors
12-13
Infra Red Sensor
20
Infra Red Source
20
Insertion Tool
14
Jack Connectors
11
Jackson Capacitor
8
Jumper Links
24
Kits
22-23
Knives
38
Knobs
18
Lamp Holder
20
LDR's
20
Lead Acid Batteries
3
LED's
19
LED Clips
19
Linear IC's
29
Lithium Batteries
3
Magnet
35
Mains Connectors
13
Mains Suppression Capacitors
6
Mica Mounting Kits
30
Micrometers
38
Microphone
34
Microphone Insert
33
Micro Switches
35
Motors
19
Mouse
10
Multimeters
35-36
Needle Files
37
Ni -Cad Batteries
3
Nuts
18
Oscilloscope Probes
15
Phono Connectors
11-12
Photo Resist Copper Clad Board
24
Pick-up Tool
38
Pin Chuck
39
Pin Punches
38
38
Pin Vice
Pliers
36-37
6
Polyester Capacitors
Potentiometers
25-26
8
Potting Boxes
8
Power Supply Cases
Presets.
26
Probes
16
Probe Set
38
Programmable Unijunction Transistors 28
Protobloc
23
PSU's
24

Push Switches
35
Quartz Movements
9
Quicktest
13
RAM's
29
Rechargeable Batteries
3
Rectifier Diodes
26
Reed Switch
35
Relays
25
Resistance Sub Box
36
Resistors
25
Ribbon Cable
5
Rocker Switches
34
Rotary Switches
34
Scan Adaptors
12
Scan Connectors
12
Scan Leads
12
SCR's
27
Screwdrivers
37
Screws
18
Side Cutters
36-37
Signal Diodes
26
Signals
30-31
SIL Connectors
14
Single Pole Connectors
16
Slide Switch
34
Solder
32
Soldering Aids Set
32
Soldering Irons
31
Soldering Iron Kits
31
Soldering Iron Stands
32
Solder Tags
18
Speakers
33
Spiral Wrapping
5
Storage Cabinets
8
Stripboard
23
Stripboard Cutter
23
Sub-Min Electrolytic Capacitors
6
Switches
34-35
7
Tantalum 5ead Capacitors
Terminal Blocks
14
Terminal Pins
23
Test Equipment
35-36
Test Leads
17 8- 36
Thyristors
27
Tilt Switch
35
Toggle Switch
34
Tools
36 -39
Transducers
33
Transformers
39
Transistors
27-28
TRIAC's
27
Trimmer Capacitors
8
Tuning Capacitors
8
38
Tweezers
UHF Connectors
15
Unijunction Transistors
28
Variable Capacitors
8
Variable PSU's
24
Vice
38
Voltage Regulators
27
Voltage Tester
36
18
Washers
Wire Links
24
Wire Strippers
37
VVirewound Resistors
25
XLR Connectors
10
Zener Diodes
26
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GREENWELD
The following 8 pages are an addition to our 1998 Catalogue, especially for Everyday Practical Electronics readers,
containing just a few of our super surplus bargains. All the products will be of special interest to the modeller and
electronics enthusiast. All the prices within this supplement are inclusive of VAT just add £3.00 postage and packing
as per any normal order. Please use the standard order form on page 41 of the 1998 catalogue.

rSUPERDEAC

ON FLEX!

Z5690 These are entirely submersible. having a clear plastic
sealed cone Have music in your bath...literaW 88mm diameter
(3•2 -).

rated

12 watts.

8R.

60mm diameter magnet

Super

quality and value!

Bulk buy of 16/0 2 INC insulated flex enables
us to offer this at agreat price'
X7107 (4oco) Blue 25m coil £1.00
X7106 (4) f34-own 25m coil £1.00

fRELAY

GENDER
CHANGER
X3945 (3000) Geared 16V DC reversible motor
(works well on 12V) Size 61 x 33mm diameter
1Crnm diameter gear on spindle Final dnve speed
20ORPM £3.00

PANELf

Flease Note. On the two panels listeC below
one or two relays have been damaged to
prevent re-use of the board

P2915 Gender changer 25W D plug to 25W
D plug

£3-95

X6845 (1(X)) This is a great scoop' it seems
unlikely you'd find relays at less than 12p each yet by buying this panel. that's exactly what you
wIl get' 128 miniature BT style DPCO 5V relays
+ 32 BC337 transistors. 16 x BC327. 4 x
NE590 (addressable peripheral driver -8 open
collector darlington outputs cost £6 62 each). 4
x NE591. 4 x LS chips. 128 diodes. Rs. Cs.
etc Board value is over E4W

Only £20.00

X6147 Versatile soft padded instrument case
measuring 250 x 250 x 80'rm. with expanding side
pocket 175 x 80 x 90mm Both have velcro
fasteners On one side are two apertures. one 15 x
15mm and the other 80 x 40mm covered by a
leatherette flap Strong carrying handle Grey matenal
with black edging Stacks of uses' Only £2.95

X9132 (550) Excellent value, brand new 220VV PC
supply' Mans in/out, switched, built in brushless 12V
fan. output leads with connectors Spec 120/240V
input. outputs +5V 23A. +12V 8A. -5V -0 5A. -12V
0SA Case size 212 x 150 x 150mm

Special Low Price
£15.00

42-1,
X6846 (2(X)) This one has 32 low profile 4P
make relays with 2A contacts and 24V coil 64
x 1N4004 and a 64 pin DIN connector

Only £5.00

X6508
X6855 (15oo) Excellent 12V solenoid 58 x 32 x
25mm Through plunger has 25 x 2mm disc one
end and 31 x 23mm diameter spindle the other
£2.00

Yuasa

NP2.3-12

rechargeable

lead acid battery New. 12V 2.3Ah.
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'TOP QUALITY CHISELS
CISCAUX

AlJTI

'501-11"PROOF' R1VL Mat
1
,-wle,••••• fee. r-

1111111111111.1111.111.111.11.1111111C

lateet041
X9035 Scoop purchase of these Zenith cable IV
receivers -complete with remote control unit! They
have been removed from customers premises (We
do not however guarantee this item) The unit
measures 245 x 170 x G(mm and has a brown
plastic case over a metal chassis Inside is a switch
mode
power
supply,
modulator/demodulator
modules. AA mead. dual 7 seg display. IR receiver
circuitry and lots of small modern components On
the rear panel are input and output sockets and a
2m mains lead with 13A plug attached The
remote control has 17 buttons. £6.95

N

X9167 (40) Top quality, guaranteed unbreakable handled chisel set. Made by
Marples These hand forged, split proof, bevel edged chisels are probably the best
money can buy Set of four: 25mm. 19mm, 13mm and 6mm These normally retail
at around £60 00 a set or between £13 00 and £1700 individually

Bargain At £34.95
SKY TV BOXES

Z914 Audio amp panel 95 x 65mm with
TBA820 chips Gives 1W output with 9V
supply Switch and volume control
Jus;
connect battery and speaker
Full details
supplied £1.50

X7234 (490) 120V 0 120V 0 primary. with 0 6V 0
6V secondary 3VA Made by Louth Transformers
Brand new £1.50

f
LITHIUM BATTERY \
,

'wove ioui.
PoCinealle C» LOOM CALMillimu
To Water

Désamen, de. Me al

%AT 4%•18hIll BATTER if

X9196 (175) Sky TV box -sold for spares only 16
channel, made by Amstrad Fidelity, model number
SRX200 320 x 220 x 60mm The sockets on the
back include LNB IN via 'F' type socket. Scaq
socket, audio out - left and nght. two phonos
interface via 15 pin high density 'D' type socket. RF
out and RF in. TV co-ax plug and socket Lots of
spares -too many to list -including modulators. 7
seg displays
transformer,
mini switches.
IC's.
capacitors, resistors and circuitry to receive a remote
control (Remote control not included) £8.95

Z2450 Tadiran AA size lithium batter,' 36V PC
mounting Date code 6/89 DP on these is
£5 17 £2.00

X9170

(100)

Adastra

L73

public

address

10VV. 8f2. 5.
4" diameter. 5" in length
metal mounting bracket £6.95

horn

White with

15Orrrn
X7269 (78) Square type 4 way mains block rated at
13 amps 250V ac Complies to BS-1363/A Made
by PMS with red neon Length 160mm. width
122mm, depth 28mm £3.95

X4745 (285) Tn colour LED Red and green in neat
metal housing with screw thread and nut for
mounting LED size 5mm. thread diameter lOmm.
total length including legs 36mm 3 for £2.00

41 :
111.

X9189 (158) Electrical control box with clear hinged
lid Made of an impact resistant polycarbonate Has 4
optional knock outs below and 3 at the back of the
enclosure Made by Brentomat in light grey £6.00
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'DISPLAY
PANEL

ISC (

'regiegie
X7488 (58) Toroidal transformer. 95mm in diameter.
35mm high. weight 900grrris. Gives 8 voltages out
9V AC. 42 8V AC. 53V AC. 60V AC. 68V AC. 79V
AC. 113V AC and 123V AC (These have been
measured under no load) Not sure what wattage
Brand new £6.00

--I

X7536

(1298)

Suppressor.

250V

0-5Mfd + 2 x 001Mfd + 680kû

I—
ac.

16

Amp.

Believed to be

designed for vacuum cleaners £2.00

X7546 (675) Delta formation capacitor 1x0.15Mfd
+ 2 x 0C05Mfd + 1M512 250V ac working 2 for
X7468 (52) Toroidal transformer. 78mm diameter.
35mm high. Weight 750grms.
Mains primary
measures 20V AC with no load and 19V AC with a
15Amp load. £5.95

£1.00

X7557
£
36mm

)6)
high

330Mfd 200V electrolytic capacitor.
x 29mm diameter PCB mounting

1.25

X6877 Four in one display panel Consists of
(a) The driver display card with 66 chips including ULN2CO3A x 26. 74HC595 x 22.
HD64180 CPU. 6264 RAM and 27C256
EPROM + Rs. Cs, xtal, connectors, etc:
(b) Transistor card with 14 x BUK455/60A
power MOSFETs on small heatsinks (60V 125W.
41A devices),
16 x T092 transistors and
connectors for board (c) to plug into:
(c) Two identical LED display panels, each with
16 x 1.25" high 7x5 dot matrix displays, plus
connectors Total component value is easily in
excess of £200001 COMPREHENSIVE DATA
INCLUDED.

COridly £20.00j

X9210 (203) A4 double sided cutting mat with Dafa
roller style cutter and spare blade The green cutting
mat measures 3(X) x 220mm and is 3mm thick The
roller cutter has a safety cover for the blade which is
very sharp £6.50

X7288 (24) Padsaw for cutting internal holes which
are away from the edge of the work Made by
Marples with nice wooden handle £5.95

X7550 (2950) 48V Nicad PCB mounting Old and
a little bit of corrosion, not fully working Take a
chance. Can be split down 10 for £1.00
X7584 (1) Printer stand A robust two piece
moulded ABS pnnter stand which may be adjusted
to accommodate standard or wide carnage dot
matrix printers Complete with anti-slip rubber feet.
£2.50

,
«-aummegellialEO
X7289 (25) Plasterboard saw Total length 290mm
blade length 150mm Nice wooden handle Made by
Marples £5.95

X7007 (240.030) Magnets Small, powerful, ferrite
type 82mm diameter x 43mm thick
14 for
£1.00; 100 for £4.00
X7287 (12) Cabinet maker's saw 6' (150mm)
Made by Marples with nice wooden handle £5.95

TBP305 Brand new battery pack by Ora. measuring
90 x 58 x 19mm Contains 5 x AA ni-cads rated
703mA £3.95

POLYTHENE BAGS
alliel""ealmaimmunim.

X9168 (72) Hacksaw Strong metal frame with
tension adjuster Has facility to cut at an angle
Supplied with 1x 12" blade Good quality and good
value £6.95

X7551 (288) Epoxy adhesive -contains 1 x epoxy
adhesive resin and 1 x epoxy adhesive hardener
Made by Bond It Suitable for bonding metals, wood,
ceramics and much more Net weight 34g £2.00

Free samples of the following polythene bags
are available on request.
X7529 (5000) 200 microns clear polythene bags.
205mm wide x 470mm deep Pack of 100 for
£1.50
X7530 )80.) 350 microns clear polythene bags.
225mm wide x 2COmm deep Pack of 100 for
£1.00
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X7507 (96) Butane gas pencil torch Made by Back
Spur Tools 2COmm in length £5.95

X9220 (6) 96V cordless drill-driver Made by
Rchmond Supplied with charger and battery Six
level torque control (2.4 -so N-m). variable speed 0
- 550 RPM, removable battery, reversible drive.
keyless chuck, electronic brake, two reversible screw
driver bits. 3 hour charging time. £49.95

X7615
16CMHz, (20)
25kHz.
Pye Supplied
radio 6with
channel
batteryAM
and 120
aerialRegret crystals have been removed. Size excluding
battery and aerial is 165 x 77 x 45mm Cat No
P5001 H2. Used but in good condition £30.00

X9221 (8) Mitre saw Ideal for cutting wood, plastic
and soft metal The mitre saw has quick-lock
positions for cutting at 22.5. 30'. 36*. 45* and 90'
angles. Made by Nobex. Includes saw £24.95

X9222 (220) 18" bolt croppers Made in China
Finished in red with black rubber hand grips £7.95

X9227 (3C0) 5kg lump from a photocopier Consists
of 1 x crouzet 240V 1CRPM motor. 1 x 220V
13COW. 420-rim long bulb Loads of rollers, gears
and a few spnngs 450 x 180 x 95mm £5.95

X7647 (137) Speaker switch (same as A098 on
page 11 of 1996 catalogue) Switches 4 pars of
speakers where stereo amplifier only allows one par
1. 2. 3 or 4 pairs can be used in any combination
Input via two phono sockets, output via quick-action
spring
terminals
Senes
and
parallel
resistive
protection Black metal case. 148 x 85 x 50mm
£13.95

e

ANOTHER GREEN WELD eARGAIN!

X9230 (50) A very neat two part terminal.
clipping together via a 50 way Centronics plug
and socket.
Part 1 -PSU Unit
A metal case measuring 290 x 205 x 60mm.
This unit consists of a potted transformer with 0120V-0- 120V
primary
and
0-18V-0-18V
secondary @ 15VA, 1 x GS-R4055 step down
power regulator module by SGS Thomson.
designed to take any dc voltage between 8 and
46V in and give 5.1V dc out at 4 amps. (this unit
normally retails over £50.00 on its own). 4 x
2,200Mfd 40V caps, 1 x bridge rectifier. 1 x
ZSIR52405 24V dc in. 5V dc 250mA out. dc-dc
converter. 1x 5V dc 4PCO relay. 2 x LT1081CN
dual RS232 driver/receiver 16 pin DIL IC, 4 x 15
pin D type connectors.
Part 2 -Display Unit
A metal case measuring 315 x 230 x 40mm.
Consisting of 1xOptrex. 16 x 2 LCD display, 80
way key pad, 3 x EF6840. 2 x 6116, 2 x
EF6803, 1 x EF6850, 3 x EF6821. 1 x
ULA5C124J4. 1 x Z80 A CPU. 1 x 2764, 1 x
bar code reader chip HBCR-1800 8903. plus
tants. R's, 74 series chips, 3 x 4 way DIP
switches. 1 x buzzer, 1 x. 4Mhz + 1 x
3.6864MHz crystal. 1 x DS1225Y non volatile S
RAM with battery back up.
All brand new and boxed.

INCII/V! ALL THIS
FOR climuy
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X7610 (8000) Tubular 022Mfd 1COOV DC 3COV
AC capacitor Axial leads Body size 33mm long,
14mm diameter Pack of 10 for £1.00
X7653 (8C0) Kitty card. 120 x 120mm PCB with
the followng parts soldered into the board 36V
100mA Varta NiCad. Rezo buzzer, GM76C256L-85.
27C512-12 (in socket). 9X32. 16V8, 25PC/4.
74LS367. 74HCT373. 74HCT244, M624B. 74LS14,
74HCT32, 11 0592 xtal. plus a few resistors and
capacitors £2.00
X7665 (2ŒC)
for fixing cable
X7664 (20001
for fixing cable

X7654 (1100)
Nice
board
for
suppression/
regulation PCB size 215 x 57mm wth the following
parts soldered in 4903. 2 x BT152-4C0 SCR. 2 x
1_296 (4A switching regulator voltage range 5 1V to
40V - these normally sell for £500+ each). 2 x
MB11 1045 diode. 78L05. Belling Lee L2770/3 3
amp filter . 2 x torroidal suppression chokes plus
resistors and capacitors £3.95

X7652 (800) Crow card PCB size 210 x 97mm
with the following parts soldered in 36V 100mAh
Varta
Nicad.
7812.
27C256-20
(in
socket).
D43256AC-85L.
74HCT30
74HCT373.
2 x
74HCT240. 3 x Z0853C06PSC, P80C32. 2 x
MC1488. MC1489, 74HCT14. 74HCT174. 4541,
74HCT32. 74LS04, 16V8H-25PC/4. 22V10-15PC/4
and 3579545 xtal £2.00

4mm
Pack
4mm
Pack

banana plug Black with screw
of 8 for £1.00
banana plug Red with screw
of 8 for £1.00

X7594 (65) Compaq mouse
2 button type
terminating to a 6 pin mini DIN plug Rated at 5V dc
15mA Brand new £6.50

X7697 (146) 8" long nose pliers with
handles and cutting facility £2.75

X7696 (36) 8" bent nose pliers with
handles and cutting facility £2.75

X7701 (96) Knife and mitre box set A model
making 30 piece tool kit containing 3 knife handles
(light, medium and heavy duty). fine blade hand saw.
sanding
block,
mitre block,
scriber,
tweezers.
miniature screwdnver and 24 knife blades All
contained in a neat plastic case £10.00

X7702 (108) 21 piece precision screwdriver set.
supplied in neat case with clear lid Contains 5 x
wrenches (4. 45. 5, 55 and 6mm). 2 x crosspoint
screwdrivers (Nos 0 Et 1). 3 x hex key wrenches
(1 5. 2 and 25mm). 5 x nut drivers (3. 3.5. 4, 45
and 5mm) 6 x flat bladed screwdrivers (08. 14. 2.
24. 29 and 38mm), 1xsmall tommy bar £5.50

insulated

insulated

X9207 (80O) Mans heavy duty fan
10 inch
diameter, made of steel Mounted na 4 screws (not
included) on the motor in the centre of the fan so
the outer can spin WARNING There are no
protection guards on this fan £5.00

X7704 (108) 19 piece precision tool set in plastic
case with clear lid Contains 1 pair of long nose
pliers with cutting edge, 4 xflat bladed screwdrivers.
3 xphillips screwdrivers. 1xpoint. 3 xhex drivers. 3
x nut drrvers. 3 x box spanners 1 par tweezers
£5.00

X7698 (92) 4-2" mini end cutting pliers Made by
Golden Shark Spring loaded with insulated cushion
grip handles £2.00

X7648 (7900) Heatsink Suitable for Intel 486
50fV1Hz microprocessor 48 x 48 x 9mm Thermal
resistance 8.C/VV (natural convection), 25.C/VV (air
velocity 400h per minute) approx Supplied with
black plastic retaining clip These normally sell for
£4 00 in 100+ quantity New and boxed £1.00

limonite

fea

:

X7699 (92) 4I-2" mini flat nose pliers Made by
Golden Shark Spring loaded with insulated cushion
grip handles £2.00

X7703 (100) Electncians tool kit, supplied in a neat
case with a clear plastic lid Contains 1 x small
penlight torch. 1 x 6/12/24V screwdriver style
tester. 1 pair of long nose pliers. 1 roll of PVC
insulation tape. 1 x phillips screwdriver, 1 x flat
bladed screwdriver. 1x 60-5COVac neon tester, 1 x
cnmping tool and a selection of crimp connectors
All this for just £6.00
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e
N
GRAPHICS PLASMA
DISPLAY UNIT
X4959 (16) LCD display Made by Epson. model
number EAN20016AR 20 x 1 Overall size 120 x35
x8mm. Some data supplied £2.50

MUM
L.:.

MOIR

mete«

AINIEVeRNIPM11111r
X7678 (54) LCD display Made by Epson. model
number EG4401AAR 256 x 128 Overall size 145 x
115 x8mm Some data supplied £5.50

le
Front

X7686 (100) LCD display Made by Epson. model
number EAN16025AR 20 x 2 Module size 83 x 35
x8mm Some data supplied £3.00

X7709 (361) Chassis mounting 5 pin XLR plug
Metal Made by HRS £1.00
X7679 (680) LCD display, miniature type Made by
Epson. model number EAC20017AR. 20 x 1
Character size 445 x 7.75mm. Overall size 100 x22
x9mm Some data supplied £2.50

X7680 (76) LCD display Made by Epson. model
number EAX24017AR 24 x 1 Overall size 120 x 35
x8mm Some data supplied £3.00

Rear
X9163 (50) MD400E-640PD2A DC type
Graphics Plasma Display Unit Consists of
display panel with polycarbonate frame and
driver electronics Made by Panasonic 4C0 x
640 dots Display area 144 x 192mm Actual
size 190 x 285mm Colour is neon orange
TTL signal level needs 5V and 205V to
operate Total power consumption 35W Brand
new Some data supplied
X9195 (100) 35" disk storage box for 40 disks
with transparent plastic lid Snap on easy open/close
£2.50

ONLY £20.00

X7667 (600) LCD display Made by Epson model
number EG2401AAR 256 x 64 Overall size 175 x
68 x8mm Some data supplied £6.00

X7708 (100) Mains 24 hour clock No case, just
the mechanism Neat flip style digits keeps the time
perfect Just wire it up to the mains, mount it in a
case and away you gol £5.00

X7690 (8) LCD display Made by Epson. model
number EG2801AAR. 512 x 64 Overall size 270 x
86 x 10mm. Some data supplied. £8.00

X7727 (1000) Miniature 24" diameter a) speaker
Made by Mai Brand new 50p each

X7718 (68,( Standard 5mm red LED's, leads
cut to 13mm long Pack of 200 for £4.00
X4970 (2000) Green standard 5mm LED 25 for
£1.00

I
X7684 (25) LCD display Made by Epson. model
number EG4801AAR 512 x 128 Overall size 265 x
115 x8mm Some data supplied £8.00

X7755 (210) Cyclon sealed lead acid cell 2V
125M Ex-equipment Made by Hawker Batteries
Body size
120mm long x 52mm diameter
Guaranteed working £8.00

X7719 (3500) 5mm standard red LED
100 £2.50

Pack of
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X9248 (2) Waterproof ABS grey box with 4 fixing
screws for lid Medium duty 340 x340 x 165mm 4
fixing screws fa aPCB inside £8.00

X9247 (7) Water proof ABS box, grey with 4 fixing
screws for lid Medium duty 250 x 250 x 165mm
with 4 fixing screws for aPCB inside £6.00

X9244 (12) Waterproof ABS box Grey with 4 fixing
screws for lid Medium duty 160 x 160 x 130mm
with 4 fixing screws for a PCB inside. £4.00

X9240 (18) Waterproof ABS box Grey with 4 fixing
screws for lid 160 x 115 x 12Cmm with 4 fixing
screws for a PCB inside £3.50

USE ORDER FORM ON PAGE 41
OR
TEL: 01703 236363 FAX: 01703 236307

X9241 (15) Waterproof ABS box Grey with clear lid
which is fixed by 4 screws 160 x 120 x 120mm 4
screws inside for fixing a PCB £4.00

7

X7720 (2286) A "ring" cnmp connector with yellow
insulation for 2.7-6 6mm cable Ring size 8mm
diameter hole 25 for £1.00
X4972 )5) A "ring' crimp connector with blue
insulation for 10-2 6mm cable Ring size 6BA. 25
for £1.00
X4973 (1120) A "nng" cnmp connector with blue
insulation
for
10-2 6mm'
cable
Ring
size
M3/3.5/4BA 25 for £1.00
X4974 (1470) A "ring" crimp connector with blue
insulation for 10-2 6mm 2 cable Size of nng M5/2BA.
25 for £1.00
X4975 (460) A "nng" crimp connector with yellow
insulation
for
27-6 6mm'
cable.
Ring
size
M3/3 5413A 25 for £1.00
X4976 (1023) A "ring" crimp connector with yellow
insulation for 27-6 6mm' cable Ring size M5/2E3A
25 for £1.00

X9243 (8) Waterproof ABS box Grey with a clear
lid which is fixed by 4 screws 120 x 120 x 120mm
4 screws inside for fixing a PCB £3.50

X7716 (42) Black ABS box with glue together
designed lid 4 screws inside for mounting a PCB
Ideal as a tamperproof unit 150 x 70 x
£1.25

X9246 (74) White ABS box Lid fixed via 4 screws
150 x 78 x48mm £1.75

X9242 (11) Waterproof ABS box Grey with 4 fixing
screws for lid 120 x 120 x 120mm with 4 fixing
screws for aPCB inside £3.00

X7717 (325) Grey ABS box with F'P3 battery
compartment 56 x 78 x 20mm Ideal for FM bug
kits) £1.50

X9245 (6) Waterproof ABS box Grey with a clear
lid which is fixed by 4 screws 160 x 160 x 120mm
Also 4 screws inside box for fixing a PCB £4.50

X7715 (20) Black ABS box. Hand held meter case
style with cut out for LCD 170 x 95 x 37mm
£2.50

X4981 (5200) A "spade" cnmp connector with red
insulation for 026-1 6mm' cable M3/3 5/4BA size
25 for £1.00
X4982 (745) A "spade" cnmp connector with
yellow insulation for 27-6 6mm' cable. Spade size
M5/2BA 25 for £1.00
X4983 (222) A "spade" cnmp connector with
yellow insulation for 27-66mm' cable Spade size
M6/0BA. 25 for £1.00

X4979 (2777) A "flat tab" crimp connector with red
insulation for 025-1 6mm' cable Tab size 10mm
long x2m wide 25 for £1.00
X4980 (1413) A "fiat tab" cnmp connector with
yellow insulation for 27-6 6mm' wire Tab size lOrnm
long x3mm wide 25 for £1.00

X4977 (490) A "receptacle" crimp connector with
blue insulation for
10-2 6mm' cable
Size of
receptacle is '4" 25 for £1.00

X4978 (222) A "piggyback" crimp connector with
blue insulation for 10-2 6mm' cable 4" size blade
and receptacle 10 for £1.00
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'COMPAQ AC'
ADAPTOR

X4985 (1595) A "receptacle" crimp connector
supplied with separate clear boot to give full
insulation
size receptacle 25 for £1.00

X4986 (570) A "receptacle" cnmp connector with
fully shrouded insulation for 27-6 6mm" cable Size of
receptacle is '4" 25 for £1.00

X9253 (2oo) An AC adaptor from Compaq for
the Contura Aero Range of Notebook/Laptop
computers Type number Z832A Supplied with
figure 8 lead
Input voltage 1C0/120V 220/243AC 50/6C4-1z Output voltage 17 5V
DC @ 18A

X4984 (603) A straight through/butt splice crimp
connector with blue insulation for 10-2 6mm cable
25 for £1.00

X4971 (73) A 5 pin 180' DIN socket to socket
adaptor enables you to plug two plugs together
43mm long £1.00 each

Bargain At
OnIy £5.00

STAR TREK MODELS

N

SPECIAL COLLECTOR'S EDITION SERIES

D17111.1>
VIM,' Mom K.,/
glom Iltou,r
0011411 kit

COPT11111
111111E1 T. KIRK

FIRST OFFICER
I11R. :POCK

X9249 (18) Captain James T Kirk.
A highly detailed 12" tall vinyl model
kit. Unpainted. Made by AMT

X9250 (19) First Officer Mr. Spock.
A highly detailed 12" tall vinyl model
kit. Unpainted. Made by AMT

DOCTOR
tEonium tIlcCOY
X9251 (12) Doctor Leonard McCoy.
A highly detailed 12" tall vinyl model
kit Unpainted. Made by AMT

ALL MODELS ONLY £7.50 EACH!
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